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Preface

This year the CDVE conference celebrated its fourth annual event in an exciting
city—Shanghai, China. The cooperative design, visualization and engineering
community sensed the economic pulse of a new giant economy where cooperation
is vital for its success.
This year we received a large number of papers from all over the world.
In addition to many submissions from Europe, we received more papers from
Asia and China this time. Many authors from key Chinese research centers and
national projects presented their papers, which gave us insight into the progress
of research and development in this giant economy.
From a technical point of view, as a major trend in cooperative design, visualization, engineering and other applications, advanced Web-based cooperation
technology stands out by itself. Many papers reﬂect the research in this aspect
with very convincing results.
Web-based cooperative working applications have been emerging strongly
since the wide availability and accessibility of the WWW. It is a form of sharing
and collaborating by its nature. It is suitable for the cooperation of a much wider
range of users.
In the ﬁeld of cooperative engineering, new ﬁndings and new results were
presented. Among all, work ﬂow technology was recognized as a key element
for successful cooperative engineering. According to these new ﬁndings, only
Web-based cooperation tools and shared databases are not enough for cooperative engineering. Workﬂow-based methodology should be introduced to guarantee the integration and coordination of the whole life cycle process of
products.
This year we had many papers concerning other aspects of cooperative applications. Knowledge management for cooperative work, grid and distributed
architecture etc. were some of them. To give users an “anytime, anywhere” cooperation possibility was also one of the areas of focus. Multiple platform applications are developed that use all possible communication networks, including
interactive digital TV, mobile phones and mobile devices etc.
I would like thank all the authors who submitted their papers to the
CDVE2007 conference. It is their enthusiasm and hard work that made this
conference unique. I would also like to express my thanks to our Program Committee, our Organizing Committee for reviewing the papers and doing conference
organization work on top of their very heavy daily workloads. I would like to
express my special thanks to many volunteer experts for reviewing our papers
and providing a great help to raise the quality of the papers of this conference.
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Preface

This conference aims to promote technologies for cooperation. I believe all
of our eﬀorts will contribute to the research and development of this ﬁeld very
positively, and to a better cooperation and mutual understanding in our international community.
September 2007
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Integrating Advanced Collaborative Capabilities
into Web-Based Word Processors
Haifeng Shen, Steven Xia, and Chengzheng Sun
School of Computer Engineering
Nanyang Technological University
50 Nanyang Avenue, Singapore 639798
{ashfshen,stevenxia,czsun}@ntu.edu.sg

Abstract. With the development of new web technologies, web-based
collaborative applications, exempliﬁed by oﬃce applications, are emerging to take advantage of web’s attractive features. We propose to plug a
collaborative engine into web-based oﬃce applications so that advanced
collaboration capabilities can be seamlessly integrated without compromising or modifying their conventional capabilities. This engine lies on
application-independent data addressing and operation models to be
reusable for a wide range of diverse applications without being modiﬁed. In this paper, we present a data addressing model for web-based
word processors, which complies with the model used by the engine and
shall lay a good foundation for investigating data addressing models for
other web-based applications.

1

Introduction

Web-based (or essentially web-browser-based) applications have been an alternative to desktop applications since the emergence of WWW and are becoming
more and more attractive owing to its advantages like no installation, easy-touse, ubiquitous accessibility, platform agnosticism, low risk of data loss, and
more important, sharing and collaboration. Representative niche web-based applications include Internet applications such as web-based email, bookmarks,
discussion boards, blogs, wikis, and search engines; e-Business applications such
as e-Bay and Amazon; and various MIS (Management Information System) and
ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) applications. These applications use standard web and database technologies to provide a lightweight solution to average
end-users who possess limited or fair set of skills of using computers.
Recent development of new web technologies exempliﬁed by Ajax (Asynchronous Javascript And XML) and Web 2.0 is making it possible to port some
widely-used desktop applications onto the web. These web-based applications
have similar user interfaces, features, and functions as those oﬀered by their
desktop counterparts. Although their functions are relatively limited and not
comparable with their desktop counterparts at the moment, they do provide
essential functions that satisfy the majority of average end-users, and more importantly, these web-based applications have so many attractive advantages that
do not exist in their desktop counterparts.
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 1–8, 2007.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007
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Such applications are represented by various web-based oﬃce applications
such as web-based word processors (their most inﬂuential desktop counterpart
is Microsoft Word): Google Docs [1], FCKeditor [2], Zoho Writer, and ajaxWrite;
spreadsheet authoring tools (their most inﬂuential desktop counterpart is
Microsoft Excel): Google Spreadsheet, Zoho Sheet, and ajaxXLS; and slides authoring and presentation tools (their most inﬂuential desktop counterpart is
Microsoft PowerPoint): Zoho Show and ajaxPresents.
Sharing and collaboration are two characteristic features of these web-based
oﬃce applications. All of them support sharing of documents on the web in
that a document can be accessed with nothing but a web browser by anyone
authorized, at anytime, from anywhere. Some (e.g., Google Docs & Spreadsheet,
Zoho Writer & Sheet) come with built-in collaboration functionality that allows
multiple users to view and edit shared documents in real time. However, the
collaboration functionality in these applications is limited in that it is either
based on a sequential interaction paradigm, where only one user can modify the
shared document at any instance of time, or based on a Copy-Modify-Merge
paradigm (supported by an html diﬀ and an html merge algorithm) , where
concurrent conﬂicting changes will be aborted.
We propose to plug a collaborative engine into web-based oﬃce applications so
that advanced collaboration capabilities, such as fast local response, concurrent
work and unconstrained interaction, relaxed WYSIWIS (What You See Is What I
See) [3], collaborative undo, and detailed workspace awareness, can be seamlessly
integrated without compromising or modifying their conventional capabilities.
This engine uses application-independent data addressing and operation models
to underpin advanced collaborative techniques so that it can be plugged into a
wide range of diverse applications without being modiﬁed.
As diﬀerent applications use their own data addressing and operation models to reference and manipulate internal data objects, an application-dependent
adapter middleware is required for the engine to be plugged into an application,
which essentially bridges the gap between the data and operation models used
by the application and engine. Therefore, we choose to study the data addressing and operation models for web-based word processors in order to explore a
data addressing model and an operation model that rigidly comply with the
models used by the collaborative engine. In this paper, we present a data addressing model for the adapter of web-based word processors, which complies
with the model used by the engine and shall lay a good foundation for investigating adapters for other web-based applications (e.g., web-based spreadsheet
authoring tools, web-based slides authoring and presentation tools). This model
has been implemented in the adapter for an open source web-based word processor, which, when the collaborative engine is plugged in via the adapter, supports
advanced collaboration capabilities.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the
cornerstone of the collaborative engine. After that, we present a data addressing
model for web-based word processors. Finally, the paper is concluded with a
summary of major contributions and future work.
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3

Cornerstone of the Collaborative Engine

Advanced collaboration capabilities lie upon a cornerstone technology called Operational Transformation (OT) [4] for supporting unconstrained interaction, i.e.,
to allow any user to modify any data object consistently at any time without
imposing any restrictions on users’ actions. OT uses an application-independent
data addressing model called XOTDM [5], which consists of a hierarchy of addressing groups, where each group consists of multiple independent linear addressing domains. Inside each addressing group, independent linear addressing
domains are identiﬁed by their unique names within that group.
A data object is mapped to a position in a linear addressing domain only
if it has the position number as its address in this domain. Consequently, the
address used by an operation is a vector pair, i.e., a vector of (n, p) pairs, where
n is the name of a linear addressing domain in this group, and p is the object’s
position in this domain. More precisely, an addresses has the format of addr =
(n0 , p0 ), (n1 , p1 ), . . ., (ni , pi ), . . ., (nk , pk ), where addr[i] = (ni , pi ), 0≤ i ≤
k, represents one addressing point at level i.

3

An OT-Compliant Data Addressing Model

Documents used by web-based word processors are in the format of HTML or its
extensions such as XHTML (eXtensible HTML). To investigate an OT-compliant
data addressing model, we ﬁrst need to study how data objects can be referenced
in an HTML document. The Document Object Model (DOM) is a platform and
language neutral Application Programming Interface (API) for representing a
structured HTML and XML document and for accessing and manipulating the
elements (such as HTML tags and strings of text) that make up that document.
An HTML document has a hierarchical structure that is represented in the
DOM as a tree structure. The nodes of the tree represent the various types
of content in the document. The tree representation of an HTML document

Fig. 1. The DOM tree for an HTML document
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primarily contains nodes representing elements or tags such as body and p
nodes representing strings of text. Figure 1 is a simple graphical representation
of an HTML document with respect to a DOM tree. The DOM tree structure
is represented as a tree of various types of Node objects. The Node interface
deﬁnes properties and methods for traversing and manipulating the tree. One
way to access a data object in an HTML document is to traverse its DOM tree
by recursively using the childNodes property of a node until the object is found.
DOM also provides a number of ways to access speciﬁed nodes, for example,
getElementsByTagName(“tagname”), getElementsById(“id”), and getElementsByName(“objectname”). However, none of these ways matches the data addressing model used by OT.
3.1

The Range Object

Our further investigation led to the discovery of the Range object in DOM.
A Range object represents a contiguous range of document content contained
between speciﬁed starting and ending points. The starting and ending points of
a range are each speciﬁed by a pair (node, oﬀset), where node is typically a text,
document, or element object, and oﬀset is the position between the children of
the node. For example, an oﬀset of 0 will represent the position after the ﬁrst
child and before the second. When the speciﬁed node is a text node, the oﬀset
represents a position between two characters in the text node. For example, an
oﬀset of 1 represents the position between the ﬁrst and second characters.

Fig. 2. The Range object in DOM

With both the starting and ending points speciﬁed, a range will represent
all nodes and/or characters between the starting and ending positions. When
the starting and ending points of a range are the same, the range is said to be
“collapsed”. In this case, the Range object represents a single position, and can
be viewed as an insertion position within a document. The starting and ending
points can even fall within diﬀerent nodes, and can therefore span multiple (and
fractional) elements and/or text nodes. Figure 2 shows examples of four diﬀerent
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text ranges, where s# and e# denote the starting and ending points of range#
respectively. For Range 2, the starting point s2 = (BODY, 1) because it is
in the BODY element and is immediately after the ﬁrst child H1 element
and before the second child P element. In particular, the starting and ending
points of Range 3 and Range 4 are the same, although Range 3 and Range 4 use
diﬀerent representations. Moreover, the starting and ending points of Range 1
fall in diﬀerent nodes (starting node H1 and ending note P) and the range
spans two diﬀerent text nodes to return a string of characters.
3.2

The TextRange Object

Every range is contiguous because it must include all nodes and elements speciﬁed by the starting and ending points. The Range object looks somewhat
relevant to the XOTDM model in that elements seems to be addressable with
their oﬀsets in a contiguous range. However, it is diﬃcult to address every data
object with a unique oﬀset in a document due to 1) oﬀsets may not be unique
because oﬀsets are relative to the starting and ending points of a range and multiple arbitrarily related ranges may exist in a document, and 2) if a single range
is created to encompass the whole document, tags and data objects are mixed
in the range and consequently oﬀsets are non-deterministic because lengths of
tags and objects may not be deterministic. For example, the length of an img
tag depends on the path of the image source.
Although the data addressing model based on DOM’s Range cannot directly
be mapped to XOTDM, it has inspired us to continue our investigation along
this line, which results in the discovery of the TextRange object. TextRange is
based on DOM’s Range and is available in the Dynamic HTML (DHTML) object
model, which is built upon DOM. As the name implies, DHTML is particularly
useful to deal with dynamic content such as searching, and manipulation of text
content such as characters, words, sentences, and even paragraphs.
Similar to a DOM’s Range, a DHTML’s TextRange object consists of, and
is bounded by its starting and ending points and a created TextRange object
in DHTML must also be contiguous. What remains diﬀerent in DHTML is the
fact that although a TextRange object must be ﬁnite, it is not always necessary
to explicitly specify starting and ending positions. Instead, they can be deﬁned
by using a container tag (i.e. body). In other words, creating a TextRange
object over the body element would automatically position the starting and
ending points at the beginning and the end of the textual content of the body
tag. With this functionality, the entire contents of a document can be set as a
single TextRange object, and more importantly, only data objects are included
in the TextRange (i.e., tags are excluded) and the length of every data object is
deterministic. Therefore, every data object can be addressed by a unique oﬀset
in the TextRange. In the following paragraphs, we will discuss how diﬀerent
types of data objects are addressed in a TextRange.
Text, presented as a string of formatted characters, is the main object type in
HTML and its extensions. Each character (excluding its formatting tags) occupies
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Fig. 3. Text object in the TextRange

a unique position in the TextRange. As characters are inserted or deleted, the TextRange will expand or shrink accordingly.
The TextRange in Figure 3(a) was created for the HTML document shown
on its left side, where every character can be identiﬁed by a unique oﬀset value.
For example, character ’o’ in the word “report” can be addressed by oﬀset 11.
When the word “my” and a space are inserted between words “is” and “report”
(as shown in Figure 3(b) ), the TextRange is expanded in that the oﬀsets of
characters after the word “is” are all increased by 3. At this moment, to address
character ’o’ in the word “report”, the new oﬀset 14 must be used.
Object, exempliﬁed by an image, checkbox, radio button, dropdown list,
textﬁeld, texarea, button, hidden input, or a horizontal rule, occupies a single position in the TextRange. A shown in Figure 4, when the image and a space
are inserted between words “this” and “as”, the TextRange is expanded in that
the oﬀsets of characters after the inserted images are all increased by 2.
Table, consisting of multiple cells, occupies a sequence of positions in the TextRange. To be more precise, each empty cell occupies one position and every
character or object within a cell also occupies one position in the TextRange. As

Fig. 4. Image object in the TextRange
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Fig. 5. Table object in the TextRange

shown in Figure 5, when a table is created, it has to be placed in a new line (i.e.,
it cannot be inline with other text or objects). The new line object new line,
which can be a break, new paragraph, or a page break, occupies a single position
in the TextRange. An empty cell object next cell or a character/image object
also occupies a single position in the TextRange.
In conclusion, an OT-compliant data addressing model for web-based word
processors can be a single linearly addressed domain TextRange. Every data object can be addressed with its unique index (oﬀset) in the domain. For example,
to reference character ’o’ in the word “report” in Figure 3(b), the address to be
used is (TextRange, 14); to reference the image in Figure 4(b), the address to
be used is (TextRange, 10); and to reference character ‘c’ in the table in Figure 5, the address to be used is (TextRange, 8). This data addressing model is
generally applicable to any web-based word processor that is based on DHTML.

4

Conclusions and Future Work

Web is evolving from an one-to-many information sharing medium to a many-tomany collaboration locus, where people interact to jointly fulﬁll tasks. With the
development of new web technologies, collaborative applications, mostly available on the desktop platform, are emerging as web-based collaborative applications to take advantage of web’s attractive features. However, collaboration
functionality in these web-based collaborative applications, exempliﬁed by webbased oﬃce applications, is limited. Our proprietary collaborative engine oﬀers
a set of advanced collaboration capabilities based on the OT core technology.
To seamlessly plug this engine into web-based word processors, we contribute
an OT-compliant data addressing model, which shall also lay a good foundation
for investigating adapters for other web-based applications.
The data addressing and operation models have been implemented in the
adapter for FCKeditor - an open source web-based word processor. When the
collaborative engine is plugged into FCKeditor through the adapter and turned
on, FCKeditor is functioning as a collaborating web-based word processor. Figure 6(a) shows a web-based collaborative document repository manager for user
qz, where there are ﬁve shared documents and document doc2 is being edited
by user qh and eric. A collaborative editing session is set up by invitation. Figure 6(b) shows the collaborative FCKeditor for user qz (doing error-correction)
in a collaborative editing session for document doc2, which involves other two
users qh and eric (doing brainstorming).
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Fig. 6. Collaborative FCKeditor

The current adapter is based on the TextRange data addressing model, which
only works on web browsers that support DHTML. At this moment, DHTML is
only fully supported by Internet Explorer. Other browsers such as Firefox, Opera,
Safari, only partially or do not support DHTML at all. To make the adapter
available across diﬀerent browsers, we are still working on a data addressing
model that is purely based on the low level DOM structure.
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Abstract. Efficiency and timeliness of collaborative communication among
geographically distributed design teams are vital to collaborative product design
for synchronous exchange of product design information and faster product
availability. This paper introduces a preliminary research work about
P2P&VRML-based collaborative communication environment that attempts to
support synchronous collaborative product design in the way of WYSIWIS
(What You See Is What I see). A prototype with communication means of
document co-sharing & editing, draft co-drawing, instant message and VRMLbased visualization space is developed on the basis of JXTA platform.
Collaborative model modification is performed by cooperation between
document co-editing space and VRML visualization.
Keywords: Collaborative design, P2P, VRML, CSCW.

1 Introduction
Nowadays, market globalization is increasingly driving industry to be highly desired
for synchronous collaborative product design environment to perform multi-sited
product design cooperation with partners around the world. During design processes of
complex product, such as automobile and airplane, accuracy, timeliness and efficiency
of product design information co-sharing and co-operating among geographically
distributed design teams are essential for companies to reduce design failure-rate as
well as design iteration loops, to shorten lead-time for faster product availability, and
to keep dynamic enterprise group competitiveness to market. With the expansion of
internet and development of web-based technologies in the past decade, collaborative
product design to support CE (concurrent engineering) has attracted more and more
attention in the research field of CSCW (computer supported cooperative work), which
is promising to get satisfied solution with highly synchronous collaborative capability
to enhance enterprise group competitiveness and to make full use of resources in
enterprise group. Synchronization and interoperation are the emphases for a
collaborative product design system to ensure real-time interactions among distributed
work teams. Establishment of a synchronous communication environment to make
cooperation working in the way of WYSIWIS (What You See Is What I see) is a wellknow problem in CSCW research field.
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 9–20, 2007.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007
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Up to now, many collaborative design systems somehow supporting collaborative
design activities, such as collaborative model annotation and visualization, are
developed on the basis of C/S (client/server) or B/S (browser/server) network
architecture. C/S or B/S is also relative common network architecture in almost all
database, web, business, and communication applications. However, in C/S or B/S
collaborative design environment, all the system grouping, operation, and
communication have to rely on central server, single point bottlenecks always rise
because of limited bandwidth, and system maintenance cost is very high as well.
Bidarra, R. et al [1] developed a C/S based collaborative feature modeling system,
named WebSPIFF. Fat server generates selection model with a set of feature canonical
shape in VRML format; thin client directly visualizes VRML model under Java3D
based scene; real time interactive model manipulation is performed by collaboration of
feature shape selection on client side and feature parameter modification on sever side.
Li W.D. et al. [2] developed a manipulation-client/modeling-server infrastructure to
accomplish feature-based collaborative design environment, in which light face-based
representation on the client side supports interactive visualization and manipulation, a
heavy representation with features and part information on the server side provide
primary feature-based modeling functions, and a distributed feature manipulation
mechanism is presented to facilitate efficient information exchange for larger size 3D
(3-dimensional) model. CollabCADTM [3] is a modeling-client/communication-server
based commercial collaborative framework developed by using Java3D and RMI. Many
open sources and standards have been adopted to achieve inter-application operability,
e.g. Open CASCADE for 3D modeling engine, JPython/Jacl for client-side scripting,
STEP for product data exchanges, XML (Extensible Markup Language) for geometry
data storage and database connectivity, VRML for preview, and CVW (Collaborative
Virtual Workspace, from Mitre Corporation) for collaborative functionalities like video,
voice, text, and white-board conferencing. Event-transmission collaborative mechanism
for one participating site to observe what is happening on the other site by executing
received events individually is employed. Whereas, its collaboration environment is not
heterogeneous since the same kind of sophisticated design capability is set up to all
sites, and computing resources are not utilized efficiently due to the same execution
process be repeated at different sites. OneSpace.netTM [4] is another commercial
collaborative product with manipulation-client/modeling-server to support multi-party
3D CAD design reviewing and engineering data sharing. However, its modeling ability
is limited because of lacking sophisticated geometric kernel in server.
P2P (Peer-to-Peer) network closely mimics collaboration among persons in
society. In P2P network, any computer or device, which can be connected with each
other through network, is generally called peer; and peer acts as both client and
server, that is, it is not necessary to have an intermediary or a centralized repository
like server for communication between peers. P2P network technology has
advantages, which C/S or B/S lacks, such as convenient direct exchange of data
between peers to minimize workload on servers and maximize overall network
performance, sufficiently utilization of large scalar resources from any other peer, and
flexible and dynamical structure to enable join in and leave in voluntary and
convenient way. In contrast with C/S or B/S architecture, P2P has the more promising
potential to provide synchronous collaborations for large-scale distributed involvers in
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the way of WYSIWIS. P2P technology has proved successful in resource-sharing,
file-sharing, messaging application, and distributed computing. However, research on
P2P-based collaborative design system is relatively young. Recently, some
researchers attempted to adopt P2P network technology in building up collaborative
engineering design platform. Alda S et al. [5] developed an integrated multi-agent and
peer-to-peer software architecture for supporting collaborative civil structural design
process. Component-based P2P model for the flexible integration of heterogeneous
software in a co-operation and agent-based workflow modeling for collaborative
design process were presented. Chen H.M. et al. [6] presented a P2P-based
synchronous collaboration design prototype for civil engineering named ROCCAD.
This prototype developed by OpenGL and Java provides mutual graphic or drawing
interchange, and adopts Application level multicast (ALM) scheme to improve
communication efficiency.
This paper presents a preliminary research work in establishment of P2P-based
collaborative communication platform. Management of peer & peer group, multicast
message propagation and event-transmission collaborative mechanism are built up
into P2P network. Synchronous communication environment with document cosharing & co-editing, instant message, draft co-drawing is developed. VRML
visualization interface with stand alone and co-visualization workspaces is built up to
display geometry gesture for private use and for synchronous sharing respectively,
which is able to reduce redundant collaborative operations and increase collaborative
efficiency. File co-editing based collaborative model modification is established
among peer group members to realize WYSIWIS collaboration.

2 Platform of Collaborative Communication Environment
2.1 Architecture Overview
Fig. 1 shows the architecture of the developed prototype of P2P&VRML-based
collaboration communication environment. This P2P application is able to
independently reside on any machine to connect with other peers in distributed places.
It includes main four functionalities of GUI (graphics user interface), Peer
collaborative space, VRML visualization and P2P network platform. GUI provides
the interface for user to login/ logout as a peer with certain peer ID under security
authentication in password. Peer collaborative spaces supports communication space
among group peers. VRML visualization and parameter editor provides workspace for
scene-graph manipulation and model modification of product 3D data. P2P network
platform is developed on the basis of protocols in JXTA platform [7], and is
responsible for connection with physical internet and provides network services.
2.2 Introduction to JXTA Platform
JXTA is an open-source project initiated by Sun Microsystems, Inc. to provide a
platform with the basic protocol functions for building up P2P application. As shown
in Fig. 1, six protocols of peer discovery, information, resolver, pipe binding,
endpoint routing and rendezvous protocols are used for peer discovering, advertising,
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Fig. 1. P2P&VRML-based collaborative communication environment

messages routing, communication and so on. JXTA technology enables developers of
P2P network architecture to concentrate on their own applications without worrying
about low-level details of the interior P2P technology in JXTA.
In JXTA, a peer is a device that implements one or more JXTA protocols to
communicate and exchange data with others over a network. Each peer is assigned a
unique identifier as peer ID after registering JXTA configuration setting, and belongs
to one or more peer groups. As shown in Fig.2, peer has three abstract layers:
Application layer contains logic and GUI of individual applications; Service layer
provides common library-like functionality like a CMS (Content Management
System) service; Core layer is responsible for managing JXTA protocols, creating an
addressing space separate from IP addresses by providing each peer a unique peer ID,

Fig. 2. JXTA platform
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providing boot-strapping mechanism for peer grouping, locating peers in a
secure/authenticated manner, and opening a pipe to another peer or group of peer. By
publishing advertisements that are encoded in XML format, communication between
peers is established, and messages are exchanged. Peers communicate with each other
using pipe.
In JXTA, pipe is virtual peer connection with endpoints available to the connected
peers for sending and receiving network messages. When two peers communicate
with each other, one peer's sending endpoint as pipe input would be linked to the
other peer's receiving endpoint as pipe output to establish a unidirectional, virtual
connection. Peer group is essential boundary for pipe connectivity. Each group
provides its own pipe service. Endpoints have to be located within peer group in order
to be mutually resolved, and hence peers have to join the same group to establish a
connection. All peers are natural part of the standard NetPeerGroup of JXTA, and all
the other peer groups can be regarded as a sub-group of NetPeerGroup. In one peer
group, a pipe service is used to resolve group pipe, and security properties and
authentication of the group is defined among the group peers. The process of finding
other peers is called discovery, and can be put forth on any JXTA resources like other
peers, peer group, pipe, advertisement, and other resources. Discovery occurs within a
peer group. Resources are made available through pipe advertisement mechanism.
2.3 P2P Network Platform
The functionalities of P2P network architecture are to manage state of peer and peer
group, to monitor occurring changes and to transfer the changes to other peers in
synchronous interaction mode. The whole architecture is mainly comprised of peer &
group manager, message manager, event controller, and collaborative spaces.
(1) Peer & peer group manager. The functionality of peer & peer group manager
includes creation of group, definition of group membership, join in/leave group, status
monitoring and refreshment, and demonstration of peer & group information.
(2) Event controller. Event Controller is to listen, capture and exchange event
information on peer communication spaces and GUI. Event-transmission
collaborative mechanism is adopted to let other peers to know the event at the same
time. As shown in Fig. 3, event controller consists of three components, event source,
event listener and event handler. Event source is the object that generates event like
components in peer communication spaces and GUI. Event listener is responsible for
event monitoring, sensing and capturing. Event handler dispatches the captured event
information to the corresponding performers to invoke corresponding actions.
(3) Message Manager. Message Manager is responsible for message
transportation by using discovery and propagation mechanism of pipe for multicast
communication in a peer group. Propagate pipe is adopted due to its efficient ability
of multicast propagation in a group. As shown in Fig. 3, message manager consists of
sender and receiver modules. When message manager receives event information
from event handler, sender module takes action in three steps: firstly message
separator classifies event message according to its source; then, message encoder
packages the message in JXTA message format; and finally, pipe allocator dispatches
the message to input and output pipe endpoints. The Message will be published to all
peers in the same group through pipe. Correspondingly, receiver module also has
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three action performances: pipe listener monitors and receives the discovery message;
message decoder takes out message from the encoded discovery; and finally, message
adapter classifies the decoded message and transfers to event handler to invoke
corresponding event in peer collaborative spaces.
Event Controller

Event source

Event Listener

GUI
Peer
Collaborative
Spaces

Event Handler

Message Manager
Sender Module
Message Separator
Message Encoder
Pipe Allocator
Peer
output
endpoints

Receiver Module
Message Adapter
Message Decoder
Pipe Listener
Peer
input
endpoints
Pipe

Fig. 3. Configuration of message manager and event controller

2.4 Visualization and Collaborative Modification of Product 3D Model
Visualization and visibility are important attributes of web based collaborative design
environment for user to perceive, immerse, and interact in collaborative design
process. Capabilities and functionality of multi-user 3D co-viewer environment
mainly includes aspects like view control, collaborative model modification, product
3D data format for web transmission, and transmission mode for synchronous sharing
of model update.
(1) View control. Co-visualization and stand-alone visualization are the two
visualization means. Co-visualization is to enable distributed users to synchronously
share the same visualization. Stand-alone visualization is the workspace of private
manipulation site to foster individual interest. Coexistence environment with covisualization and stand-alone visualization is able to collect group opinion in the
sharing workspace and to conduct personal creation in the private workspace at the
same time, which helps to reduce abundant communication and to increase
collaboration efficiency among multi-users.
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(2) Collaborative model modification. File co-editing based collaborative
modification, geometrical parameter co-editing based modification and geometry
visualization based modification, are three kinds of approaches to be implemented in
practical environment. File co-editing based collaboration is the simplest mode in
interactive mechanism; however, it requires user to have a high understandability to
modeling expression. Parameter co-editing based collaboration provides user a more
friendly collaborative interface than the former one does, whereas it is necessary to
build up a suitable bridge to connect model expression and geometry parameter
editor. Geometry visualization based collaboration support the most convenient
collaborative interface; however, interactive mechanism to map visual geometrical
properties and the topological feature of original geometry is complex to be built up.
(3) Product 3D data format for web transmission. Many kinds of product 3D
data formats in existed CAD (computer aided design) and CG (computer graphics)
fields are available. Data format for web transmission mainly depends on the
geometrical modeling kernel in a collaborative product design environment. VRML
(Virtual Reality Modeling Language) [8] is a standard file format for representing 3D
interactive vector graphics, which is designed particularly to support large-scale webbased virtual environments. VRML format written in text file format is adequate and
effective to be transmitted through web. In addition, 3D model can be saved in
VRML format by many commercial softwares; thus VRML is an obvious conversion
tool to connect current CAD system. Moreover, Extensible 3D (X3D) [9], a format
for integrated 3D graphics and multimedia, succeeds VRML with new features.
Currently, X3D becomes a software standard for defining interactive web- and
broadcast-based 3D content integrated with multimedia to support shared virtual
worlds. X3D standard is usually implemented and used through the XML file format
[10], which is an ideal standard for a large range of 3D description and scene-graph
manipulation features, routes, scripting, and event passing. Beneficial advantage of
X3D covers needs of web based visualization, including scene-graph handling,
hierarchical node-structures that can be parsed, basic expression of 3D geometries and
text, and networking adaptability.
(4) Data transmission mode. Model duplication and progressive transmission are
the two typical transmission modes. Model duplication transmission sends replicates
of the whole modified model to others. Whereas transmission efficiency and
collaboration efficiency are low due to limited network bandwidth, when product
model data is large. Progressive transmission mode only sends the changed part. For
large product model, transmission and collaborative efficiency is higher than
duplication mode does; however, it is necessary to develop geometrical mapping
mechanism to distinguish topology feature relationship during model updating
progress.

3 A Developed Prototype
A preliminary prototype of P2P&VRML-based collaborative communication
environment is developed. This prototype is developed by using JAVA JDK 6.0, and
can be run under windows system. Its collaborative functionalities are demonstrated
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Fig. 4. Register into JXTA configuration

Fig. 5. Screen snapshot of peer & peer group
information

through an example with a peer group named CAD_group including three joined
peers named Peer A, B and C in the following sections.
3.1 GUI
Any designer is able to conveniently login/logout into the P2P platform in a selfdefined peer name and password when registering into JXTA configuration, as shown
in Fig. 4. A registered peer can create group, and join in/leave group, and
communicates with group members through co-sharing spaces. Fig. 5 shows a peer
GUI. On the right side of the GUI, peer information tree list shows peer name, group
name, and status information about current-online peer & peer group. Operation of
group creation, join in/leave group and information refreshment can be carried out by
the right-click on group icon on the tree list, which can also be conducted by the top
menu of Oper. On the left side of GUI, panel of Group Information demonstrates group
name, group description and ID, and name and ID information of the group pipe. The
bottom panels record the history of current-online peer, group and console operation.
3.2 Peer Collaborative Space
Peer collaborative space provides communication workshop for distributed and
synchronous collaboration in the way of WYSIWIS. Up to now, collaborative spaces
of document co-sharing & co-editing, draft co-drawing, VRML co-visualization and
instant message are developed. In document co-sharing & co-editing space, peer can
share a document by open an existed document, co-edit the document, and save the
modified document into a new file. As shown in Fig. 6, a VRML file is opened by
Peer A and is shared by Peer B. In draft co-drawing space, peer can draw a draft by
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using color pen on the toolbar. The draft can be saved into file or be cleared from
draw panel, as shown in Fig. 7. Instant message enables peers to have a real time chat
in text communication with other group peers. Pop-up widows shown in Fig. 7
illustrate instant message chat between Peer A and C.

(a) Screen snapshot of Peer A

(b) Screen snapshot of Peer B

Fig. 6. VRML file sharing & editing

(a) Screen snapshot of Peer A

(b) Screen snapshot of Peer C

Fig. 7. Draft co-drawing and instant message chat

3.3

VRML Based Visualization and Collaborative Model Modification

An existence environment with VRML based co-visualization and stand alone
visualizations is established, when considering web data transmission and data exchange
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(a) VRML model is read and viewed by Peer C

Color (0 0 1)
(0 0.5 1)
Box size (5 1 5) (5 5 5)

Color (1 0 0) (1 0.5 0)
Core size height 4 10

(b) The shared VRML model is shared and modified by Peer A

(c) The modified VRML model by Peer A is shared and viewed by Peer C

Fig. 8. VRML visualization and collaborative model modification
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with existing CAD system. Such visualization environment is also valuable to be
easily extended into X3D to achieve more large networking capability in the future
research as well. The research into collaborative model modification begins with coediting file based collaboration. Progressive transmission mode is adopted into P2P
network architecture.
Fig. 8 demonstrates a collaborative model modification process of a simple 3D
product data with a sphere, two cone and two boxes in VRML format. Peer C reads
the VRML model and co-sharing it on document co-sharing & co-editing space with
other two peers, as shown in Fig. 8 (a). Then, Peer A modifies the parameters of the
VRML model by changing size and color property of a box and a cone respectively
color, as shown in Fig. 8 (b). These changes are updated on document co-sharing &
co-editing spaces of Peer A synchronously, and the updated VRML model is
visualized, as shown in Fig. 8 (c).

4 Conclusion
This paper presents a solution of P2P&VRML-based collaborative product design
environment. JXTA based P2P network communication platform with document cosharing & co-editing, draft co-drawing, co-3D visualization and instant message chat
is developed. Multicast based message mechanism and event-transmission
collaborative mechanism are adopted in network architecture, enable convenient and
synchronous collaborative interaction among distributed peers by sharing object and
communication service in the way of WYSIWIS.Coexistence of VRML-based stand
alone and co-sharing visualizations provides flexible workspace and interface
structure for collaborative interoperations of modeling, viewing, and modifying. File
co-editing based collaborative model modification environment is built up. However,
current research is just a preliminary study into collaborative product design
environment. Much more research, such as tele-/video communication, collaborative
control mechanism in P2P network architecture, mapping algorithm between feature
based CAD model and VRML model, and visualization based collaborative
modification of 3D product model, will be investigated to enhance synchronously
collaborative capability among distributed multi-users in the future.
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VICA: A Voronoi Interface for Visualizing
Collaborative Annotations
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Abstract. Large-scale scientiﬁc investigation often includes collaborative data exploration among geographically distributed researchers. The
tools used for this exploration typically include some communicative
component, and this component often forms the basis for insight and
idea sharing among collaborators. Minimizing the tool interaction required to locate “interesting” communications is therefore of paramount
importance. We present the design of a novel visualization interface for
representing the communications among multiple collaborating authors,
and detail the beneﬁts of our approach versus traditional methods. Our
visualization integrates directly with the existing data exploration interface. We present our system in the context of an international research
eﬀort conducting collaborative analysis of accelerator simulations.
Keywords: multiple location collaborative design applications, information visualization, user interaction, cooperative visualization.

1

Introduction

Many human endeavors require the combined intellectual horsepower of multiple collaborators. Frequently several collaborators work from geographically
disparate locations, and less convenient means of communication are necessary.
The ubiquity of networked computers has provided a variety of electronic communication methods to address this need. One interesting technique for remote
collaboration is the “post-it note” method for collaborative annotation. Using
this method, collaborators can attach annotations to points of interest in a data
set within the primary investigation tools.
Despite their obvious utility, collaborative annotations have some drawbacks,
primarily due to their typical presentation in the user interface. Most often,
annotations are shown as a textual list of titles, perhaps augmented with size
information, authorship, or a time stamp. As the investigator works within the
collaborative software, the list changes to reﬂect the currently selected data.
This presentation method fails to eﬀectively illustrate underlying annotation
patterns. For example, it is diﬃcult to determine which data points are discussion “hotbeds,” to identify heavy contributors, or to understand the overall
temporal evolution of the annotations. This lack of clarity contributes to collaborator information overload, which can impede a discovery available only though
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 21–32, 2007.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007
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combined thinking. Visually separating the annotations from the data places an
unnecessary navigation burden on the user, particularly when a large number of
annotation operations are necessary.
We propose VICA, a novel visualization interface which clearly illustrates the
collaborative annotations, and greatly simpliﬁes the navigation of these documents. VICA presents far more annotation information than traditional display
methods. The interactive mechanisms oﬀer even more annotation information,
including overall temporal evolution of annotation creation. The visualization is
integrated directly with the existing data set displayed in the investigator’s tool.
With VICA, collaborators can now eﬀectively and eﬃciently answer questions
such as “Where have my co-workers been recently focusing the most attention?”, “Which annotations by Maria contain the most content?”, and “Which
data points have substantial annotations written by Andrew?”. These types of
questions could only be answered with great diﬃculty using traditional displays,
yet VICA answers them at a glance.
The impetus for our work came from the ModeVis project, an existing online
collaboration system. Our data sets come from the International Linear Collider
(ILC) project [1]. Researchers from SLAC (Stanford Linear Accelerator Center), KEK (High Energy Accelerator Research Organization) in Japan, DESY
(Deutsches Elektronen Synchrotron) in Germany, and various U.S. national labs
use ModeVis explore data from the ILC project. In ModeVis, a data set consists
of a group of points displayed on a two-dimensional area, and both the horizontal
and vertical axis carry meaning for the scientists. Figure 1 shows the ModeVis
interface. A key component of ModeVis is the collaborative annotation feature.
Our goal was to keep the visualization intuitive and conceptually simple, so that
the myriad of presented information would not overwhelm the utility. Though
ModeVis drove our initial design, our system could beneﬁt any collaborative system with a 2D data navigation mechanism in which the relative point positions
are important.

2

Related Work

Viégas [2] et al. presented the history ﬂow visualization, a technique for eﬀectively presenting the collaboration of many authors on a wiki article. Their work
focus primarily on visualizing the evolution of a single, co-authored document.
Document visualization drives much research, of which [3], [4], and Granitzer’s
InfoSky [5] are examples. The Galaxy of News [6] also presents a means of navigating and understanding large, interconnected document collections.
Space partitioning visualizations are a widely used type of information display.
Balzer [7] describes the use of voronoi diagrams to augment previous treemap algorithms. Heilmann [8] provided a space-ﬁlling technique which used rectangular
partitions. Our method also utilizes space partitioning using voronoi diagrams.
However, our visualization is integrated with an existing 2D information display,
and the data points in this display constrain our partitions.
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Weber [9] described Spiral Graph, a technique for the visualization of time
series. Shanbhag [10] used a tree ring visualization to present temporal ordering
of data. Growing Polygons, presented by Elmqvist [11], graphically represent
the causal relations and information ﬂow in an interactive processing system.
Yang [12] proposed a radial hierarchy visualization which supports and extensive
set of user interactions, and includes multi-focus distortions, interactive hierarchy
reconﬁguration, and various forms of selection. Our system also uses rings, yet
we vary the width to carry another dimension of information.
ThemeRiver [13], presented by Havre et al., is a visualization which can depict
how a collection of documents varies thematically over time by using a river
metaphor. ThemeRiver could be considered complimentary to our technique, as
VICA does not consider thematic content of the document collection.
VICA aims to provide not just a visualization of the document set, but to do
so within the context of another, position-constrained data set.

3

Voronoi Interface

Displaying the annotations for a point separately from the data only increases
the interaction burden on the users, as it requires visual re-orientation and semantically separates data which should be strongly visually connected. A better
approach, which we use, is to combine the data and associated annotations into
one view. In the exploration display, each point is surrounded by concentric
voronoi growth rings, one for each annotation. The total area of the surrounding
rings is proportional to the total annotation content size, so that points with
proportionally more annotations are given more space during partitioning. The
voronoi rings have variable width, with larger annotations having proportionally
thicker rings. Ring color coding denotes annotation authorship, and each point
is colored using the heaviest contributor’s color. These basic features are shown
in Figure 1 right. Note the clear visibility of larger content annotations, and
how the concentricity of the voronoi diagrams servers to emphasize the point
positions.
3.1

Partition Generation

In order to integrate the annotation visualization with the existing data navigation area, we required a method for assigning each data point an area within
which we could represent its annotations. We wanted to completely utilize the
space, both overall and within each point’s assigned region, while avoiding any
overlapping. Further, we wanted a method which would dovetail with our use
of growth rings. Circular or elliptical regions ﬁt the latter criteria, but violate
the former in that they leave gaps in the resulting visualization. Rectangular
partitioning succeeds in maximal space-ﬁlling, but does not produce a visually
pleasing result when combined with growth rings. Voronoi partitioning delivers
on both requirements – it utilizes all available space while producing convex
shapes that handle the growth-ring concentricity nicely.
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Fig. 1. The left image is the ModeVis interface. VICA’s deals primarily with the point
display area on the left. The right image is an overview of a ModeVis data set with 50
points.

VICA uses a simulated annealing (SA) algorithm to adjust the point positions so that the area of the generated voronoi cells reﬂect the proportion of
annotation content for each point. Simulated annealing is a global optimization
method named for a metallurgical technique in which a material is subjected
to controlled temperature changes in order to reduce defects. Increased temperature frees atoms and allows them to naturally wander through various states
of energy. Subsequent controlled cooling eventually “freezes” the atoms into an
improved state with lower internal energy. Likewise, SA optimization involves
incremental adjustments of the overall arrangement towards the desired goal.
Simulated annealing is tolerant of small, non-optimal changes as long as the
overall change progresses towards the optimal solution. In our case, we wanted
the size of the cells to be proportional to the amount of annotation content relative to the whole data set. Our acceptance test not only checks for progressively
improved voronoi area, but also ensures that the relative positions of all points
remain unchanged.
3.2

Growth Rings

Growth rings are a space-ﬁlling visualization for intuitively representing timeordered data. This technique derives directly from nature, adapting the concept
of the annular rings found on tree cross-sections where the innermost rings represent the earliest “events.” VICA represents each annotation with a growth ring
centered on the related point, using creation time for ordering. This trivializes
the task of locating annotations for a given point. The time endpoints, both
starting and ending, could be adjusted either automatically or by the users to
reﬁne the amount of presented information. For example, using last login time
as the earlier endpoint would likely ﬁt most real-world usage patterns, in which
users are most interested in recent developments. However, it’s important to allow user adjustment to the presented timeline, so that they can revisit interesting
past annotations as necessary.
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Each author in the system is assigned a unique color, and annotation authorship typically dictates ring color. However, the user can choose to interactively
change the basis of ring color.
In our system, we desired an easy way to quickly identify annotations of
greater length, based on the assumption that these are the most likely to be
interesting. For example, one can imagine a substantive, interesting annotation
that inspires several short and relatively meaningless responses. Without some
diﬀerentiation, a user would have to look at each note in turn, even when few are
of interest. We already partition our display space such that the most-annotated
points are given more ring space, so to identify the longest annotations, we
need only vary the internal ring widths in proportion to relative annotation
length. Note that using voronoi diagrams and the basis for growth rings, diﬀerent
portions of a ring can have diﬀerent thicknesses. However, if one imagines a radial
line traced from the center point to the edge of the outermost ring, it’s clear
that width proportions remain constant in all sections. No matter what path a
user’s eyes take, she will see an appropriate representation of relative annotation
lengths. With VICA, it’s quite easy to pinpoint the longest annotations.
Saturation. We utilize growth ring color saturation in four ways in our visualization, three of which highlights distinct properties of the visible annotations.
Two of these views use the concept of baseline saturation, which is simply the
lowest saturation utilized at a given time. Baseline saturation is interactively
adjustable, as described below in Section 3.3.
In the default “hill” view, we use saturation to emphasize those points with
many annotations, thus identifying data points which have generated relatively
more “conversation.” We achieve this emphasis by using the baseline saturation
for the outermost ring of each point. Saturation increases with each step towards
the center, as in Figure 2 left. Therefore, points with many annotations will have
more saturated centers, giving them a pronounced, hill-like appearance.
Hit count is the number of total annotation views for a point since a speciﬁed
time. A point with a high hit count is likely of interest other users, so we provide
a second use of saturation to highlight such data. The point with the lowest hit
count is assigned the current baseline saturation. Figure 2 right demonstrates
this use.
We also utilize saturation to provide an overview of the relative creation times
of the visible annotations. This feature facilitates the immediate identiﬁcation
of the most recent annotation activity, useful for highlighting the data that has
recently captured the interest of other users. The saturation scheme is similar
to that employed in our “hit count” mode. The oldest annotation in the entire
set is assigned the baseline saturation, and other annotations are proportionally
more saturated depending on their creation time. (Figure 3 left).
3.3

Interactive Features

While a static picture using our technique conveys a substantial amount of annotation information, user interaction presents even more possibilities.
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Fig. 2. An example of “hill” saturation (left) and “Hit count” saturation (right)

Fig. 3. In the left image, saturation is used to represent the global creation time of the
annotations. The right image is an example of author subset selection.

Saturation Adjustments. We noted above in Section 3.2 that our system
provides various usages of saturation, and each produces a diﬀerent coloring of
the annotation data while leaving the size, placement, and ring thickness intact.
These saturation functions all represent useful and interesting information for
system users.
The baseline saturation is a key parameter in our visualization. Because our
visualization coexists in the same display space as the original data, it’s imperative that our visualization remain unobtrusive. In this case, a lower baseline
saturation is preferable as it produces a visually “quiet” image. However, low
saturation might impair the investigator’s ability to accurately determine annotation authorship, or count the rings around a data point. Essentially, certain situations call for diﬀerent settings, sometimes signiﬁcantly so. Therefore, a
prominent control is the baseline saturation adjustment slider. It allows the user
to set baseline saturation to any point on the entire available range (0 to 255).
We have found that exploration with this control in the various saturation views
(hill, hit count, global time) produce useful, uncluttered, and visually pleasing
results for a variety of users and display methods.
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Annotation Navigation. As the user mouses over the region assigned to a
given point, the associated annotations are drawn with uniformly high color
saturation. Double-clicking on an annotation’s ring causes the associated text
to appear in a ﬂoating window superimposed over the main display area. By
presenting the text close to both the data point and the ring, we reinforce the
user’s mental association between the annotation and the location. Later, if the
user attempts to locate a remembered annotation, but cannot initially recall the
associated data point, this spatial reinforcement would likely prove useful.
Author Focus. It’s likely that in a large collaborative eﬀort, people will naturally
gravitate into eﬃcient subgroups of compatible individuals. Or perhaps certain authors produce more insightful, more useful data set commentary. What if an user
simply wants to easily see all data points on which he has worked, and those he
has accidentally missed? In all of these scenarios, users need the ability to prominently display annotations authored by speciﬁc people. VICA delivers this ability
by allowing the selection of one or more authors via a special interface control. Annotations written by any members of the selected subset are shown with full color
saturation, as depicted in Figure 3. If the user does not want to adjust the baseline
saturation away from some otherwise optimal position, we provide a toggle-able
option to render annotations by non-selected authors in grayscale.
Temporal Evolution. VICA also allows users to interactively animate the
evolution of annotation creation over a given time period. At time zero, all annotations are completely de-saturated; only the data points are visible. Using
a slider control, the user can advance and “rewind” time. Annotations are rendered with progressively more saturation as their creation time arrives and then
passes. At the exact moment of creation, annotations are surrounded by a bold
red border, so that they brieﬂy ﬂash as they appear and disappear. The end
result of this interactivity is an interesting animation in which annotations grow
outward from the points in clearly visible spurts. It’s easy to see which points
piqued researcher interest early in the investigation, which were revisited, which
produced rapid conversations, and which were essentially ignored.
3.4

Scalability Issues

For our system to have real-world utility, it must scale. The ﬁrst litmus test of
scalability is the general overview picture. Does it retain its illustrative properties
when displaying signiﬁcantly more data points? To answer this question, we
tested VICA using a data set approximately ten times the size of a typical
ModeVis data set.
Point Display. We immediately noticed that while the visualization still worked
well on the large data set, the data points had become a distraction when working
with the background annotation display. However, we also noticed that the use
of voronoi rings centered at the data points obviated the need for points at this
level of scale. We added a control to selectively enable and disable the display
of points, and images with and without points are shown in ﬁgures 4.
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Fig. 4. A 298-point data set with point display enabled (left). The same 298-point data
set with point display disabled (right). For large data sets, this can serve to clarify the
overall visualization, while still showing the general point locations.

Zoom. When a large number of rings surround one point, the relative thickness,
author coloring, and saturation can easily be lost in the noise. Sensible selections
for the represented time range can greatly reduce the threat of this problem, and
a range slider with adjustable endpoints could serve as a time ﬁlter. Zooming
provided an intuitive solution to both issues.
If the user mouses over a point’s annotation region which falls below a given
threshold, then system uniformly scales that region to an acceptable size. Rather
than deform the neighbor’s regions during presentation of a scaled region, the system temporarily allows the scaled region to overlap its neighbors. Once the user
navigates to another point, the region returns to its normal size and the neighbors are uncovered. This aspect of zooming eﬀectively addresses large data sets.
To more speciﬁcally deal with the “many rings” scenario, we allow a user to select a point’s voronoi region with the mouse and keyboard, and manually scale
it to an arbitrarily large size as in Figure 5 left. At any zoom level, the user can
interact with the modiﬁed region. With this feature, even regions with large numbers of annotation rings become visually legible and surrender their information.
When a user manually selects a zoom level, her choice is saved. As she continues to mouseover other regions, they will be zoomed to the same level. Not only
does this help with UI continuity, but we felt that situations in which one region
had suﬃcient rings to warrant manual zoom would like have many more. Saving
the user-chosen manual zoom level prevents the user from repeatedly ﬁnding the
“best” level for the current data set.
Focus+Context. We have added a simple focus+context feature to our system
to further cope with the above-mentioned problems. Using the mouse, a user can
select a vertical slice of the display area. She can then horizontally stretch the
area, which pushes neighboring points aside and widens the vertical portions of
the region’s voronoi rings. This feature, like zooming, can help users handle a
single data point with many annotations. But unlike zooming, it can also clarify
a densely populated region of points, as demonstrated in Figure 5 right. VICA
allows users to use zooming and focus+context in concert if desired.
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Fig. 5. An example of user-deﬁned zoom size (left). Focus plus context used to disambiguate a populous region (right).

Grouping. A large number of authors, all represented by a diﬀerent color,
could cause our visualization to devolve into a rainbow of confusion. The author focus features can help mitigate this problem in cases where all authors are
unrelated. Usually, however, some natural grouping of these authors (e.g. organizational aﬃliation) exists. For these cases, we have developed author grouping
features in our system. We assign each group a base color, and assign authors
within that group a slightly hue-shifted variation of that color. Annotation ring
coloration, saturation, and subset selection behave exactly as described for individual authors. For situations with many group-aﬃliated authors, this presentation greatly reduces apparent clutter, and can provide a more useful overview.
Further, it allows an investigator to understand the annotation authoring behavior of entire participating organizations. Combined with the timeline animation
described in Section 3.3, grouping could also serve to demonstrate how a particular organization’s participation grew as more aﬃliated authors joined the
collaborative eﬀort. Figure 3 right shows an example of group selection.

4

Discussion

Highlighting the advantages of our voronoi interface is best accomplished through
comparison against a more common method of displaying annotations. We brieﬂy
describe such a method in Section 1. In this example system, annotations for
a selected data point are listed in a separate UI control. Each item of the list
contains the annotation author, size, creation time, and hit count. As with most
common UIs, this list can be sorted by each attribute by clicking on the appropriate column header. As in ModeVis, this system has some way to alert users to
the presence of news annotations. The following sections identify several annotation navigation tasks we have found to be of interest to users. For each scenario,
we discuss the interface gymnastics necessary with the traditional text view, and
show how VICA improves the situation.
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4.1

Identifying “Interesting” Points and Content

Active points are those that inspire extensive conversation, and they are likely
of interest to all system users. In our visualization, a user can immediately notice the points with many rings, yet the traditional system requires on-by-one
examination of all points to see which has the longest list. The same situation
holds for points with high hit count, which designate heavily-read annotations.
We show high hit count via saturation, which requires only that the user switch
saturation views. Yet the text-based system requires seemingly endless mouse
interaction, and requires that the user remember many counts for mental comparison. If a user is only interested in high-content annotations, they need only
click the thickest rings they see. Perhaps they want to examine only the most
recent annotations. Again, our visualization (using the time saturation view) offers this with almost not user eﬀort. For almost any deﬁnition of interesting, our
visualization oﬀers a low-eﬀort, high-information-yield view. The seemingly endless clicking, re-orientation, and processing required by the traditional system is
frustrating, particularly when it’s an unavoidable part of daily research.
4.2

Identifying Under-Annotated Points

The traditional display shows annotation-free points well – they are designated
with a diﬀerent color. But it does not show under -annotated points. VICA highlights these points in a variety of ways: relative partition size, low saturation in
the “hill” view, and via low ring count.
4.3

Identifying Interesting Authors

Similar to the above scenarios, it’s possible to discover interesting authors using
the hit count saturation view. If the most-saturated rings in the display are all of
a single color, then that author is frequently read, and is likely quite interesting.
This task has no obvious workﬂow in the traditional display. Mentally juggling
listed hit counts while switching between points would work, but is likely far too
diﬃcult to be realistic.
4.4

Selecting Preferred Authors

Users will likely want to read (or avoid) annotations by certain authors. In the
traditional system, a user can ﬁnd a speciﬁc author’s annotations easily, but
only for one point at a time. The overview we provide again proves invaluable,
as it clearly distinguishes all posts by the selected authors for every data point.
Author selection is particularly eﬀective for this task when combined with the
ability to temporarily de-saturate all other authors.
4.5

Uncovering Collaboration Patterns

By selected diﬀerent subsets of authors, users can discover patterns of annotation
authorship (Figure 3 right). Perhaps two people frequently work on the same
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data points because they have compatible ideas, work habits, or simply because
they inspire each other. Our visualization highlights such patterns easily, while
they are essentially invisible using the traditional view.
4.6

Examining Data Analysis Evolution

Other than directly comparing annotation time stamps between all time points,
the annotations lists provide no facility for understanding the overall evolution
of the data analysis. Our time slider animates the progress of annotation creation
in intuitive manner.
These examples serve to highlight the versatility of our visual interface, the
power of which clearly derives from overview it provides. Because we place the
annotation rings around the associated point, a user never need look away from
the main navigation area to examine their collaborator’s contributions. Because
we provide the ability to adjust the baseline saturation, the user can tailor the
overall visualization so that it works on diverse displays and ﬁts a wide range of
user preference.

5

Conclusion

We have presented VICA, a novel interface for visualizing collaborative annotations. We discussed how VICA’s overview, combined with its speciﬁc interactive
features, provide signiﬁcantly more information than traditional list-based displays. Little to no user interaction is required to uncover the most interesting
annotations, authors, and conversations. We have shown how VICA can assist
in understanding how the exploration of a particular data set evolved, and how
it can illuminate patterns in author (and group) collaboration.
We designed this visual interface with the requirements of real-world collaborative scientists in mind, and VICA will soon be used daily by the ModeVis
researchers. Though the needs of the ModeVis user base drove our initial design,
we have much hope for the broader application our our system. With further
research, we expect to generalize this technique to a wider range of applications,
such as online discussion forums.
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Abstract. This paper describes how information visualization techniques can be
used to monitor a web-based collaborative platform and to support workplace
awareness by providing a global overview of the activities. An innovative
prototype is described. Its originality relies on using some enclosure-based
visualization methods in the context of activities monitoring, which is rather
unusual. In addition, a new layout is described for representing data trees. The
use of the system is illustrated with the case of a EU-funded Network of
Excellence.
Keywords: Information visualization, collaborative platforms, treemaps,
ellimaps.

1 Introduction
More than a decade ago, Dourish and Belloti [5] introduced the concept of awareness
that they defined as ‘an understanding of the activities of others, which provides a
context for your own activity’. Ellis [6] argued that ‘the philosophy of groupware is to
encourage cooperation by making it known and instantly apparent to all who is
sharing what with whom’. Since the emergence of the awareness concept, numerous
works have stressed its importance in the domain of Computer-Supported
Cooperative Work (CSCW). Greenberg [10] refined the concept and identified many
forms of awareness. Workspace awareness, which will be under focus in this paper,
includes awareness of people, how they interact with the workspace, and the events
happening within the workspace. Otjacques et al. [14] proposed another classification
that distinguishes Workspace Individual Awareness (WIA) and Workspace Global
Awareness (WGA). WIA refers to the notification of information relating to a specific
resource or user within the workspace. WGA concerns high level information that
relates to the general level of activities in the workplace.
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 33–41, 2007.
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In this paper, we focus on workspace awareness in the Greenberg’s taxonomy. In
Otjacques et al.’s classification, we include some elements relating to both WGA and
WIA but with a special interest for the global overview. In other words, the purpose
of our research consists in providing the supervisors of a collaborative platform with
some global information about what happens in this workplace. Graphics have proven
to be of high value for conveying information efficiently and rapidly. We have then
chosen to investigate how information visualization can support collaborative
platform monitoring.

2 State-of-the-Art
2.1 Visualization of Cooperation
Numerous approaches have been proposed to visualize information related to a
cooperative context. In this domain, the electronic communications are probably the
data that has been the most intensively studied. For instance, the ‘Mat’Graph’ [13],
‘Themail’ [24] or ‘Correspondent Treemap’ [15] prototypes focused on how to
extract and represent useful information from mailboxes or e-mail log files. Other
researchers explored the visualization of chat conversations (e.g. ‘Crystalchat’ [22],
‘Fugue’ [18]) or discussion groups (e.g. ‘Newsgroup Crowds’ [25]). The graphical
representation of the presence of actors in a shared environment has been under
examination too (e.g. ‘Babble’ [7] or ‘Tower World’ [16]). The research in
visualization also focused on the actions on shared resources (e.g. ‘LifeSource’ [9],
‘ArchiChronos’ [17]). Finally, some researchers have also tackled the representation
of calendars (e.g. ‘Availability Bars’ [8], ‘DateLens’ [1]).
In the discipline of information visualization, the dataset and its basic properties
(e.g. structure, size) have a major influence to choose the appropriate graphical
representation. Therefore, we propose to examine the data associated to a
collaborative platform from this perspective. Shneiderman’s seminal taxonomy [19]
distinguishes networks, trees, temporal, multidimensional, 1-D, 2-D or 3-D data.
Considering this classification, we note that collaborative data may take many of
these forms. For instance, the communications within a group are typically organized
as network data and the actions on shared objects are often represented as temporal
data. We have chosen to concentrate on another datatype: hierarchical data. Indeed,
this structure also appears regularly in collaborative platforms. For instance, a
workplace defined as a combination of sub-workplaces; a project broken down in
work packages; and a set of documents organized in directories illustrate how often
hierarchies may be encountered in the context of collaborative platforms.
To sum up, the purpose of our research is to explore how workspace awareness can
be supported by innovative techniques visualizing data structured as hierarchies.
2.2 Visualization of Hierarchies
The visualization of hierarchies is well documented in the literature. Nevertheless,
most of the techniques rely on only two basic visual properties: enclosure and
connectivity.
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Connectivity means representing the nodes of the hierarchy by punctual objects
(e.g. points, icons) and the parent-child relationship among them by lines (e.g. straight
lines, curves). The vertical tree used in numerous applications is a typical example of
this kind of techniques but some researchers also proposed more original approaches
(e.g. Disk Tree [3], Hyperbolic Browser [11]).
Enclosure consists in representing the nodes by geometrical shapes that are
successively inscribed one into each other. Shneiderman’s treemaps [20] [21]
are probably the most famous technique of this kind. This recursive algorithm keeps
the size of the display space constant, whatever the size of the dataset. In addition, the
treemaps offer the advantage that the area of the nested rectangles visualizes
the relative weight of the nodes. This very useful feature makes it easy to realize the
relative ‘power’ of each node.
From a global viewpoint, the visualization of hierarchies faces a specific challenge:
finding the right trade-off that maximizes the perception of the data structure and
minimizes the proportion of lost area in the display space. Moreover, it is sometimes
also required to represent the weight of the nodes. In general, connection-based
approaches perform well in terms of structure perception and enclosure-based
techniques are very efficient to use the display space. However, it must be noted that
some improvements have been proposed to tackle the weaknesses of both types of
representation (e.g. [23] for treemaps).

3 Use Case
The use case considered in this research project is a Network of Excellence (NoE)
funded by the European Union. A NoE is essentially a group of research, academic
and commercial organizations that join together to form a virtual research community.
It is an ideal case study as it consists of a wide range of organizations, in this case
around thirteen and in turn a diverse group of participants, such as professors,
research assistants, students, administrators and technical staff. The main outputs are
reports, academic papers and other printed or online materials, the members also meet
regularly. The NoE discussed here also trains new scientists in the field via a PhD
school.
The NoE has a website that aims to bring people together and encourage
communication and the creation of ideas. This collaborative platform contains a
number of key features, such as the ability for people to submit information or files, a
news page as well as a mailing list.
In order to determine the most suitable actions to be undertaken to promote and
support this platform, the persons responsible for its animation expressed a need for
an efficient and easy-to-use monitoring tool. They were looking for a way to rapidly
realize what happens on the platform. In practical terms, this can be expressed by
issues like which workspaces are active, what are the largest spaces in terms of the
total size of the stored documents or what is the relative importance of the topics
considering the number of people joining the discussions. Such questions typically
relate to workspace awareness. To tackle this issue, graphical tools rapidly appeared
to be a suitable answer.
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4 Prototype
The web platform is built upon the usual PHP/My SQL couple of technologies. The
data about the platform activities are then stored in a relational database. This
information can be exported as XML files and imported into our visualization system.
Our prototype, called Platform Monitoring System (PMS), is basically composed of
two modules: the Data Provider Module (DPM) and the Visualization Tool (VT). The
DPM module is responsible for accessing the data stored on the platform and for
providing data to the VT. This dataset is formatted as an XML file (e.g. size of the
sub-workplace is set as an attribute of the sub-workplace node), which is transferred
to the VT tool handling the interaction with the user. The modular architecture of the
PMS system implies that the VT module is completely independent from the DPM
module. In other words, the PMS system could easily be extended to interact with a
collaborative platform running on another technology.
The PMS user interface includes three different views of the dataset: a classic tree,
a treemap and a new approach called ellimap. The first two techniques are well
known and do not require further explanation. The latter is, however, totally new and
requires a specific description.
The ellimap is a new generic approach that we developed to visualize hierarchies.
Providing the details of the algorithm goes beyond the purpose of this paper and will
be described in a future dedicated paper. Nevertheless, the basic idea is described in
this paragraph. In a few words, we replaced the rectangles by some ellipses in a
treemap-like recursive algorithm. Each node is then associated to an ellipse. The
children of a given node are represented as smaller ellipses inscribed into the ellipse
corresponding to the parent node. In addition, the area of each ellipse is proportional
to the relative weight of the corresponding node. The resulting picture shows the
hierarchical structure as a set of nested ellipses. The relative importance of each node
also appears clearly. The purpose of the ellimap technique is to highlight the nested
structure of the dataset in an intuitive way. Some preliminary evaluations have shown
that some users without any previous experience in information visualization rapidly
understand the ellimap representation.
The prototype offers then one technique based on the connectivity property (i.e. the
classic tree) and two others relying on the enclosure principle (i.e. treemap and
ellimap). This mix is intended to combine the advantages of the three techniques. The
drawbacks of a given view can be counterbalanced by the advantages of another one.
Indeed, as Blythe et al. [2] showed many years ago with an experimental study, ‘they
may be no single [graph] drawing that best highlights every characteristic [of the
dataset].’ The combination of multiple views appears then to be a reasonable strategy
because the dataset characteristics and the tasks to be carried out influence the
relevance of a layout in a given situation.
The tree view is especially efficient to visualize the structure of the hierarchy.
Moreover, as Lee et al. [12] explain, ‘interaction with and interpretation of node-link
tree structures poses little difficulty for novice users and therefore interactive tree
visualizations can be used for a large audience’. In comparison, the treemap allows
representing a large amount of data and visualizes the node value. It is ‘appropriate
when showing the attribute value distributions is more important than showing the
graph structure’ [12]. The ellimap offers a rather good trade-off between structure
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perception and node value representation. Unfortunately, the lost space is higher than
for a treemap. However, the informal feedback collected from the pilot users seems to
show that the perception of the structure of the dataset might be better in the ellimap
than in the treemap. This preliminary result remains to be confirmed by a rigorous
experimental evaluation, which is planned in the future.
The PMS prototype is completely generic in the sense that every hierarchical
dataset can be visualized by any of the three types of view (tree, treemap or ellimap)
and several combinations of these views (e.g. tree + treemap, tree + ellimap). In
addition, when a combination of views is displayed, the components are dynamically
coupled. The user can navigate through the data via the view that he or she prefers or
via the view that best suits the ongoing task. PMS also includes various advanced
interaction features. We mention three of them for illustration purposes. The data tree
can be displayed up to a given level of depth via a dynamic query. This feature is
useful when the user wants to see an overview of the platform data without being
overwhelmed by information details. Second, a tool tip showing the detailed data of a
given node can be displayed when the cursor is moved upon the node. Third, the user
can dynamically select which information is used as label in any of the views. For
instance, he / she can choose to label the treemap with the nodes weight and the tree
with the nodes identifier. This mechanism is also active for every combined view.

5 Visualization of the Workplace Activity
In the previous section, we propose a generic description of the views included in the
PMS prototype. Now we explain how it is used to monitor the collaborative platform.
First, the number of clicks on the website pages, which is a very common
indicator, is represented on a treemap calendar (cf. Figure 1). In this view, the
displayed time period is broken down as a tree. Each node is associated to a given
day. The number of clicks by day is used to weight the corresponding node in the
treemap view. A period with intense activity appears as a sequence of large
rectangles.

Fig. 1. Treemap calendar displaying the daily frequency of clicks
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Second, two views can be used to show the size of the groups of users (i.e. user
affiliation) and the activity of each group. The former (cf. Figure 2, left) highlights
which institutions stimulate the most their employees or students to register on the
platform. The latter (cf. Figure 2, right) points out how the usage of the collaboration
platform is distributed among the institutions. In these cases, we believe that the
ellimap view is appropriate as it relies on the usual representation of groups as nested
ellipses. In Figure 2, the ellimap is combined with a tree view (cf. left panel).

Fig. 2. Groups of users: size vs. activity

The number of interactions (e.g. uploading document, posting news…) by user also
provides useful information for the platform supervisors. It can be combined with the
date of the last interaction in which each user was involved. This information shows
how recent is the activity of each user on the platform. A specific view displays this
combined dataset (cf. Figure 3). The ellipses of the deepest level represent the users
and they are weighted according to the number of interactions that these users were
involved in.
This view uses a specific feature of the visualization module that allows coloring
the ellipses associated to the leaves of the data tree. In accordance to the opponent
process theory [26], the ‘red-green’ channel can be chosen to map time and a twocolors scale. The red color is associated to old interactions and green is linked to

Fig. 3. Activity of the users of a given group (quantity and newness)
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recent ones. The attention of the platform supervisor is then drawn to the inactive
users (colored in red) that might require a specific initiative to encourage them to use
the platform. When it better suits the semantics of the data, the PMS system also
permits the user to choose a monochromatic scale to visualize the data range.
The first screenshot in Figure 3 (left) shows the global overview of the platform.
The group and the actors that are involved in many interactions can be rapidly
identified. The second screenshot (right) is focused on a specific group (semantic
zoom). The actors profile appears clearly, showing on the same picture which actors
are active both in quantitative and in newness terms.
The PMS system also includes a view (Figure 4) that shows the distribution of
interactions on the platform aggregated by group of users (cf. affiliation) and by type
of collaborative tool (e.g. events manager, news, document management system…).
In this view, each discrete value of a given attribute of the tree leaves (i.e. type of
collaborative tool in the example) is mapped to a given color. It must be noted that
this mechanism differs from the range color mapping where the attribute takes
continuous value. For instance, the Figure 4 points out which tool is preferably used
by the users of each institution.

Fig. 4. Types of collaborative tools used on the platform

To sum up, the PMS prototype can visualize any kind of hierarchical data about the
collaborative platform. In addition to the structure of the dataset, it can also visualize
the relative weight of each node as well as the value of a given property of the leaves,
should it be continuous or discrete.

6 Conclusion
To the limit of our knowledge, few examples have been reported in which some
enclosure-based visualization methods have been used for monitoring a collaborative
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platform. The PMS system illustrates however the potential of such approaches to
provide a global overview of a workplace and to visualize some metrics of the
activities carried out in such cooperative environments.
For the future, we consider two directions to extend the research presented in this
paper. First, we are investigating new visualization techniques to display other metrics
of the platform activity. Second, we plan to extend the system to interface it with
platforms running on different technologies.
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Abstract. During product development processes, collaboration has become a
common practice between different departments and companies that are
involved in their activities. Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) tools can
facilitate collaboration among distributed teams within the context of an
extended enterprise, but the efficient use of them is still hard to achieve. In this
work, we propose a workflow based approach in order to implement product
development collaboration, focusing the discussion on a case study of the
integration of design and manufacturing activities, using workflow functionality
offered by PLM software.
Keywords: Workflow Management, Collaborative Engineering, Extended
Enterprise, Product Lifecycle Management.

1 Introduction
In the age of the extended enterprise, the quick expansion of the Internet provides the
infrastructure by which information can be simultaneously available to all those
involved in product lifecycle activities from product design to product recycling.
Collaboration has become the mainstay of product and processes development but it
must not end just with engineering design activities, it should continue with other
activities such manufacturing process planning, manufacturing, production and those
that concern the product lifecycle [1, 2].
It is obvious that collaboration is needed in all the activities of the product lifecycle
(Fig. 1.) and if there is any problem within two activities of the chain it will affect all
the others. In this scenario we would like to pay attention to the problems between
product design and manufacturing.
Today, computer aided tools enable collaboration among marketing department,
product designers and manufacturing engineers to avoid manufacturing problems and
decrease lead times in product development. Typically, these tools integrate the
product development data within a Web shared database [3]. Nevertheless, real
practice is far away from total collaboration [4].
In the framework of the extended enterprise, where companies collaborate and
compete, designers need to know the exact capacities of the processes used by the
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 42–49, 2007.
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Fig. 1. Collaboration across Product Lifecycle

enterprises responsible for product manufacturing in order to make an efficient
process planning which is the bridge activity between design and manufacturing [5].
Although collaborative engineering (CE) depends on the use of modern web based
collaboration, the real situation of many CE implementations reminds us that, by
simply adopting the required technology, it does not ensure the success. Therefore, it
is needed not only a web-based tool for collaboration (Product Lifecycle
Management, PLM, or Computer Support for Collaborative Work, CSCW) but also a
workflow based methodology that enables the integration and coordination of
products life cycle processes and the information exchange between all the people
involved [6,7].
Literature reports some research efforts in the direction of collaborative
manufacturing and distributed networks [8-10] with applications based on the
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) through the Internet.
With this aim, the research presented in this paper is part of a project conceived for
collaborative design and manufacturing within a manufacturing cluster, where
workflow models support and coordinate the information sharing and the
management of the product development activities. We present a particular case
study, in which we propose a framework for the coordination of the design, process
planning and manufacturing activities, through a workflow model and its
implementation in a commercial product lifecycle management tool (PLM).
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2 Workflow Modeling Technologies and Tools
The advantages of the collaborative design and manufacturing derive from an
enterprise’s ability to use efficiently the entire network of employees, supplier,
vendors, buyers, and customers. The flows of information that lie at the core of the
coordination and collaboration among network members, not only link disparate
information sources, they also provide an opportunity to build knowledge-based tools
[7]. Therefore, it is necessary to define all the activities and the global knowledge of
the cooperative design and manufacturing processes and implement them with a
workflow in order to encourage the collaboration.
The term "workflow" is defined as the automation of a business process in the
course of which documents, information or tasks move from one participant to
another in order to perform some action, in accordance with a set of procedural rules
[11].
A workflow model is considered as a model of a process in the real world.
Components of a process may include all necessary actions or steps, and the resources
and information required to perform them. The main problem with workflow
technology is the diversity of available standards.
From Software Information Systems point of view, there are several emerging
industry standards and technologies. The Business Process Execution Language for
Web Services (BPEL) [12] is emerging as a de-facto standard for implementing
business processes on top of Web services technology. Numerous workflow platforms
support the execution of BPEL processes. However, BPEL modeling tools do not
have the necessary level of abstraction required to make them usable during analysis
and design phases of high complexity processes like collaborative product
development process. On the other hand, the Business Process Modeling Notation
(BPMN) [13] has attracted the attention of business analyst and system architects as a
language for defining business process blueprints for subsequent implantation. The
BPMN is a graph-oriented language in which control and action nodes can be
connected almost arbitrarily. Also supported by numerous modeling tools, none of
these can directly execute BPMN models, but only few support the translation of
BPMN to BPEL in order to execute the model. XML Process Definition Language
(XPDL) [14] is a process design format that represents the “drawing” of the process
definition that enables to save and exchange the process diagram. Last XPDL 2.0
contains extensions in order to be able to represent all aspects of BPMN.
Workflow technology has found its way into mainstream application development
tools and application integration middleware. We can now use workflow technology
in e-commerce to coordinate the interaction with customers and inter-enterprise
processes or in packaged applications as a means of customization.
The skills and level of abstraction, required by the users of software products
involved in the product design and manufacturing, force software suppliers to hide all
the above considerations and provide embedded workflow engines and specific
modeling tools with graph-oriented workflow designers, with specialized activity
nodes that can be used for customization of process workflow models.
Common PLM tools does not use any of the mentioned emerging standards and
use instead proprietary workflow modeling methodologies and execution technologies
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that have been adopted and accepted by their users and do not fit easily with new
standards without important changes. Perhaps, when those new standards, allow the
accomplishment of the increasing required levels of interoperability with external
systems like ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning), software vendors will be forced to
adopt and support all of them.
In this research a PLM software, with an embedded workflow engine and modeling
user interface, is used in a case study to support a collaborative environment for the
design and manufacturing in an extended enterprise context, in which a main
organization interacts with several suppliers for product development.

3 A Case Study: Design and Manufacturing in a Collaborative
Environment
Usually, the collaboration in product development can be found among marketing,
conceptual design, detailed design and prototyping. This collaboration can be inside
or outside the organization but it always imply sharing knowledge and data. In the
field of manufacturing, internal resources and external suppliers are required to
perform specialized operations, which increase the complexity of the collaborative
environment.
The context of our case study involves several geographically distributed
companies, members of an extended enterprise dedicated to the design and
manufacture of a discrete product that requires metalworking operations. One of these
companies is the owner of the product to manufacture, that works in close
collaboration with other enterprises dedicated to different tasks of the design process
like for example detail design and engineering analysis. The definitive manufacturing
contract is assigned to one of the rest members of the supply chain that compete each
other for it. In order to integrate this distributed environment, is proposed a
methodology for collaborative product development, focused on product design and
process planning activities.
As mentioned above, process planning is a critical activity in the transition from
design to manufacturing, especially when exists outside participants. In order to
facilitate the interaction between them, three levels of manufacturing process plan
activities can be establish: meta-planning, macro-planning and micro-planning [5].
Meta-planning is performed to determine the manufacturing process and the machines
that fit the shape, size, quality and cost requirements of the parts that have been
designed. In macro-planning the equipment is selected, the minimum number of
assemblies needed to manufacture the part is determined and the sequence of
operations is established. Micro-planning is concerned with determining the tools to
be used, the stages they have to follow during the manufacturing process, and the
parameters associated to shop floor operations so that productivity, quality of the parts
and manufacturing costs can be optimized.
The methodology proposed here is divided in three mainstays: description of the
collaborative environment, definition of the product lifecycle phases, and design of
the workflow required to enable the collaboration.
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3.1 Description of Collaborative Environment

PROJECT TIME

Concurrent Design
and Collaboration
Collaborative
Manufacturing and
Competition

PLM Tool

GEOGRAPHICALLY DISTRIBUTED ENVIRONMENT

PLM tools are used for product data management during its lifecycle and for
organizing, controlling and accessing related information. PLM predecessor, known
as PDM (Product Data Management), are limited to store CAD/CAM files, text files
and other document formats [15]. PLM add functionalities to manage the complete
product lifecycle and organize activities performed by all involved participants
through workflow enactment (definition and execution). The collaborative
environment proposed here make use of a PLM tool (Windchill by PTC), a
CAD/CAM application (Pro-Engineer Wildfire 3.0) and Internet tools. With the aid of
these resources, the extended enterprise members interact as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Proposed environment for Collaborative Product Development
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3.2 Definition of the Lifecycle Phases and the Workflow
The workflow automates the running of tasks that allow the product development to
move on from one stage to another during its lifecycle. The modeled workflow is a
global composition of several workflows linked each other in order to be launched
consecutively (Fig. 3).
The definition of product lifecycle phases is essential for correct workflow
definition and design. This case study involves the following phases of product
development: conceptual design, detail design, proposal for manufacturing, quotation,
planning and manufacturing. Each of these stages is delimited by approval “gates”
that determine the transition from one stage to another, as the tasks set out in the
workflow are completed.

Fig. 3. Workflow Deployment across Collaborative Product Development

3.3 Workflow Execution
The activities carried out by workflows are explained as follows. The main enterprise
coordinates all product development activities and manages workflow enactments.
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Also performs market analysis and ‘conceptual design’ stage activities like realization
of virtual mock ups that meet aesthetical and functional requirements. Interacting
within the PLM tool, enterprises dedicated to detailed design work in technical
specifications like material selection, geometrical dimensioning and tolerancing
(GD&T), etc. Once the product model is finished, it is ready for product analysis and
rapid prototyping as the conclusion of the detail design stage.
Meta-planning is the trigger activity of the ‘proposal for manufacturing’ stage,
performed by the purchasing department of the main enterprise, for technological
process selection and for sending quotation requests to the right sub-contractors. Once
quotation requests are received, macro-planning activities need to be done by
supplier’s technical department in order to make cost estimation in the quotation
stage. After the main enterprise receives quotations and selects the best supplier, the
technical department of the supplier is authorized to begin micro-planning activities,
in the planning stage. During this, a machine operator provides shop floor information
to the micro-process planner, in order to incorporate the real machine capabilities in
the final process plan, and to correct any inconsistence in the machining parameters
calculations. Finally, the product development ends with the manufacturing stage, and
all generated files were stored in the PLM database for further use.

4 Conclusions
The research work presented here has been developed with the aim of helping
companies in the implementation of web-based collaborative environments. The
effort for studying a PLM deployment in an extended enterprise, has forced us to
make a detailed analysis of the problem of distributed design and manufacturing,
especially when external enterprises are involved and compete each other. As a result
of this analysis, we have enumerated all the required participants and activities that
must be incorporated in a workflow model that must be implemented to help
collaborative product development.
The workflow approach exposed here can be taken into account as a guide for the
systematic execution of collaborative product development tasks and it allows the
controlled interaction between different members of the extended enterprise.
Furthermore, the use of a friendly workflow designer tool can help to the
straightforward definition of the suitable collaborative scenario.
The success of implementing the developed workflow depends not only on the
acquisition of the PLM software but also in the overcoming of the cultural barriers of
the cooperative work among product designers, process planners, manufacturers and
external participants, all of them geographically dispersed. The next steps of this pilot
project are to establish metrics for evaluating the organizational impacts in short and
medium terms, and to prepare a survey that helps to determine the readiness of
different supply chain environments for the implementation of this approach.
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Abstract. In this research, a bridge product model named New IFC-BRIDGE
was developed to represent entities of various types of bridges in a standardized
manner. To solve problems identified in planning and design of reinforcing bar
works, a cooperative reinforcing bar arrangement support system using
Augmented Reality technology was developed. In this system, multiple users
can move tangible markers that represent entities of reinforcing bars and that
are linked to computer graphics images represented from the New IFCBRIDGE product model data. A prototype system was developed by deploying
head mounted displays with video cameras. Furthermore, to enhance the
reinforcing bar checking task at construction sites, a cooperative reinforcing bar
checking support system was developed by using AR technology. The test of
the prototype system showed the practicality of the system, and some problems
were identified for future study.
Keywords: Product Model, Reinforcing Bar, Augmented Reality, IFC, IFCBRIDGE, Collaborative Work.

1 Introduction
Reinforcing bar arrangement and checking are very important because they are
directly related to the strength including earthquake resistance of concrete structures
such as buildings, bridges, tunnels, etc. Currently, reinforcing bar arrangement is done
by construction site workmen based on 2D drawings which can show only minimal
information of reinforcing bars. Thus, workmen usually draft many large drawings
and discuss with their colleagues how to arrange reinforcing bars sequentially if the
reinforcing bars are complex or to be laid out densely. Otherwise, they will be in
trouble at construction sites. However, it is often difficult for inexperienced workmen
to visualize the reinforcing bar arrangement and sequence in their minds.
Furthermore, inspectors often find it difficult to check whether reinforcing bars are
arranged correctly in accordance with the drawings by using tape measures because it
is almost impossible to measure all distances and spaces of reinforce bars in a short
time. In addition, it is also difficult for inspectors to find time to visit the construction
site from their distant offices by car or on foot for checking.
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 50–57, 2007.
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Therefore, in this research, a cooperative engineering environment for reinforcing
bar arrangement using augmented reality (AR) is proposed. In this environment,
multiple workmen wear head mounted displays (HMDs) with video cameras, which
are connected with their computers. They grab and move markers, each of which is
linked to 3D model data of reinforcing bars, and represented by newly developed
IFC-BRIDGE product model schema. By using an AR tool called ARToolKit [1],
users can view the virtual reinforcing bars represented by computer graphics on their
HMDs. They can discuss how to arrange reinforcing bars by moving the markers in a
virtual 3D world. A prototype system has been developed, and students used it for
review. The prototype showed the feasibility of this methodology.
In addition, a new framework consisting of an AR system at a construction site and
a viewing and controlling system at a remote office, connected via the Internet, has
been developed. This framework intends to facilitate the inspection process more
efficiently so that inspectors do not have to visit construction sites.

2 New IFC-Bridge Product Model
Much effort has been seen in developing product models for building design and
construction in order to enable the interoperability among heterogeneous application
systems and software packages such as CAD, analysis, conformance checking, cost
estimation, construction scheduling, for more than two decades. Recently, Industry
Foundation Classes (IFC) of International Alliance for Interoperability (IAI) [2]
seems to be considered as a de facto standard for building product models. However,
as for bridges, each CAD and design software company, nation, or organization has
been developing its own product model, and there is little interoperability among
those models and application systems.
The authors have developed a bridge product model for prestressed concrete (PC)
bridges by expanding IFC in collaboration with Japan Prestressed Concrete
Contractors Association [3]. In parallel, a steel girder bridge product model was
developed by the similar method [4]. These two bridge product models were merged
into one, which is called J-IFC-BRIDGE.
Around the same time as this model was developed, IAI French Speaking Chapter
developed a bridge product model called IFC-BRIDGE based on the IFC and OAEXPRESS, which is a bridge product model developed by SETRA, French
governmental technical center for roads and highways, and it has been open to public
since 2002 via the Internet web site [5].
Both Japanese and French groups did not know their efforts in developing bridge
product models each other by 2002, although their approaches were quite similar.
Both Japanese and French groups decided to integrate the two product models and
have proposed New IFC-BRIDGE by merging their product models by the support of
IAI. Reinforcing bars of bridges can be represented by using the New IFC-BRIDGE
product model.

3 Augmented Reality Technology
Augmented Reality technology provides a facility to overlap real video images with
virtual computer graphics images. This can be done by showing a special marker to
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the video camera attached with a HMD worn by the user. The marker is linked with a
designated object and the system shows the object image on the marker of the video
screen. The similar thing can be done by wearing see-through glasses with a video
camera.
In this research, the authors used ARToolKit, which is a set of open source
libraries for AR, developed by Kato et al. [1]. If a 2D square marker is shown on the
video screen image, the system measures the location, inclination, etc. and inspects
the pattern of the marker, and displays real time the 3D computer graphics image
corresponding to the marker on the video display, as shown in Fig. 1. The computer
graphics images are created from the New IFC-BRIDGE product model.
HMD&
Video Camera

Computer

Marker

Real Image

Virtual Objects

Combined Image

Fig. 1. Augmented reality using a HMD, video camera, markers, and ARToolKit

4 A Cooperative Reinforcing Bar Arrangement Support
As described before, experienced workmen are necessary in order to arrange
reinforcing bars appropriately at construction sites. The knowledge needed to
construct reinforcing bars is usually embedded in construction workmen’s minds and
has not been explicitly represented. Thus, on-the-job training is usually employed to
transfer the knowledge from senior workmen to juniors. And a trial-and-error
approach is often used for planning the sequence of reinforcing bars by drawing and
modifying many plans. Consequently, cooperative environment would be necessary to
arrange and construct reinforcing bars adequately. To solve such problems, the
authors propose a collaborative system where multiple users can move tangible
markers each of which represents single or a set of reinforcing bars in an augmented
reality environment as shown in Fig. 2.
To demonstrate the feasibility and practicality of the proposed AR approach, the
authors developed a prototype system and tested it in their laboratory. A set of five
reinforcing bars comprising a section of a prestressed concrete bridge girder was
selected and represented by using New IFC-BRIDGE product model. As shown in
Fig. 3, five markers, A, B, C, D, and E, were scattered on the table. Two graduate
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Video Camera Computers Video Camera
and HMD
and HMD
A
C

B

Markers

Fig. 2. Cooperative environment using AR technology

students majoring in civil engineering, simulating workmen X and Y, wore HMDs
with video cameras. Fig. 3 shows that the worker X was moving the marker C, while
the worker Y was moving the marker B. They discussed the sequence of arranging the
five reinforcing bars. The two workers looked at the same 3D virtual reinforcing bars
from different angles and discussed many possible sequences, moving the markers
intuitively. The test showed the efficiency and effectiveness of the system over the
traditional pencil-and-eraser method.

5 A Cooperative Reinforcing Bar Checking Support
The traditional method for checking whether reinforcing bars are arranged and set
correctly and conform the design by using tape measures and 2D paper drawings is
time-consuming and error-prone. Thus, the authors proposed and developed a
reinforcing bar checking support system by using augmented reality technology and
New IFC-BRIDGE product model. In this method, reinforcing bars are represented by
New IFC-BRIDGE and its computer graphics image is linked with a marker. The
marker is placed in front of the reinforcing bars at its designated location, and a user
wearing a HMD with a video camera looked at the marker and the reinforcing bars.
The user can check whether the reinforcing bars are correctly arranged or not by
checking the overlapped computer graphics image over the actual reinforcing bar
image on the HMD monitors. The user can vary the viewing direction and angle by
simply moving his or her head freely (Fig. 4).
To check the feasibility of this method, an indoor test was performed. Two small
wood frames were crafted. One was made just as designed while the other was made
poorly with errors. As shown in Fig. 5, the good craft model on the left was
overlapped properly with the computer graphics image, while the poor model on the
right was not overlapped with the virtual reinforcing bar image.
As the indoor test was successfully done, an on-site experiment was executed at a
construction site near Muroran, Japan. A part of a prestressed concrete bridge girder
was selected and was represented by IFC-BRIDGE product model. As shown in
Fig. 6, an inspector wore the HMD with a video camera and looked at the marker
attached to the reinforcing bars. The image that the inspector viewed is shown in
Fig. 7. As the figure shows, there was not big difference between the virtual computer
graphics and the real reinforcing bar images. Therefore, the actual reinforcing bars
could be judged as properly constructed.
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Monitor Device X

Monitor Device Y

Laptop PC

Video Camera
and HMD
Worker X
Worker Y

C
A

B

Fig. 3. Cooperative reinforcing bar arrangement support system using AR technology

T-Girder

Video
Camera

HMD

Marker

Fig. 4. Reinforcing bar checking support system using AR
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Fig. 5. A well crafted wood model and poorly made one overlapped with CG images

Fig. 6. Inspector is checking reinforcing bars

Fig. 7. Inspector’s monitor image

However, four problems were identified. Since there exists strain in lenses of video
cameras and there are subtle errors in positioning the marker, it was difficult to
overlap the real and virtual images completely. Next, as the amount of data for
representing reinforcing bars increased significantly compared to the wood craft
models made for the indoor test, the response for renewing images became very slow.
The third problem was that the quality of the combined view was not stable enough,
particularly when the on-site light changed considerably, the real world could not be
seen clearly. The fourth problem was that only one marker was used in the field
experiment, which made the scope of the inspector’s view narrow. These problems
can mostly be solved technically. The fourth one can be solved by placing multiple
markers at the site, as shown in Fig. 8.
Other problems in checking of reinforcing bars include that inspectors are usually
very busy with other work and their offices are tend to be far from construction sites.
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Fig. 8. Multiple markers representing different parts of reinforcing bars and CG images
Construction Site
Video Camera

Reinforcing Bars

HMD

Marker

Remote Office

Inspector

Fig. 9. Inspector at his office can check reinforcing bars at a construction site via the Internet

To solve this problem, a prototype of remote cooperative reinforcing bar checking
system was developed by using AR technology and NetMeeting. As shown in Fig. 9,
the inspector at his remote office can view the actual and virtual reinforcing bars at
the construction site just as the workman wearing the HMD and a video camera there
is looking at.

6 Conclusion
In this research, a bridge product model named New IFC-BRIDGE was developed by
merging the authors’ J-IFC-BRIDGE and French IFC-BRIDGE to represent entities
of various types of bridges in a standardized manner, based on the object-oriented
paradigm. The product model enables the interoperability among heterogeneous
applications.
Next, problems in planning of reinforcing bar arrangement were identified. To
solve the problems, a cooperative reinforcing bar arrangement support system using
Augmented Reality technology was developed. In this system, multiple users can
move tangible markers that represent entities of reinforcing bars and that are linked to
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computer graphics images represented from the New IFC-BRIDGE product model
data, while discussing. A prototype system was developed by deploying HMDs with
video cameras. The test performed indoor by students imitating workmen showed the
feasibility of the method and the system.
Furthermore, the authors identified problems in checking reinforcing bar
arrangement at construction sites. It is virtually impossible to completely check
reinforcing bars by using measures and 2D paper drawings. Thus, a cooperative
reinforcing bar checking support system was developed by using AR technology. In
this system, the inspector wearing a HMD with a video camera compares and checks
whether reinforcing bars set at a construction site overlap the computer graphics
image generated from the New IFC-BRIDGE product model data. This system was
tested both indoor and at a construction site. Although the tests showed the
practicality of the method, several problems related to errors and computer
performances were identified.
For further study, the authors intend to enhance the AR supporting systems and
quantify and compare the cost and benefits by using these systems.
Acknowledgments. This research has been partially supported by the Japan-France
Bilateral Research Project, SAKURA, of the Japan Society for the Promotion of
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Abstract. Analysis of existing ICT-based solutions for the education
of long-term ill children reveal several weaknesses with respect to social
and cooperative involvement, cost of development, and mobility issues.
We present a scalable and aﬀordable solution that supports both the social needs and learning process of these children. An educational platform
was created based on the concepts of 3D networked virtual environments
and Virtual Interactive Communities. In this work we describe the system architecture, network setup and protocols, and how we implemented
the educational support. Our solution incorporates innovative hardware,
software and connectivity features, set in a user friendly user interface
based on networking and 3D technologies. It helps to establish high quality involvement of the long-term sick children in a communication based
scenario between the place where the child stays/has been moved and
their original classroom learning setting.
Keywords: Cooperative Learning Environment, Edutainment, E-Health,
E-Learning, Virtual Interactive Communities, Social Networks.

1

Introduction and Motivation

Health care is becoming less hospital-centric; the hospitalization periods are
much briefer and treatments are increasingly carried out at home. This shift has
mediated medical, social and economic reasons and consequences. Furthermore,
in the case of long-term and chronically ill children, this shift has a major impact
on their education. The responsibility to provide education, is transfered from
the hospital to the school which the children attended before their absence.
Regular schools, however, are hardly able to set up high quality instruction for
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 58–69, 2007.
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their home-based pupils. As a result, the socialization opportunities oﬀered by
schools are no longer available for them and friendships between the ill child and
fellow pupils become more and more disintegrated [1,2].
In this work, we present a cooperative, community-based, E-Learning platform
that aims at re-establishing the communication link between the place where the
child is staying and the original school setting in view of supporting high-quality
instructional scenarios. Analysis of existing ICT-based solutions, for educating
long-term sick children ([3,4,5,6]), reveal weaknesses including the absence of
social involvement, high development costs and mobility issues. Furthermore,
although scientiﬁc publications have been written about several ICT-solutions,
most of them focus on the results rather then giving a clear insight into the
development process or the technical details.
The solution we propose, is based on the concepts of 3D networked virtual
environments (NVEs) and Virtual Interactive Communities (VICs). It has to be
stressed that we do not aim on the development of a new electronic learning
environment (ELE) such as there are: Blackboard, WebCT, Anywize, etc. or a
content management system (CMS). In contrast, we concentrate on a solution
that can be linked to or used in cooperation with existing ELEs and CMS applications. The platform we present, does not focus on developing content, is
based on concrete user needs, is educationally sound and relevant, and oﬀers a
scalable and aﬀordable solution. The communication provisions build on audio
and video (A/V) links, using standardized protocols, and help to support educational scenarios that support learning processes. Regarding the entire process,
ﬁve interactive steps were undertaken: (i) analysis of user needs, user characteristics and context factors, (ii) design, (iii) development, (iv) evaluation, and
(v) delivery. The focus of this work is on the more technical aspects of the design and development processes. More speciﬁcally we will give an insight on
system architecture, network setup and protocols, consistency maintenance and
visualization.
In the following section we elaborate on related research in the ﬁelds of Elearning solutions and VICs. Thereafter, we will give a brief overview of the
required functionality. Section 4 discusses the details of how this functionality
was implemented. In the ﬁfth section, we will give some preliminary results.
Finally, we give some concluding remarks and future research directions.

2
2.1

Related Work
ICT Solutions for E-Learning

To date, several ICT-based solutions have been proposed in order to support
education for children with health impairments. The most remarkable probably
is the PEBBLES project (Providing Education By Bringing Learning Environments to Students). It comprises an advanced prototype solution developed in
the USA and Canada [3,6]. It was launched as the worlds ﬁrst fully functional
telepresence application: a social and technological solution that virtually places
a child within the classroom by putting a robot which replaces the sick child
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in the regular classroom. The robot is connected through a high-speed Internet
line to the tools in the hospital. Major advantages are stated to be the remote
control opportunities and the possibility to create an authentic learning setting
because of two-way video, audio and document transmission possibilities. The
PEBBLES solution enables a strong synchronous and authentic presence of the
sick pupil in the original classroom setting. An advantage for the school/teacher
perspective is the scant investment of extra time and energy to develop alternative solutions for these children. In addition to these advantages, it is possible
to determine some problems of the PEBBLES-solution. For example, no documentation can be found on what happens when the sick pupil is unable to
follow lessons synchronously due to health related problems such as tiredness,
lack of concentration or therapies scheduled during the lessons. As no information can be found in articles or on the Internet, we assume that this solution
lacks backing-up functionalities for missed classes. Furthermore, there is the issue of mobility of the ICT-based solution. Moving to another hospital room or
classroom, moving back and away from hospital or home may cause interruptions or even an impossibility to continue the instructional experience. Another
critical issue, hardly mentioned in the literature, is the high cost of developing
and maintaining the PEBBLES-provision.
Another solution is STARBRIGHT World (SBW), a safe and secure online
community where these children can connect to each other. Children on SBW
can chat, read and post to bulletin boards, email, search for friends with similar
illnesses, participate in fun events and contests, surf pre-screen Web sites and
play games [7]. Further analysis of the available papers on the use of SBW, however, pointed out that the communicative possibilities were seldomly used by the
children: only 3% to 15% of the time was spent on communication [5]. Another
downside of this project is that it does not support educational scenarios.
In Flanders, the Dutch speaking part of Belgium in which our research project
is carried out, a type of video phone is already in use to support long-term sick
children to stay in touch with their family and peers at school [4]. However,
hospital personnel has experienced some problems with these tools: there is an
asynchronous delivery of sound and images, they oﬀer basic video connection
capabilities of rather low quality and if it is often used, it is a rather expensive
solution because of the payment per minute of talking. In addition, each use of
a video phone involves extra costs. For these reasons, the video phone has ended
up in a closet in most of the hospitals we visited. Besides the use of this video
phone device, ELEs through which the school, parents and pupils get in touch
more regularly, are increasingly promoted. However, these tools build heavily
on text-based input and communication and are therefore less suited for pupils
of elementary school age. Also, they create a less authentic setting and hardly
support the active and interactive involvement of the sick children.
2.2

Virtual Interactive Communities

We deﬁne Virtual Interactive Communities (VICs) as 3D virtual environments
(VEs) in which (groups of) people sharing the same interests or ideas can easily
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communicate and interact with each other. Over the past decade, VICs have
evolved tremendously. Undoubtedly the most popular VICs, nowadays, are the
Massive Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games (MMORPGs) with millions of
subscribtions worldwide. Second Life [8], World of Warcraft [9] and Knight Online [10] are some examples. What these VICs have in common, is the fact that
they build on high-end PCs with permanent broadband access to the Internet.
Also, most of them rely on text chat as their primary means of communication
(although some also supports voice communication, usually with added costs).
In most VICs the users are represented by virtual animated characters, usually referred to as avatars. These represent the location and the actions of the
user in the virtual world. In [11,12] we proposed an extension to these avatars.
We presented a framework for networked 3D VE applications that incorporates
real-time video communication between avatars. We strongly believe that the
combination of 3D worlds and live video streaming is perfectly suitable for this
work, since it results in more explorative and fun learning environments than
present-day solutions. Moreover, our aim is to work with children of elementary school age, which are assumed to prefer non-abstract environments with a
limited amount of textual cues.

3

Requirements and User Needs

Our goal is to re-establish both the communication link between the sick child
and its classroom and allow it to follow the class activities with fellow pupils. By
providing the involved parties (child, teacher and fellow pupils) with access to a
VIC that allows for A/V communication, we can already solve some aspects of
our goal, however it is far from suﬃcient. From our observations and functional
analysis ([13,14]) we learned that in order to fully achieve our goal, our learning
platform should support:
1. Synchronous lessons, including two way A/V stream so both sides can see
and hear each other, a high resolution view the chalkboard and the possibility
for the child to draw the class’ attention.
2. Digital versions of the diary and timetable.
3. Asynchronous lesson possibilities, as the sick child will not be able to follow
all classes due to tiredness, treatments or sickness.
4. Exchanging homework, exercises, tests and markings both for synchronous
and asynchronous lessons.
5. Social functionalities, since the involvement in informal activities at school
are at least as important as being involved in formal activities. In particular, children indicated they miss the socialization opportunities oﬀered at
school.
In the next section we discuss how our platform supports these functionalities.
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Approach
The VIC Learning Platform

The virtual learning environment that we propose is based on our earlier experiences with VICs [11,12]. This includes support for various synchronous
communication components into the 3D VE such as audio conversation, video
conferencing, text chat and video-based avatars. We have extended this work
with community support functions like buddy lists, authentication and authorization functionalities, rich presence (showing who is on line, which mood, what
kind of activities one is pursuing), media publishing (diary, timetable, exercises),
and ﬁle exchange.
Using this platform, we built a VIC application implementing the required
functionality to achieve our goals. A logical overview of our platform is shown in
Fig. 1. Here, we also see that our solution consists of several components, which
all play an important role: (i) the virtual school environment, its functionality
and how it is displayed, (ii) the underlying network supporting it and (iii) the
hardware. The platform is programmed in C++ and runs on most Windows
based systems. This was chosen so most home computers will be able to run the
software.

Fig. 1. Overview of the Virtual Learning Platform approach

4.2

The Virtual School Environment

The VE of our test application is a 3D modeled environment that is rendered
using the Ogre 3D open source graphics engine [15]. Taking into account that
the community is children-oriented, all its objects are created in cartoon style
and interaction is kept as intuitive and natural as possible (by clicking easily
understandable icons). Our system, however, is not restricted to a speciﬁc 3D
environment. Instead, each school is free to choose the look of the VE. Navigating
in this virtual world happens by means of an animated avatar that is controlled
through the arrows on the keyboard. This corresponds to navigating in presentday games and on-line communities like Ice Age 2 and (Teen) Second Life. The
looks of the avatars is also adjustable by the participants (type of character,
colors of clothing, hair,...).
The virtual playground (Fig. 2 (a)) is the starting position of the user in the
VE. Therein, the child can navigate, meet its friends and teachers and communicate through video avatars (Fig. 2 (b)). When it is time for class, the pupil
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can enter the virtual classroom, which is a 3D scene containing the most important elements of the real classroom environment: a live video A/V stream of the
class (top, left), a high resolution captured image of the chalkboard (middle),
the pupils school desk containing his diary, homework book and school timetable
(bottom), and the pupils personal bookshelf (top, right). A view of the virtual
classroom is shown in Fig. 2 (c). In the real classroom, the teacher and fellow
students, have a similar view. Only here, the video stream of the child is displayed instead of the class’ video. Furthermore, several function buttons allow
the users (child, teacher, fellow student) to quickly launch speciﬁc tasks such
as: scanning and transmitting documents (with automatic printing), capturing
the chalkboard and drawing/granting attention. Finally, the user is also able to
switch to a close-up view of classroom elements by simply clicking them to get
a better look, and get a view of its own video. Virtual books (Fig. 2 (d)) can be
used to store documents, scans (of homework, tests,...) and pictures and can be
accessed at any time. Furthermore, teachers can add recorded lessons (webcam
feed and slideshow of the chalkboard images), in case the sick pupil could not
attend a lesson. This way, he can view these at later.
Before we discuss the details on how the functionality works, we take a closer
look into the network architecture.

Fig. 2. Views of the school environment: (a) the virtual playground, (b) video avatars,
(c) the virtual classroom, (d) a close-up of the class diary with scanned pages

4.3

The Network Architecture

The network architecture that supports our virtual community consists of several
servers, each with their own responsibilities. In order to be as general and interoperable as possible, we used standardized protocols as much as possible. The
division into the diﬀerent servers is not necessary physical; in practice several
servers can be run on a single machine. Due to the desire to be compatible with
existing standards and the dependency on communication services a substantial
part of the architecture is inspired on the IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS [16]).
With the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP [17]) being the key technology behind
the IMS, the client application incorporates the Intellivic SDK [18], a toolkit for
integration SIP-based video telephony into an application. On the network side
this choice also implies the presence of elements from the IMS architecture like
session management and communication services.
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The ﬁrst server used, is the Session Management Server. It takes care of and authenticating users and logging users on and oﬀ. In addition, it is also being used to
initiate A/V communication sessions. In order to communicate and manage these
sessions, SIP is being used. A second server is used for communication. Although
peer-to-peer communication is possible when only two parties are involved (e.g.
sick child and classroom). When more parties become involved, it is desirable to
use the Communication Server, since the setup of peer-to-peer connections between multiple parties is impossible due to bandwidth limitations. The solution is
to send a single stream to the communication server, which relays it to the diﬀerent
parties. This way every participant only has to send a single A/V stream instead
of one for every participant. It is the Session Server that is responsibility to indicate clients which communication server to use (in case more than one is available).
Due to the real-time nature of the A/V streams the Real-Time Transport Protocol
(RTP [19]) is the obvious choice for the underlying protocol. Other possibilities for
even more eﬃcient A/V stream transmission would be to use multicasting as was
done in [11,12]. However, since multicasting is not yet fully available in practice,
it could not be used during our ﬁeld trials. In order to not exceed the 128 kbps (or
256 kbps) upload bandwidth limitation, that is available in most Flemish homes,
we need to compress our A/V streams. Currently we use mpeg4 80kbit QCIF compression for video and speex narrowband 15kbit compression for the audio. These
parameters can be remotely conﬁgured to provide the desired quality and exploiting the available bandwidth optimally. Managing synchronization and persistence
of the 3D VE is the responsibility of the VIC Server. This involves transmitting the
world itself, synchronization of object and user states, and managing and storing
a persistent world state. Apart from location, user states also include information
on its mood and actions. File transfers are done using the File Transfer Protocol
(FTP [20]) and update messages for objects and clients are sent using ENet [21],
a thin, simple and robust network communication layer on top of UDP. Finally,
The Data Server is used for two categories of data. On the one hand, it stores
conﬁguration ﬁles of the users containing personal information such as A/V parameters and address lists of the community. On the other hand, the server makes
it possible to transmit and store (shared) media and other data ﬁles such as shared
virtual books. Underlying protocols used are FTP and Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP [22]). An overview of the network architecture and the used protocols
is given in Fig. 3.
4.4

Providing Education

Since we are working with children and teachers who usually have little computer knowledge, we want to hide as much of the technical details as possible and
provide intuitive interaction methods. All user data and conﬁguration settings
are set up in advance and saved in an XML ﬁle that is parsed on startup of the
application, and backed up on the data server. Logging on and oﬀ via SIP is done
completely transparently on startup. The user data, webcam and audio settings
are read from ﬁle and used to log on to the session management server. Immediately, the user can see which other participants are in the environment and in
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Fig. 3. Overview of the network architecture and the necessary client hardware

what mood they are in. When other users are encountered on the playground,
an A/V session is set up automatically. Also, when both the sick child and classroom are logged in and have entered the virtual classroom (which is done simply
by clicking the door of the classroom in the virtual school environment) an A/V
session is started automatically. The video images are incorporated in the 3D
classroom using video textures.
Apart from synchronous A/V communication, the most important functionality is the easy exchange of documents (drawings, tasks, exercises or tests). We
have also kept this task as simple as possible for the users. The diﬀerent steps of
synchronous exchange of a scanned document are shown in Fig. 4. Note that the
user only has to perform step 1 and 2, the rest is done completely automatically.
An example of the use of this functionality is when a teacher hands out a page
of exercises to his students. He can put the sick pupil’s page in the scanner and
send it to him with a single button click. On the other side the document is
automatically downloaded and printed. The child can then ﬁll in the exercises
and send his results in the exact same manner for correcting and/or grading.
Taking pictures of the chalkboard happens in a similar way. The only diﬀerence
is the ﬁnal step. Instead of automatically download and printing, the picture is
integrated in the virtual 3D scene. In order to take these pictures, the classroom
must be equipped with a digital camera that can be controlled by software. More
details on the hardware are given in the next section. The virtual books also use
the same principle and can, besides the diary and time table, be used for storing
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recorded lessons, pictures from ﬁeld trips, drawings that fellow pupils made or
just digital notes. Currently a virtual book page can contain: a scanned image
(text, photo, drawing,...), a video, a recorded sound or a link to a ﬁle or web
page. Books can be opened from the virtual library, and virtual pages can easily
be added and removed. The data server contains a list of all books and each
book (with a description of the pages) is stored in a separate ﬁle that is only
downloaded when it is opened. The actual page data (images, videos,...) is only
downloaded when the page is viewed for the ﬁrst time, in order to keep the
network load as low as possible. A local copy is then kept on the client.

Fig. 4. The diﬀerent steps of a synchronous document exchange in the learning environment

4.5

Hardware and Network Requirements

One of our initial objectives was to develop an aﬀordable solution. Therefore, we
tried to exploit commodity hardware as much as possible. The hardware that is
necessary at the pupil’s and the classroom site can be seen in Fig. 3. At ﬁrst, we
have the PC/laptop that runs the software, this can be a commercial oﬀ-the-shelf
machine; it only needs to have a 3D accelerator graphics card in order to ﬂuently
visualize the 3D environment. Most Flemish households have a home PC that
ﬁts these requirements, so only the software installation is required to run our
E-learning platform. In our current setup we use Pentium 4, 2.4 GHz PCs with 1
GB of RAM in the classroom and Pentium 4, 3.06 GHz portables with 512 MB
of RAM for the pupil’s setting. Furthermore, both sides need A/V hardware.
Tests pointed out that a resolution of 320 x 240 suﬃces to have a decent view
and frame rate (25fps), so oﬀ the shelf webcams can be used. Concerning audio,
the pupils can make use of a headset or a microphone that is integrated in
most available webcams. The classroom on the other hand is equipped with a
wireless microphone together with a set of speakers. This requires the need for
acoustic echo cancellation (AEC), which may be integrated in the microphone or
in the software. Furthermore, both sides need a printer and a scanner. Since we
use Windows Image Architecture (WIA) for scanning and printing to the default
printer, most available printers/scanners can be used. Finally, in the classroom, a
digital camera is employed in order to take snapshots of the chalkboard. During
the test phase, results indicated that we should use a minimal resolution of
1600 x 1200 pixels (i.e. 2.1 Mpixel) for readability, (ii) to avoid using the ﬂash,
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(iii) that colors look better on a green chalkboard than on a marker whiteboard.
In our current setting, we use Canon Powershot A620 cameras controlled in our
software using the Canon PowerShot Remote Capture SDK [23]. This allows
to control the camera’s settings (resolution, zoom, ﬂash,...) and permits taking
pictures which are automatically loaded onto the PC.
Regarding bandwidth, the real bottleneck is the streaming live audio and
video. In the Flemish setting, most people and schools own a xDSL or cable connection (download speed: 4.4Mb, upload: 128 to 256kb). These connections can
easily handle the streams of the resolution and frame rate mentioned here, using
the compression techniques mentioned in section 4.3. Even far better quality can
be used when 256 kbps upload is available.

5

Results

In order to evaluate our system, several ﬁeld trials have been set up with a realistic target audience (i.e. sick children and their schools) and within authentic
settings (i.e. at home or at a hospital). The authentic setting required a diversity of preparatory work: methodology, installation, establishing connectivity,
introduction of the package, planning front-oﬃce support, data analysis and reporting. Although at the time of writing not all ﬁeld trials have ﬁnished, current
tentative data are signiﬁcant enough to conclude that our solution provides the
functionality that we proposed and that the current hardware requirements are
able to support it. With regards to usability, we can already conclude that the
users, especially the children, are really pleased with the approach of a VIC
for both the learning and social aspects of attending class. All users state that
the social bond between the sick child, his fellow pupils and friends and the
teacher has dramatically improved. To completely evaluate the fulﬁlling of concrete user needs as indicated by the needs analysis, the data of the individual
case studies will need to be combined. These complete results of the user needs
are not yet available however. In order to give a more complete image of our
learning platform, a video of a lab test and some ﬁeld trials can be found on
http://research.edm.uhasselt.be/pjorissen/CDVE2007/.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

This work presents a cooperative, community-based, E-Learning platform based
on the concepts of 3D NVEs and supporting VIC functionalities. While our goal
was not to develop an ELE or CMS, we showed how, based on concrete user
needs, our platform can be used to support educational scenarios that support
learning processes. We described the underlying network architecture and the
employed protocols, that support the communication provisions through which
the communication link between the sick child and its original classroom and
friends was restored. Our system oﬀers a scalable and aﬀordable solution, it
utilizes standard hardware and is adjustable to most home network setups.
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Tentative results show that our solution functions well and is technically
sound. Currently more in-the-ﬁeld trials are being conducted. The investigation of how our platform will socially and educationally inﬂuence long-term ill
children will be subject of our future work. More speciﬁcally, it is recommended
to investigate the eﬀects of using user-based ICT-solutions on several relevant
outcomes such as the experiences of children when reentering their school, the
academic achievement and psychosocial outcomes (e.g., well being, coping and
social adjustment).
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Abstract. Automatic testing and learning methods are of great benefit in many
engineering areas. They provide the possibility for training without the need of
personal communication and eliminate related barriers that hold up project
progress. As most technical systems include components that are related to each
other and need to form a properly working system, a knowledge base which
allows to retrieve the relations of a component to others regarding its properties
and targeted functionality can support this task in many ways. Our system for
assisted model composition forms a highly structured documentation system,
based on model semantics. An important aspect of our system is the
combination of user activated information retrieval and pro-active model
composition assistance. The model semantics define specialized dependency
annotations that can be attached to selected parts of the model, and with the
help of which relevant guidelines for related processes, such as model
couplings, and belonging remarks about materials, integration oddities,
exceptions and other dynamically defined properties, can be brought to the
designer’s attention.
Keywords: Knowledge Management, Cooperative Learning, Error-Reduced
CAD.

1 Introduction
Whenever a new component is designed, it has to meet certain requirements and
constraints such as quality, cost and fitness for the intended purpose. The task is to
find the optimal ratio between all those factors in order to succeed on the market. A
large set of technical requirements and product specifications determine the projects
technical characteristics which the designer has to consider when working on
particular elements.
The product development as a whole is highly dependent on how well participating
parties handle these requirements, the speed of the development and re-usage of
accumulated experience and knowledge [2].
This work presents a system that addresses effective re-usage of accumulated
designer experience in a collaborative manner and as a result improves speed of
development while being able to follow project specifications. The described system
is implemented on top of a semantic network, which in itself acts as a foundation to
store and semantically link knowledge.
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 70–79, 2007.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007
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1.1 Knowledge
The concept of knowledge is not easy to grasp and is still open to philosophical
debate, as a few exemplary definitions show:
"Information combined with experience, context, interpretation, and reflection. It is a
high-value form of information that is ready to apply to decisions and actions." T.
Davenport et al., 1998
"Explicit or codified knowledge refers to knowledge that is transmittable in formal,
systematic language. On the other hand, tacit knowledge has a personal quality, which
makes it hard to formalize and communicate." I. Nonaka, 1994
A tacit knowledge is one that exists purely in the mind of people, while explicit
knowledge is communicated through the exchange of modeled information in the
collaborative environment. A key to a more efficient work flow is to include the tacit
knowledge into the design process as much as possible and make it available as
expertise on a problem domain. A system can only access the knowledge that is
modeled and captured. This process can be assisted through special developed tools
that can catch semantics and intentions of the users and links to where the expertise
can be found. This leads to two major aspects that we need to cover with our semantic
expertise sharing and acquisition environment:




Methods for description of expertise such as conflicts, solutions,
workarounds, etc.
Enabling pro-active assistance for the distribution of knowledge

Currently, by no means, shared documentation is used for rapid learning rather
than spending resources and time on absorbing the documentation individually. An
expertise sharing would support rapid learning with the ability of the designer tools to
extract knowledge automatically in the development process, as well assist for its
proper import to the knowledge base system.
The used active semantic network (ASN) [7][9] implements a knowledgerepresentation technique that allows for modeling of complex geometric entities, team
organization, document flow and processes in the product development model. These
information entities are linked by semantic relations which provide as well a means to
organize information as well as to establish connections between relevant information
types and augment the information beyond the actual content.
1.2 Proactive Assistance
The process of design requires the designers to be aware of a large number of
parameters related to the project specification, techniques of composition, design
practices, conflict resolution, etc., with knowledge-base approaches described briefly
in section 1.1 that address aspects like semantic representation and retrieval.
However, this information has to be retrieved in the appropriate moment, considering
the designer's role, current task and progression to deliver meaningful and helpful
information that can be consumed immediately. Traditional ways of information
retrieval assume that the designer himself searches for documentation on demand,
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which costs him time and distracts him from the concrete details of the problem and
the task itself. A pro-active system that assists in the process of design, delivering
information about critical issues at the appropriate time and according to the current
context may have a direct impact on the quality of the end-product, and reduces the
time of development, thus saving costs.
Pro-activeness of a system can be defined as the ability of a system to act and react by demand or autonomously in order to improve the experience of its users in
aspects related to its functional purpose. In the case that is described in this paper,
pro-active behavior is assisting the users/designers with delivery of information
related to the process of model design.

2 Related Work and Motivation
An efficient knowledge management has the power to strip down the development
cost and time to market by letting the single designer benefit from the input of a
design team in a collaborative environment. In such an environment, all informational
aspects of the product development process are shared between the involved designers
[5]. Our goal is to use an active and efficient knowledge base to connect the designers
in a stronger, more pro-active way than they are used to work in. Such a pro-active
approach, structured for the efficient support of construction tasks, is very convenient
to be used in teaching environments to educate inexperienced designers. A system
that uses a highly abstract way to input information can be used as a learning tool
because it eliminates detailed knowledge needs for the designer and provides him
with means to solve the problem to be encountered.
Aspects of this procedure are covered in several systems:
A distributed collaborative design tool was developed by [3]. It enables remote
parties to come together in a virtual environment and discuss and modify a common
product model represented in VRML. While this environment takes care of
synchronization and integrity, the aspect of learning was not emphasized.
Another system was established by [8] that covers aspects like distributed product
models across non-trusting enterprises. The main focus is on how to organize and
maintain a decentralized product model and keep the transactions isolated. Other
conventional tutoring systems focus on simple problems to educate students. [1] uses
neural networks to select lectures driven by the progress of the students.

3 Components and Work Flow Requirements
Designers need to coordinate their work in an efficient manner. This means that tools
for the design work flow are needed. Also the domain of expertises are usually
overlapping. Why not try to share and integrate them? A sharing model would relate
expertises to already developed products. The models can then provide expertise
references to their creators. The designer would learn faster, and could communicate
with other creators and get additional knowledge.
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Sharing of knowledge provides the following benefits:




Knowledge propagation
Automated context help
Knowledge re-use

Automated knowledge propagation and context-related assistance may help the
designer to be informed in advance about potential problems and associated
workarounds in the process of his work. Means of finding the right resource/person to
help can be provided by the system and this way support on-topic discussions.
Expertise sharing adds value to the product development supporting system by
relating problems and solutions in a distributed manner.
A system supporting this functionality faces the following challenges:








Context Extraction – the modeling environment has to be able to provide
information about the current activities of the user
Expertise Modeling and Traversal – the system should be able to retrieve
information relevant to the context
Knowledge Distribution – relevant information has to be communicated to
the user
Knowledge Integration – the system should allow newly acquired expertise
to be added dynamically to its knowledge repository and be made available
for re-use by other participants in the process

The advantages of modular designs are used in many fields, e.g. software
development, or product configuration [6]. The representation of our system forms a

Fig. 1. Sharing of coupling expertise between designers in collaborative environment with the
help of a semantic network as knowledge-base
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highly structured documentation system, based on model semantics. It uses a
knowledge base to retrieve information about elements relative to the context of the
designer's work and brings them to the attention of the user.
Figure 1 shows a typical definition of expertise inside a shared knowledge base. In
this sense, an expertise knowledge contains information about different problems in
certain conditions. That is why a model for expertise sharing necessarily defines
means for description of problems and solutions (workarounds). In the following
scenario we consider two aspects of problem and solution definition. The first aspect
covers the way a problem and solution relate to the elements in the model. The second
aspect covers the relation of the problem/solution to the expertise provider.
The common understanding of the term expertise is the possession of knowledge
for the completion of a certain task. However it is important to note that the
completion of a task is a process containing chains of problems and solutions. While
the first is important for the acquisition of experience by designers with problems
containing composite elements, the second is essential for locating the expertise
provider and respectively other expertise and solutions. (Table 2) includes the
additional concept mapping for the scenarios.

4 Structure of the Pro-active Environment
To target the discussed issues in cooperative design support, we designed a model for
expertise sharing. It consists of two elements each covering the desired functionality:
a semantic model and a pro-active knowledge delivery framework. The semantic
model covers the way expertise sharing can be achieved using a simple extension of
knowledge base representation mechanisms, such as semantic nets. The layer of proactive assistance addresses the pro-active behavior of the system and its
implementation in a networked environment. As a reference example we demonstrate
the integration with the active semantic network (ASN) [7] [9].
A good knowledge representation and the associated tools should support the need
to acquire, consolidate, and distribute information among involved clients to create a
measurable advantage. The collaborative environment should support this through a
collection of processes and tools, which should lead to new ideas, processes and
techniques. Several knowledge modeling techniques have been developed over the
years – frames, ontologies and semantic networks. The individual models take focus
on different aspects of knowledge, ontologies as such are e.g. suited to provide and
organize additional CAD process information in an effective way [4]. As a general
approach is needed to cover more aspects, we have developed the semantic network
further and included an active component to support information propagation.
4.1 Semantic Model
The semantic model is composed of two sets of concepts reflecting the requirements
of expertise sharing in product development (Fig. 2). The first set is the Core
Expertise Model (CEM) and is composed of six basic concepts - CEM_Element,
CEM_Expertise, CEM_TypeOfExpertise and CEM_ExpertiseProvider. We introduce
containment concepts CEM_ElementCollection and CEM_ExpertiseGroup. Every
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concept possesses properties targeted mainly as input fields in the documentation
form for a selected element. It is important to note that the semantic model is a
description (meta-) model on top of a semantic network and not a concrete
representation of the actual elements that it associates.












CEM_Element represents an element of a model that can be described in a
documentation.
CEM_Expertise represents the actual expertise record, regarding certain
know-how, for example coupling of elements, solving of problems and
workarounds. Its properties are related only to the abstract representation of
the way elements are interacting or coupled.
CEM_TypeOfExpertise determines the concrete type of expertise associated
with a coupling element. It serves as a basic connection to the rest of the
elements in the semantic model.
CEM_ExpertiseProvider serves as association of a human resource or other
expert resource responsible for providing knowledge related to a certain
expertise. Its properties are directly associated with concepts such as
developers/designers, other knowledge bases or literature.
In a complex environment it is necessary to take into consideration that a
collection of elements has to be treated in a different way than a sum of the
single elements. A composite element may provide additionally capabilities
or filter such in a way to form itself as a separate component. The
CEM_ElementCollection represents a composite element as an aggregation
of multiple CEM_Element but at the same time has its own values in the set
of properties provided by CEM_Element.
CEM_ExpertiseGroup serves a similar purpose, but regarding to a common
knowledge aggregated by participators in a team working on a common
product.

The second set are concepts in the Extended Expertise Model (EEM). It extends the
core model with concepts related to narrowed expertise areas such as coupling of
components, solving conflicts, applying workarounds, etc. EEM is a demonstration of
the way CEM can be applied for expertise sharing. Currently the number of these
concepts is limited for reasons of keeping the system simple and relevant to the
model's application in consistency support.
In order to demonstrate the capability of the model to relate shared expertise we
look at the simple examples of modeling a stored expertise for coupling of elements
(Fig. 3a), problem description and a possible workaround for the problem (Fig. 3b).
In the presented scenarios designer D2 tries to construct composite element AD2,
that consists partially from elements that are already being coupled by designer D1
(AD11-12). In this case the ability to define expertise related not only to atomic
elements (AD11, AD12, AD21) but also to composite elements (AD1, AD2) is vital.
This is done using CEM_ElementCollection which inherits the properties of atomic
elements but represents its collection of CEM_Elements as a single component that
can be used by the expertise. D2 reuses the shared coupling expertise of D1 and
constructs element AD2 by adding his expertise of coupling AD1, AD21 in the shared
knowledge base.
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Fig. 2. The Core Expertise Meta-Model – enabling description of expertise relations in project
knowledge-bases

A

B

Fig. 3. Concepts representing relations between conflicts and workarounds filed by different
designers

The first scenario involves the ideal case where no problems are experienced. The
second scenario illustrates the definition of a problem and corresponding workaround
as shared knowledge. (Table 1) shows the mapping of real to semantic entities
(concepts) inside the knowledge base.
Problem (or conflict) representation is similar to the way a successful coupling is
related to a set of elements. A conflict in coupling of two elements AD11 and AD12
is illustrated in Fig. 3. After a conflict has been discovered it is associated to an
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Table 1. Map of entities for utilization
Real Entity

Entity Type

ASN Concept

Designer D1

CEM_ExpertiseProvider

D1

Designer D2

CEM_ExpertiseProvider

D2

Composite Element Type AD1

CEM_ElementCollection

AD1

Composite Element Type AD2

CEM_ElementCollection

AD2

Atomic Element Type AD11

CEM_Element

AD11

Atomic Element Type AD12

CEM_Element

AD12

Atomic Element Type AD21

CEM_Element

AS21

Expertise of Coupling AD11 and AD12

EEM_Coupling

AS11-12

Expertise of Coupling AD1 and AD21

EEM_Coupling

D2AD21-AD1

Table 2. Expressing conflict/solution entities
Real Entity

Entity Type

ASN Concept

Conflict in coupling elements A11 and A12

EEM_Conflict

Conflict-D1A11-12

Solution to the problem of coupling A11-A12

EEM_Workaround

Workaround-D1A11-12

expertise provider. In case a workaround is found it is also filed with its expertise
provider. Linking of conflict record to solution record and their respective providers
allows, additionally, notification of the designer(s) who has experienced the problem
with a concrete coupling of the elements.
4.2 Pro-active Knowledge Delivery
A key advantage of knowledge bases is that they are extensible. Adding functionality
to the core semantical meta model is prone to incompatibility or incomplete semantics
on the level of the model. That is why the current integration into the semantic
network is realized by extending its (ASN) concepts in a natural way and treating the
model as an instance of descriptive objects.
This approach does not lead to broken dependencies on the implementation level.
A major benefit of this approach is that at the same time queries involved with the
concrete instances of the knowledge base artifacts can co-operate with queries
targeted at the concepts.
As discussed the model targets context sensitive knowledge navigation in the
process of design for better learning experience and communication. The entities are
stored using the ASN persistence mechanism (Fig. 4). While the process of storing of
ASN concepts does not imply any semantic consistency verification, the requirement
for a consistent model requires delivery of relevant consistency feedback to the
designer committing changes.
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Fig. 4. Expertise distribution using ASN knowledge communication

The ECA feature of ASN is exploited for this requirement by utilization of
conditioned triggers hooked to the change of concepts related to CEM_Element,
CEM_ExpertiseProvider, CEM_Expertise. The result of a commit action is an ontime update of the context information of the designer modeling tool.
The actual retrieval of the semantical data from the ASN is performed by the
developed knowledge communication layer [9] mediating user input and results of
the acquired knowledge from the semantic network. Its active elements are
embeddable in the user-interface and allow interception of the user-input which is
then translated into ASN queries to extract semantically near elements or features.

5 Conclusions
The discussed approach strongly supports cooperative work of designers in
distributed environments, working on the same prototype/model, by giving them
relevant expertise information in the process of concurrent development. It integrates
easily with currently developed methods for knowledge representation as we have
shown by introducing and using the active semantic network in this context.
Machine-understandable semantics allow for meaningful query-searches and
proactive knowledge propagation to locations and situations where it is needed.
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The expertise is not only model-element-related (specific), but is supported also
through communication and social relations between designers and provides for more
efficient work flows.
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Abstract. Due to the numerous important decisions with major consequences which have to be taken within a short period of time in case of
disasters like ﬁre, terror attacks or ﬂoods up-to-date information about
the site aﬀected as well as positions and activities of the deployed rescue
teams should be available in real-time. This information can ﬁrstly be
gathered from Computer Aided Facilities Management-systems (CAFMsystems), which are based on the graphical and alphanumerical base data
of the building, and are used to manage large real estates and infrastructural installations in developed countries nowadays and secondly by realtime data from master control systems and security installations of the
building. Thirdly data from an “inertio-tracker” based on accelerometers and gyroscopes and used for tracking rescue teams within buildings
or underground constructions can be implemented to superimpose the
building data with actual position information.
The Institute for Building Informatics at Graz University of Technology in cooperation with the security industry is currently researching and
developing such a CAFM-based Disaster Management System (DMS).
The main challenges are locating and tracking persons, the local information management and the communication between the on-site staﬀ
and the command center. This paper gives a brief introduction and description of the whole system with a main focus of outlining the special
aspects of an eﬃcient and easy-to-use user interface.
Keywords: user interfaces for CV, CAFM, indoor positioning, interactive visualization, voice user interface, HMD.

1
1.1

Introduction
Necessary Information During Extraordinary Situation

The necessary information during extraordinary situations diﬀers greatly from
those needed for the normal management of buildings and installations. Regular
CAFM-Data focuses primarily on the eﬃcient and cost-eﬀective management of
buildings and only in special areas like energy consumption real-time data is
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 80–87, 2007.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007
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gathered. In emergency situations on the other hand, numerous important decisions have to be taken on the spot which are inﬂuenced greatly by the current
circumstances. Further, the information has to be made available to people who
generally are not familiar with the building in question (such as ﬁre brigades,
police force, ambulance crews) and have no or very limited knowledge of using a
CAFM-system. Such systems should further be extended to allow for the integration of sensor data (from smoke detectors, location data of emergency crews)
and for processing and displaying those data in real-time. Operating the system
has to be very easy so that the squad leaders and the emergency crews on-site
can be trained within a very short time, and the eﬃcient and safe functioning of
the system is guaranteed. These requirements lead among other things to some
special aspects to consider when developing a user interaction for emergency
units.
1.2

Goals of the CADMS-Project

In the following, some special aspects of the research project ‘Computer Aided
Disaster Management System’ (CADMS) carried out by the Institute for Building Informatics at Graz University of Technology will be outlined. The objective
is to develop an easy to use, safe tracking system which allows the permanent
real-time representation of information within a CADM-system, with emphasis on the position of rescuers in buildings and underground structures. Such a
CADM-system will be based on a widely used, commercial CAFM-system together with integrated sensor data. One major focus is on the development of
an eﬃcient and easy to use user interface for the command system – not even
the GUI but also the speech enabled interaction – used in emergency situations
by the showcase of real-time positioning of people by a multi-sensor system.

2

Graphical and Alphanumerical CAFM Base Data

State-of-the-art CAFM-systems into which a CADMS can be integrated use two
diﬀerent types of base data to describe and evaluate the buildings. By base data
the underlying data about the real-estate is meant which is vital to the processes
within the building and is therefore absolutely necessary for an eﬃcient CAFMsystem to function (Fig. 1). The ﬁrst type of data is the graphical data and
the second one is the alphanumerical data. Graphical data is concerned with
the visual representation of the real-estate and its contents. This type of data
is particularly important for the CADMS as the process of locating emergency
crews within the building is to be based on the existing ﬂoor plans of the realestate in question.
The second type of base data utilised by CAFM-systems is the alphanumerical
data. Alphanumerical data mainly describes the ‘contents’ of a real-estate and
is therefore of great importance for the CADMS. The on-site emergency crews
need to know for example which hazardous substances are kept on the site and
where those are located. Further it is vital to know how many people are in the
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Fig. 1. CAFM Representation
[Source: speedikon FM]

of

graphical

and

alphanumerical
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entire building and which oﬃces they utilise so that they can be rescued if needs
be. All these information can instantly be extracted from the CAFM-system and
then superimposed on the plans used by the emergency crews.

3

Realtime Indoor Positioning

A number of diﬀerent technologies are available for positioning. Only methods
that calculate the position relative to a known environment can be used for indoor positioning. This is due to the technical limitations of systems that use
either an absolute position (GNSS) or one relative to the location of external
transmitters (GSM, UMTS). Generally, one can distinguish between two diﬀerent solutions.
3.1

Inertial Tracking

The exact location of an individual is traced from a point of origin using a 3axis gyroscope and 3 accelerometers so that the position can be displayed in a
geometric reference model. This model may be a map, a 3D building model or a
2 21 D model made up of superimposed ﬂoor plans. For the positioning the angles of
all 3 axes are constantly measured and from the acceleration the covered distance
is calculated using double integration. The precision of the results depends on a
number of factors, especially measurement errors by the sensors, the mechanical
inaccuracy of the setup of the sensors and the accuracy of the measurements
themselves [1]. Further sources of errors are temperature changes and noise.
Most of these errors are inconsistent but occur stochastically. Own experiments
proved that the goniometry of small, low-cost gyroscopes is only precise enough
to allow for the orientation inside a room for a very short period of time under
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extreme conditions. Therefore, tracking the covered distance fails due to the
drift within the inertial system. To overcome these diﬃculties, the test system
which could be used in terms of size and weight uses a novel inertial tracking
algorithm based on the movement recognition of the individual. The accuracy of
the measurements can be improved by using a Kalman-Filter and periodically
repositioning the moving system using known ﬁx-points.
3.2

Additional Sensor Systems

The moving individual continuously positions itself in relation to a point of origin
using diﬀerent sensors. The point of origin is repositioned periodically through
measurements and user interaction relative to known points and walls within
the building [4].
The choice of the most adequate solution depends on the circumstances under
which the system will be applied. It has to be assumed that in extraordinary
situations the local infrastructure does not exist anymore and there is no time
to set up a new or additional infrastructure. Therefore both solutions could be
used for a CADMS. Though, the second solution has some uncertainties as well.
Up-to-date ﬂoor plans are required, in order to perform constant adjustments of
the origin (new ﬁxed points) and calculations of the positions based on the measurements. Problems could arise as these ﬂoor plans may have become obsolete
because of destructions.
Further means of measurement, such as the laser distance measurements, may
be inﬂuenced by thick smoke, water from sprinklers or new obstacles (debris for
example). Moreover, for the positioning it is necessary that the path can be
tracked without interruptions, as the overall position within a building cannot
only be determined from the position within a room. The ﬁrst solution allows less
user interaction than the second but relies on periodical repositioning. The need
for repositioning is caused by the relatively poor performance of the gyroscopes
(heading drift). One possible solution for repositioning may be the use of further
sensors (e.g. magnetometers).

4

User Interaction

The possible application of an electronic device in a real-life scenario such as
a ﬁre will ultimately be determined by its accuracy and user friendliness. The
latter mainly depends on the user interaction. The required information has to
be recallable and displayed in real-time. The system to be created not only has
to ensure that there is a signiﬁcant advantage in comparison to the orientation
with plans and maps used today but also has to enable the orientation in a
situation of no sight due to smoke or concrete dust.
4.1

Graphical User Interface

Even though the development of the graphical interface is still at its early stages
several major ideas can already be outlined.
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Today it is not necessary to discuss whether or not a virtual 3D building model
should be used. Firstly the necessary data is simply not available and secondly in
the event of emergency situations information outside the current ﬁeld of vision
is needed. In those situations 2D ﬂoor plans provide the best possible orientation.
They can easily be adapted to the constantly changing circumstances and needs
and may be extended by superimposing additional data.
The main activity at the command centre is controlling, commanding and
guiding the rescue teams. The most important information therefore is a ‘bird’s
eye’ view over all the events happening on-site. Therefore all the graphical information is displayed using a layer technique. The basic ﬂoor plan will be displayed
on one layer and is used as a kind of frame for all other information. Further
layers containing additional information can then be superimposed on top of the
base layer. These superimposed layers could contain crucial information such as
the locations of technical installations, hazardous materials and furniture within
rooms. In addition to already existing data from the data base can be displayed
using shadings, symbols and highlighted texts. Furthermore vital information
from the document management system can be visualised. Since the emergency
crews and the control room will need a lot of information all the layers mentioned above can be displayed at the same time. This guarantees that the largest
possible amount of information can be visualised and therefore be taken into account by the staﬀ in charge. In order to allow for eﬀective communications and of
course the safety of the on-site staﬀ the current positions of the rescue teams are
constantly updated. Several positions of teams can be displayed simultaneously
(Fig. 2).
Displaying the sensor information in real-time is one of the major challenges.
In addition to the inertial data the environment will be scanned using a laser
rage metre and the results of the measurements will be displayed on the ﬂoor

Fig. 2. Superimposed ground plan and positioning information
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Fig. 3. Track and position representation of an emergency crew

plan. The measurement results of the current position as well as the reference
points will be represented in the ﬂoor plan using colours and symbols (Fig. 3).
In order to avoid an ‘information overload’ meaning too much information to
handle at any given moment in time, only data crucial for the current situation
and tasks on hand is to be displayed.
4.2

Voice-Controlled Interaction

The user interface of the mobile devices will have to adhere to certain boundary
conditions. First of all the interaction can only be in form of voice entry. It has
to be assumed that the emergency crews will wear gloves and of course need
their hands for the rescue-related tasks. Therefore the user-interaction will have
to take the form of speech recognition for the rescue crews to use the system.
In case of an extraordinary situation, the emergency crews using the CADMS
will have to make numerous other very important decisions. Therefore the userinteraction by voice control has to be as simple as possible in order not to distract
the staﬀ from their main tasks. It has to be ensured that commands which are
very likely to be used in the situation have to be on a high level in the control
hierarchy. A two-layer command structure for controlling the CADM-system
could be a possibility with commands like “reposition – column” to reinitialise
the tracking system, “display – next exit” to highlight special aspects in the GUI
or “pan – up” to move the ground plan and furthermore all vital commands such
as zoom, displaying and hiding layers should be accessible that simple.
The user interface and users’ interaction with a CADMS have to be optimised
for the diﬀerent users of the system. This is particularly important as for example
the squad leader in the control room will most certainly require diﬀerent information and possibilities for interventions than the on-site rescue team. Therefore
it is reasonable to implement shortcuts to the “top-ten” of the most important
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commands used. For example the rescue unit who is in the front line could just
obtain commands enabled like “persons” to highlight other rescue units or “water ” for the next available water supply to be displayed. The research of the
actually amount of information required in an extraordinary situation will be
carried out in cooperation with the project partners from the security industry.
Any important observations like collapsed columns or broken ﬁre doors made
by the rescue teams also have to be displayed in the ﬂoor plan almost instantly.
In order to allow for this, a voice-controlled red-lining function needs to be
implemented.
The most auspicious technology to realize a speech-controlled mobile system is
VoiceXML. It is a standardized format based on the well known XML-standard
to specify interactive human-machine voice dialogues. VoiceXML is supposed to
gain an easy format for building speech-based applications. It has be proven to
be an adequate way to build a mobile device with voice-enabled user-interaction
in a technical context [3].
4.3

Hardware

In terms of the hardware, the current aim is to use a so called Head Mounted
Display (HMD) (Fig. 4) for displaying the graphical user interface. In addition
the HMD is to be equipped with a microphone to allow for the voice control
as well as all other crucial verbal communications. Again, a number of crucial
factors arise and have to be taken account of.
To ensure the usability of the system it has to be created in such a way that
it is like any other existing piece of equipment the emergency crews already have
in use. In the end the CADMS is there to help and must not interfere with any
of the tasks on hand.
The HMD has to be suitable to the extreme circumstances under which it will
be used. Any malfunctions of the system or even complete failures can lead to
potentially life-threatening situations for the on-site emergency crews.

c
Fig. 4. Head Mounted Display in combination with a helmet [Liteye
Systems, Inc.]
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Another problem that ties in with the suitability is the microphone. It has to
eﬀectively ﬁlter all the background noises in order to minimise the possibility of
system malfunctions and to ensure that the verbal commands can be recognised
by the system.

5

Expected Results

Rescue organisations in future shall take advantage of an integrated CADMsystem, which supports the management of disasters based on commonly used
CAFM-data and data gained through active sensors. A prototype which allows
the tracking of people in buildings and the graphical representation of all necessary information in an ad-hoc network of static and mobile equipment will be
developed. Special attention is given to developing a simple user interface for the
mobile components based on a HMD and speech recognition. Such a multimodal
user interface could be applicable not only in special emergency situations but
even in daily routine work in the AEC-business by the showcase of an inspection
engineer who needs access to the reinforcement plans on a construction site. The
main goal of the project still is the reduction of injuries and damage in case of
extraordinary events.
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Abstract. Organizations are under increasing pressures to manage all of the
personal data concerning their customers and employees in a responsible manner. With the advancement of information and communication technologies,
improved collaboration, and the pressures of marketing, it is very difficult to
locate personal data is, let alone manage its use. In this paper, we outline the
challenges of managing personally identifiable information in a collaborative
environment, and describe a software prototype we call SNAP (Social Networking Applied to Privacy). SNAP uses automated workflow discovery and analysis, in combination with various text mining techniques, to support automated
enterprise management of personally identifiable information.
Keywords: Privacy, compliance, workflow, social network analysis.

1 Introduction
The quantity of personal data that organizations must manage is increasing at a
phenomenal rate. The main reason is the dramatic increase in the exploitation of
communication and network technologies for collaboration, marketing, and sales.
Other contributing factors include competitive pressures, as well as inexpensive computers and mass storage. While the amount of personal data is increasing, the prevalence of computer and network-based collaborations has made it very difficult for
organizations to know where all the private data is stored and exactly how it is being
used. This can occur despite attempts at controlling access to the data through
centralization.
In the reality of the collaborative environments of today, the prospect of assuring
privacy compliance, as may be required by legislation, regulations, or best practices,
has become almost impossible. Our approach towards a solution is to combine several technologies in a manner that would allow organizations to understand and
manage the life cycle of private data. The different technologies include: private data
*
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discovery, social network (workflow) analysis, knowledge visualization, and effective
human-computer interaction operating within a policy enforcement framework. Private data discovery involves text and data mining techniques to determine the location
and use of personally identifiable information (PII) in different contexts across an
organization. Social network analysis produces an understanding of workflow activities related to PII, providing measures for assessment of compliance with privacy
policies, and a means for performing forensics analyses on the activities related to
private data. In this paper we detail the challenges organizations have with privacy
compliance, describe our progress in the development of a prototype for an automated
privacy compliance system, outline early results, and detail the further challenges we
are exploring.

2 Problem Description
The challenges for businesses today in the handling private data can be understood by
referring to Figure 1. Key factors that put pressures on increasing the amount of private data collected include:
- Cheap Storage. Storage costs continue to drop so there are few impediments to
collecting growing amounts of data of all sorts.
- Expanded Services. As new services are put in place, often more PII in different
forms is collected and stored in order to assess product or service quality, and to
facilitate follow-on sales.
- Marketing and Competition. Marketing pressures stemming from the desire to
improve existing products and services or from competitive market conditions often lead to the collection and retention of more PII, e.g. e-service personalization
where the consumer’s contextual product selections are tracked for service improvement.
- Increasing Client Numbers. As an organization provides more products and services, and they become popular, more clients are garnered, leading to the collection and retention of larger amounts of PII.
- Computers Everywhere. Within organizations, desktop, portable, and handheld
computers are being deployed at a high rate, due to their convenience and decreasing costs. The computers enable staff to share the work of creating and delivering services and products, which can lead to distributed, local storage of PII.
The pressures to decrease the amount of PII stored and managed within an organization include the following:
- Risk Management. Loss of customer PII is injurious not only to the customer but
also to the organization. Data breaches can lead to lost sales due to a decrease in
client trust. These risks can be reduced by minimizing PII collection and retention.
- Regulations and Policies. An organization may operate in a regulated sector
(healthcare, banking, legal services, gaming, etc.) where there are specific, mandatory requirements for PII handling. In addition, an organization may have its
own policies to manage its business and to evoke a stronger level of client trust.
- Legislation Enforcement. Beyond regulatory requirements, some jurisdictions,
such as the European Union, may have legislation in place specifying how different types of PII must be handled.
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Fig. 1. This is a schematic representation of the pressures on organizations concerning their
collection and handling of personal data. The magnitude of the pressures to increase the collection of data (left side) is currently greater than pressures to control access and use (right side).

While the analysis depicted in Figure 1 illustrates the pressures that are leading to
increases in the amounts and type of personal data collected and retained, another
consequence has to do with how technologies are used. With the widespread availability of computers, networks, and collaboration tools, there is a dramatic increase in
the numbers of work artifacts that may be shared amongst different staff. This may be
by design (dictated by the organizational workflow), or by necessity (for instance,
deferring to the shared experience of others or spreading the work among different
geographic locations). The result is that PII may be readily shared amongst many
different users, leading to challenges for the organization to understand fully where
private data is stored, whether it is accurate, and how it has been used. It is within this
context that we are developing technology to make it easier for organizations to manage personally identifiable information.

3 Our Approach
In our approach, which we call Social Network Applied to Privacy (SNAP), we have
combined data mining techniques to discover PII, social network analysis to reveal
workflows, automated analysis for decision making on PII usage, and data visualization techniques to improve understanding within in the organization, all mediated by
electronically-readable policies. The system architecture is agent-based, with the
SNAP agent, as described in [1], installed on every computer within the enterprise.
3.1 Overall Design
Figure 2 provides a high-level view of the SNAP system. The system consists of separate parts or modules that perform different functions:
- Machine-readable rules express privacy and security policies, and the prescribed
workflow for the organization. This information is interpreted to control the operation of the SNAP system.
- Data collection is performed by a SNAP monitor agent that collects data from the host
computer system by searching the file systems and monitoring system activities.
- Analysis involves the discovery and affirmation of personally identifiable
information, examining any relationships among the personal data, and the
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determination of PII work flows based upon comparisons of local activities with
the activities of others in the organization. Outputs from the analyses processes
are displayed to the system operators and, depending upon the appropriate policies, can lead to automatic actions.
- The display functions present different aspects of the collected and analyzed data
to the system operators. The displays include tables of raw data and graphical images of social networks based on the correlated operations by multiple users.
- Actions performed by the system are determined by policies. They can be prescriptive or reflexive. Prescriptive actions are, for example, warnings to an end
user or a system operator about a policy breach involving some from of personal
data. Reflexive actions include taking security and access control measures to
prevent a breach of a privacy policy before it occurs.
Controls
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- Workflow
- Security
- Privacy

Action
Action

Fig. 2. The overall framework for SNAP

Figure 3 provides more details on the data collection and analysis portions of the
system. At the lowest level, data is collected from two main sources: the file system
and system hooks. When the SNAP agent is first installed, the file system is searched
for PII. This allows for existing (historical) private data to be discovered, and for the
data discovery to be updated should additional data be added to the system or the
privacy policies changed.
Anytime that SNAP is running, system hooks are used to interrogate user activities
(including current file activity) for the presence of PII. In order to lower the processing load and to limit the data collected, we restrict the data collection to certain
privacy-sensitive contexts, such as when the user is using an email application or a
web-based email account. In these cases, keystrokes and other information is passed
onto the SNAP system for PII discovery. Discovery is currently done through regular
expression matching and semantic analysis. The current prototype supports discovery
of postal addresses, email addresses, titles, dates, dollar amounts, religion, and race.
Strings of characters that appear to be credit card or social insurance numbers are also
assessed further using Luhn’s algorithm [2]. Due to the potentially large and varied
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Fig. 3. This figure presents the data collection and analysis hierarchy amongst a series of SNAP
agents

search scope, we have attempted to optimize the efficiency and order of the regular
expression matching routines.
Local context discovery involves measuring the distance between locally discovered PII. This is done to assess whether disparate discovered PII should be grouped
together (potentially as part of one record for one individual). For correlation discovery, the SNAP agents communicate with one another, on a peer-to-peer basis, to determine the PII events that are common among users. This information is used to
determine the PII workflows within an organization.
3.2 Implementation
Our SNAP prototype is implemented in C++, Java [3] and uses the Java Agent Development Environment (JADE) [4]. Each SNAP installation is comprised of a Monitor
Agent, and an Interface Agent, and these agents are described in [1].
The discovery of PII, through file system searches or system monitoring, is captured in detailed event logs that are stored locally for later analysis and display. The
event information is analyzed to build a model of local interactions with PII. These
events can be checked against policies for permissible or prohibited authorizations,
actions, types of data, or retention periods on a user by user basis. Additionally, in
order to discover the workflow patterns, each SNAP agent communicates with the
other agents operating on other computers in the enterprise eliciting requests for
matches between with their locally discovered PII. If and when other agents find a
match, it is reported back to the requesting agent.
A SNAP user can display reports about interactions on all local PII, or on all the
interactions within the organization. The displays may be modified based upon time,
type of data, agreement/disagreement with policy information, etc., or filtered to
search for interactions of special interest.

4 Results
The SNAP prototype features a multi-pane display, shown in Figure 4. A user can
select from different display modes, filtering the data as required. Figure 4 shows the
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Fig. 4. The SNAP interface when two individuals (“luor” and “User”) access multiple forms of
PII

Fig. 5. This figure illustrates a time sequence of operations on email address “test@nrc.ca”
(private data in this case) over time, amongst three users
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display of several different PII accessed by two users. In this example the users “luor”
and “User” both accessed two email addresses and two telephone numbers, while
“User” also accessed the email addresses
“lg@hotmail.com” and
“viewSonic@hotmail.com” separately. To the right of the graph is a table showing
some of the data from the PII event logs. For privacy forensic purposes, it may be
useful to see the different types of actions performed by different users at different
times, as depicted in Figure 5. All of the graphical displays change dynamically as
new PII is accessed, entered or discovered.

5 Related Work
Policy-based management of privacy has been under research for many years. For
instance, IBM’s Enterprise Privacy architecture [5] and the SPARCKLE [6] project is
an example where policies can be easily specified for user groups or information
categories. IBM's system assumes that PII has a particular location where it can be
monitored, such as a central database. Similarly, several smaller companies have
begun to offer products that focus on various policy-based management approaches
towards limiting insider threats (e.g., Vontu, Oakley Networks, and others) [7]. Our
work assumes that PII may be anywhere in the enterprise, but builds on some of the
techniques for insider threat detection, and focuses on the discovery of PII and social
network analysis to discover privacy-related workflows to understand the context of
work on PII and to support the overall enforcement of privacy policies.
In the academic research domain, systems like PRIVDAM [8] focus on protection
of PII stored in centralized databases based upon analyzing access logs. Other work
such as the “Trusted Privacy Manager” [9] deals with the management of outsourced
private data, once again where all PII is stored in a centralized database and accesses
are mediated by a trusted privacy manager. Our approach differs because we regard
PII management as an enterprise-wide issue that requires the discovery of PII in many
locations and an understanding of how it is being used throughout the enterprise. We
accomplished this by distributed discovery of PII and workflow analysis to detect
privacy violations.
While there has not been very much work published on scanning of documents for
personally identifiable information, Aura et al. [10] describe a system that harvests
text strings and applies regular expression matching to search for PII leakage in documents. Our work builds upon those ideas of scanning for PII, but includes a much
wider scope of PII beyond user name and computer names to include street addresses,
religion, etc. We also perform distributed searches for PII across all user activities
within the organizations, as well as within files, correlating and presenting the findings across the enterprise, not just in specific documents.

6 Conclusions
Organizations are collecting more and more personal information, and facing increasing pressure to manage and to protect it. In this paper we have described the pressures
on organizations regarding personally identifiable information and have introduced
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and described the development of our SNAP system, which can automate the management of personally identifiable information within an organization.
One of the technical challenges we face is to reduce the false positives and false
negatives when discovering PII. We currently use regular expression matching and
Luhn’s algorithm to discover potential PII, and we measure the similarity between the
discovered PII (time of occurrence, or location in files) to group disparate data that
may be attached to the same user. We are currently assessing other means for discovering PII, including semantic feature analysis (looking for features around groupings
of text that may indicate PII, even though it is not found with regular expression
matching), and rule-based PII discovery (analysis employing dictionaries, domain
ontologies, and rule-based matching). Additionally, we are expanding our use of context and workflow analysis to substantiate the discovery of PII.
Other technical challenges include PII contained within images. For instance,
screen snapshots of PII records, or photographs of individuals, may represent sensitive information for individuals or organizations. It is a considerable technical challenge to search all image data in all file types within an organization for what might
be personally identifiable information. A first step to this challenge is to use the location and creation time of picture objects to determine the possible links with PII being
processed concurrently. Through our workflow analysis we can also use the context
of linked files (images and text) but there is still a chance that images of significance
may be missed.
Another challenge is presented by links or indirect references to PII. The information pointed to by links (e.g., hyperlinks or database references) may contain very
sensitive information, yet without following and analyzing all of those links, their
significance may be missed. With respect to metadata, data used to describe other
data, there is a challenge in being able to accommodate all of the possible varieties of
metadata, including both machine-readable and human-readable metadata types. The
metadata problem is complicated because people working alone, or in collaboration,
often use a variety of different tools, often in ways not originally envisioned by the
developers. This leads to rather complicated metadata for analysis.
Appropriate visualization of any discovered knowledge and representing the relationships between workflows and PII handling is another area where there are interesting challenges. It is not sufficient (or even possible, in some cases) to display the
multitude of instances of PII found within an organization. Analyzing workflow and
comparing it against prescribed workflow or authorizations to highlight problem areas
and risks is one approach we are exploring. Other approaches include display and
navigation through multidimensional data spaces.
Other research underway in our team includes developing techniques to recommend corrections in privacy and security policies or workflow models based upon the
measured workflow patterns. We are also exploring improved techniques for extracting workflows (represented as colored Petri nets), security techniques to protect
SNAP agents, their datasets, and communications, and instilling trust in the system
operators and employees within an enterprise [11].
A clear social challenge is the fact that our technology has the potential to monitor
and analyze many different user activities and behaviors as people work individually
or in collaboration. We have attempted to address this by layering the functionalities
within our system so it only tracks events that relate to PII processing in the context
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of particular operations. It is our intention to work with potential end users from different industries of this type of automated privacy management technology (e.g., the
banking industry) in order to set functionality targets and research goals that will
address the real challenges for managing private data in those domains.
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Abstract. How to discover resource rapidly and exactly in distributed and
heterogeneous grid environment is a key problem that affects grid computing
performance. In this paper, the P2P method is used to improve scalability of
resource discovery mechanism, and a decentralized resource discovery method
with well scalability is presented, this method uses binary tree to manage data,
each node in grid is responsible for managing a part of resource information.
Experimental result shows that the method presented in this paper can resolve
many problems that exist in centralized mechanism, such as poor scalability,
heavy load on resource information server and single point failure.
Keywords: Grid Computing, Resource Discovery, P2P, Binary Tree.

1 Introduction
The grid [1] is a large scale distributed computing environment supporting scientific
applications that require high throughput computation. The computing resources in
the grid are workstations and supercomputers distributed across the Internet.
Resources are contributed to the system by a number of different autonomous entities.
Applications have different requirements for the number and capabilities of the
resources to complete their execution. So, how to look up resources rapidly and
exactly in grid environment is important to the grid performance.
The early grid resource discovery methods are mainly based on centralized
mechanism. As grid size grows rapidly, we should decentralize resource discovery
methods to avoid performance bottlenecks. P2P [2] systems have been proven to be
highly scalable and highly available which are indicated by the popularity of file
sharing applications among users. So using P2P principle to design a well scalable
grid resource discovery method will be a good idea.
In this paper, we use binary tree to manage resource information. Each node in the
grid manages a part of resource information and maintains a routing table in order to
dispatch queries to neighbor nodes. Resource providers publish their resource
information to corresponding node based on some rules. Therefore, each node in the
grid can acts as resource information server, which not only avoids putting too much
load on one resource information server, but also resolves the problem of poor
scalability existing in centralized discovery methods.
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 97–103, 2007.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work.
Section 3 introduces how to allocate, manage and publish resource information.
Section 4 discusses how to process resource query and gives the resource search
algorithm. Section 5 gives our grid prototype and presents experimental results.
Finally, section 6 presents the conclusion.

2 Related Work
A lot of work has been done on the grid resource discovery mechanism. Early grid
resource discovery is based on centralized mechanism, Globus Toolkit [3], Condor [4]
and Legion [5] are the excellent examples. The MDS-4 (Monitoring and Discovery
Services) of Globus Toolkit provides a Web Service Resource Framework (WSRF)
[6] compliant implementation of the Index Service, as well as novel mechanisms for
delivering notifications in the presence of events that match a set of specified rules
(Trigger Service). Matchmaker in Condor uses a centre server to match the attributes
in the user’s specification and those in the service providers’ declaration. Such
approach has a single point of failure and scales poorly. In Legion, Collections, the
information database, are populated with resource description. The scheduler queries
the Collection and finds proper resource for applications. A few global Collections
will prohibit the scalability of the system.
Much work has been done to improve the scalability of resource discovery
methods. A typical solution is offered by P2P models. In [7], information nodes are
organized into a flat unstructured network and various request-forwarding policies are
studied. This approach suffers from higher numbers of required hops to resolve a
query compared to our approach and provides no lookup guarantees, i.e., an
unsuccessful lookup does not necessarily mean that no resource meeting the
requirements because a suitable peer was simply not reached. A DHT based service
discovery approach is studied in [8]. Another study [9] organizes information nodes
into hierarchical topologies to reduce redundant messages. An information node
grouping technique is also studied in [10], in which information nodes are randomly
grouped together. In [11], Talia et al. propose a P2P architecture for resource
discovery in OGSA-compliant Grids, within each VO (Virtual Organization), a
hierarchy of Index Services provides information about local resources. Discovery
messages are routed across Peer Services using a modified Gnutella protocol. In this
method, the centralized mechanism is used when searching resources within one VO.
All these methods are not totally decentralized, and some of them also adopt
centralized mechanism, whereas our method is a fully distributed one by making each
node in the grid as information server.

3 Management and Publication of Resource Information
3.1 Management of Resource Information
The resources provided by nodes have feature of diversity, they can be data, service
or computation resources. The resources described in this paper are computation
resources. This kind of resource commonly has the following attributes: CPU_GHz
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and Memory_MB. The attribute CPU_GHz describes the frequency of CPU, and the
attribute Memory_MB describes the capacity of memory. For example, a resource can
be described as CPU_GHz=1.6 and Memory_MB=1024.
In this paper, we use the data structure of binary tree to manage grid resource
information. Taking resources with two attributes as our examples, the root node of
the binary tree is responsible for the total research space. Below the root node, We
partition the resource attribute in each layer alternately, in other words, the first
attribute is dimidiate in the first layer, and the second attribute is dimidiate in the next
layer, this process is done recursively. One attribute after n partitions is divided into
2n parts. Resources with more than two attributes can be done similarly. The number
of layers is determined by concrete applications. An example for processing resources
with two attributes, namely CPU_GHz and Memory_MB, is described as follows.
If the upper bound of CPU is T, then the attribute range of CPU_GHz is [0,T]. After
one partition, this range is divided into [0,T/2) and [T/2,T]; if the upper bound of
Memory is H, then after one partition, the attribute range of Memory_MB is divided
into [0,H/2) and [H/2,H]. In order to avoid overlap of attribute range, we assume that
the left range is close, and the right range is open. In the above example, if we let
T=5, H=1024, then after one partition of attribute CPU_GHz and Memory_MB, the
corresponding binary tree is shown as figure 1.
Each leaf node in the binary tree has a corresponding path. We append “0” to each
“left-turn” or “1” otherwise. Then, the path of a leaf node is a binary string which is
composed of bits from the root node to this leaf node. For example, the path of node 1
is “00”, and the path of node 4 is “11”.
In the binary tree, the data stored by each leaf node has its path as prefix. For
instance, the path of node 1 in figure 1 is “00”, so it stores all data whose prefix is
“00”.
Initially, all nodes are responsible for the whole search space, i.e. all search keys.
At that stage, when two nodes meet initially, they decide to split the search space into
two parts and take over responsibility for one half each. They also stored the reference
to the other node in order to cover the other part of the search space. The same
happens whenever two nodes meeting. We call this operation “meet-exchange”. With
the meeting and exchanging between nodes, all nodes in a grid are mapping to the leaf
nodes in a binary tree. Of course, there may be many grid nodes mapping to the same
node in the binary tree (here these nodes are called duplicate nodes). When this
occasion happens, it is good for avoiding single point failure.
In this paper, the binary tree is a virtual tree. In order to guarantee that the search
can start at any node, all nodes maintain a routing table. For each bit in its path, a
node stores a reference to at least one other peer that is responsible for the other side
of the binary tree at that level, shown as figure 2.
3.2 Publication of Resource Information

When a node decides to publish its resource information, it firstly checks whether the
resource information is in the range maintained by itself or not. If the resource
information is in the range that it maintains, then the resource information would be
published on this node, otherwise, it would be published on other node which is
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Fig. 1. The corresponding resource attribute binary tree after one partition

Fig. 2. The information of the routing table. The item of routing table i:p denotes sending the
resource request to node p when the prefix is i.

responsible for this resource information. Therefore, all nodes in the grid can act as
information server, which avoid putting too heavy load in one node.
For example, the information of a resource that described as CPU_GHz=1.6,
Memory_MB=512 should be published on node 2, because from figure 1, we know
that node 2 is responsible for resources whose CPU frequency is between 0G and
2.5G, and Memory capacity is between 512M and 1024M.

4 Handling of Resource Query
In actual applications, the requested resources are specified in terms of range
predicates, e.g., CPU_GHz≥1.6 and Memory_MB≥512, which means that all the
resources with CPU frequency higher than 1.6G and less than 5G, and Memory
capacity greater than 512M and less than 1024M are satisfied user’s request.
Therefore, the resource request is actually a range query. A resource query can be
processed as follows. First, we decide the lower and higher bounds for the current
request, then find the two corresponding nodes in the binary tree that are responsible
for the lower and higher bounds, finally the query range is composed by two paths of
the found nodes. For example, if the required resource is described as CPU_GHz≥1.6
and Memory_MB≥512, then the corresponding query range is [01, 11].
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In our method, a range query algorithm is presented. When query arrives at a node,
this node will first check whether its responsible search space is in this query, if so, it
returns immediately, otherwise, it would forward this query to other node according
its routing table. The process is recursive. The range query algorithm is shown as
follows:
Query(R, lcurrent , p)
If path( p )  R then
Return (d  G ( p )~ key (d )  R )
End if
ll = length of commonPrefix(Lower(R), path(p))
lh = length of commonPrifix(Upper(R), path(p))
mLevel= min(max( ll , lh ), length of path(p)-1)
For (int i= mLevel; l t lcurrent ; l -- )
r = randomly selected element from REFSl
If path(r)  R then
Query(R, l+1,r)
End if
End for

Comment: 1. path( p) = p1 p2 … pn : The path of node p ;

，

2. δ ( p ) denotes the data that stored by node p For any d ∈ δ ( p) , the
binary key key (d ) is calculated using a hash function.
3.commonPrefix( p1 ... pk pk +1 ... pn , p1 ... pk qk +1 ...ql )= p1 ... pk
4.Lower(R) means the lower bound of range R
5.Upper(R) means the upper bound of range R.

5 Experiment
We design and implement a grid prototype called StarGrid which based on the
method presented in this paper. The StarGrid uses some components in P-Grid[12],
which have been modified to adapt to our system.
As the scalability of discovery methods is the main topic of this paper, we did
some experiments in order to answer the following question: how does the
performance of our method scale when the size of the grid increasing?
Throughput and response time are the primary metrics in our study. We define
throughput as the average number of requests (or queries) processed by a service
component per second. The response time denotes the average amount of time (in
seconds) required for a service component to handle a request from a user.
We did experiments about four methods, i.e., Globus Toolkit MDS-4, the methods
presented in paper [3] and paper [8] and our method. The number of nodes in the grid
increased from 500 to 1500. The results of our experiments are shown as follows.
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From figure 3 to figure 8, we can see that when the number of the node in the grid
is small, the Globus Toolkit MDS-4 has better performance than ours. As the grid size
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growing, our method has better performance than Globus Toolkit MDS-4 and the
methods in [7] and [11].
The experimental results proved the feasibility and scalability of the method
presented in this paper. This method can not only resolve the problem of single-point
failure, but also can improve the scalability of the grid resource discovery mechanism.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, a new method for resource discovery in grid environment is proposed.
The P2P technology is applied to deal with poor scalability of centralized resource
discovery mechanism. This method uses binary tree to manage resource information,
each node in grid is responsible for managing a part of resource information.
Experimental result shows that the method presented in this paper can resolve many
problems that exist in centralized method, such as poor scalability, heavy load on
resource information server and single point failure.
Acknowledgments. This work is supported by 973 project (No. 2005CB321800 ) of
China.
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Abstract. As the complexity of application system for enterprises, an important
challenge is to dynamically schedule and integrate the heterogeneous and distributed services or activities to work cooperatively and efficiently. An effective
technology to resolve the problem is grid service. A grid service built on both
grid computing and web services technologies is an extended Web service. An
application system for enterprises is a grid service composition that consists of
a collection of grid services related by data and control flow. Therefore, there is
a need for modeling and analyzing techniques and tools for reliable and effective grid service composition. The Petri net based method is an idea approach.
In this paper, we use a colored dynamic timed Petri net (CDTPN) to model the
grid service composition. The definition of CDTPN for grid service and an algorithm to construct a composite service are proposed. We give a definition of
reachable service graph and an algorithm for constructing the reachable service
graph of CDTPN. Finally, we discuss the correctness and effectiveness of the
grid service composition by analyzing the reachable service graph.
Keywords: grid service, composition, dynamic timed Petri net, performance
analysis

1 Introduction
As the development of Internet and World Wide Web, many organizations are rushing
to put their core business competencies on the Internet to survive the massive competition created by new online economy [1]. An important challenge is to dynamically
schedule and integrate the heterogeneous and distributed services or activities to work
cooperatively and efficiently. An effective technology to resolve the problem is grid
service. A grid service built on both grid computing and web services technologies is
an extended Web service [2]. Grid computing is becoming a mainstream technology
*
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for large-scale distributed resource sharing and system integration [3]. Grid applications for service-based systems are usually not based on a single service, but are
rather composed of several services working together in an application specific manner. As the complexity of application system for enterprises, an important challenge is
to dynamically schedule and integrate the heterogeneous and distributed services to
work cooperatively and efficiently. Therefore, there is a need for modeling and analyzing techniques and tools for reliable grid service composition because of dynamic
and complex service composition process.
Petri nets are promising tools for modeling and analysis information processing
systems that are characterized as being concurrent, parallel and distributed [9,10,11].
Many researchers model and analyze Web service using Petri Nets, since they are
well suited for capturing flows in web services, for modeling the distributed nature of
web services, for representing methods in a web service and for reasoning about the
correctness of the flows [1,4-7]. The existing approaches have difficulties in modeling
and analyzing dynamic and complex grid service composition process, so we propose
a colored dynamic timed Petri Net (CDTPN) model for grid service composition,
which is an extended timed Petri-net model. In CDTPN, the time delay of transition is
a function of execution time of a service instead of time constant, which is convenient
for modeling and analyzing dynamic performance of grid service composition.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The concepts of Petri nets related to
this paper are reviewed in section 2. In section 3, we present CDTPN model of grid
service and give the algorithm for four basic structures of grid service composition
workflow. In section 4, we propose a definition of reachable service graph, give algorithms for constructing the reachable service graph of CDTPN and discuss the correctness and performance of the grid service composition by analyzing the reachable
service graph. Section 5 presents a case study of public services in a city. We conclude the paper in section 6.

2 Concepts of Petri Nets Related to the Paper
In this section, we simply review some concepts of Petri nets related to this paper. For
the details of the definitions, the reader can see references [8,9,10].
Definition 1[8]. A Petri Net is a bipartite directed graph represented by a three-tuple
PN = (P,T;F,M0), where,
P={p1,p2…pn,} is a finite set of place nodes;
T={t1,t2,…tm} is a finite set of transition nodes;
P∩T =φ, P∪T ≠φ;
F= P× T∪T×P is a finite set of directed arcs from P to T and T to P, where directed arcs from P to T are called input arcs, directed arcs from T to P are called output arcs;
M0 : P→N is called an initial marking.
Let PN = ((P,T;F,M0) be a Petri net. For x∈P∪T,
x•={y P∪T|(y,x) ∈F } and
•x={y P∪T|(x,y) ∈F}

∈
∈
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are called the pre-set and post-set of x respectively.
A transition t∈T is enabled in M iff M(p)≥1 for any p pre-set of t. A transition t
enabled in M can fire and yield a new marking M’(p)=M(p)-1 for any p∈pre-set of t
and M’(p)=M(p)+1 for any p∈post-set of t.

∈

Definition 2[9]. A colored Petri net (CPN) is a eight-tuple CPN=(Ω,P,T,F,C,G,E, M0),
where,
(P,T; F,) is a Petri net;
Ω is a set of colors;
C is a color function, C: P→Ω;
G is a guard function, G: T→Boolexpression, ∀t∈T: Type(G(t))=Boolean∧
Type(var(G(t)))⊆ Ω;
E is an arc expression function, E: F→expression, ∀f∈F: Type(E(f))=C(p)MS ∧
Type(var(E(f)))⊆ Ω, where C(p)MS is the set of all multi-sets over C(p);
M0 is an initial marking function, M0:P→expression, ∀p∈P: Type(M0 (p))
=C(p)MS.
Definition 3[10]. A timed Petri net (TPN) is a five-tuple TPN=(P,T;F,M0,D), where,
(P,T;F,M0) is a Petri net;
D: T→R is a firing time delay, where R is the set of nonnegative rational numbers.
For t∈T, D(t)=a represents the firing time delay of t is a.

3 Petri Net Model for Grid Service
Definition 4. The Petri net model for a grid service is a colored dynamic timed Petri
net (CDTPN, shown in Fig. 1). CDTPN = (Ω,P,T,F,C,E, G, M0, D), where,
Ω= Ip∪Op∪QoS, where Ip and Op represent the input and output parameters of
service respectively, QoS is the user’s QoS requirements;
Variable: x: Ip∪QoS; y: Op∪QoS;
P={si,so}, where, si and so represent input and output of the service S;
T={s}, where s represents the service S;
F={(si, s), (s,so)};
C={C(si)= Ip∪QoS, C(so)=Op∪QoS};
E={E(si, s)=x, E(s, so)=y};
G=G(s). It is a function of x;
M0(si)=1’x, M0(so)=0;
D=D(s). It is a function of x.
si

s

so

Fig. 1. CDTPN model for a grid service
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A grid service has a specific task to perform and may depend on other grid services. The grid services cooperative scheduling is grid services composition. The
composition of two or more services generates a new service providing both the
original individual behavioral logic and a new collaborative behavior for carrying out
a new composite task. A composite service consists of a collection of grid services related by data and control flow. Sequence, alternative, parallel and iteration are typical
structures specified in the workflow.
Algorithm 1. Construction of CDTPN model for a grid application composed of some
grid services:
(1) Input all grid services with input parameters as well as user’s QoS requirements.
(2) Input the dependent relation (Sequence, alternative, parallel and iteration ) of
all grid services,
(3) Construct the CDTPN model for every grid service using definition 4.
(4) For all services, according to dependent relation of all grid services, construct
the CDTPN model for composition of all grid services as following.
(4.1) If grid services S1 and S2 are sequential, i.e., a composite service (denoted
by S1→S2) that performs the service S1 followed by the service S2, the
S1→S2 is a CDTPN(Fig. 2), where C(in)=QoS,C(out)=Op∪QoS,
E(in,t1)=E(t1,si1)=QoS, E(so1,t12)=E(t12,si2)=x, E(so2,t2)=E(t2,out)=y, G(t1)=
G(t2)=G(t12)=Null, M0(in)=QoS, M0(out)=0, D(t1)=D(t2)= D(t12)=0;
(4.2) If grid services S1 and S2 are alternative, i.e., a composite service (denoted
by S1⊕S2) that behaves as either service S1 or service S2 (Once one of them
executes its first operation the second service is discarded), the S1⊕S2 is a
CDTPN(Fig.3),
where
C(in)=C(p1)=QoS,
C(out)=C(p2)=Op∪QoS,
E(in,t1)=E(t1,p1)=E(p1,t11)=E(p1,t21)=E(t11,si1)= E(t21,si2)=QoS, E(so1,t12)=
G(t11)=(S1∈QoS),
E(so2,t22)=E(t12,p2)=E(t22,p2)=E(p2,t2)=E(t2,out)=y,
G(t12)=(S2∈QoS),
G(t1)=G(t2)=G(t12)=G(t22)=Null,
M0(in)=QoS,
M0(out)=M0(p1)=M0(p2)=0, D(t1)=D(t2)=D(t11)=D(t12)=D(t21)= D(t22)=0,
(4.3) If grid services S1 and S2 are parallel, i.e., a composite service (denoted by
S1║S2) that performs service S1 and S2 independently from each other, the
S1║S2 is a CDTPN(Fig. 4), where C(in)=QoS,C(out)=Op∪QoS,
E(in,t1)=E(t1,si1)=E(t1,si2)=QoS, E(so1,t2)=E(so2,t2)=E(t2,out)=y, M0(in)=QoS,
M0(out)=0, D(t1)=D(t2)=0, G(t1)=G(t2)=Null.
(4.4) If grid services S1 is iterative, i.e., a composite service (denoted by nS1)
that performs service S1 for n times, the nS1 is a CDTPN(Fig. 5), where
C(in)=QoS, C(out)=Op∪QoS, E(in,t1)=E(t1,si1)=QoS, E(so1,t2)=E(so1,t11)=
E(t2,out)=y, E(s1,so1) is a function including calculation of n-1, G(t2)=(n==0),
G(t11)=(n>0), G(t1)=Null, M0(in)=QoS, M0(out)=0, D(t1)=D(t2)=0.

in

t1

si1

CDTPN 1
s1 so1

t12

si2

CDTPN2
s2 so2

t2 out

Fig. 2. CDTPN for the sequential composition of grid services S1 and S2
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t11
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t1

CDTPN 1
so1
s1

si1

t12
p2

p1
t21

s2

si2

t2

out

t22

so2

CDTPN2
Fig. 3. CDTPN for the alternative composition of grid services S1 and S2
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t1

CDTPN 1
s1 so1
t2

si2

s2

out

aso2

CDTPN2
Fig. 4. CDTPN for the parallel composition of grid services S1 and S2

in

t1

si1

CDTPN 1
s1 so1

t2

out

t11
Fig. 5. CDTPN model for n times iteration of grid service S1

4 Analysis of a Grid Application Composed of Some Grid Services
A major strength of Petri nets is their support for analysis of many properties and
problems associated with concurrent systems. After modeling the grid service with
Petri nets, we will analyze the correctness and performance of the grid application in
order to ensure the correctness and effectiveness of the grid service composition. A
fundamental and most widely applied method for analyzing behavioral properties of
Petri net models is coverability tree[10]. In this paper, we use the reachable service
graph of the model instead of coverability tree to analyze the correctness and effectiveness of the grid service composition.
Definition 5. Let CDTPN be a colored dynamic timed Petri net model for a grid application composed of some grid services. The reachable service graph (RSG) of
CDTPN is defined as a directed graph with labeled directed edges and labeled nodes.
RSG(CDTPN)=(V,E,FT, FM). Where,
V={R(M0)},
E={( Mi, Mj)| Mi, Mj∈R(M0), ∃tk∈T: Mi [ tk >Mj ,
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FT(Mi, Mj)= tk/ctk, where ctk is the current time of transition tk firing.
FM(Mj)=OP, where OP is a set of output parameters of a service.
The reachable service graph of CDTPN is constructed by the following algorithm.
Algorithm 2. Construction of reachable service graph of CDTPN
(1) Let V={M0}, E={φ}, tag M0 “new”.
(2) If there exists no “new” node in V, then the algorithm ends, otherwise go to (3).
(3) Select a “new” marking M and do the following:
(3.1) If there no exist enabled transition t at M, then tag M with “end node”.
(3.2) While there exist t at M, do the following for each enabled transitions t at M:
(3.21) Obtain M’ that results from firing t at M.
(3.22) If M’∉V, then V=V+{M’} and tag M’ with “new“.
(3.23) E=E+{M,M’}, tag {M,M’} with ti/cti, where cti is the current time of transition ti firing.
(3.24) If t=si, then tag M’ with a set of execution time and output parameters of
service si.
(3.25) Otherwise, tag M’ with “[0,0]”(generally, [0,0] is omitted).
(3.3) Remove “new” from M and go to (1).
The correctness of the algorithm 2 can be easily proven according to the definitions
of CDTPN and RSG.
Proposition 1. Let CDTPN be a colored dynamic timed Petri net model for a grid application composed of some grid services.The CDTPN is deadlock-free iff for any end
node M∈RSG(M0), M(out)≠0 and any p≠out∈P, M(p)=0.
Definition 6. The grid service composition is correct iff CDTPN is deadlock-free.
Proposition 2. Let CDTPN be a colored dynamic timed Petri net model for a grid application composed of some grid services and deadlock-free. RSG(M0) is a reachable
service graph of CDTPN.
(1)
(2)

The total execution cost (EC) of a grid application is equal to ∑ci, where
ci∈Mi (si•) is the execution cost of service si, Mi∈RSG(M0).
The total execution time (ET) of a grid application is equal to max{∑ei},
where ∑ei is the sum of tag with Mi. Mi is the node of path from M0 to M. M0,
Mi, M RSG(M0) and M is the end-node. ei is the execution time of service si.

∈

Definition 7. A grid application composed of some grid services is feasible iff the
turnover time is less than or equal to the deadline given by user, where the turnover
time is the time interval between when a grid application is submitted and when it is
completed. A grid application composed of grid services is economical iff the total
transmission and execution cost is less than or equal to the budget given by user.
Proposition 3. Let CDTPN be deadlock-free. B and D are the budget and deadline given by user. The grid application is economical iff EC≤B, where EC is the
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execution cost of the grid application. The grid application is feasible iff cte-ct1≤D,
where ct1 is the tag t1/ ct1 of edge (M0, M1). cte is the tag te/ cte of edge (Mi, M), where
te is pre-set of place out, M is the end-node.

5 A Case Study
We discuss public service system of a city as a case study. Suppose that a citizen want
to see a doctor. , he will take taxi. Otherwise he will take bus. The public service system does the following. First, it looks up the weather forecast (service S1), meantime
transfer money to hospital account from the user bank account (service S2). Second, it
books taxi (service S3) for the user if it rains, otherwise tells the bus information (service S4) to the user according to the weather forecast. Last, it makes an appointment
with doctor for the user (service S5). Obviously, S1 and S2 are parallel; S3 and S4 are
alternative. We select the execution times and costs of services as the input and output parameters of services. Suppose that the execution times and costs of services S1,
S2, S3, S4 and S5 are (10,30), (20,50), (40,70), (15,30) and (48,90) respectively. The
user’s deadline and budget are 100 and 220 units respectively.
(1) Construct CDTPN according to the definitions 4 and algorithm 1. The graphic
representation of CDTPN is shown in figure 6, where G(t31)=(rain==True),
G(t41)=(rain==False).
t31
in

t1

si1

s1

so1 t134 p1
t41
t4

si2

s2

so2

si3

s3

so3 t32
p2

si4

s4 so4

out2

t3

si5

t2

out1

t42
s5

so5

t1345

out
Fig. 6. Public service system S=((S1→ (S3⊕ S4) →S5)║S2)

(2) According to algorithm 2, construct RSG of CDTPN and show in figure7 (Suppose that there is no delay for executing every grid service after the condition is
content).
(3) Analyze the correctness of the grid application. From figure 7, we know
CDTPN is deadlock-free according to proposition 1. So, the grid application is
correct.
(4) Analyze the performance of the grid application. From figure 7, we know if it
rains, the total execution time and cost of the grid application are 98 and 240, and the
grid application is feasible but not economical because cte-ct1=98<user’s deadline140
and cost 240>user’s budget 220. If it doesn’t rain, the total execution time and cost of
the grid application are 73 and 200 , and the grid application is feasible and economical because 73<140 and 200<220.
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(b) rain=False
Fig. 7. RSG of Fig. 12

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we use a colored dynamic timed Petri net (CDTPN) to model the grid
service composition (i.e. the grid services cooperative scheduling). The definition of
CDTPN for grid service and an algorithm to construct a composite service are proposed. We give a definition of reachable service graph and an algorithm for constructing the reachable service graph of CDTPN. We get some conclusions about the correctness and effectiveness of the grid service composition by analyzing the reachable
service graph. Finally, we discuss public service system of a city as a case study.
From the example, we know that the CDTPN model given by us can represent the
logical flow of grid service composition clearly and is very effective for analyzing the
correctness and effectiveness of the grid service composition. In our future work, we
will develop the software tools for composing the services automatically.
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Abstract. Collaborative team members usually come from diverse disciplines;
their demands for knowledge are also different from each other. This paper is
mainly concerned with how to capturing designers’ knowledge demands in
collaborative team. With the view from workflow, designers’ knowledge demand
is modeled from three aspects, members, roles, and tasks’ requirements for
knowledge. Based on the model of knowledge demand, some intelligent mining
methods are proposed so that designers’ knowledge demand could be derived
automatically. With the knowledge demand model, a knowledge supply system
could be developed to realize: knowledge within an appropriate domain could be
delivered to the proper user among the collaborative team.
Keywords: Knowledge Management, Knowledge demand, Collaborative design,
Workflow.

1 Introduction
Team members among a collaborative design team usually come from diverse
disciplines, each with particular expertise and contribution from their relevant areas.
So, their demands for knowledge are also different from each other. Collaborative team
requires a mechanism to efficiently distribute knowledge such as news, seminar
announcements, patents, technique documents, software services, etc. The knowledge
has to be delivered in the right context to the right person, in the right time for the right
purpose [1], which is called knowledge supply, knowledge logistics, or knowledge
distribution. As to above target, the fundamental issue lies in how to accurately capture
the characteristics of user profiles and find each user’s demand for knowledge. Based
on those knowledge demand descriptions, a proper volume of knowledge within a
proper domain could be delivered to the proper user among the collaborative team.
“Demand” is the premise for “supply”, all of those demands for knowledge buildup
the basis for the knowledge supply. Our goal is to develop a new approach for mining
the knowledge demands of each designer among collaborative team from their
backgrounds, roles’ description, tasks’ requirement, query\browser history, email
records, and work schedules.
The crucial technologies related to capturing users’ demands for knowledge include
representation and modification of user profile, the representation of resource, the
recommendation technology, and the architecture of personalization. Some famous
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 113–121, 2007.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007
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personalized systems have been developed among both academia and industry: e.g.
IBM’s WebSphere, BroadVision, ILOG, ant etc. Citeseer [2], Webpersonalizer [3] and
etc. filter web information according the similarities between the web resources and
users’ interests. In addition, GroupLens[4], SiteSeer [5] and etc. are collaborative method
which filtering web information according to users’ similarities among them. However,
those systems mainly concern personalized recommendations of web information.
They have not considered specific applications of knowledge recommendation in
among a collaborative team about some specific business or research processes.
Our approach is workflow-centric because we view knowledge distribution as an
organizational process and investigate process-oriented solution for it. It helps us
design efficient and utilizable solution for routing process among enterprises or
institutes, rather than pure algorithm research about information filtering, or just web
pages recommendation among internet.

2 The Model of Knowledge Demand
Members are the core factor in knowledge management in enterprises; all the
knowledge is produced and also used by members during their design tasks. Each
member in a collaborative team may have one or more roles in a collaborative team,
e.g. product manager, system engineer, mechanical engineer, electrical engineer, and
etc. Moreover, there are up-low relationships between those various roles, all of which
constitute a role hierarchy, named role tree. The role tree reflects the organization
architecture of an enterprise or a team.
The above reference model RM is defined as: RM=<T,R,M>;
Here, T is the total set of tasks, T={ti|i=1, ,tnum}, tnum is the number of tasks;
R is the total set of roles, R={ri|i=1, ,rnum}, rnum is the number of roles;
M is the total set of members, M={mi|i=1, ,mnum}, mnum is the number of members;

…







…
…

Member list: each unit in member list is corresponding to a real member in a
collaborative team. Their member ID and interests are stored in it. Those
interests reflect the member’s knowledge background, specialty, research
interests, strong points and etc.
Role tree: different from member list, role is a virtual concept; and each role
reflects a position and rank in collaborative team. Different positions are
corresponding to different qualification of capabilities and skills, which are
also described by some keywords.
Task model: task in a workflow reflects an activity among some project. Each
task (or activity) needs distinct requirement for fulfilling it. Similarly, those
task requirements are described by some keywords about the task’s domain,
technical requirements and etc.

The above three parts concern three demand sources for knowledge: demands for
knowledge according to (1) one member’s interests, (2) qualification of capabilities
about roles that are correlative with some members, (3) requirements of workflow’s
tasks that are also correlative with some members.
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The task knowledge demand model is defined as: KDT=<ti, V>; Here, ti denotes a
task, t i ∈ T ; V denotes knowledge demand description for the task, and is a set of
tuples:

V = {(ci , wi ) | ci ∈ C , wi ∈ W } ; C is a set of pre-defined knowledge

categories, and W is the set of weights for rating the categories.
Similarly, the role knowledge demand and member knowledge demand models
are defined as above: KDR=<ri, V>; KDM=<mi, V>, Here, ri denotes a role, ri ∈ R ; mi
denotes a member,

mi ∈ M .

The above reference model concerns three sorts of knowledge demands as to one
member. Based on those demands, knowledge could be retrieved from knowledge
source, and delivered to the members who may need the knowledge. Fig.1 illustrates
the process of knowledge supply (or called knowledge distribution) based on
knowledge demand model.

Fig. 1. Knowledge supply based on model of knowledge demand

3 Dynamic Mining Knowledge Demand
Typical application environments of a collaborative design team have many dynamic
aspects: members’ preferences, tasks and roles change. How to make the recommended
knowledge adapt to changing demands automatically and intelligently is the key issue
for developing a knowledge supply system. Intelligent mining collaborative designers’
knowledge demands could find members’ interests or preferences from understanding
the commonalities among documents they have read or queried in the past. The
members’ interests in member knowledge demand model will be updated dynamically
and automatically rather than maintained by themselves. Then, the knowledge that have
high degree to whatever the member’s preferences would be recommended. It also
could find the knowledge that is potentially useful or interesting for them. Sometimes,
members are not very sure about their knowledge demands very clearly, and they are
often limited to being recommended items that are similar to those already read. Our
system could overcome the overspecialization problem and supply them with some
knowledge that is different to their domains or preferences but may be potentially
useful for them.
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(1) Content-based filtering from documents read or queried in the past
The Members will be recommended knowledge document which is similar to the ones
they preferred in the past. The characteristics of members’ preference are represented
by “member knowledge demand model” which is defined in section 3.2:
KDM=<mi, V>,

V = {(ci , wi ) | ci ∈ C , wi ∈ W } .

So, how to determine the category ci and its weight wi for the target member is the
key issue. Before the content-based filtering, a keyword thesaurus corresponding to the
application domain should be established by the domain experts or knowledge
engineers in advance. Based on a set of training documents with pre-assigned
classification categories, the keyword set can be automatically extracted from specified
domain documents. Furthermore, after deriving the frequency of each keyword in the
domain documents, the correlation between the keywords and categories can be
summarized as Table 1.
Table 1. Correlation between keywords and categories

KW1
Ă
KWi
Ă

Ă
Ă
Ă
Ă
Ă

C1
R1, 1
Ă
Ri, 1
Ă

Ă
Ă
Ă
Ă
Ă

Cj
R1, j
Ă
Ri, j
Ă

CCnum
R1, Cnum
Ri, Cnum
Ă

The second step is computing the keyword frequencies of documents the target
member has read, or queried in the past. In this paper, we used a general method of
document keywords extraction for mining the member preferences from documents
they have read, or queried in the past. One of the best-known measures for specifying
keywords weights in information retrieval is the term frequency/inverse document
frequency (TF-IDF) measures. It is employed to calculate terms’ weights for each
document. Each document Dj is represented as a weighted term vector Dj={w1j, w2j, w3j,
, wi,j,
}by standard TF-IDF function:

…

…

wi , j =

f i, j
max

z

f z, j

× log

N
ni

Where: fi,j is the number of times keyword ti appears in the document Dj . The
maximum is computed over the frequencies fz,j of all keywords that appear in the
document Dj. N is the total number of documents, and keyword ti appears in ni of them.
Then, based on the analysis of all documents that were read by the member in the
past, some keyword terms’ weights could be calculated as follow. As to a certain term
ti:

wi = ∑ dw j × wi , j = ∑ 2
j

j

− age ( D j ) / hl

× wi , j
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Where: dwj is the weight of document Dj. It is computed mainly according to that the
relevant of a document with the member decay with time. So a time factor 2-age(Dj)/hl is
introduced to adjust the contribution of the relevant document for the member
knowledge interest model according to its age age(Dj). The algebraic difference
between the current date and the date when the document Dj was read is given by
age(Dj) . The half-life span hl is set at 30 on the assumption that the effect of relevant
documents in a topic reduce by 1/2 in one month [6].
Based on above method, as to each member, a set of keywords with weights could be
derived as following table 2.
Table 2. Keywords’ weights for each member

KW1
Ă
KWi
Ă

Ă
Ă
Ă
Ă
Ă

M1
w1, 1
Ă
wi, 1
Ă

Ă
Ă
Ă
Ă
Ă

Mk
w1, k
Ă
wi, k
Ă

MMnum
w1, Mnum
wi, Mnum
Ă

The third step is deriving the relationship between the members and categories.
Based on keyword-category relationship (Table 1) and keywords’ weights for each
member (Table 2), the correlation between the kth member and the jth category (denoted
by Rmck, j) can be determined by following formula:

Rmc k , j =

∑R

i, j

× wi ,k

i

Above correlation can be normalized by following formula:
Rmc k , j
Rmc k , j ' =
∑ Rmc k , j
j

The Table 3 illustrates the correlation between members and categories, which is
also member knowledge demand model. Based on above mining algorithm, members’
interests or knowledge demand categories can be determined and knowledge supply
system can automatically deliver appropriate knowledge documents that meet the
member characteristics and requirements.
Table 3. Correlation between members and categories

M1
Ă
Mk
Ă
MMnum

C1
Rmc1, 1
Ă
Rmc k, 1
Ă
Rmc Mnum, 1

Ă
Ă
Ă
Ă
Ă
Ă

Cj
Rmc1, j
Ă
Rmc k, j
Ă
Rmc Mnum, j

Ă
Ă
Ă
Ă
Ă
Ă

CCnum
Rmc1, Cnum
Rmc i, Cnum
Ă
Rmc Mnum, Cnum
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(2) Collaborative filtering from role or task knowledge demand model
Unlike content-based recommendation methods, collaborative methods try to predict a
member’s preferences based on other members. More formally, the weight of a
category c for member m is estimated based on the weights assigned to category c by
those members who are “similar” to member m.
Various approaches have been used to compute the similarity between members,
such as Pearson correlation coefficient, Cosine-based approach, and etc. In this paper,
we make use of the information of task and role, and make an assumption: members in
the same task or role could be regarded as “similar” members. In this way, we could
avoid calculation for members’ similarities, and the process for determining the
“similar” members based on task or role could be much faster and more rational.
As to the member knowledge demand model, the weight of category ci for member
m, denoted by wm,i, is calculated as follow:

w m ,i = w m + k

∑ w(m ') × (w

m '∈ M

m ', i

− wm' )

M denotes the set of N members that belong to the same task or role.
w(m' ) is the weight of the member m’ in the task or role. In this paper, it is measured

Where:

by the year difference between the current year and the year the member joined into the
task or role. So the veteran members will have more influence for others’ knowledge
demand trends than novice members. Assuming that a member with hl years experience
will have a half influence of expert who may have the highest influence value. The
weight of the member is defined as:
w (m ') =

k =1

2

π

arctan( Year ( m ' ) / hl )

∑ w(m ' ) , w

m '∈ M

m

= (1 S c ) ×

∑w

c∈ S c

m ,c

, where S c = { c ∈ C | w c , m ≠ φ }

(3) Collaborative filtering from email records among team members
Members usually highly interact with others of similar characteristics. Therefore, the
email frequency (including email sending, email forwarding, email reply and etc.) of
the target member with other members in the email record can be used as an index to
determine the correlation between two members. Based on the member correlation, the
target member’s knowledge demand could be derived from members who are “similar”
to him (or her).
The first step is to derive the correlation. In this paper, the correlation between
members is measured by the frequencies that target member receive, send or forward
emails to the other members. That is, the frequencies that the target member Mt receive,
send, or forward emails to the ith member Mi’ can be multiply with the corresponding
weighting values to derive the correlation:

Correlation( M t , M i ' ) = Wr × N r ( M t , M i ' ) + Wf × N f ( M t , M i ' ) + Ws × N s ( M t , M i ' )
Where, Wr, Wf, Ws denote the weight coefficients for receive, forward, send emails. In
this paper, they are assigned by 0.25, 0.35, 0.4 respectively. The Nr(Mt, Mi’), Nf(Mt,
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Mi’), Ns(Mt, Mi’),denote the number of emails that are received, forwarded, or sent from
the target member Mt to the ith member Mi’ respectively.
After sorting the email correlation, representative contact members can be
determined. If the top S contact members are selected as representative members, each
, S) based on the email
one could be assigned a weighting value ai (i=1,2,
correlations. In this paper, S is 5, and a1=1, a2=0.8, a3=0.6, a4=0.4,a5=0.2.
Then, as to the member knowledge demand model, the weight of term tj for member
m, denoted by wm,j, is calculated as follow:

…

wm, j =

wm +

∑

S

a i × ( w i , j − w i ) where
1 ≥ a1 ≥ a 2 ≥
S
1 + ∑ i =1 a i
i =1

≥ aS ≥ 0

wm and wi denote average weight of all keyword terms as to the target member or the
ith other member respectively.

4 A Working Scenario
This section will present a working scenario of the knowledge supply in collaborative
design team based on knowledge demand model. The demonstration case is in a
scenario about product design process. As product design becomes increasingly
knowledge-intensive and collaborative, the need for knowledge to support the
enterprises or teamwork’s innovative design processes becomes more critical. The
knowledge supply system just aims at that target: globally distributed knowledge
resources could be delivered to the potential users, which could make best of
enterprises’ knowledge. We have implemented a prototype system for knowledge
supply. The methodology proposed in this paper can be used for the knowledge supply
to deliver customized knowledge services to the members. As to members, their
knowledge demand models can be built automatically. According to their knowledge
demand models, our system could supply them with an appropriate volume of
knowledge documents which may give them some hints or inspiration and be
potentially useful for their innovative design work.
When a member logins the system, and system verify his (or her) Member ID.
According to the ID, knowledge demand information about this member is loaded
during login process. The demand information includes three aspects: (1) member’s
interests, (2) Roles’ capabilities, (3) Activities’ requirements. Every aspect is described
by some knowledge categories. In the example shown in Fig.2, the member has two
roles: Product manager for fuel pump, and Design engineer for fuel pump. As to the
later role, Design engineer for fuel pump, two knowledge documents are supplied to the
member. If selecting one item, the right portion of interface would illustrate the detail
information: title, knowledge sort, domain keywords, and UKL. By clicking the yellow
button, the system will connect to the knowledge source for the knowledge service.
While, by clicking the blue button, the system will add this knowledge item to the
member’s own document for favorite knowledge for the later uses.
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Fig. 2. An interface in the prototype system for knowledge supply

5 Summary
Team members among a collaborative design team usually come from diverse
disciplines, each with particular expertise and contribution from their relevant areas.
So, their demands for knowledge are also different from each other. This research
proposed the knowledge demand models and a series of mining algorithms to build the
knowledge demand model automatically. Furthermore, according to the member
knowledge demand models, knowledge server could intelligently provide an
appropriate volume of potentially useful knowledge which meets members’ demands.
The knowledge has to be delivered in the right context to the right person, in the right
time for the right purpose, which is the final target of knowledge supply. The
mechanism of knowledge supply involves two key issues: (1) demand side: building
knowledge demand model to describe users’ need; (2) supply side: organizing
knowledge items in knowledge source. This paper focuses on the first one. As to the
second issue, our ongoing work mainly concerns two aspects: (1) Investigating the
mechanism for packing, publishing and invoking diverse types of knowledge services,
so as to enrich the repositories in knowledge source; (2) Using knowledge grid to
organize globally distributed knowledge resources more effectively, so as to make the
extension of knowledge supply much wider, rather than just inside a collaborative work
team or an enterprise.
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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce a new cooperative design and
visualization environment, called “Integrare”, which supports designers and
developers in building dependable, component-based systems using a new
behavior-oriented design method. This method has advantages in terms of its
abilities to manage complexity, find defects and make checks of dependability.
The environment integrates and unifies several tools that support multiple
phases of the design process, allowing them to interact and exchange
information, as well as providing efficient editing capabilities. It can help
formalize individual natural language functional requirements as Behavior
Trees. These trees can be composed to create an integrated tree-like view of all
the formalized requirements. The environment manages complexity by allowing
multiple users to work independently on requirements translation and tree
editing in a collaborative mode. Once a design is constructed from the
requirements, it can be visually simulated with respect to an underlying
operational semantics, and formally verified by way of a model checker.
Keywords: behavior-oriented design, behavior tree, software environment.

1 Introduction
Software tools, from editors and compilers to software engineering environments,
which are integrated collections of different tools, have been developed and used from
the very early days of software engineering [4]. As software systems are becoming
larger and more complex, selecting the right tools and environments is critical to the
quality and speed of developing these systems [6]. In this paper, we introduce a new
collaborative environment “Integrare”, which can be used throughout multiple phases
in the software design cycle, such as requirement engineering, simulation, formal
specification, and model checking.
Integrare is built to support the Behavior Tree (BT) design method [1], which is a
process that constructs a component-based software design from the system's
functional requirements. This process is a systematic method for translating informal
natural language functional requirements into a formal BT representation, in a
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 122–131, 2007.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007
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straightforward and traceable manner. Validation of the system model is one of the
most important tasks in developing software that meets the client's needs, and
Integrare supports this in a rigorous manner by including simulation and model
checking facilities, in contrast to many commercially available modeling tools based
on UML [24]- [27] and requirement engineering tools [28]-[30]. The first version,
which has been released for internal testing, includes the following functions:
•
•
•
•
•

Visio-styled user interface.
A collaborative (multi-user) working mode.
A Requirement Translation Assistant (RTA).
Simulation.
Translation of BT to SAL for model checking.

Integrare was developed using C++, employing Visual Studio [21] and Microsoft
Foundation Classes [22]. It uses XD++ [23] as the library to support graphical editing.
The architecture is a hybrid of model-view [33] and event-driven [32] architectures.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we briefly introduce the BT design
process and notations. The architecture and GUI are described in section 3, and from
section 4 to section 7, we present four major features of the tool, which are its
collaborative working mode, the requirement translation assistant, simulation, and
SAL translation. Related work is discussed in section 8.

2 The Behavior Tree Design Approach
The Behavior Tree (BT) approach is a software design process that constructs a
component-based software design from the system's functional requirements. This
process is a systematic method for translating informal natural language functional
requirements into a formal BT representation, in a straightforward and traceable way
[1] [7]. The constructed BT can be used to support different stages and different
aspects of software engineering such as requirements engineering [11], architecture
and component design, software change [3], architecture normalization [2], model
checking [9] safety [14], reliability issues [10], verification [15] and simulation.
Compared with UML, independent researchers find that the lack of precise [40],
formal [36] and unambiguous [37] semantic models is one of the major difficulties in
checking the consistency between different UML diagrams [38], translating UML into
formal languages [39], and simulating UML models [40]. In contrast, the formal
semantics of the BT notation has been stressed from the beginning; a formal semantic
language Behavior Tree Specific Language (BTSL) has been developed [11], and a
BT can be automatically translated into formal languages such as CSP [9] and SAL
[10], and described by a metamodel [8]. Even though a BT is a formal specification,
unlike formal languages such as CSP, SAL or B notation [41], the flowchart-styled
graphic notation of BT can be easily understood by non-experts. Therefore, the BT
notation has both advantages as a formal language with precise semantics so it can be
mechanically checked, analyzed and simulated, as well as a soft and casual modeling
[5] that non-technical stakeholders find appealing.
The BT approach also provides a systematic way to transform the natural language
described user requirements into component-based designs, in contrast to approaches
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based on UML use case diagrams, PLUSS [42], or interdependency graphs (SIG)
[43]. The transformation process follows three steps [1]. Firstly, each individual
functional requirement is translated into one or more corresponding Requirement
Behavior Tree(s) (RBT). This process, aided by tools such as the RTA (see section
5), is focused on traceability and preserving the intention of the natural language
requirements. Secondly, the RBTs are integrated into a Design Behavior Tree (DBT).
The DBT may be validated by the client, both by-hand and with the aid of a visual
simulation tool. The DBT may also be model-checked to formally verify that it
fulfills safety or performance requirements. Finally design diagrams are projected out
from the DBT. Details of the BT approach can be found from [16].

3 Architecture and the GUI
The architecture of Integrare, shown in Fig. 1, can be described from two different
aspects. One is the static aspect that focuses on the composition and structure of the
architecture, where the architecture is similar to a model-view architecture [24]. The
other aspect is dynamic, describing the runtime working flows of the system, from
which the architecture is like an event-driven architecture [32].
The model-view architecture includes two major parts: the data model and the
views. The data model holds the application data and provides interfaces to query and
modify the data, while the views are collections of ways to present the data stored in
the data model. In the event-driven architecture, all the runtime operations should be
consequences of events.
In Integrare, the center component, called data manager, includes 6 sub
components: “event handler”, “data query”, “data operation”, “action recorder”,

GUI
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RBT
DBT
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Simplicity etc.

Fig. 1. The architecture of Integrare
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“action generator” and “data consistency”. The “data operation” is the only
component that can directly access the raw data; the “data query” is the public
interface for other components to query the data of the system. The only way to
modify the data is to post events to the “event handler”. An event can be triggered
from the GUI, other systems or the server, which support cooperative design. When
the “event handler” receives an event, it will pass the event to the “action generator”;
with the help of the “data consistency”, the “action generator” may generate a
sequence of actions; these actions will be recorded by the “action recorder” into the
action history and also executed by the “data operation” to modify the data. The
component “action history” records the completed sequence of the executed actions.
This information can be used to reproduce the data images of a system in the different
stages, and it may be helpful to study the evolution of a system.

Fig. 2. The GUI of Integrare.

Visualization is an essential part of Integrare, which uses a graph editing library
XD++ [23] to power the GUI. Fig. 2 is a screenshot of Integrare. It supports many
standardized GUI functions such as zooming, cut/paste, layout arrange and redo/undo.
People who have experience with other graph editing tools such as Visio or
Smartdraw [31] will find it is easy to use Integrare.

4 Collaborative Mode
The Collaborative mode is important for designing large systems, which usually
require a team of people to work simultaneously.
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To meet the requirement of high responsiveness in the slow network environment,
replicated architecture is adopted in Integrare. Shared documents are replicated at the
local storage of each collaborating site, so that operations can be performed at local
sites immediately and then propagated to remote sites. However, concurrent editing in
the replicated architecture may cause three kinds of inconsistency problems [35]: (1)
causality violation: operations may arrive and be executed out of their natural causeeffect order; (2) divergence: operations may arrive and be executed at different sites
in different orders; and (3) intention violation: the actual execution effect of an
operation may be different from the intention of this operation. Moreover, in
collaborative Integrare, many constraints must be maintained automatically.
It is obvious that if operations are executed in the same order at each collaborating
site, convergence is guaranteed. In Integrare, we separate two different types of
actions; the first type will not change the data model of BT approach, and the second
type of actions will change the data model related to BT approach. To improve the
performance, only the second type of actions will be synchronized by the server.

5 Requirement Translation Assistant (RTA)
The previous two sections have introduced the architecture and the collaborative
working mode of Integrare. In this and following sections we will introduce the
functionalities of BT approach supported by Integrare. The first step in developing a
requirements specification using the BT approach is to translate the natural language
requirements. This involves extracting all of the behavioral, structural and
compositional information out of the requirements. The RTA facilitates this task.
In carrying out translation, the requirements for the system can be split up amongst
multiple developers. An individual only needs to have the requirements that have
been allocated to him/her. The cooperative environment provides functions ensure all
team members use a common vocabulary when integration occurs.
An individual can take each requirement that they have been given and read them
thoroughly, so obtaining a full understanding of the requirement. It is then necessary
to move through the natural language requirement and identify components, behavior
and behavior types. These individual items can be identified separately, but it is then
necessary to link behavior to a component and a behavior type. This provides the
information necessary to create a BT node. This process results in one or more BT
nodes for each natural language requirement. Once we have a set of BT nodes for a
given natural language requirement, we can export them to the main BT editing tool,
where they can be joined together to form BTs.

6 BTSL and Simulation
One of the key capabilities for developing a behavioral model of a system is the
ability to rapidly validate that the system being designed behaves in the intended
manner. As such Integrare includes an interface to a BT simulator, BTsim. The user
can observe each step the system takes (each step typically corresponds to the
"execution" of one node), with the most recently executed node highlighted. The user
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can also observe the values of the components after each step, and can provide safety
properties for the simulator to check.
The simulator is written in the logic programming language Mercury [44], and
encodes the rules of an operational semantics for BTs [11]. The simulator takes as
input a BT, initial values of the components, and an optional list of safety properties
to check. The simulator operates in two main modes: it can generate a random trace
(sequence of nodes) of the system, either interactively or automatically; and it can
exhaustively generate all traces. In addition, at each step it checks that the properties
it was given on initialization still hold.
To interact with the simulator, Integrare first translates the BT into the simulator
syntax. This syntax is a logic programming term, based on a recursive, tree data
structure. The translation process walks down the tree from the root node recursively
building up the term. Each node is augmented with its internal node label within
Integrare; this provides the mechanism by which BTsim communicates to Integrare
which node is executed at each simulation step. Once the translated tree has been sent
to BTsim, it immediately executes an atomic step, according to the operational
semantics, and returns the identifier of the executed node. On reading this output,
Integrare highlights the appropriate node, and displays the new value of the
components. If a property has been violated, the simulation halts, and the violated
property is shown to the user. The process is repeated until the tree finishes
execution, or the user stops the simulation. The user can step through the execution
one step at a time, or can set a time interval for steps to be executed (and can mix the
two approaches).
Simulation not only provides a way for the modeler to concretely observe dynamic
behavior, but also to quickly check that the model maintains certain properties, for
instance, that a component never reaches some erroneous state, or that eventually a
component reaches a healthy state.

7 SAL Translation and Model Checking
Recent approaches for the verification of system designs have involved formal
methods, including model checking. Model checking is a process in which a model of
the system is verified against specified properties, such as safety requirements [45].
The model checker either proves that each property holds for the model, or provides a
counterexample, which describes the steps which lead to the violation of the property.
Model checking usually requires expert knowledge of the input language, making
it difficult to use for those without experience in formal methods. For this reason, a
translator was created for automatic translation from BTs to the input language of the
SAL framework [46]. SAL is a suite of tools which provide various capabilities for
the analysis of concurrent systems, including symbolic and bounded model checkers.
A set of syntax rules for BTs have been devised, along with a translation scheme
from BTs to the SAL language corresponding to each rule. BT nodes are translated
into transitions in the SAL language, with variables representing components and
messages. State-realizations are translated into updates to the variables, while BT
guards and selections are translated into tests on the state of variables. Program
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counters provide the flow of control and enable branching and other BT concepts,
such as thread kill and reversion, to be represented.
These rules form the basis of the translator, which first parses the BT according to
the syntax rules to ensure that the BT is syntactically correct. The sequence of syntax
rules is then used for the translation phase. The translation rule corresponding to each
syntax rule in the sequence is applied, producing the SAL model.

8 Related Work
Many commercial tools and environments currently exist for modeling in UML (eg,
[26] [27]). Such tools typically focus on the presentation of the models and
generating code from them. The BT method covers a larger range of the software
development process, and hence Integrare, to support the method, contains features
not found in UML-based tools. In particular, BTs aid in the construction of models in
a systematic, traceable way from natural language [1]. This is covered in Integrare by
the Requirements Translation Assistant. As part of the validation process, models can
be dynamically simulated within Integrare as they are developed, giving immediate
feedback on how different requirements interact. The BTs may also be model
checked against safety properties of the system. These two features crucial to
validation, simulation and model checking, are missing from all commercial
environments we surveyed. The other distinguishing feature of Integrare is that it
allows multiple users to edit the same BT in real-time.
In the research community, the SOFL method [47] is supported by a range of tools.
Integrare combines a similar range of tools into one environment, allowing for quick
and easy exchange of information. Integrare is also different in that it uses a single
notation, BT, across all facets of software design.
Compared with existing BT environments such as BTE [17], CoGSE [18] and
GSET [20], Integrare covers more aspects of the development process and aim for
real applications (a few companies has shown interest in using Integrare in their largescale software projects). The other environments are generally for research purpose
and usually focus on one or a few particular phases of the design process, for
example, BTE is generally for model checking, the CoGSE is used for testing the
collaborative working mode, and the GSET is for modeling software change.

9 Conclusions
In this paper we have described a prototype tool that supports the BT program
development framework. It incorporates several tools, starting from a RTA that
begins the process of formalizing a natural language specification, through to tools for
simulating and model checking designs. They have been unified under a common,
easy-to-use graphical interface and, crucially, the interface supports real-time
cooperative design and visualization. This increases productivity by allowing
concurrent development without the need to separately merge individual work. The
unified tool provides a sound base for future research and industrial applications.
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Integrare was from the outset designed to progressively accommodate new
functionality as it is developed. In addition to a versioning system, there are two key
areas in which Integrare will be extended: support for Composition Trees (CT) and
source code generation. CT works as a supporting platform, on which the BTs will
be more precisely defined. Just as BTs can be automatically translated to formal
languages such as SAL, it is also possible to translate them into implementation
languages such as Java or C++. Some unpublished research has been done on this
subject already and the results will be integrated into Integrare in the future.
Acknowledgments. The authors would like to thank Ankur Choudhary, Diana Kirk,
Maria Aneiros, Saad Zafar and Lars Grunske for their contribution on this
environment. This work is supported by ACCS (ARC Center for Complex Systems).
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Abstract. This paper is focused on differential conversion, which is a new approach to data transformation between different software systems. The strategy
of differential conversion, which is built on a log of changes and identifier
mapping, was introduced in CDVE 2006 in a purely theoretical paper entitled
Data Exchange in CAD during Iterative Work with Heterogeneous Systems. A
specific case study of differential conversion in use is elaborated in this text. It
is about an intelligent bi-directional transformation between DWG and SVG.
DWG is a proprietary CAD-format of the AutoCAD system, whereas SVG is an
open, generic graphics format, based on XML. The implemented transformation
allows usage of a model created in a CAD-system within a cooperative design
intended for non-CAD users. It is useful not only for reading, but even for writing into the model and modifying it. Any changes made are returned back to the
original model. The following case exemplifies the previously discussed strategy. For example, a project submitter, or another party in the review process,
can use a normal, generic SVG editor for writing comments and proposals into
the model. A solver can transform them back into the CAD-model, without
other entities in the model being damaged. This case study describes differential
export and import tools and takes note of the particular solutions of the log of
changes and identifier mapping problems. It also describes the relationship to
the original differential conversion proposal, discusses the particular implementation, and again generalizes into some design pattern for differential conversion implementation projects in the conclusion.
Keywords: CAD, cooperative design, cooperative engineering, data exchange,
differential conversion, SVG.

1 Introduction
Differential conversion (DC) was introduced in CDVE 2006 [1] as a way of exchanging data during cooperative engineering and design between heterogeneous systems,
which minimizes data distortion during its conversion. Utilization of DC is meaningful when the data is converted for modification in another system and then converted
back to the original format. The main idea of DC is to transfer only new and changed
objects and the objects without any changes are kept from the original data representation. The generic proposal of DC uses identifier mapping and the log of changes to
reach it. The identifier mapping controls the preservation of information, which object
was transformed into what (it cannot be simply a 1:1 relation), and the log of changes,
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 132–139, 2007.
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which must be supported by the system when data is modified after the conversion
and is used for identifying changes in objects in the temporary data format. New,
modified and deleted states are distinguished. The state of the object that is not in the
log is no change.
Since our research is focused on CAD, we therefore deal with DC in this area as
well. The following text describes a specific implementation of DC between two
considerably different graphic formats – DWG and SVG. The domain of the case
study is the design of the interior of an office building.

2 Case Description
The requirements are the following: The output of the office building design is,
among others, the interior plan with a unified draft of the offices. Department managers should fill in comments and can eventually reconfigure the furniture, change the
number of chairs and tables or change how the cubicle installations are divided. In
this draft, they should fill in the names of employees on the single chairs. Managers
modify only that part of the interior where their department is going to be placed.
Merged modifications should be incorporated into the final model, which should be
published for the employees on the intranet in two stages. First, the anonymous draft,
and afterwards should come the modified final model with the employee names.
The building model is in DWG format of AutoCAD 2007. The managers do not
have this system and thus is economically required to use a freeware editor based on
SVG [2]. SVG is planned to be used for the intranet presentation of the model.
The SVG model is equipped with instructions on how to edit it. For example,
an employee name is connected to a chair as a prepared text element
EMPLOYEE_NAME, which correspond with a block attribute in DWG, and should
be modified by filling in the name. The next example is that adding furniture must be
done as object copying, etc. The exact rules are not important for this description of
the case study.

3 Case Solution
A solution of the case uses DC, but it is not possible to follow the basic form because
the selected SVG editor does not allow adding the functionality for on-line log of
changes creating. The SVG editor used has two qualities that subsequently helps deduce the log of changes. The first quality is that the SVG editor respects identifiers
stored in the ‘id’ objects attributes. The second quality is that the representation of
unchanged objects is kept identical, even after saving the SVG representation, which
is changed in the other positions. Thus, the objects’ changes can be deduced from the
comparison of the XML trees of the SVG representations before and after editing.
3.1 Process Model
Figure 1 depicts a conceptual process model of the case solution. The model does not
contain a requirement solution for publishing on intranet, because it can be reached
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anytime by the conversion from DWG to SVG, without the utilization of helper outputs of DC. So, from the process description perspective, it is not an important issue
and the diagram would only be less clear. The process model is modelled in UML 2
[3], which is not so popular for business process modelling; however, it is closer to
the readers who implement the supporting software for business processes (for a proof
of the qualitative equality of UML and often preferred BPMN [4] see [5] and [6]).
Interior Design Process

Conv ert to DWG
(Differential
Conv ersion)

Set of Updated
DWG Submodels

Set of Logs of
Changes

Design Interior

Set of ID-Mappings

Merge Submodels

Identify Changes

DWG Model

Updated DWG
Model
Set of Updated SVG
Submodels

Split Workplaces
Customize
Workplaces
Set of SVG
Submodels

Refine Changes

Set of DWG Models

Conv ert to SVG

Interior Designed

Fig. 1. Process Model of Whole Case Study

The thicker line marks how normal conversion would flow. The shaded-grey classifiers concern exclusively DC and ‘Identify Changes’ represents the change of basic
DC.
3.2 DWG to SVG Conversion Details
The conversion from DWG to SVG can be done in several ways. The most frequently
used way – an analysis of source and target formats and the creation of a transforming
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application – was not used. The DWG format is neither public, nor does it guarantee
compatibility with future versions (a possible reuse reduction). It was more suitable to
develop an application nested into AutoCAD for the discussed solution.
As AutoCAD 2007 is a very open system, a lot of languages and interfaces can be
used [7]. The language-dependent interfaces offer AutoLISP/VisualLISP, C or C++
with ADS, C++ with ObjectARX, and VBA. The interfaces which are less languagedependent are based on ActiveX and COM and finally on the ObjectARX Managed
Wrapper Classes for .Net. From many reasons, we chose C# language with ObjectARX Managed Wrapper Classes for .Net.
The transfer of graphical information from the AutoCAD database/model to SVG
can be done in two ways. One is analyzing the entity types and programming the
transformation into SVG for each of them. An alternative is creating a context
for drawing (as when drawing on the screen or to the preview picture of a file) – a
Converstion to SVG
Create New SVG

Entity Conversion
Create CSS Classes
According to Layers
and One for Proxies

Open Unprocessed
DWG Submodel
DWG Submodels Set Test
[an unprocessed DWG submodel exists]

Choose Unconv erted
Entity from DWG

[all DWG submodels processed or processing]

[unsupported
explodable
type]

[supported or
unexplodable
type]

Put Entity into Entity
Set
No Unprocessed
Submodel

Explode to Basic
Entities

Entity Type
Entity Conversion
Entity Set (w ith
One Entity)

Entity Set

Choose Unconv erted
Entity from Set

Supported Entity?
Conv ert Entity To SVG

Record Entity Proxy To
SVG
[supported type]

[unsupported type]

Another Unconverted Entity?
[unconverted entity exists in set]

[set is fully converted, but DWG is not]
[DWG is converted]

Close Both DWG and
SVG Files of
Submodel
Submodel Converted

Fig. 2. Process Model of DWG to SVG Conversion Details
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specialization of Autodesk.AutoCAD.GraphicsInterface.Context class – and calling
the WorldDraw methods of entities during conversion. Benefits of the context are
limited and fixed in the number of graphic elements. A disadvantage is that some
entity types are only approximated, in spite of the fact that SVG supports them directly (e.g. an ellipse is approximated by an enormous number of straight lines). A
drawback of the first way is that the number of entity types is high and not limited
(the AutoCAD allows for creating user entity types). The advantage is a more reasonable transformation of entity types to SVG elements. The solution is based on a compromise, in a way that uses the direct transformation of entity types, but only types
that are ‘primitives’—that the AutoCAD’s entities are exploded as a result of the
Explode method invocation. The unsupported types are exploded just by this method.
The conversion process is depicted in Fig. 2.
The AutoCAD’s system of layers is transformed into the CSS styles used in SVG.
In addition to that, a style for proxy objects (see [1], paragraph 4.1) is added, which is
set to invisible. The DWG objects that are not possible to represent in SVG are converted into invisible SVG text objects (with necessary data). Those are 3D objects
(not used in the discussed case study) and, for example, non-graphical database
objects.
Each SVG file is enriched by a new XML file with identifier mapping. A simple
algorithm is used for generating the target identifiers:
id=handle + ‘-’ + x [+ ‘-’ className];
where the handle is a persistent AutoCAD identifier in hexadecimal form, x is the
decimal serial number of an SVG element of conversion of one entity (one entity can
be converted into one or more elements), and the optional postfix with className
describes the name of the class of original entity type (e.g. AcDbLine for lines). The
design of the converting algorithm does not enable a conversion of more than one
entity into each SVG element.
3.3 Identify Changes
The Identify Changes activity is a main difference from the basic proposal of DC –
the log of changes is not generated on-line, but after editing the SVG model. SVG
files are the input. Always, a pair of SVG files – the state before and after editing –
for a sub-model is processed. The identifier-mapping file is not needed, because the
SVG editor preserves the identifiers of objects that were with the model before its
processing (i.e. modified objects and objects with no change). The identification of
changes is done by the simple comparison of individual graphic objects in the XML
tree of SVG. From this, the log of changes can be deduced– the XML file of attributed identifiers is an output for each SVG pair. The attributes are modified, new and
deleted. The objects with no change (no change attribute) are not contained in the log
of changes.
3.4 SVG to DWG Differential Conversion Details
The transformation of SVG to DWG follows the normal rules of DC. The input for
each sub-model is a foursome: the original DWG model, updated SVG model, identifier mapping, and log of changes. The process of DC is depicted in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Process Model of SVG to DWG Differential Conversion Details

The implementation of the transformation of SVG elements into DWG database
objects is similar to the transformation of DWG into SVG. Again, it is the C# and
ObjectARX managed classes for .Net module. For newly created objects, there is a
transformation of each SVG element into DWG object(s). The element types that are
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not possible to convert exactly (e.g. fillings with colour gradients) are not transformed
into proxy objects, but the closest approximation by AutoCAD’s objects is performed.
The reason is simple – the primary data format is DWG representation and the model
must be fully controlled by AutoCAD. Newly created objects are inserted into a
NEW-X layer, where X corresponds with the CSS-style name, and are eventually
inserted into a NEW layer, if an unambiguous style is not assigned. The analogous
rules are used for the other layers. A similar transformation of modification is provided for modified objects. If the unsupported modification is found, then the original
object is deleted and a new one is created following the rules for newly created objects. The modified objects are moved to layer with MODIFIED- prefix. Finally, the
deleted objects are moved to a layer with a DELETED- prefix.
Note #1: The layer prefixes (NEW-, MODIFIED-, and DELETED-) can be configured, and the possible conflicts with the original model layer names are controlled.
Note #2: The conversion component allows for keeping the objects in the original
layers (without prefixes) and direct deletion of deleted objects.

4 Design Pattern – ‘Comparer’
The best practices are beginning to be formed in patterns [6], [8], [9], [10], and [11],
frequently called design patterns, in practical software development. At the moment,
we see DC as a design pattern called ‘Differential Conversion’. The described mutation that deduces the log of changes subsequently (Identify Changes activity) can be
used generally, so we think of it as a design pattern ‘Comparer’. The conditions for
use are:
 Preservation of the representation of the objects with no change;
 Preservation of object identifiers, which was in the model before its modification (unchanged objects and modified objects).

5 Conclusion
The described case study has verified the viability of differential conversion, including combination with proxy objects, even in the case of incomparable graphics formats, which are dedicated for different uses. Differential conversion was declared as a
design pattern and enriched by the design pattern ‘Comparer’, which can be used
under the specified conditions when creating an on-line log of changes is not possible
or effective.
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Abstract. Version control is the prerequisite of collaborative product
development environment, which, in its turn, has attracted increasing attention
of CAD/CAM engineers. We aim to present our research results on a strategy of
supporting evolution of versions in a collaborative environment. The strategy
we provide is consists of a functional model which make application developing
more easier, a deployment model in which a Version Management Unit is the
deploying cell and a communication agent is included to exchange version
information, a storage model which support that version information is saved in
space of personal, group or global respectively. The topics discussed also in this
paper are definition of version status, the transform of version status, the
storage location of version and corresponding version operations.
Keywords: collaboration, version control, model.

1 Introduction
In a general way, the development process of product is consisting of a serial of subprocess in which some local result, such as drawing, 3D model, CAE analyze, is
formed. Because of the non-linearity attribution of those sub-processes in whole
process of product development, so development process is a complicated one which
can be identified by attempt and reiteration[1]. The results mentioned above, which
express a certain state belonging to whole lifecycle of product development, can be
formalized and managed by means of version.
There are researches which show that engineer spends lots of time to search
relative information in which version information is an important part. Although
configure management and version management are the important and necessary
function of PDM system, but the most of commercial PDM has only a simple version
module which is very difficult of supporting development process of complicated
product which is familiar in fields of aero-engine, airplane and in which engineer is
trying, modifying, negating and re-trying. It is hard to image that engineer can work
effectively without the support of a nice method and tool of version management.
There are more complicated problems involved in collaborative product
development than in traditional product development. So in this paper, we present
architecture of version management which aims at supporting collaborative product
development. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we
briefly review the related works. In section 3 we detail the architecture from three
aspects. In section 4 version operations is given. Section 5 is conclusion.
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 140–148, 2007.
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2 Related Works
The successful applying of CAD system makes a huge industry from 1980, then
researchers realize that CAD system has non-regular requirement for data storage and
regular DBMS(such as relational DBMS) is not suit for managing CAD model any
more. So version management is presented as a available solution for the requirement
of storage of historical development data, description of multi-view and multi-domain
of product , hiberarchy of product data and so on, and it become a important research
field recently.
Haskin and Lorie[4] from IBM present an extended relative model which has the
ability of complicated object combination and supporting to long-term transaction to
save and manage engineering data. Although their research is not associated directly
with version management, but many later research of version is based on their works
because of their large contribution for presenting combined object in relational
DBMS.
Mcleod[5] develop a semantic based data model framework, which use a serial of
relative table to express semantic model, to support version management. Landis[6]
focuses on version management for such complicated system as CAD by means of
ontology method. The method based on four conceptions: non-linear version history,
version reference, change spread and restriction of spread. Chou and Kim[7] give a
new model extended from model of Batory and Kim[8], the new model emphasize the
notifying of change spread. They present a message based notifying policy and a sign
based notifying policy in which message about change is sent either immediately or
later and product designer can be notified the change which might affect their own
model only when they re-inquire for the design object. Vines[9] presents a version
model for change control in which four conceptions are engaged to control change
spread. Firstly, Timestamp instead of version number is used as ID of version to
connect event with succedent version clearly. Secondly, relationships among objects,
which can be marked as change-sensitive or change-insensitive, are created distinctly
to define the spread range of change. Thirdly, such change management objects as
change query object, change notify objects are used to manage change. Finally, the
changes are grouped by means of configure object.
Wang[9][10] discuss and realize a system which can manage version of engine
database on a collaborative environment. His method makes a structure by using
version dictionary, which include system dictionary and designer dictionary, to
organize and save version. The operations to version include setting up current
version, recovering version, merging version and deleting version. Zhang[11] gives a
version management model which is based on such conceptions as card file and file
serial. Also a dictionary is used to manage structure and restriction of file card. The
storage of model is based on a relative DBMS.
Although there are large numbers researches about version management which
aims at constructing a frameworks and give corresponding arithmetic of version
operation, but the most of works is based on or aim at version control about software
development. The version management aimed at managing CAD data on a
collaborative environment of product development is less researched and reported.
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3 Version Manage Model on Collaborative Environment
In this section, we introduce a new version manage model and try to explain it from
three aspects including function model, deploying model and storage model.
3.1 Function Model
Fig.1 shows a function model which includes four layers that rely on each other.
Based on consideration of scalability and flexibility, Physics Storage Layer provides a
storage policy which separate up layer
(Object Manage Layer) from storage
item. Because of uniform functions
Collaborative
Collaborative
provided by Physics Storage Layer,
User
User
the version-relative information is
saved on RDBMS and product
development-relative data, such as
CAD model, CAM instruction and
Version Service Unit
CAE analyze, are saved on operation
system in form of disk file.
For the purpose of management
and organization of version objects,
Object Manage Layer provides a
nonobjective presentation of version
data. A method of E-R modeling is
used to define target data and their
relationship which can present
complicated and various engine data
which involves such simple data as
Fig. 1. Function Model
design specification, NC code and
such combined data as assembly tree
of product and version historic information. Object Manage Layer call functions from
Physics Storage Layer and provide functions to up layer (Version Service Layer).
The base services from Object Manage Layer are assembled and restricted on
Version Service Layer to provide a version operation service for its up layer
(Applications Layer).
A VSU (Version Service Unit) is constructed by integrating these three layers
mentioned above and serve as the core of version service.
The applications, which are used to create, access, manage product data on product
collaborative development, such as CAD tools, office tools and PDM system, should
be reopen in order to use version service provided by Version Service Layer.
3.2 Deploying Model
As the distributed feature of product collaborative development, Version management
has same distributed feature shown as fig.2.
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...
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Fig. 2. Distributed Deploying Model

Participators who are distributed on working time and working place are connected
by Internet. A VMU (Version Management Unit) is constructed, which include USV,
application, and policy of physics storage, communication agent and collaborative
users, to support every single working place. The policy of physics storage in charge
of storage of version data. It can be a relational DBMS or a disk file of operation
system and encapsulated by VSU. Communication agent in charge of connecting each
VMU distributed on Internet by means of message which is formulized by a set of
Meta-Language designed for version management.
3.3 Storage Model
On the process of product collaborative development, work-along and workcollaboration is two inherent features for participators. Work-along needs independent
data storage space and work-collaboration means exchange and share of product data
between participators. Collaboration can include big one, in which collaborative period
is more longer and collaborative range is more extend and management is more
rigorous, and small one, which means short-time collaboration and small correlative
data and loose management. So we present a storage model as shown in Fig.3.
Local Storage is corresponding to host (a network node) one by one. A host is a
single cell which provides storage service with the support of physics Storage Layer
and Object Manage Layer on VSU and independent with other host.
Personal Storage Space is corresponding to participator one by one and based on
Local Storage. One Personal Storage Space can include one or more Local Storages
as while as one Local Storage can provide support of data saving for one or more
Personal Storage Space, which means that participator can transfer work space from
one to another but not be limited to specific work space. Unlike Local Storage is a
physics conception, Personal Work Space is a logic conception which consists of set
of product object belonging one participator, relative restrict and access limits. The
product objects in Personal Work Space are private and can not be access or referred
by other participator.
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Fig. 3. Storage Model

Like Personal Work Space, Group Collaborative Space is also a logic conception
which consists of group number and version data submitted by participator. It is a
loose organization because any participator can create a group for any reason and then
invite other participator who can join or reject freewill. The creator becomes
administrator of group by default and in charge of management of numbers and
access control. The number can share steady product model from Personal Work
Space to Group Collaborative Space and other numbers can access these shared
product model.
Depository for Global Share is Global Share Space for all participators
conceptually and it is a inherent storage in perpetuity but not a temporary one and
there are more restrict rules, which ensure that version object in it is valid and
verified, of access and modifying in it. Product object can be submitted from Personal
Work Space by number or from Global Work Space by administrator. Depository for
Global Share marked with Global Shared Repository (GSR) shown as Fig.3
monopolizes one certain Local Storage which is not accessible for participator or
group.

4 Version Operations
In this section, we define the state of version and give a serial of operations to change
the status and storage location of version object.
4.1 Version Status
The product object existing in Personal Work Space must belong to one of four
statuses as below.
(a) Validated
Validated version has the features of: (1) All attributes of object are not allowed to be
modified, (2)If object is a assembly, All of its components must belong to validated
status, (3)Deriving new version from this object is allowed, (4)It can be referred by
other object.
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(b) Stable
Stable version has the features of (1) All version- correlative attributes of object are
not allowed to be modified, (2) If object is a assembly, All of its components must
belong to validated status or stable status, (3) Deriving new version from this object is
allowed, (4) It can be referred by other object.
(c) Transient
Transient version has the features of (1) version new created must belong to transient
status, (2) All attributes that maintained by participator are allowed to be modified,
(3) Deriving new version from this object is not allowed, (4) It can not be referred by
other object.
4.2 Operations of Change Version Status
We define four operations to change the status of version as follows.
(a) Create Object
The creation operation is the start point of all version operation. It consists of two
major steps:
STEP 1: After participator give some define of attributes such as attribute name
and data type, system creates an abstract representation Base of Version Histories.
STEP 2: After participator give corresponding values of attributes, system creates a
real representation object.
(b) Promote Version Status
Promote operation can be applied on transient object and stable object and change
version status to stable and validated respectively. It will not create new object.
(c) Derive Version
Derive operation can be applied on stable object and validated object. It will create a
new representation object and consists of five steps as follows:
STEP 1: The system creates a new representation object in depository of
representation objects.
STEP 2: This new representation object has a version number which is minimum
of non-repeated.
STEP 3: This object has status of transient.
STEP 4: All values of version-relative attributes of original version are inherited by
this object and all values of version-independent attributes of original are confirmed
by participator.
STEP 5: The deriving relationship from original version to new version is recorded
by system.
(d) Delete Version
When delete operation is applied on transient object, the object will disappear forever.
When it is applied on stable object or validated object, system will inspect if there is
relative object of deleted object. A delete operation to relative object will be executed
according to result of inspection.
Fig.4 shows status change of version when version operation is applied.
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4.3 Change of Storage Location
As described in sub-section 3.3, Product Object can be saved in Personal Work Space,
Group Collaborative Space and Depository for Global Share from logic viewpoint as
can be saved in Local Storage of various network node. System set up a Local Storage
of certain network node as Global Share Repository. We define a serial of operations
to change storage location of product object.
(a) Share Object
Share operation make private object accessible for other number in group by sharing
product object from Personal Work Space to Group Collaborative Space. Only the
validated object and stable object can be shared while transient object can not. Share
operation change the attribute of object but not create a new object.
(b) Release Object
The representation object saved in Personal Work Space or in Group Collaborative
Space can be released to Depository for Global Share by its owner. Only the validated
object can be release while stable object and transient object can not. Unlike share
operation, release operation creates a new copy of original object in Depository for
Global Share and original one is deleted from Personal Work Space or Group
Collaborative Space. Before released to Depository for Global Share, the object
should be approved by administrator by means of a collaborative meeting or an
approval workflow. The object saved in Depository for Global Share can be referred
by all participator but can not be modified.
(c) Check Out Object
The representation Object saved in Depository for Global Share can be check out to
Personal Work Space by participator. This operation is equal to performing a derive
operation from Depository for Global Share to Personal Work Space and new object
has status of transient.
(d) Check In Object
The Object Checked out from Depository for Global Share can be check back in it
when status of object is validated. The storage location of object shifts from Personal
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Work Space to Depository for Global Share. Like the release operation, an approval is
necessary before checking object in.
Fig.5 shows a sample about change of storage location. A version 0 of model in
Personal Work Space of participator A is released to Depository for Global Share, and
then participator B checks it out to himself Personal Work Space. Some modification
are make to model and a new version 1 of model is come into being, then participator
B share version 1 of model to Group Collaborative Space for the purpose of
emendation from other participators. If Status of version 1 become stable, participator
B can check it in to Depository for Global Share.

5 Validation
Based on the models and operations mentioned above, we have built a prototype
system to validate the completeness and correctness of model. We design and
implement a serial of classes to support layered function, distributed deploying and
grouped storage, the prototype has also include a simple interface in which user can
create, promote, derive and delete version as while as share, release, check out and
check in object. Because version management is the essential part of PDM system, the
credible validation should be carried out by means of integrating the model with PDM
system. This is our future works also.

6 Conclusion
Version management is more complicated in collaborative product development than
in traditional mode. The researches to these items can provide work-mode and
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applications to manage evolution history of product data for a collaborative team. The
architecture of version management we present in this paper has the features of: (1) A
layered function model makes clear definition of functions of each layer, (2)
Distributed deploying is suit for collaborative product development. (3) A layered
storage model provides an information sharing tools for numbers among groups. (4)
The architecture can support various CAD tools on a uniform way. Our future works
will be carried out among management of version configure and spread restriction of
change.
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Abstract. Semantic Web Services are the key technology providing services for
the users’ convenience in the semantic web environment. Many companies in
various fields are researching and developing languages for constructing Semantic Web Services such as DAML-S, WSDL, X-LANG and BPEL4WS.
DAML-S is a method that accesses the existing Web Service method from a
semantic web environment. However, the current Semantic Web Services Discovery System does not provide sufficient processing of quality factors (performance, accessibility, availability, reliability and transaction) nor reliable and
accurate service results desired by the user through a UDDI search method. The
present study analyzes the disadvantages of the current web services and suggests a Semantic Web Services Discovery System based on QoS applying semantic web technologies as a solution to the problems. The suggested system
provides a UDDI and DAML-S based discovery engine to allow efficient web
service discovery and composition.
Keywords: Semantic Web Services, QoS(Quality of Services), Information Retrieval, DAML-S(DAML+OIL Services), UDDI(Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration).

1 Introduction
Semantic Web Services enable discovery, execution and composition of automated
web services by combining web services based on standards, such as SOAP, WSDL
and UDDI, with semantic web technologies, such as RDF, DAML+OIL and OWL.
The weak points of former methods have been improved to enable effective Web
Services registration, search, organization, execution and composition [7].
However, DAML-S does not support automated web services yet. First, the system does not use the appropriate method for expressing the information with restrictions of conditions and it does not response to user’s requests. Second, quality of
service (performance, transaction and reliability) is insufficient.
For such reasons, this paper suggests the Semantic Web Services Discovery System to solve the problems. Suggested system is capable of searching for general web
documents, UDDI and semantic web documents.
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 149–156, 2007.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007
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2 Methodologies for Web Services Quality Evaluation
2.1 Web Services Requirements for Quality Evaluation (Evaluation Factors)
The requirements for web service quality evaluation can be categorized as suggested
in Table 1 below.
Table 1. Web Services Requirements for Quality Evaluation

Factor

Definition

Performance

Performance is a qualitative aspect that can be measured by execution time etc. The quantity that is processed during a certain period
of time and the waiting time between the point of service request
and reply.
Reliability refers to the processed rate of the data transmitted during
a certain period of time. The web service’s reliability is determined
by the number of success and failure.
The transaction technology plays a very important role in web service automation and is a prerequisite for realizing faultless web
services. Transaction refers to the state of having every processed
unit satisfy “ACID,” atomicity, consistency, isolation and durability

Reliability

Transaction

2.2 Problem Analysis of Former Research and Studies
Based on web services related quality evaluation factors, this section will deal with
the problems with the current web services framework in the semantic web environment. The problems can be described largely in four aspects as outlined below.
Table 2. Problem Analysis of Web Services by Quality Evaluation Factors

Factor

Problem Analysis

Performance

Bottlenecks can occur due to limits of transmission protocols and
messaging systems such as HTTP and SOAP. Also, other web services methods currently used do not process reliable messages and
the waiting time, message processing and transferring time is too
long resulting in poor performance.
The current methods are not equipped with the base technologies
for processing in the message sending and receiving ends, which is
required for reliable messaging. Furthermore, they do not support
standardization and interoperability.
Lacks in monitoring functions for efficient web service support and
fault preventing functions for preventing faults from occurring
during execution.

Reliability

Transaction
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The most important factor of the semantic web service is how much the user can
trust and rely on the service provided. However, other web services methods currently
used do not process reliable messages and the waiting time, message processing and
transferring time is too long resulting in poor performance.

3 QoS Measurement Algorithm
For more accurate and reliable web service results, the provided matching method
must reflect QoS factors such as time, price, reliability and performance. The current
systems such as Larks[2] or Infosleuth[1] do not apply these factors in their matchmaking methods. Though METEROS[3] developed by the University of Georgia does
reflect QoS factors in matchmaking, no adjustments are made in regard to each individual QoS factor. Instead, the overall QoS similarity is determined by only one of the
factors. Thus, considerably relevant and meaningful web services could be evaluated
lower than their actual ranking.
For such reasons, this study classifies quality evaluation factors and suggests separate algorithms for each factor. After applying algorithms to each QoS measurement
factor value, the adjusted value and standard value are calculated. Then, the QoS
score is calculated by multiplying all the QoS measurement factors. The QoS measurement procedures are as shown in Figure 1 below.

Fig. 1. QoS Measurement Process

3.1 QoS Measurement Algorithm
QoS measurement algorithm suggested in this study is classified into availability,
responding time, maximum processing amount, reliability, accessibility and price.
These factors are calculated and applied in matchmaking. Here, service quality is
better the lower the value of response time, price and higher the value of availability,
maximum processing amount, reliability and accessibility. As so, for accurate and
efficient QoS measurement, it is important to calculate the adjusted and standard
values of QoS factors and apply them all in calculating the overall QoS score.
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* Availability
Availability refers to whether the web service currently exists or not and if the service
is usable. It is calculated by how much of a certain unit time (min.) the user can request for the service.

￭ Definition 1
When the unit time is Tu and service failure time Td, the average time the service is
usable during the unit time, in other words, Availability (Au) is as indicated below.

Au = 1 −

Td
Tu

* Performance
Performance refers to how fast and stably the web service is provided. It is evaluated
based on the time it requires to respond to the user’s requests and the maximum number of services that can be processed during the unit time.
￭ Definition 2
When the system complete response time is Tsr and user request time is Tur, the response time (Tr) is as indicated below.

Tr = Tsr − Tur

If unit time is Tu and the maximum number of services that can be processed is SMR,
then the throughput (Ths) is as indicated below.

Ths =

S MR
Tu

Thus the overall performance (Ps) is as indicated below.

Ps =

Ths
Tr

* Reliability
Reliability refers to how appropriately the requested service was executed within a
given period of time. It is measured based on the number of times the requested service has failed during a certain period of time.
￭ Definition 3
When unit time is Tu, and the average time error occurred in the system is SMF, then
the Reliability (Rs) is as indicated below.

Rs = 1 −

TMF
Tu

*Accessibility
Accessibility refers to whether the service is usable when requested. It depends on
how easily the desired information can be attained. For measurement, the current
service is regularly checked to see whether it is available.
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￭ Definition 4
When the number of messages the service responds to is SSRM and the number of
messages sent by the user is SURM, Accessibility (Acs) is as indicated below.

Acs =

S SRM
SURM

*Price
Price refers to the cost required for executing the web service. From the user’s view,
preference for the web service is higher the lower the price is.
￭ Definition 5
When the price requested by the user is Pu and the price suggested by the service is
Pr, the QoS factor Price (Ps) is as indicated below.

Ps = Pu − Pr

*Calculation of Standard Value
Calculation of the standard value of each QoS factor based on the adjusted QoS value
is as follows. Standard value refers to the how much the QoS factor value of a service
accounts for among the QoS factor value of all services.
In other words, the standard value is measured to prevent a single factor from determining the overall similarity after adjustment of QoS factor value. Generally, the
standard value is indicated by the Z score or the T score. The Z score is based on the
average of 0 and variation of 1 while the T score is based on an average of 50 and a
variation of 10 to improve the inconvenience of Z scores that are usually negative
numbers or have decimals [8]. The present study applies the Z score in order to regularize score matching with other coinciding factors.
￭ Definition 6
When the availability (Au), which is an average time of the service during a unit time
is N(Au), the total number of services is n, the average of services is m and a certain
service is k, then the average of N(Au) is calculated as shown below.
n

m=
s=

∑A

ui

i =1

n

( Au1 − m )2 + ( Au 2 − m )2 + ( Au 3 − m )2 ...... + ( Aun − m )2

N ( Auk ) =

n
Auk − m
s

*QoS Measurement Algorithm
The QoS measurement algorithm based on the sum of standard values (Definition 6)
of each QoS factor (Definition 1-5) is as indicated below.
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￭Definition 7
The QoS measurement algorithm, the multiplication of the standard values of each
QoS factor including Availability (Au), Response Time (Tr), Throughput (Ths), Reliability (Rs), Accessibility(Rs) and price (P..) is as indicated below.

Ths

∑ (Qos) = N ( A ) * N ( T
u

) * N ( Rs ) * N ( Acs ) * N ( Ps )

r

3.2 Comparison and Evaluation
Currently the University of Georgia’s METEOR-S[3] is the only system reflecting
QoS factors in matchmaking. METEOR-S’ QoS measurement algorithm based on
time, price and reliability calculates the difference between the query and service
based on the minimum, average and maximum values between QoS factors. But even
when QoS factors time and reliability are low, the overall QoS score could still be
high if the price is excessively high and thus be ranked high in matching. In other
words, a particular factor alone could determine the overall similarity value.
In order to modify the problem above, the present study classifies the QoS measurement factors into availability, responding time, maximum processing amount,
reliability, accessibility and price and calculates each factor individually. Furthermore, the standard values were also calculated after adjusting QoS factors’ values to
consider how much a service’s QoS accounts for among the overall QoS factors.
Table 3. Comparison and Evaluation of QoS Measurement Algorithms

Condition
METEOR-S
QoS
Time, price, reliability
Factors

Proposed System
Availability, responding time, max.
processing amount, accessibility,
price
Measuring Uses min., average and max. val- Adjusts QoS factor values and then
Method ues of QoS factors.
calculates standard value.
Weak Point -Problems from ranking based on -May require long searching time
difference between query and due to more various QoS factors.
service
-A single factor could determine
the overall similarity.

4 Semantic Web Services Discovery System with QoS
As a solution to the problems of the current web services system observed in chapter
2 based on quality evaluation, the present study suggests the QoS based Semantic
Web Services Discovery System. Chapter 4 will describe the overall structure of the
suggested system and the functions of each module.
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4.1 Architecture
Figure 2 illustrates how the service advertisement requested by the service requester
is searched for using the Extended DAML-S/UDDI and the Web Services QoS
Checker.

Fig. 2. Architecture

Step1: Requester submits a request to the Search Manager.
Step2: Search Manager retrieves all the advertisements from the Advertisement Database and UDDI Registry.
Step3: Search Manager sends it to DAML-S/UDDI Translator that constructs a UDDI
service description. Then Reasoner computes the level of match and ranks the results.
Step4: Search Manager sends results to the Web Service QoS checker using QoS
measurement algorithm if it is verified or not.
Step5: Search Manager sends final results to the requester.
4.2 Function of Each Module
(1) Search Manager
The Search Manager is located in the center surrounded by the Requester, Extended
DAML-S/UDDI and Web Service QoS Checker and functions as a mediator to allow
the service requester to receive more accurate and verified results. The Service Manager retrieves the requester’s service request from the UDDI Registry and Advertisement Database and requests to the Extended DAML-S/UDDI and Web Services QoS
Checker for accurate analysis and verification of the returned results.
(2) Extended DAML-S/UDDI
The basic web services methods including UDDI are simple search methods such as
syntax analysis that do not apply semantic factors. As a result, it is difficult to verify
and confirm the user’s requests. Problems with the simple searching method can be
solved by the Extended DAML-S/UDDI. Extended DAML-S/UDDI analyzes and ranks
the results returned from the UDDI Registry using DAML-S/UDDI Translator and
Reasoner, and sends the results to the Search Manager.
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(3) Web Services QoS Checker
The Web Services QoS Checker does not exist in the original UDDI model. It evaluates the quality of the results analyzed by the Extended DAML-S/UDDI and sends the
final results to the Search Manager.

5 Conclusion and Future Studies
The current web services system does not take the user’s requests into account or
provide sufficient evaluation of quality such as reliability, performance and transaction. As a solution to these problems, the present study suggests the QoS based Semantic Web Services Discovery System. It provides a UDDI and DAML-S based
discovery engine to enable efficient web services discovery and composition.
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Abstract. As digital libraries become more popular, information and knowledge overload has become a pressing yet required literature searching problem.
Problems with searching in digital libraries will become more complex as the
amount of information/knowledge increases. Traditional digital libraries often
index words and documents while learners think in terms of topics and subjects.
As a result, learners cannot determine how well a particular topic and/or subject
is covered, or what types of search methods will provide the required information and knowledge without problems. In order to increase the efficiency and
quality of the Brita in PuBs project’s activities, an Intelligent Library and Tutoring System for the Brita in PuBs project (ILTS-BP) was developed. ILTS-BP
has the ability to personalize, maximize reuse, index, analyse and integrate
valuable information and knowledge from a wide selection of existing sources.
Also, the authors have integrated ILTS-BP with a Voice Stress Analyser Subsystem. ILTS-BP is briefly analysed in this paper.
Keywords: real-time system, knowledge management, multiple user, intelligent
library and tutoring system, Brita in PuBs Project, voice stress analysis.

1 Introduction
Most advanced e-libraries select, organize, retrieve, and transmit tacit and explicit
knowledge. Different reports contain explicit criticisms of the libraries’ focus on their
specific collections and recommendations to focus more on the user’s needs. There is
a need to overpass key limitations in the development of traditional libraries, i.e. libraries which have been developed for particular content and a specific group of
learners. We believe that future libraries will become a practical knowledge storehouse and will offer intelligent opportunities for users.
Search engine rankings have been adopted in most advanced intelligent libraries
(Alexandrov et al., 2003, Gutwin et al., 1999, Hsinchun et al., 1998, Kaklauskas et
al., 2006, Ruch et al., 2007, Trnkoczy et al., 2006, J. Wang, 2003) and tutoring systems (Armani et al., 2000, Brusilovsky, 2000, Day et al., 2007, Lucence, 2005, and
Pouliquen et al., 2005). As part of the ongoing Illinois Digital Library Initiative project, research proposes an intelligent personal spider (agent) approach to Internet
searching, which is grounded on automatic textual analysis, general-purpose searches
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 157–166, 2007.
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and genetic algorithms (Hsinchun et al., 1998). Pouliquen et al. (2005) that uses parsing techniques to extract information from texts, and provide a proper semantic indexation that is used by a medical-specific search engine. Day et al. (2007) use the
Jakarta Lucene full-text indexer to index full-texts of textbooks. Jakarta Lucene is a
high-performance, fully-featured text search engine library written entirely in Java. Its
technology is suitable for nearly all applications that require full-text searches. ITA
(Pouliquen et al., 2005) index chapters, sections, and subsections of textbooks. Highlighters are used to highlight the index context. Finally, the ITA provides reading recommendations for students via a chapter similarity function. However, intelligent
libraries (Alexandrov et al., 2003, Gutwin et al., 1999, Hsinchun et al., 1998, Kaklauskas et al., 2006, Ruch et al., 2007, Trnkoczy et al., 2006, J. Wang, 2003) and intelligent tutoring systems (Armani et al., 2000, Brusilovsky, 2000, Day et al., 2007,
Lucence, 2005, and Pouliquen et al., 2005) with search engine rankings cannot select
chapters (sections, paragraphs) of specific texts, which are the most relevant to a student, cannot integrate the chapters (sections, paragraphs) of specific texts into learnerspecific alternatives of teaching material and cannot select the most rational alternative, i.e. cannot develop alternatives of training materials, perform multiple criteria
analysis and automatically select the most effective variant. However, an Intelligent
Library and Tutoring System for the Brita in PuBs project (ILTS-BP) can perform the
afore-mentioned functions. To the best of our knowledge the above function has not
been implemented before, and so this attempt is the first time someone has done so.
The proposed approach helps students to obtain suitably tailored material for any elearning course. The above-mentioned and other improvements are possible when using the ILTS-BP.
The Brita in PuBs (Bringing Retrofit Innovation to Application in Public Buildings) project is being carried out with the financial assistance of the Framework 6
Programme. The BRITA in PuBs proposal on Eco-buildings aims to increase the
market penetration of innovative and effective retrofit solutions so as to improve energy efficiency and implement renewables, with moderate cost additions. In order to
increase the efficiency and quality of the delivery of training, teaching and research
activities: an Intelligent Library and Tutoring System for Brita in PuBs project (ILTSBP) have been developed. The developed System is also practically used in three distance MSc study programmes of Vilnius Gediminas Technical University (Real Estate
Management; Construction Economics and Business; Internet Technologies and Real
Estate Management). Currently, 236 students attend these two-year study programmes. All of them can use ILTS-BP. The main obstacle to wide application of the
System in practice is the rather small Domain Model, which is small due to the problems related to copyright: learning material can be included in the Domain Model
only with the consent of its authors. Therefore, considerably high financial expenditures are needed.
This paper is structured as follows: after this introduction, Section 2 describes the
Intelligent Library and Tutoring System for Brita in PuBs Project; Section 3 depicts
the Voice Stress Analyser Subsystem; Section 4 analyses ILTS-BP with Special Emphasis on the Multivariant Optional Module Design and Multiple Criteria Analysis
and finally, concluding remarks and future works are presented in Section 5.
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2 Intelligent Library and Tutoring System for Brita in PuBs
Project
The Intelligent Library and Tutoring System for the Brita in PuBs project (ILTS-BP)
consists of six subsystems: Domain Model, Student Model, Tutor and Testing Model,
Voice Stress Analyser Subsystem, Subsystem of Multivariant Optional Module Design
and Multiple Criteria Analysis, Database of Computer Learning Systems, Decision
Support Subsystem and Graphic Interface. The Domain Model, Student Model, Tutor
and Testing Model, Database of Computer Learning Systems and Graphic Interface
are similar to the existing Intelligent Tutoring Systems. The Voice Stress Analyser
(VSA) Subsystem and Multivariant Optional Module Design and Multiple Criteria
Analysis (MOMD-MCA) Subsystem are innovative Intelligent Tutoring Systems solutions. Therefore VSA and MOMD-MCA Subsystems are only briefly analysed.

3 The Voice Stress Analyser Subsystem
The muscles of a human throat vibrate in a range of 8-12 Hz and this range is called a
micro-tremor. When a person is emotional or stressed the vibration shifts from 8-9 Hz
to 11-12 Hz and the more intensive the stress the higher the frequency of such vibrations. The Voice Stress Analyser Subsystem (VSA) measures stress in a human voice.
The research’s aim was to compare data received during an examination with ILTS-BP
(information on correct and incorrect answers, time periods for each question, and the
number of times a student changed an answer to each question of a test) with similar data
received from the Voice Stress Analyser (VSA) Subsystem, to make practical conclusions
and to plan future research. This research helped to determine changes of a student’s psychophysical condition during examinations. During an e-test, students were asked to select
one correct answer from the provided alternatives and to say the answer aloud. The sounds
of each answer that were recorded were then saved into a PC memory with an identification code for further analysis. Records were analysed by using the VSA Subsystem and
the frequency range of micro-tremors for each specific answer to an e-test question was
determined. A higher frequency of voice vibrations was determined when analysing voice
answers to “unknown/difficult” questions. Also, it was found that the student’s emotional stress was greater when answering “unknown/difficult” questions.
Reliability of the results was assessed by making a correlation analysis of emotional stress and of the evaluations of correct/incorrect answers to test questions. The
analysis showed that a correlation exists between emotional stress and the correctness
of an answer. During the experiment, a total of 4,000 voice records of four student
groups (total 200 students in total) were examined and analysed. Only volunteering
students participated in the e-examination by voice. The first group of students was
offered to have 1.5 points added to the points they score (in a ten-point system) as a
reward for the participation in the experiment. All students agreed. In further experiments, the students were offered to have one point added to the points they score.
About 80% of students agreed. We did not try several recordings (exams) within the
same group of students. Besides, we did not analyse the differences of the examination by voice according to gender. These research points are planned for the nearest
examinations session.
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The research helped in determining whether questions can be classified (in respect
to students) as “known/simple”, “unknown/difficult” and remaining questions inbetween these two groups. The “unknown/difficult” experienced higher than average
emotional stress, and zero or minor emotional stress when answering “known/simple”
questions. On analysis of the whole set of answers, a direct relationship was noticed
between emotional stress and correct/incorrect answers to an e-test, i.e. answers to
“unknown/difficult” questions scored less than answers to “known/simple” questions
(see Fig. 1). During the research, the average microtremor was calculated for each
question. Part of the results is shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Correlation of relationships between emotional stress and correct/incorrect answers to an
e-test

Figure 1 also shows the relation between a student’s grade and the average microtremor frequency of the answers to test questions. The x-axis shows ID numbers of
students who were sitting for the examination. During the examination students had to
mark and to say aloud the right answers to 20 questions within 10 minutes. The left
side of the y-axis shows the scale of points received by each student. A student who
correctly answered all questions could get a maximum of 20 points. The right side of
the y-axis shows the average microtremor frequency of each student during the examination. In addition, Figure 1 shows two correlating curves obtained during the research; the curves show the direct relationship between the grade and the average
microtremor frequency. For instance, the higher the average microtremor frequency
is, the worse the grade and vice versa.
As seen from the data in Fig. 1, a student can be assessed according to the regression relationship between emotional stress and correct/incorrect answers to e-tests.
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With the development of a more exhaustive database of voice analysis such evaluations will become more precise. For example: when a teacher gives a student such
questions before an examination as “Are you well-prepared for the exam? What mark
would you give to your knowledge?, and Have you learned everything?”, the VSA
Subsystem determines the average micro-tremor of the answers, and the student can
be assessed precisely by being given a mark.
In the future there will be a possibility to assess students’ knowledge automatically
by using VSA Subsystem on the basis of accumulated historic data and determined
regression equation. For example, the VSA Subsystem will automatically assess a
student’s knowledge during an examination according to the student’s spoken/oral answers, i.e. the VSA Subsystem will convert student’s answers into Hz and the IITS
will show a mark according to the amount of Hz. solutions.

4 ILTS-BP: Special Emphasis on the Multivariant Optional
Module Design and Multiple Criteria Analysis
Indexing is often used to refer to the automatic selection and compilation of ‘meaningful’ keywords from e-textbooks into a list that can be used by a search system to
retrieve texts. This list is more properly called a concordance. As this procedure involves no intellectual effort, indexers distinguish their own work by calling it intellectual indexing, manual indexing, human indexing or back-of-book-style indexing.
Indexing also means the intellectual analysis of the e-textbooks to identify the concepts represented in the document and the allocation of descriptors so as to allow
these concepts to be retrieved. During indexing, the Multiple Criteria Analysis
(MOMD-MCA) Subsystem visits definite Brita in PuBs project modules and collects
required information/keywords. Intelligent copy and paste from many modules with
retention of a link/reference to the module can be performed. Development of a new
module is performed by using a combination of knowledge that is found with the possibility of easy editing and integrating. Learners can use MOMD-MCA Subsystem
for computer-assisted extraction of data from text for their own purposes, making
their work more efficient. Equally important, is that this data can then be reused and
made useful for a large learners community: the obtained data can be incorporated
(connected, interlinked) into a large distributed knowledge base.
Table 1 shows the frequency of each specific keyword in the analysed text. Keyword ranking in modules seeks to determine the level of relevance of chapters and
sections for student’s needs. The level of relevance to student’s needs can be defined
by the term “Keyword density and significance” as described by indicators provided
in the Table 1: weight (shows the significance of one keyword over another from a
student’s perspective in a search for specific learning material), difficulty of a text
(the level of difficulty is determined on the basis of previous examination results related to a specific topic) and other indicators (number of pages, words and sentences
in the analysed text) which help to determine the keyword’s density. Information
describing the usefulness of the analysed text for a learner’s needs is summarised in
Table 1. Also, the relevance of a text to a student’s learning needs is described by the
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presence of different keywords within one sentence. The occurrence of several different keywords that are specified by a student in the same sentence shows higher relevance of the text to the learner’s needs.
Table 1. Density of specific keywords in analysed text

Legend - The first column of the table provides keywords under evaluation; the second column provides
the weight of the keywords. The table’s third column specifies whether the minimising or maximising value
is best. From the fourth column onwards: numbers of paragraphs are provided with references to full texts
and the frequency of iterated keywords.

The significance/efficiency (Qj) of alternatives of the teaching material is determined on the basis of keyword density characteristics (i.e. frequency of each specific
keyword, weight, difficulty of text, number of pages, and words and sentences in the
analysed text). Significance Qj of the learning material aj indicates the satisfaction degree of requirements and goals pursued by students, e.g. the greater the Qj the higher
the efficiency of the learning material.
The degree of utility Nj of the teaching material aj indicates the level of satisfying
the needs of the actual student. The more learning goals that are achieved and the
more important the goals are, the higher the degree of the teaching material’s utility.
The degree of the teaching material’s utility reflects the extent to which the goals pursued by the student are attained. The greater the Qj is, the higher the priority of the
teaching material.
The significance/efficiency (Qj) of alternatives of the teaching material is determined on the basis of keyword density characteristics (i.e. frequency of each specific
keyword, weight, difficulty of text, number of pages, and words and sentences in the
analysed text). Significance Qj of the learning material aj indicates the satisfaction degree of requirements and goals pursued by students, e.g. the greater the Qj is, the
higher the efficiency of the learning material.
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Table 2. Fragment of development of feasible alternatives (combinations of best selected paragraphs) of module (left)

Table 3. Fragment of results of multiple criteria evaluation of developed feasible alternatives
(right)
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The degree of utility Nj of the teaching material aj indicates the level of satisfying
the needs of the actual student. The more learning goals that are achieved and the
more important the goals are, the higher the degree of the teaching material’s utility.
The degree of the teaching material’s utility reflects the extent to which the goals pursued by the student are attained. The greater the Qj is, the higher the priority of the
teaching material.
ILTS-BP can display previously covered keywords that might be used for search
required knowledge. The tutor can add additional keywords to this list. Also, the
search is possible by any combination of keywords. Using the keywords provided by
a student and some criteria delivered by a Tutor and the Testing Model, the system
formulates a number of alternatives for an optional module (see Table 2). These alternatives are composed of sections or components of many different modules that are
matched in a certain way. The selection of keywords and the determination of their
importance are not as simple as it seems. Numbers of feasible alternatives can be as
large as 100,000. The received information is used for action plans, i.e. mini curricula
that are used to lead the learner/student to rationally accomplish the learning process.
The Mini Curricula are adapted to individual learner's needs - depending on their
knowledge level, age, study and learning styles and difficulties. Results of a multiple
criteria evaluation of the developed alternatives are presented in Table 3.
The interrelation between the priority and the level of utility degree of the developed learning alternatives is graphically expressed in Figure 2. It is in fact a graphic
expression of the interrelation between the priority and the level of utility degree of
the learning alternatives provided in Table 3. The axis x in Fig. 2 shows the priority of
alternatives, and the axis y shows the level of utility degree of the learning alternatives (in percent).
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Fig. 2. Graphical interrelation between the priority and the level of utility degree of the developed learning alternatives
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As constantly increasing amounts of information and knowledge in the library of elearning modules become available to an increasing number of learners, it becomes
very difficult for students to find the information and knowledge they need. Moreover, different students with different educational backgrounds, objectives, requirements and priorities can expect particular and individualized ILTS-BP behaviour.
What distinguishes the personalized ILTS-BP from traditional e-libraries’ systems is
the existence of the Student Model that stores data that is specific to each individual
learner. These learner profiles allow the ILTS-BP adapt its behaviour to the education
objectives, requirements and priorities of individual learners.
In general, ILTS-BP performance may be adapted, i.e., personalized at different
levels, e.g. at the content’s selection, content’s presentation (electronic format of
textbooks, video, audio, computer-software, computer learning systems), and services
(life-long learning, master degree studies, and PhD degree studies, etc.), content volume (i.e. 50, 100 or 250 pages of a textbook) or interaction level, by taking into account a learner’s objectives, requirements and priorities. For example, various
learners are provided with diverse content according to their requirements and priorities. The same content can be offered to different learners in a summarized or extended format or in a variety of multimedia formats. Various learners can have access
to different services, which can be customized according to learner’s requirements
and priorities.
Permanent streams of statistical information (information based on voice analysis
of a student’s answers, information on correct and incorrect answer, time distribution
on every question, and the number of times a student changed an answer to each question of a test, history of the interaction between students and tutors) is integrated into
the Tutor and Testing Model. The Tutor and Testing Model provides the function to
process and integrate permanent data streams and provides access to this data to different learners. ILTS-BP provides appropriate mechanisms for online processing of
the aggregated stream data. Statistical aggregated stream data are particularly important in a library of e-learning modules for all stakeholders and for later improvement
and development of the e-library. For example, on the basis of available statistical information, it is possible to determine which topics are the most relevant to learners
and what their presentation form should be (e-books, audio, video, etc.). Further,
strengths and weaknesses of existing modules could be determined, and then this information could be used as a basis to provide specific recommendations on how to
improve the modules.

5 Conclusions
During Brita in PuBs project the Intelligent Library and Tutoring System for the Brita
in PuBs project (ILTS-BP) was developed by the authors. ILTS-BP is able to search
and find useful material, carry out a multivariant optional module design, multiple
criteria analysis and select the most rational study material alternatives according to
individual students’ demands. The authors have also integrated ILTS-BP with a Voice
Stress Analyser Subsystem. The research presented in the paper shows not only the
general talk in this field but also contains sufficiently new idea related to edevelopment of alternatives of learning materials, to multiple criteria analysis and to
automatic selection of the most effective variant.
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Abstract. Under collaborative environment based on PDM, the coupling of
information between PDM and QIMS makes the development of QIMS
complicated. During constructing cooperative circumstance, the development of
QIMS can be simplified through fusing rules of quality control into the processes
managed by PDM. On the other hand, since the joint model of processes managed
by PDM is equivalent to the virtual product model in the collaborative environment,
QIMS can also reach quality objectives of enterprise by controlling the quality view
of joint model. On the basis of the quality view, an integration model between QIMS
and PDM is designed to achieve the combination between quality management and
process management by information integration and interface.
Keywords: collaborative environment, PDM, system integration, quality
information management, distributed system.

1 Introduction
A Quality Information Management System (QIMS) cooperating in harmony with
collaborative design environment, which supports share of information and task
collaboration between different software tools used within enterprise, can ensure that
quality objectives are able to be reached better. Contrasted with other general quality
information management systems, which are major in studying the professional field of
quality management and do not pay enough attention to the collaborative environment
in enterprise, its development is more complicated because it is not a disintegrated
system but the part of collaborative environment.
This paper focuses on the development of QIMS under the collaborative circumstance
based on PDM (Product Data Management). First, a appropriate plan of developing
QIMS is presented by analyzing the characteristics of PDM and QIMS, Second, a
integration model is designed under the plan guidance, Finally, according to the plan and
integration model, a Web-based distribute QIMS is developed in a ship enterprise.

2 Development of QIMS Under PDM Environment
In general, PDM is used for the fundamental platform of collaborative design
environment in enterprise. Because PDM has the powerful capabilities of data
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 167–174, 2007.
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management and process management, many simulation and design tools are integrated
into it to describe all details on processes and technology of product design in
enterprise, which is called virtual product model. It seems that it is possible to control
quality of product through managing quality of virtual product model in enterprise, as
also is the motivation of developing QIMS. In other word, the key to developing QIMS
under cooperative circumstance is that how to extract the quality view from the virtual
product model and then to control it.
As the two features of PDM, data management is the basic function, and process
management is the core function. Especially, the virtual product model is described
relying mainly on the process management. Besides, it is more important that the
powerful ability of process management is very fit for one of primary principles of
modern quality control— Process Method, which emphasizes that any kind of activities
in the course of quality control including the management of quality information should
be accomplished in some processes.
Today, actually, the combination of quality management and process management is
not only a possibility but also a tendency. To accomplish this combination, a common
way is to fuse rules of quality control into these processes managed by PDM. But since
the implementation of this way demands coordination and cooperation of all
departments and various professional groups in enterprise, it is often performed during
constructing the collaborative environment through separating from the development
of QIMS to minimize interferences between PDM and QIMS and.
On the other hand, PDM manages these processes by controlling their joints
generally; therefore joint model of processes management can be seen as the equivalent
of the virtual product model. Accordingly, the quality objective of virtual product
model can be reached by controlling the quality view of joint model on processes. Thus,
according to the characteristic of quality management of enterprise, the quality view
extracted from the joint model becomes the foundation of the information model on the
development of QIMS and the interface model on the integration between QIMS and
PDM, and then on the basis of these models, an appropriate integration model can be
designed by adopting some effective methods.

3 Integration Model of QIMS and PDM
The integration between PDM and QIMS is able to be achieved in two ways including
application encapsulation and interface, which are adopted in different situations.
When users operate other application systems under collaborative environment, they
only want to query and browse some quality information sometimes. In such case,
encapsulating the application of QIMS in PDM platform is very convenient because the
QIMS can be activated directly according to user’s request; but, for the second case,
they have to submit some problems on quality to loop them sometimes, and then it is
inevitable to communications between PDM and QIMS which include two courses, one
is that information is transferred to the database of QIMS from the database of PDM,
and another is inversed. In this condition, the interface is very effectual because it can
be performed automatically in the background. In fact, the integration also can be
accomplished by the addition way—compact integration, but which is not fit here
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because of requesting the same structure of database besides it is very hard in
technology.
Since encapsulation needs not the exchange of information between QIMS and
PDM, it can be performed easily. But as for the interface, it is very important to choose
an appropriate format of file to exchange data. Extensive Markup Language (XML),
which is very flexible and convenient and compatible and cross-platform, has become
the preferred file format for data exchange.
Thus, an integration model between QIMS and PDM is designed, as shown in figure 1.
First, the quality management of all processes of PDM is standardized by these rules of
quality management during building the collaborative environment. Meanwhile,
according to these characteristics of quality management in enterprise, the entire data
model on the quality view in XML is released to the PDM firstly, and then the data
exchange interfaces between PDM and QIMS are designed according to the model.
Finally, PDM encapsulates the application of QIMS in these right places.
QIMS
QIMS DATABASE

Encapsulate

Interface in XML

Encapsulate

PDM Database

Quality
Control
Product design process

PDM

Quality
Control
Other processes

Process Management

CAx/DFx

ĂĂ

CAx/DFx

Fig. 1. The integration model of QIMS and PDM platform

4 Quality Management in a Ship Enterprise
Stimulated by the dual pressure of market competitions and military requirements, the
design of product in ship enterprise is changing the traditional serial mode into the
concurrent collaborative mode. Although more and more information systems are built,
the transformation of ship enterprise is still in the initial stage. Under this status,
however, the ship enterprise can learn more advanced management ideas and the latest
research results and can learn from the experiences of transformation of other
enterprise during constructing the collaborative design circumstance. In fact, it is of
advantage to developing QIMS in the primary phrase of constructing cooperative
circumstance because rules of quality control can easier fuse synchronously into these
processes to be managed by PDM platform. Therefore, to develop the QIMS in the
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enterprise, only some features of quality management in collaborative design
environment need to be considered in particular.
A ship enterprise provides mainly some equipment for the warship, which has some
characteristics of dynamic enterprise and virtual enterprise. First, the core equipment are
designed by the enterprise itself, and then all components of equipment are machined by
entrusting to suppliers or purchased directly on the market, afterward, these components
are assembled according to the design of product, finally, the integrated products are
delivered to clients after testing. Therefore, the quality control of the ship enterprise
through whole life-cycle of products focuses on four processes including product
design, quality control of supply, testing and inspecting, and sale & service. Among
them, the quality control of supply is achieved by such means as auditing qualification
of suppliers, monitoring process of manufacture, and inspecting products.
Besides the quality control through the whole life-cycle of product, the entire quality
management of enterprise also includes other processes related quality of management
such as quality objectives management, performance management, monitoring daily
and management evaluation, which aim at ensuring the long-time quality of product,. In
one word, quality management involves all aspects of the operation of quality in the
enterprise. Therefore, the QIMS should cover all processes mentioned above to collect
and manage all quality information in the enterprise, as shown in figure 2.

Fig. 2. The function model of QIMS

5 Analysis of Data Structure of QIMS
To ensure the consistency of information, all databases in the collaborative
environment including the database of QIMS and the database of PDM should form a
single data source in logic. As the fundamental platform of collaborative design, PDM
organizes all information by the structure of product of enterprise in order to form the
complete representation of virtual product model through the whole life-cycle of
product. On the other hand, because QIMS is seen as the concentrated expression of
quality perspectives on the virtual model, therefore, the database of QIMS can keep
consistent with the database of PDM in theory. In other words, the data model of QIMS
is able to be established on a basis of the structure of product.
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The figure 3 is a simple object diagram to indicate generally the relationship of
objects and only shows some main objects in QIMS, but it can still illustrate clearly the
main logic structure of data model of QIMS. Despite the data of QIMS are very
complicated, it is very optimistic surely that the anticipative model can be established
successfully by analyzing these relations among objects in the figure 3.
Supplier

provide

Bought Product

integrate
Project

develop

perform
Organization

inspect
FrameQualityMan
agement

Equipment

Reject

become
Sold Product

find
examine

Test

use and complain
Client

Fig. 3. The logic relationship of some main objects of QIMS

As shown in figure 3, the aim of project is to design and carry out equipment, which
is assembled by integrating some components bought on the market and provided by
the supplier. And the equipment needs to be examined by the means of testing and
inspecting before delivery, in this process, some rejects may be found. Once the
equipment is delivered to the clients, it is called the sold-product. Moreover, the client
may complain about the sold-products during using them, in fact it is inevitable usually.
Obviously, all information on such processes related product as product design, quality
control of supply, product test, client complain management can be organized easily by
the clue of product.
On the one hand, each project must be executed by some organization of enterprise.
Therefore, the structure of organizations of enterprise is consistent with the structure of
products of project in some sense; on the other hand, the aim of the quality management
frame is to inspect that whether every organization complies with these quality
management rules of enterprise. Therefore, the structure of product is able to not only
relate all information on product quality, but also string all information arising from
these processes related systematic quality management. As a result, the data model of
QIMS is established by the structure of product as the core foundation and the structure
of organization as the assistant clue.

6 Design and Realization of QIMS
Under the collaborative design environment, users always locate different sites in
enterprise. To be convenient, the QIMS ought to be able to cover every corner of
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enterprise where the quality information may be inquired or submitted at any moment.
But, the management of quality information should be centralized to economize
resources. Therefore, the QIMS in the cooperative circumstance must be adapted to this
conflict between geographical decentralization and centralized management.
The distributed system based on the Browser/Server (B/S) mode can handle the
conflict availably. The database is managed in some place, and these users are able to
operate the QIMS expediently at any place by the browser. Besides, the B/S mode can
also reduce the burden of the Client. Moreover, since the QIMS adopts this mode, the
platform of PDM can encapsulate these pages of client easily.
Furthermore, component technology and hierarchical framework are adopted in the
QIMS. As shown in Figure 4, there are four layers from bottom to top including data
layer, application service layer, web layer and client layer, each layer is composed of
different components to achieve different functions.

Fig. 4. The structure of QIMS

(1) Data layer: the data layer is main the Oracle as the database management tool to
store all quality information and system information.
(2) Application service layer: the application service layer is the core component of
system; it can be partition three layers in detail, which are data mapping layer, object
layer and business logic layer from bottom to top. Among them, the data mapping layer
communicates with the database by the Hibernate which is a kind of open source data
mapping tools based on java; the object layer includes all persistent objects of the
system, such as product, client and supplier; the business logic layer performs specific
missions on quality management of enterprise by invoking some objects of the object
layer.
(3) Web layer: The web layer provides mainly two services, one is the JSP (Java
Server Page) application to generate all pages of the client layer; another is the
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Fig. 5. Some instances of client pages of QIMS

controller of page to handle all requests from the client layer. These controllers transmit
requests to different services relevant to business according to these types of requests,
and then return results to the client layer.
(4) Client layer: The client layer is composed of many JSP pages, which provide
various functions to users. Users can deal with all requests on business by the browser,
as shown in figure 5.

7 Conclusion
The focus of this paper is on developing the QIMS that can control the quality view of
virtual product model in the collaborative environment based on the platform of PDM.
There are two main contributions on this work, the first contribution is the presentation
of the plan of developing QIMS, which can not only decrease the complicacy of
development but also accomplish the combination of quality management and process
management; Another contribution is the building of integration model according to
this plan, which supports share of quality information and quality management
collaboration on processes in enterprise.
In addition, on the basis of the plan and integrated model, the web-based distributed
QIMS has achieved successfully in a ship enterprise. It shows that the plan and
integration model are feasible not only in theory but also in engineering, it is possible
that the research can provide some references for similar question in other enterprise.
Acknowledgements. We wish to thank the center of quality and reliability of the
System Engineering Research Institute who funds this research, our gratitude also goes
to the chief of the center, Madam Yi Jin, and the engineer of center, Madam Yuanfan
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Abstract. To meet the challenges of geographically and logically distributed
development processes. Manufacturing resources have to be encapsulated into
services. The paper presents an extensible resource encapsulation framework
and provides an approach to grid-enable manufacturing resources following
Web Service Resource Framework (WSRF) specification which can make them
offer their services and functionality in grid environment. The framework
includes a Resource Container Factory Service and many Resource Container
Instance Services. The same kinds of resources are deployed in one resource
container instance. The encapsulation framework has many advantages
such as extensible, plug-and-play deployment, automatic encapsulating and
manageable. The paper presents the design principle of the resource
encapsulation framework. One kind of resource container-resource container for
legacy binary codes is introduced as an example in this paper, which can cast
legacy binary codes into web services. At last, we give a use case to validate
our method and put forward the future work.
Keywords: grid, service-oriented, manufacturing resource, Web Service Resource
Framework (WSRF), encapsulation.

1 Introduction
Development of industrial and large-scale products and services poses complex
problems. The processes used to develop these products and services typically involve
a large number of independent organizational entities at different locations grouped in
partnerships and supply chains. They need cooperate with each other, and all
engineers want to work on the same set of data, share the same processes and can
drive the whole development process in an integrated environment. To meet the
challenges of geographically and logically distributed development processes, many
resources, such as industrial simulation codes, data resources and equipment
resources have to be integrated into the uniform problem solving environment. We
want to share these resources based on union and open standards. Grid technologies
are the viable alternative to fulfill these requirements. The major challenge is to
develop strategies how to cast various manufacturing resources into services for use
in service-oriented problem solving environments.
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 175–183, 2007.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007
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We want to encapsulate manufacturing resources into services based on union and
open standards and provide an extensible encapsulation framework, which can
encapsulation various resources and manage these resources deployed in it.
Encapsulated resources can be deployed without restart service container and users
have not to know much knowledge on grid and web service. The paper focuses on
solving these problems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces some related
works and the different characteristic of our approach. Section 3 presents the
extensible encapsulation framework of manufacturing resources and introduces the
Resource Container Factory Service and Resource Container Instance Services in
detail. Section 4 introduces an example of resource container: resource container for
legacy binary codes. The prototype is presented in section 5. At last, the conclusion
and further work are presented.

2 Related Work
Many efforts have been made towards the integration of manufacturing resources.
There are also some methods to transform legacy application into services. [1] puts
forward tactics of CAD (Computer Aided Design) encapsulation and realize the
encapsulation and invocation using Web Service technologies. It mainly solved the
problem of the data exchange between CAD, PDM (Product Data Management) and
CAM (Computer Aided Manufacturing) systems. [2] presents an approach to
virtualize an AGV(Automated Guided Vehicle) following WSRF. The process of
virtualization is very complex and user have to program for different resources. It’s
difficult to use for enterprise users. SIMDAT project team [3] develops strategies how
to cast industrial simulation codes into grid enabled analysis services. The project put
the focus on the analysis services. In-VIGO [4] presents two solutions to virtual
legacy command-lined application: Generic Application Service (GAP) [5] and
Virtual Application Service (VAS). The two solutions are fit for virtualizing
command-oriented scientific applications.
The solutions mentioned above have some limitation and poor expansibility. They
can only solve certain kind of resource encapsulation problem. The paper presents an
extensible resource encapsulation framework. We can extend the resource
encapsulation framework by developing new resource container instance service,
which can be seen as component and added to the framework easily.

3 Framework of Resource Encapsulation
The paper presents an extensible framework of resource encapsulation [Shown in
Fig.1]. Manufacturing resources are encapsulated into WS-Resource. The framework
includes a Resource Container Factory Service and some Resource Container Instance
Services. They are web services following Web Service Resource Framework
(WSRF) [6] specification. A Resource Container Instance Service can cast one kind
of resource into web services. The Resource Container Instance Service can be
generated according to the profile by Factory Service, which make the framework can
be extended easily to support various manufacturing resources. The Resource
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Container Factory Service can manage these resource container instances deployed in
it, such as deploying, undeploying, gain the information of resource container. The
interface of all the Resource Container Instance Services are same, otherwise the
implementations are different, which makes the invoking of all kinds of resources
easy and uniform.

Fig. 1. Resource encapsulation Framework

Fig. 2. Design Principle of Resource Container

3.1 Design Principle
Web services and service-oriented architecture were chosen because they are [7,8]:

Technology Neutral: Service endpoints are platform-independent.
Standards-Based: Protocols are standard-based and hence allow interoperation of
different implementations.
Abstracted: Service interface are independent from, and hide details of, service
implementations.
Publishable and consumable: A service interface, in the form of WSDL and service

endpoint (for the “generic” application service to be described), can be published in,
and discovered from, a UDDI directory.
Stateful: Applications allowing parameter sweeps or workflows have inherent
states. By encapsulating those following with WSRF, it is possible to maintain and
interact with state in a standard way.



Web Service Resource Framework, currently under standardization by OASIS[9],
provides the means to express state as stateful resources and codifies the relationship.
In WSRF, a WS-Resource is the combination of a Web service and a stateful resource
on which it acts. A WS-Resource has various properties. The values of these
properties define the state of the resource. To change a property value can change the
state of resource.
The Resource Container Factory Service is service following WSRF specification.
The configuration file of resource container is the resource of Resource Container
Factory Service.[shown in Fig. 2] Factory Service can generate Resource Container
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Instance according to the configure file. Resource Container Instance Services are
WSRF-based services too. Manufacturing resources are encapsulated into WSResource. The end user can access these resources by the Resource Container Factory
Service or relative Resource Container Instance Service. These services are following
WSRF specification, so they can be integrated into grid environment.
3.2

Resource Container Factory Service

The Resource Container Factory Service can generate many Resource Container
Instance Services according to the profile. It also provides interface to manage
instance services, including deployResourceContainer, undeployResourceContainer,
getAllResourceContainers, getResourceContainerInfo. It is the uniform accessing
port of the resource encapsulation framework. Some public support services such as
security and data transmission service are on this layer. They ensure the security of
resource deployed in resource container.

Fig. 3. Architecture of Resource Container

3.3

Resource Container Instance Service

The resource container is actually a WSRF service. It can be deployed in GT service
container conveniently. Resource description files are resources of the WSRF service,
which combined with the service form the WS-Resource (shown in Fig. 3.).One
resource container can cast certain category of resources into WS-Resource, which
make them can offer their services and functionality in a standard web service
environment. The resource container instance service can manage and invoke these
resources deployed in it. The interfaces of all the resource containers are same. Table1
describes the interface of resource container instance service.
The encapsulation template is developed, used in resource container instance service.
It includes adaptor and resource description schema. The adaptor gains the information
of resource by reading the resource description file and invokes the resource. Different
kinds of resources have the different adaptor and resource description schema.
Encapsulating resource requires only the provision of necessary configuration
information that will be used dynamically when the resource is consumed.
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Table 1. Resource Container Instance Service Interface

4 Resource Container of Legacy Binary Applications
There are many legacy code applications in industry. Legacy applications are broadly
defined as codes developed with technologies that precede in time the introduction of
Grid computing, Web-services and other recent computing approaches and
programming best practices. Many such legacy applications are widely used, but are
impractical to redevelop. Some of them may only be distributed in binaries, i.e., the
source code is not available. Other applications have source code available, but a lack
of proper documentation can make redevelopment difficult. Also, some legacy
applications are quite complex and laborious to redevelop [10]. The legacy code is
provided as a black box with specified input and output parameters and environmental
requirements. Only the executable is available, and required, in this case, together
with a user-level understanding of the application. In order to reuse these codes, they
should be encapsulated as web service. We deploy binary codes resource container,
which can cast binary codes into web services easily. Furthermore, by providing a
service-based job execution interface for legacy program, it can be invoked or
composed into a workflow as an activity.
4.1 Application Model and Profile
The resource container for binary application gets the information of the resource
deployed in it by an application description. This description contains all the
necessary application-specific information for Grid-enabling, but does not contain any
Grid-specific information, and thus, does not require the application enabler to have
the technical knowledge of the underlying Grid middleware. The application
description is categorized into three categories: General Information, Parameters and
Execution Environment-related information. The general information includes
application name, description, version etc. The parameters describe the input/output
parameters of the application. The execution environment information describes the
requirement on the execution environment.
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4.2 The Adaptor of Resource
One resource container has an adaptor. The main function of adaptor is to get resource
config information and invoke the resource. All resources deployed in the resource
container have the same service interface, which make it easier to invoke and
compose these services. The adaptor for binary application will implement the
interface as follows:
public void initResource(IResourceRefrence ref); //Initialize the resource, such as
set the status of resource
public HashMap executeTask(HashMap input); //execute the task, invoke the legacy
application
public HashMap getTaskInputParameters(); /get the input parameters of the task
public String getResDescription(); /get the resource description

Fig. 4. The user interface of AUTOMESN

4.3 Portlets-Based Dynamic Interface
Portlet technology is used to automatically and dynamically generate user interfaces
for legacy code applications. Portlets are Java-based web components, managed by a
Portlet container that process requests and generate dynamic content. Portlets are used
by portals as pluggable user interface components that provide a presentation layer to
information systems [11]. The choice of Portlet technology for this project is
influenced by many factors. Portlet specification is an open standard supported by
most of the portal server vendors. Portal API attempts to create a well defined
interface and hence ensures interoperability between different portal servers. Portlets
also provide better support for multiple devices. One can define different JSP pages
for different devices for the same Portlet and hence support multiple devices while
reusing the logic programmed in the Portlets. Portlets provide a modular structure. A
web page is created by aggregating Portlets. Users have their choice of what Portlets
to aggregate and what layout to use. This enables users to have personalized user
interfaces. Also, administrators have the liberty of organizing permission on per
Portlet basis which gives them finer access control granularity. The GridSphere [12]
portal server is used in this project.
The novel aspect of the user interface design is that the structure of the user
interface is dynamic and automatic. The structure is determined by analyzing the
description of the arguments in the application description. Then widgets like text
boxes, combo boxes, labels, etc. are rendered accordingly.
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Fig. 4. shows a dynamically created interface for AUTOMESH legacy code
application[13], a mesh generation tool.

5 Prototype
We have developed resource encapsulation tool (shown in Fig.5). It is provided to
users, they can encapsulate their legacy codes through fill out some information of the
application.
It
is
very
convenient. We encapsulated
the AUTOMESH [13] and
CASFORM [14] software using
our encapsulation template and
deployed in our integration
platform. Figure 4 shows the
use interface of the application.
In order
to
encapsulate
AUTOMESH into web service
using our encapsulation tool,
the end user needs to take the
following steps:
1) Install the application in a
machine: it is necessary to
successfully install the
application in a machine with the application’s native environment. The user
should make sure that the application can successfully run in an execution
environment that is typically hosted in single administrative domain.
2) Fill out the application configuration information: select the appropriate resource
and then fill out the form (shown in Fig.5.). The configuration file will be
generated automatically.
3) Deploy resource: deploy the resource into the resource container.
4) Publish the service: publish the web service and provide accessible tool through a
user interface such as a web-based portal.
Fig. 5. Encapsulation Tool

6 Conclusions and Future Work
This paper presents out the extensible resource encapsulation framework. They have
the following capabilities:
1) Extensible: The framework can be extended through deploy new resource container
instance service, so it can support a broad range of manufacturing resources;
2) Automatic generation and integration: Based on the resource description, the
framework provides means to automatically generate or modify all the middleware
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components as needed for resource integration. It also automatically generates the
resource-specific user interface to use the resource through a web portal. No Web
programming or middleware development needs to be done
3) Plug-and-play deployment: Encapsulating new resource in this framework does not
require the interruption (i.e., stopping and restarting) of an existing running resource
container.
4) Manageable: Resources deployed in the resource containers can be managed easily
through the manage interface of the Resource Container Instance Service.
We have developed resource container service and encapsulation tool in our
prototype platform. We encapsulated the AUTOMESH and CASFORM software
using our encapsulation tool and deploy them in our networked manufacturing
platform. Our approach provides friendly graphical interfaces.
There are some works we need to do in the future, such as develop more resource
container instance services to sustain more resources. We now can’t deal with
complex application such as that need many alternations during running.
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Abstract. The research question here is “how to effectively integrate the R&D
experts and software developers to realize an effective R&D project
collaboration software?” This research conducted a case study on the
deployment of an integrated development methodology in a world-class
semiconductor manufacture company. From the case study, the integrated
methodology, Development Collaboration Diamond Model (DCDM), was
designed, implemented and obtained the dramatic performance.
Keywords: Development Environment, Concurrent Engineering (CE).

1 Introduction
Concurrent Engineering (CE) is one of the remedies used to shorten the TTM.
However, the proper implementation of this CE software architecture is relatively
rare. The evidence shows that there are great barriers, potential pitfalls and
difficulties for the successful implementation of CE [Sprague et al., 91; Gary, 93;
Shinna, 92.] Moreover, the implementation of CE usually demands much investment.
Consequently, how to properly introduce CE principles, technology and methods to
the product and software has been a central concern to the industry and research
community.
Our research question is “what’s” the effective model to add quality while the
software architecture realization, especially in the dynamic and complex R&D project
management? This research presented and applied an engineering discipline
development methodology, Development Collaboration Diamond Model (DCDM), to
add the quality of the software architecture for the R&D project management. It
successfully fulfills the major issues while the constructing a brand new R&D project
collaboration architecture in the aspects of how to develop and implement the
effective environment to the team and the project? Which of development or business
processes need to be selected and improved? How to design an effective collaboration
capability of the selected process?

2 Methodology and Implementation
This research utilizes the methodologies and concepts from the concurrent
engineering, software engineering and total quality management disciplines to
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 184–186, 2007.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007
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propose the model, Development Collaboration Diamond Model (DCDM) aims to
integrate the major 4 dimensions of the collaboration architecture realization process
in an integrated environments. The company X, a largest company in the global
semiconductor foundry, was chosen as the case subject. In the case study, the
Integrated Development Environment (eDevelopemnt, IDE) was designed. In order to
allow easier access, the Integrated Development Environment (eDevelopemnt, IDE)
was designed as a web-based application.
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Fig. 1. IDEF chart of development process- An example on level 1

The phase 1 is to analyze the development as the business process perspective. The
IDEF0 has successfully introduced to model the complex development process. From
Figure 1, the development team can have a clear view to define the ICOMs for each
activity. The hierarchy decomposition function of IDEF, provides the information
linkage among different levels. It enables the top management considerations and
policies could be executed by the bottom level activities. The “agreement form” was
defined and used to define the development activity, information, responsibility.
While the phase 2, the research utilized the visualized processes derived to evaluate
the targets and performances, assess collaboration capability. With the multifunctional team discussion, this phase identifies the improvement opportunities and
determines the priority. In the phase 3, the detailed solutions were design and tested
to meet the precise design and specification for the system development. In the last
phase, the actual implementation of collaboration functions were developed to a web
environment, eDevelopment

3 Results and Conclusion
Adapting the results confirmation of total quality management, the possible
improvement areas in the gap analysis phase were completely refined with the new
released collaboration functions. It shows that cycle time of Development Information
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Integration Process had been improved from 133 Hr to 25 Hr with the target
achievement 102%.
With the support of the IDE, engineers simply update the agreement form report
for the development target setting, and then the updated development information is
automatically linked to the failure mode knowledge base, and a new version of the
FMEA table is generated. Tangibly, the development efficiency of the following
development process had been improvement 80 % in average, in the key realized
collaboration capability-Development Information Integration, Project management
It tells that the Development Collaboration Diamond Model (DCDM) successfully
developed the Integrated Development Environment and the Integrated Development
Environment achieved our research questions and significantly got the performance of
R&D. As the conclusion, Development Collaboration Diamond Model (DCDM) is a
proven effective methodology to be a reference process for both the concurrent
environment deployment and new technology development process reengineering
while the quality realization.
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Abstract. The bumpless switching is a concept from cybernetics. It refers to the
smooth switching condition when a new system replaces the old one in operation.
We implemented the dynamic reconfiguration of SoC based on delta MPU
architecture to reach a bumpless switching. The dynamic reconfiguration of SoC
with bumpless switching depends on a co-design of some bumpless switching
algorithm and a SoC hardware with delta core structure. Since bumpless is a
desired condition in system switching, the scheme is significant for the dynamic
reconfiguration of SoC.
Keywords: bumpless switching, SoC, dynamic reconfiguration.

1 Bumpless Switching and Dynamic Reconfiguration of SoC
The bumpless switching is a concept in cybernetics [1]. It refers to a smooth condition
of a new system replacing the old one in operation. A bumpless switching means the
switching is smooth. The concept is introduced here.
The transfer matrices of a system in the state space are as follows [2].

x(t ) = Ax(t ) + Bu (t )
y (t ) = Cx(t ) + Du (t )
Where, y(t) is the output; u(t) is the input; and x(t) is the state variable; A, B,C and D
are gain matrices.

⎡ A11 ... An1 ⎤
A = ⎢⎢ ... ... ... ⎥⎥
⎢⎣ A1n ... Ann ⎥⎦
⎡ B11 ... Bn1 ⎤
B = ⎢⎢ ... ... ... ⎥⎥
⎢⎣ B1n ... Bnn ⎥⎦
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The matrices C and D are similar to A and B. If A, B switch value and C, D remain
fixed (i.e. C and D are constant matrices), the system is said to be bumpless.
Actually, we can call a switching system bumpless if its output y(t) remains a continuous
function of time, even during a change of transfer matrices, provided that its input u(t) is
continuous. Otherwise, the system switching is called bumpy.
For most SoC, System on a Chip, applications, the function of the state space is
zero order. And the C and D are fixed constant matrices. Assuming a SoC system
with zero order, for example its state space can be described as

y (t ) = Cx(t ) + Du (t )

⎡1 0 0⎤
C = ⎢⎢0 1 0⎥⎥ ’
⎢⎣0 0 1⎥⎦

⎡0 0 0 ⎤
D = ⎢⎢0 0 0⎥⎥ .
⎢⎣0 0 1⎥⎦

When C and D are constant matrices, the system switching is bumpless. The
switching result for a DRSoC, Dynamic Reconfiguration SoC, depends on the input
parameters of SoC and some adjustment algorithm [3]. Normally a SoC in operation
is a steady and controllable system with zero order description of state space [4].
Therefore, as a controlled system, SoC is simpler, and its algorithm of bumpless
switching is easier fetched.

2 A Scheme of Bumpless Switching for SoC with Delta Core
The dynamic reconfiguration of SoC with bumpless switching depends on a co-design
[5], the combination of some bumpless switching algorithm and a SoC hardware with
delta core structure.
There are three MPUs embedded in the SoC with delta core. They are monitor MPU,
operating MPU and backup MPU respectively. The structure of operating and backup
MPU is similar. They may be considered as twin cores.
The algorithm of bumpless switching is embedded monitor MPU. In most cases, the
backup MPU with similar algorithm to operating MPU, the monitor MPU detects the
output status of backup MPU [6]. When the running state of backup MPU is statically
closed to operating MPU. The monitor MPU realizes some instructions to transfer the
backup MPU as a new operating MPU. The original operating MPU would become a
backup MPU. When the inputs/outputs of the MPU cores are consistent and the timing
control is available, the switching procedure may be bumpless. If the original operating
MPU is replaced by the new operating MPU, the SoC is reconfigured or repaired.
In order to take a solution for SoC dynamic reconfiguration with bumpless
switching, so far, we have designed and simulated some switching circuit based on
FPGA with VHDL. A basic output cell of the circuit is shown as Fig.1. The MPU1 and
MPU2 in Fig.1 are two cores in the SoC. One is operating core. Another is backup core.
The out1 in Fig.1 means output1 of a MPU. May there be n outputs for a MPU. They
are out1 to outn.
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MPU2-out1

Monitor MPU

Output

Fig. 1. A basic cell of switching circuit for dynamic reconfiguration

The circuit is embedded into the same chip with MPU cores and controls the
input/output of backup MPU to switch on the relevant pins of the SoC system. At the
same time, its operation may be managed by the monitor MPU.
The circuit is a physical support for bumpless switching of dynamic reconfiguration.
It is an essential hardware for the solution. A result of simulation for the circuit is
satisfied.
In software side, a bumpless switching algorithm has been designed for dynamic
reconfiguration of the SoC in steady operation. The algorithm is based on parameter
feedback and fast switching scheme. For a system as

y (t ) = Cx(t ) + Du (t ) .
The condition of bumpless switching is to guarantee that C and D are constant matrices.
Actually, if the y(t) is not any bump in a switching procedure, the system switching is
bumpless. Since SoC is a discrete system normally, its state space can be described as

y (k ) = Cx(k ) + Du (k ) .
The next state may be

y (k + 1) = Cx(k + 1) + Du (k + 1) .
Since the output of SoC is controlled by the operating MPU core, at some time point,
the algorithm can let the y(k)=y(k+1). At this point, the switching algorithm lets the
output of backup MPU same as the output of operating MPU and switches the output of
backup MPU to the output of SoC. Then, the switching is bumpless.
The bumpless switching scheme is useful to improve the dynamic feature of SoC
reconfiguration. Further research is focus of cooperation of multi-core in a SoC,
dynamic analysis of reconfiguration, more algorithm modeling and simulation.
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Abstract. The authors of this paper participated in the project Framework 6 Intelligent Cities and the Lincoln Institute of Land Policy Fellowship. One of the
above project’s goals was to develop and improve a Real Estate’s Market
Value, and the Pollution and Health Effects Analysis Decision Support System
(RE-MVPHE-DSS). RE-MVPHE-DSS consists of a market value analysis, air
and noise pollution, premises microclimate, health effects, voice stress analysis,
complex determination of the weights of the criteria, cooperative decision making and multiple user subsystems. RE-MVPHE-DSS is briefly analysed in this
paper.
Keywords: cooperative decision making, multiple-user, market value, air pollution, premises microclimate, health effects, voice stress analysis.

1 Introduction
Certain groups of patients included in this study are those such as asthmatics, atopic
patients, patients with emphysema and bronchitis, heart and stroke patients, people
with diabetes, pregnant women, and the elderly and children who are especially sensitive to the health effects of outdoor air toxicants [1]. It is estimated that about 20% of
the USA’s population suffers from asthma, emphysema, bronchitis, diabetes or cardiovascular diseases and are thus especially susceptible to outdoor air pollution
(American Lung Association, 2005). Outdoor air quality plays an important role in
maintaining good human health. Air pollution causes large increases in medical expenses, morbidity and is estimated to cause about 800,000 annual premature deaths
worldwide [5]. Much research [2, 3, 7, etc], digital maps and standards [6, 8, 12] on
the health effects (respiratory effects, cardiovascular effects, cancer, reproductive and
developmental effects, neurological effects, mortality, infection and other health effects) of outdoor air pollution, a premise’s microclimate, and real estate valuation, has
been published in the last decade.
The above-mentioned and other problems are related to a built environment’s air
pollution, the premise’s microclimate, health effects, and real estate market value, etc.
However, a Real Estate’s Market Value, Pollution and Health Effects Analysis Decision Support System (RE-MVPHE-DSS) can analyse the above factors in an integrated
way. Other positive characteristics of our System are compared with other systems and
described in Section 2-5. No-one thought of the above integration function before, and
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 191–200, 2007.
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so our attempt is the first time someone has done so. The authors of this paper participated in the project Framework 6 Intelligent Cities (INTELCITIES) and the Lincoln
Institute of Land Policy Fellowship Development of Market-Based Land Mass
Appraisal Online System for Land Taxation. One of the above project’s goals (on the
Lithuanian side) was to develop and improve the RE-MVPHE-DSS.
This paper is structured as follows: after the introduction, Section 2 describes a
Model of RE-MVPHE-DSS. Section 3 analyses air and noise pollution, health effects,
multiple user and cooperative decision making subsystems. Section 4 describes a
voice stress analyser, premises microclimate and market value analysis subsystems.
Finally, some concluding remarks, testing the developed System and future research
are provided in Section 5.

2 The Model of RE-MVPHE-DSS
Real Estate’s Market Value, Pollution and Health Effects Analysis Decision Support
System (RE-MVPHE-DSS) consists of the following subsystems: market value analysis, air and noise pollution, premise’s microclimate, health effects, voice stress analysis, complex determination of the weights of the criteria, cooperative decision making
and multiple user. The complete technical description of all the subsystems and how
they are connected to serve the general purpose – cooperative decision-making – will
follow. The Model of RE-MVPHE-DSS and of relations between its subsystems is
shown in Figure 1.
In order to make a comprehensive analysis by RE-MVPHE-DSS of built and human environment, the built and human environment must be described in digital
quantitative and qualitative forms.
All stakeholders of a real estate market can use the created system. Stakeholders
are recommended to use as much of their knowledge as possible before making final
decisions. For example, in order to perform the multiple criteria analysis of a real
estate, buyers, sellers, brokers, financial institutions, neighbours and other stakeholders’ requirements should be estimated and submitted in a quantitative form.
Several sources of quantitative information are used. The Lithuanian State Enterprise Centre of Registers is the main source of data about real estate transactions. The
Environmental Protection Agency provides information about air and noise pollution.
Data about indoor microclimates and allergens is obtained by measuring the related
parameters in typical apartments. Data about health effects is derivative and it is obtained by transforming data on air and noise pollution by using the Air Quality Index.
The obtained data is used to prepare digital maps of real estate transactions, air and
noise pollution, indoor microclimates, and allergens, etc. Other data, e.g. floor area of
apartments, room height, the floor in which an apartment is located, the year of construction, availability of parking, etc for quantitative descriptions of built and human
environments is obtain from the Lithuanian State Enterprise Centre of Registers. This
obtained data is used to develop a quantitative decision making matrix (DMM) of
values of the criteria.
Qualitative (subjective) information, which provides comprehensive descriptions
of built and human environments, can be classified as conditionally stable and as
changing. Conditionally stable indicators describe the opinions of stakeholder groups
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Built and Human Environments
Quantitative (objective) description of built and human environments
Development database of real estate transactions, air
and noise pollution, and indoor microclimate. Calculation
and development of database about health effects
Development of digital maps of real estate transactions,
air and noise pollution, health effects, indoor microclimate,
and allergens, etc.

Other quantitative
descriptions of built
and human
environments

Development of quantitative decision making matrix (DMM) of values of criteria
Qualitative (subjective) description of built and human environments (air and noise pollution, scenic and greenery values, building architecture and aesthetics, indoor microclimates
and allergens, etc.)
Knowledge and subjective expectations of stakeholders (inhabitants, experts, etc.)
Stakeholder 1

Stakeholder 2

…

Stakeholder n

Individual DMM 1

Individual DMM 2

…

Individual DMM n

Development of collaborative integrated qualitative DMM of values of criteria by using the
multiple user subsystem and the cooperative decision making subsystem
Calculation of weights of criteria by using the subsystem of complex determination of the
of complex determination of the weights of the criteria taking into account their quantitative
and qualitative characteristics
Development of the final collaborative integrated DMM by using the cooperative decision
making subsystem
Cooperative decision making subsystem
Market value analysis
subsystem

Voice stress analysis
subsystem

Air and noise pollution subsystem

Health effects
subsystem
Premises microclimate
analysis subsystem

Fig. 1. Model of RE-MVPHE-DSS and of relations between its subsystems

in areas such as scenic and greenery values, building architecture and aesthetics, etc
and on built and human environments where such opinion change insignificantly over
time.
Conditionally unstable indicators (air and noise pollution, indoor microclimates
and allergens, etc.) depend on the knowledge possessed by stakeholder groups. Residents who do not know about the harmful effects of air pollution on their health do
not pay much attention to it. They live quietly in their houses close to busy streets and
when buying an apartment they do not intend to pay more for unpolluted air. The
situation changes when residents are better informed about the negative effects of air
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and noise pollution on their health. Higher subjective knowledge about the harm of air
and noise pollution on inhabitant’s health reduces the value of apartments significantly. Currently most residents in Vilnius are not fully informed about the effect of
air and noise pollution on their health. Also, many stakeholder groups (inhabitants,
experts, etc.) have different levels of knowledge and subjective expectations about
built and human environments. In order to express the opinions of stakeholder groups
digitally, a quantitative decision making matrix (DMM) has been developed for each
of stakeholder groups. In order to make a more objective decision which satisfies all
stakeholder groups in a better way, the prepared matrixes are transformed into a collaborative integrated qualitative DMM of the values of the criteria by using the multiple user subsystem and the cooperative decision making subsystem.
Then, the weight of criteria is established by using the subsystem of complex determination of the weights of the criteria by taking into account their quantitative and
qualitative characteristics.
Having calculated the values and weights of quantitative and qualitative criteria
and by using the cooperative decision making subsystem, the final collaborative integrated DMM is developed. The database of built and human environments was developed on the basis of the above digital quantitative and qualitative information.

3 Air and Noise Pollution, Health Effects, Multiple User and
Cooperative Decision Making Subsystems
The air and noise pollution subsystem accumulates information and digital maps from
the Environmental Protection Agency and Vilnius Gediminas Technical University on
pollution (carbon monoxide, noise, particle pollution (see Fig. 2 (left)), volatile organic compounds, nitrogen dioxide, etc.). The obtained information and digital maps
can be used by different interested parties (inhabitants, real estate developers, Vilnius
municipality, etc.) for completing a multiple criteria analysis of different pollution
preventing alternatives. For example, with regard to pollution maps rational measures
of city planning and development could be proposed in the form of rational design of
street networks, bypasses, constant traffic highways, priority development of public
transport, rational arrangement of buildings in development territories, application of
houses – screens, and application of noise isolating windows, which could influence
the reduction of pollution. Public transport passengers and drivers of private cars
could choose less polluted routes, which can reduce traffic jams and pollution in the
most polluted city streets.
The health effects subsystem accumulates information and pollution digital maps
on carbon monoxide, noise, particle pollution, volatile organic compounds, nitrogen
dioxide, etc from the air and noise pollution subsystem. Digital maps on the health
effects (see Fig. 2 (right)) are developed according to the above data. Inhabitants may
establish different housing purchase alternatives and choose a rational dwelling place
according to the established pollution maps and their current health status as a way to
reducing the negative impacts of pollution on their health. In parallel, other interested
groups (real estate developers, Vilnius Municipality, etc) can establish different real
estate and urban development alternative decisions and choose the most appropriated.
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Fig. 2. Concentration levels of particle pollution (left) and zones of concentration of NO2
(right) pollutions dangerous to people with respiratory disorders and asthma

This can help to implement the main goal of the System, i.e. to create conditions for
inhabitants to live in a healthy environment.
Several initial digital maps of respiratory disorders and asthma have been prepared
on the basis of data from the above air pollution digital maps and Air Quality Index.
These Digital maps show clear zones of pollutant concentrations that are dangerous to
people with respiratory disorders and asthma. Digital maps also show the zones with a
dangerous concentration of NO2 (marked in red). Such concentrations of pollutants
can cause respiratory disorders and asthma (see Fig. 2 (right)).
The multiple user subsystem (MUS) stores data that is specific to each individual
client. The MUS is used to accumulate information about the requirements, preferences and needs of a client for a real estate and his/her financial capabilities, etc.
Therefore, the MUS accumulates information about the aggregate client’s requirements for a real estate. The MUS starts by collecting data on the client’s needs and
his/her knowledge of the required real estate as well as data on what the client already
wants and knows. Sometimes, clients do not know or do not know fully understand
the importance of some information that characterizes the real estate, e.g. the surrounding’s pollution and noise levels, and/or the interior’s microclimate. The MUS
uses the above data to create a representation of the client's requirements and knowledge by representing the client's knowledge in terms of deviations from an expert
and/or a typical real estate seeker’s knowledge. On the basis of these deviations it is
possible to decide what criteria, or criteria weights and values should be added to the
client’s decision making matrix. During the e-negotiation process, brokers and client/s
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can take different perspectives but must reach an agreement in that they should share
the same understanding in searching and analysing for real estate alternatives. The
found real estate alternatives, according to a set of searching parameters, are considered to be a part of the MUS. The significance of the analysed real estate alternatives
for a client is measured by priority, utility degree and market values of the alternatives
that are under consideration. Also, the MUS research focuses on the Statistical Model
that is statistically generated so as to find the average criteria system and criteria
weights. In particular, clients are able to study and utilize a typical real estate seeker
model, i.e. a typical criteria system and criteria weights, by allowing clients to see
what can be inferred about the client from the typical real estate seeker’s model. Development of the MUS involves a systematic process for continually improving the
typical real estate seeker’s model by learning from different client’s navigational and
decision making activities. The addition of incorporating new knowledge is performed so that credible statistical information is gained and client’s activities are
modified by historical experience.

microtremor frequency of voice (Hz)
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Fig. 3. Relationship between deviation from real area of apartment and microtremor frequency
of voices

Over the past three years the Statistical Model has accumulated information about
client navigational activities and his/her decision making. Concrete statistics about
clients’ navigational activities - number of concrete real estate alternative visitors,
time period of analysing this alternative and decision making -selection of criteria
system, criteria values and weights, was collected in the Statistical Model. The statistical information can be used to determine the most marketable real estate, and the
most important criteria and their weights. The received statistical information reflects
the navigational purposes of clients. The ability to statistically measure the clients’
navigational activities allows one to statistically generate the average criteria system
and criteria weights for a typical real estate seeker. This solution improves the accuracy of the development of the criteria system and criteria weights for the client. The
above statistical information can also be applied to supplement the MUS so as to
better adapt the searching process to the client’s needs.
Cooperative decision making systems are gaining in importance globally. Cinderby
and Forrester [4] report on a novel empirical approach to capturing and analysing the
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public’s non-professional understanding of spatially related environmental issues and
representations of people’s local knowledge about air pollution and related problems.
Public participation is an essential part of democratic and legitimate political decision-making, since the awareness of environmental problems on the side of potential
investors and that of the public can have a significant effect on environmental protection in the area [10]. Environmental impacts of air pollutants have an impact on public
health, vegetation, and material deterioration etc [11].
Currently, intelligent systems for real estate have been mostly looked at from a
single-buyer’s perspective, where only the purposes of a single client are taken into
account. The cooperative decision making subsystem considers the circumstances
where a group of interested parties are planning a common real estate development
(with special emphasis on pollution and health effect), purchase and other activities,
and therefore can include many potentially conflicting objectives that have to be analysed and dealt with. The cooperative decision making subsystem allows different
stakeholders to solve common tasks in collaborative ways, e.g. the development of
a joint criteria system, the estimation of criteria weight and qualitative criteria values.
For example, RE-MVPHE-DSS can help interested parties to achieve a cooperative
decision on Web-based real estate’s search, analysis, negotiation and in decision making. This is done by transforming individual client models (individual decision
making matrix) to the collaborative (medium) client model (collaborative integrated
decision making matrix) and by using the collaborative client model to mediate, a
group discussion aiming at arriving at a compromise that is acceptable to all the
group’s members. The cooperative decision making subsystem also allows stakeholders by using expert’s methods to develop collaborative integrated decision making matrix. The developed integrated collaborative decision making matrix helps
to decrease mistrust problems between stakeholders and to select most appropriate
solution to satisfy all interested parties.

4 Voice Stress Analyser, Premise’s Microclimates and Market
Value Analysis Subsystems
The voice stress analyser (VSA) subsystem measures stress in a human voice. The
VSA subsystem can be used for analysis and a better understanding of different situations in built and human environments, e.g. work of brokers, analysis of stakeholders’
subjective opinions about pollution and health effects, etc. However, it is necessary to
develop exhaustive statistical information database in order to efficiently use the VSA
subsystem in practice.
As an example, the practical application of the VSA subsystem in the sales of real
estate is briefly analysed as follows: A typical situation of a first visit to an apartment
was selected. The discussion between the seller and the broker inspecting an apartment for sale was recorded (with consent from both parties). Standard questions were
asked during the conversation. Advantages and disadvantages of the apartment were
detected, and the sales price was established, as well as the size of the broker’s
commission and the negotiations of the conclusion of a mediation agreement were
included. The VSA subsystem analysis records show the vibration curve of a sound
document, which indicates the sound frequency in real-time. If a sound frequency is
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high, the oscillation of the sound curve is denser. Such density of oscillations of a
sound curve shows that a person is not sure of the correctness of his/her statement or
could be concealing something. For example, it was noticed that a sound vibration
curve is typically very dense when a client speaks about the brokering contract. Evidence provided by the VSA subsystem can show whether a client’s statement is false
or doubtful.
Research conducted by the authors with the VSA subsystem determined that people are usually unsure or conceal part of the truth when speaking about a brokering
contract, the exact floor area of an apartment, furniture for sale with the apartment,
sale’s price of the apartment, and remuneration to a broker etc. All these criteria are
essential in the activities of a broker. False information can leave a broker without
remuneration for his/her work. Knowledge that a client is lying when he/she speaks
about the above-mentioned aspects can also protect a broker against fraud. Currently,
while sufficient statistical information is not yet available, it would be wrong to rely
on evidence provided only by the VSA subsystem. However, historical statistical data
can help to avoid a number of misunderstandings and other problems.
As an example: A relationship between the deviation from the real area of an apartment deliberately increased by the seller (in percentages, see x-axis) and the microtremor
frequency of the voice (see y-axis) when claiming a bigger floor area is presented in Fig.
3. The x-axis shows the deviation (in %) of the increased area of the apartment (compared to the real area of the apartment) as was specified by the seller during the conversation. The y-axis shows the scale of the average microtremor frequency noticed in the
seller’s voice during the conversation. Besides, Fig. 3 clearly shows the relationship
between the level of untruth told by the seller and the average microtremor’s frequency.
The higher the microtremor frequency the more dummy area is added to the real area of
an apartment by a seller during the conversation with a buyer.
In the future there will be a possibility to assess the accuracy of provided information (in %) automatically by using the VSA subsystem on the basis of accumulated
historic statistical data and as determined by the regression equation. For example,
according to a seller’s answer about the floor area of an apartment, the VSA subsystem will automatically converts the answer into frequency and specifies the actual
floor area of an apartment and the percentage of deviation from the floor area of the
apartment as specified by a buyer.
Premises microclimate subsystem accumulates information about internal microclimate parameters - illumination, volume flow, air velocity, air temperature, relative
humidity, dew point temperature, vibration impulse amplitudes and house allergens.
The database of a premises microclimate was developed and passed on to the Cooperative decision making subsystem.
On the basis of the developed final collaborative integrated DMM, the real estate
market value is calculated by using the market value analysis subsystem. The degree
of real estate utility is directly associated with quantitative and conceptual information
that is related to it. If one real estate is characterized by the best comfort, aesthetics
and price indices, while the other shows better maintenance and facilities management characteristics, both having obtained the same significance values as a result
of multiple criteria evaluation, then this means that their utility degree is also the
same. With the increase or decrease of the significance of a real estate having been
analysed, then its degree of utility also increases or decreases. Solving the problem of
determining the market value of a real estate that is being valuated, to find what
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would make it equally competitive on the market as compared with a real estate that
has been already sold, a particular method [14] of defining the utility degree and market value of a real estate was developed by authors.
In this case, the market value analysis subsystem creates conditions for clients to
choose rational housing in a clean and healthy environment in respect to cost-benefits;
and contributes to the implementation of the goals of the System.

5 Testing the Developed System, Conclusions and Future
Research
The authors of the research presented in this article have suggested the idea of integrating knowledge-based, devices-based, environment friendly and decision support
systems. In order to demonstrate the integration of the above systems in the real estate
sector, a Real Estate’s Market Value, Pollution and a Health Effects Analysis Decision Support System (RE-MVPHE-DSS) have been developed during a project in
Framework 6 Intelligent Cities and the Lincoln Institute of Land Policy Fellowship
as examples of such research. During the implementation of these two project contracts, separate subsystems of RE-MVPHE-DSS were used for practical purposes in
Vilnius by several organisations (Lithuanian State Enterprise Centre of Registers,
etc.). In order to check the correctness of the developed System, the whole of its solution process has been gone through manually. The results of manual and computer
calculations matched. Besides, all separate working stages of the System as well as all
subsystems have been coordinated with experts in this field - i.e. the essence of the
calculations has been found to be in conformity with the expert’s logical reasoning.
Owing to suggestions from these experts, some useful changes have been introduced
into the System. The check-up by the experts is bound with the fact that universal
decision making methods are not always suitable for specific tasks and can lead to
gross errors or to bad results.
The results of the developed System were introduced to the Ministry of Environment and the Ministry of Health of the Republic of Lithuania. These ministries certified further development of the System and provided assistance for the preparation of
a feasibility study. After the preparation of the feasibility study it will be aimed to
receive financing from structural funds for future System development. A completely
established system is planned to be applied in three of the largest cities of Lithuania
(Vilnius, Kaunas, and Klaipėda).
During the creation of RE-MVPHE-DSS a particular input in the development of
cooperative decision making methods in general was performed by the integrating
cooperative decision making methods with multiple criteria analysis methods, proposed by authors [15, 16]: a method of complex determination of the weights of the
criteria taking into account their quantitative and qualitative characteristics; a method
of multiple criteria complex proportional evaluation of the projects; a method of defining the utility and market value of a project.
However, during the development and application of RE-MVPHE-DSS and integration of its subsystems certain technical problems appeared: the interchange of
electronic data and information among the subsystems of the System is not completely arranged; System is not integrated with Lithuanian e-Health system, intelligent
decision support is not insufficient, etc.
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Abstract. In this study, an Agent-Based Collaborative Scheduling System is
represented as a model of scheduling among shops. Agent-based system
describes the behaviors of distributed decision maker agents in manufacturing
systems. Agents in the system are Production Planning Agent and Shop-Floor
Agents. Shop-Floor Agents are semi-autonomous agents so that the degree of
autonomy is determined by the Production Planning Agent. The distributed
system forming heterogeneous units was designed by hybrid control
architecture. The study focuses on constructing an Agent-Based Collaborative
Scheduling System that is capable of conducting scheduling negotiations among
shop-floor agents. The designed system is capable of scheduling by considering
heterogeneous objectives of the shop-floor agents within a collaborative
manufacturing environment. Negotiation is co-operative not competitive. ShopFloor Agents generates collaboratively their schedules. The schedule for the
best interest of the system as a whole is selected by the Production Planning
Agent.
Keywords: Agent-Based Production Systems, Collaborative Scheduling,
Cooperative Decision-Making.

1 Introduction
Manufacturing system control entails the coordination of a large number of physical
activities and information processing activities related to the entities on the shop-floor
to achieve desired production goals. In the last decade manufacturing research started
to study potential applications of agent theory to production systems. According to
this theory decision making process is distributed among intelligent and autonomous
agents. The overall objective, in fact, is split into many local one. And agents act to
reach local objectives. The approach allows overcoming the problems of complexity
such as large volume data, production capacity distributed among resources [1].
Advances in Computer and Communication Technologies now make it possible
to provide manufacturing system entities with intelligence and communication capabilities. So the studies on using agent technology in shop-floor control have been
increased. This shop-floor control system can be characterized as a collection of
intelligent autonomous entities capable of individual decision making on the basis of
local information and information obtained through communication with other entities.
This alternative control system is gaining increasing levels of attention and acceptance
in academia and industry [1].
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 201–208, 2007.
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A Multi-Agent System (MAS) is an artificial intelligence system composed of a
population of autonomous agents that cooperate with each other to reach common
goals, while simultaneously pursuing individual objectives [2]. The increasing interest
in MAS research is due to the significant characteristics inherent in such systems [3].
According to the writers, these characteristics are as follows:
• Taking initiative to reach certain objectives
• Independent decision-making by individual agent based on its domain
knowledge, local and global conditions.
• Perceiving changes in their environment and acting as a consequence.
• Interacting with other agents and humans for effective negotiation, cooperation
and coordination.
Most MAS designed for shop-floor control are actually designed for homogeneous
systems and apply the assigning rules involving only market-based mechanisms.
Studies on heterarchical pattern are more limited and the interest in this subject has
increased over the last decade. Agent technology is considered to be a significant
approach towards developing industrially distributed systems. Many researchers have
applied agent technology to supply chain management systems, manufacturing
scheduling and control systems, and material transportation systems. Some of them:
Kadar et al. (1998), surveyed agent-based structures to distributed manufacturing
architectures[4]. Maturana et al. (1999), presented an adaptive multi-agent
manufacturing system architecture called MetaMorph [5]. Fox and et al. (2000),
investigates issues and presents solutions for the construction of such an agentoriented software architecture [6]. Ottaway and Burns (2000), presented Adaptive
Production Control System (APCS) that it has dynamically changing control
architecture [7]. Huang and Nof (2000), describes a modelling approach developed to
design a manufacturing system as a society of autonomous agents called Autonomous
Agent Network [8]. In the paper of Gjerdrum et al. (2001), multi-agent modeling
techniques are applied to simulate and control a simple demand-driven supply chain
network system, with the manufacturing component being optimized [9]. Maione and
Naso (2001), propose an approach to job flow adaptive operational control in
advanced manufacturing systems [10]. Agents are implicitly coordinated by a natureanalogous adaptation mechanism. (Lu and Yih, 2001), presented an agent-based
collaborative production control framework. It is capable of conducting scheduling
and dispatching functions among production entities [11].
Multi-agent systems are designed to decentralize the control of the manufacturing
systems, so as to reduce the complexity and to increase the flexibility [12]. This study
focused on an Agent-Based Collaborative Scheduling System (ABCSS). The system
makes the realization of the scheduling possible by balancing the heterogeneous aims
of three shops following each other. The collaborative scheduling system recalls the
patterns of pull and push systems. The control architecture is hybrid control which is
designed without taking over the central control of production planning unit.
The paper is organized as followed. In section 1, there is an introduction and
literature review of paper. Section 2 presents Agent-Based Collaborative Scheduling
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System. In section 3 cooperative decision-making process in the system is given.
Conclusion of the study is given in last section.

2 Agent-Based Collaborative Scheduling System
Shop-floor is a dynamic environment where unexpected events and changes on
planned activities are possible. In dealing with problems associated with these
uncertainties, the shop-floor control system plays a very important role. The
developments in communication and computer technology have made it possible to
form smart independent units about distributed artificial intelligence. The strategy has
been developing distributed collaborative control architectures promoting the
cooperation of independent, distributed agents. For planning the communication
between the production planning unit and shops, and the communication among the
shops themselves in an organization, Agent-based system has been designed to realize
an active shop-floor management and coordination of units, which are inherently
distributed in terms of time and space.
This study focuses on establishing an agent-based collaborative shop-floor control
framework in a manufacturing environment susceptible of loading and scheduling
functions among production units. All the agents perform in active and collaborative
ways to help each other in decision-making. The relevant collaborative control
framework is capable of searching and realizing the balance among heterogeneous
objectives of production units in a collaborative manufacturing system.
2.1 System Behavior
The most studies related to control architectures for production systems structurally
focus on extremes as hierarchical and heterarchical control. By focusing on opposite
ends of the continuum, researchers ignore the myriad of control architectures that lie
between these extremes [7]. By synthesizing the desired qualities of hierarchical and
heterarchical control architectures, it will be possible to develop a smart control
architecture which uses the superior aspects of both control architectures.
Production Planning
Agent
(Supervisor agent)
Communication link
intranet
Foundry
Agent

F1

F2

Mechanical
Agent

Ff

M1

M2

Assembly
Agent

Mm

A1

A2

Aa

Fig. 1. Hybrid control architecture of agent-based collaborative scheduling system
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In the designed system, there is heterarchical control on shop-floor basis, and
hierarchical control between shop-floor and production planning unit. Hybrid control
architecture will make it possible to utilize the positive qualities of both control
architectures (Fig. 1).
The system makes the communication of shops with each other possible. The
communication among shops themselves and the communication between shop-floor
and Production Planning unit can be realized via intranet.
Data-level concepts
The basis component of the system is the agent. Shop-Floor Agents, Foundry,
Mechanical, and Assembly Agents and Production Planning Agent collaborate on
generating the schedules. Each agent in the system consists of
• the local database where the production data necessary to achieve main production
functions is stored,
• the module necessary for internal resource management,
• the communication module needed for the communication between the other
agents and the environment.
Production data involves the ability and capacity information about the production
system. The data recorded in database about the related machine for each part is used
during the scheduling stage. Besides, the data about machines and routes is also stored
in local database.
Symbolic-Level Concepts
There are four agents within Agent-Based Collaborative Scheduling System as
supervisor agent Production Planning Agent (PPA) and Shop-Floor Agents (Foundry,
Mechanical, and Assembly). The aim is to develop symbolic-level concepts to code
data-level within the agent architecture using the corresponding agents.
When an order reaches PPA as the supervisor agent decides to accept the order or
not by considering the environment data. PPA might make decisions through
communication with Shop-Floor Agents if it needs. PPA contacts appropriate agents
to provide and schedule necessary resources. Shop-Floor Agents make the final
schedule collaborating on scheduling the parts to be manufactured. On each request
by PPA for scheduling, collaboration is performed to generate the new schedule.
Supervisor agent behaves like a manager over the shop-floor.
2.2 The Architecture of the System
The basis component of the system is the agent. The data and the information are
stored in local databases. The data about the environment about other agents is gained
by means of communication. Deduction is realized through internal resource module.
The interfaces include the agent interface and the environment interface. In the
system, each shop is an independent unit that owns objectives and limitations to
produce its own schedule. The extent of this independence is determined through the
supervisor role of Production Planning unit. The general formation of the system is
shown in Fig. 2. Shop-Floor agents are in contact with each other through a
communication network.
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Production Planning
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y
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Communication Module
Scheduling Module

Fig. 2. The formation of Agent-Based Collaborative Scheduling System

3 Collaborative Scheduling in the System
In this study, in which shop-floor are classified as the foundry, the mechanical and
assembly, each shop has the opportunity to generate its own scheduling that fits into
its aims and limitations most. The system allows formation of schedules suitable for
any type of production. In traditional systems, however, a global solution is searched
for certain objectives under certain limitations to scheduling problem, which is
considered as a whole. The difference between the performed and planned scheduling
increases problems within shop-floor. The differences that increase due to the lack of
communication among shops decrease the performance of the system.
The scheduling in the system is performed through using scheduling modules of
Shop-Floor Agents and Production Planning Agent (PPA). PPA prepares part-order
list with BOM database for the orders. It accepts and communicates them to shopfloor agents. Shop-Floor Agents are able to form their schedules through negotiations
with each other. The schedule which each shop will form for corresponding parts is
meant to perfect the performance of its own shop. However the possibility that shops’
schedules contain different orders is quite high and it is intended to obtain the
schedule that considers the system’s performance as a whole. The scheduling system
has been designed in which schedules are gained by replacing the priorities of shops
which are in constant contact with each other and in which schedules concerning
shops are determined through evaluating their performances. Therefore, it has been
achieved that, instead of overcoming conflicts, shops generate their schedules by
helping each other.
It is clear that a schedule which is meant to perfect the performance of the entire
system for the orders which manufacturing processes are realized in sequential shops
can be performed through the collaboration of related production units with each
other and an active information exchange brought about by agent technology. The
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system contains heterogeneous resources (shops) and there’s no competition among
them. What is aimed here is that each shop utilizes the schedule that fits into their
limitations and objectives. Because there might be conflicts about the sequence of the
tasks, we have found it applicable to get different alternatives by changing the
priorities of shops. It is intended that shops form their schedules through collaboration
and any case that a potential delay or alteration by a cause like machinery failure
occurs in shops is immediately communicated to other shops and new schedules are
formed together.
In this study, it has been assumed that there are three different shops, namely the
foundry, the mechanical, and the assembly. Parts are processed in sequential shops.
The parts finished with the foundry and mechanical shops get the product form in the
assembly shop. In the system, schedules towards back and forward are obtained by
giving priorities to shops so that they can form their schedules.
3.1 Forward Scheduling
Scheduling priority of shops is presented according to process sequence. Productorders are transformed into part-orders by PPA and communicated to shops. Units of
shop-floor generate their schedules considering their own objectives and limitations
according to their priorities. The generated schedule is a data resource for the next
shop that contains the arrival times of part-orders to the relevant shop.
In the forward scheduling, at first, PPA sends part-orders to Shop-Floor Agents
through assigning them part-delivery times on product delivery times basis. Using
local databases, FSFA (Foundry Shop-Floor Agent) schedules part-orders according
to its aims and limitations. It sends forward-1 schedule to MESFA (Mechanical ShopFloor Agent). Assuming that the completion data of part-orders in Foundry ShopFloor is the arrival time of them to Mechanical shop, MESFA generates forward-2
schedule. The completion times of part-orders in MESFA schedule are taken as
arrival times of the part-orders to the Assembly shop. Assembly Shop-Floor Agent
(ASFA) determines the earliest times to start assembly concerning the relevant
product and produces forward-3 schedule.
The requested delivery time concerning product-order is known. However, a part is
used in more than one product. Because there are order-related parts in shops, data
about part delivery time is needed. The data about product-orders delivery time needs
transforming into the data about part-order delivery time for the shops performing
scheduling for part-orders. PPA assigns delivery times on part basis for orders by
means of the assigning part delivery time process. In this process, the delivery time of
the product with the earliest delivery time among the products for whose assemblies a
part is used has been assigned as part-order delivery time for each part.
3.2 Backward Scheduling
The first schedule is generated by ASFA. Depending on the product-assembly starting
times, ASFA performs the delivery time assigning process concerning part-orders.
Here, delivery time assigning process is performed in accordance with assembly
starting times in assembly shop. However, the time referred as part-delivery time in
backward scheduling refers to the delivery time to assembly shop. Considering their
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objectives and limitations according to their priorities, shops generate schedules using
part delivery time data. The schedule produced contains the information on the latest
completion time of the part-orders in the relevant shop for the preceding shop. For
practical reasons, the priorities of foundry and mechanical shops have been
exchanged in backward scheduling and the second priority after the assembly has
been taken from mechanical shop and given to foundry shop.
In the backward scheduling, at first, ASFA produces backward-3 schedule and
sends them to FSFA by assigning part-delivery times on the basis of products’
assembly starting times. Then, FSFA schedules part-orders by using local databases.
It sends the backward-1 schedule to MESFA. Assuming that the completion data of
part-orders in Foundry Shop is the arrival time of them to Mechanical shop, MESFA
generates its own schedule, backward-2, by considering assembly starting times. The
completion times of tasks in MESFA schedule are taken as arrival times of the partorders to the assembly shop. ASFA determines the earliest times to start assembly. It
makes necessary changes, if there are deviations from backward-3 schedule.
In backward scheduling, delivery times gain importance beginning from assembly
shop. For the manufacturing environment mentioned in this study, matching time is
another important performance indicator. Matching time is defined as the elapsed
time between the arrivals of the first and the last part for a product’s assembly.
Because a longer time means an increase in the stock of the parts waiting for the
assembly, matching time is supposed to be short.
After forward and backward schedules generated, one of the schedules is chosen
by PPA through paying attention to criteria such as matching times, completion times
concerning orders for the entire system.

4 Conclusions
An appropriate controlling system responsible for the coordination and control of
material flow and data flow should be adopted in shops, where unexpected events
take place and planned activities are subject to changes constantly. In this study, an
Agent-Based Collaborative Scheduling System has been designed. The superiorities
of both central and distributed controlling have been considered to be employed in the
system designed with hybrid control architecture.
Having enough collected knowledge about own manufacturing process, each shop
possesses the potential to create its own schedule. In this study, the agent-based
system which suggests collaborative scheduling among shops has been presented. In
the system, shops form their schedules according to their objectives and limitations
depending on the priority given by Production Planning unit. Besides, the
communication network among the designated agents makes it possible for shops to
form their new schedules depending upon the changes in other shops. Therefore, the
problems caused by the difference between planned and realized schedules in
traditional systems are reduced and shops are controlled efficiently. The formation in
scheduling negotiations is collaborative rather than competitive. Production schedule
is generated by the cooperative decision-making process. After shops generate their
forward and backward schedules and one of the schedules is chosen by Production
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Planning Agent through paying attention to criteria such as the matching times
concerning orders for the entire system, completion times and flow times of tasks.
The innovations in Communication Technology have greatly expanded the
dimensions of the issue concerning supply chain in production. Geographical
distances among manufacturing units have lost their significance with modern
production technologies. It has turned out to be possible to share the common
resources and collaborate in technology with another company in the far end of the
world. This study is about the dimension within the company that could be an
example of the corresponding supply chain and ensures the scheduling of production
schedule through the collaboration of shops.
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Abstract. The determination of the investment project risk is an important stage
in cooperative decision-making and in choosing the most profitable project with
the lowest risk level in engineering and construction. Risk management is a
systematic process for integrating professional judgments about relevant risk
factors, their relative significance and probable adverse conditions and/or
events leading to identification of auditable activities. The paper aims to present
a verbal method of determining investment risk in construction. The main
problem considered is the assessment of investments, which depend on the risk
level. This article presents a new way to solve the problem - the CLARA expert
verbal method. Formally, the problem is stated as one of multicriteria
classifications. A hierarchical approach to the considered effectiveness
indicators is proposed. The proof of the method effectiveness is presented. The
process of method’s practical application is described.
Keywords: expert verbal method, engineering and construction, cooperative
decision making.

1 Introduction
Risk management is a systematic process for integrating professional judgments about
relevant risk factors, their relative significance and probable adverse conditions and/or
events leading to identification of auditable activities [1, 10, 15].
Risk management at the construction stage of the project life cycle influences
not only the economic effect of the investment [11], but also efficient functioning
of the building in the future [5]. The lack of proper actions in construction can
increase the probability of defects, failures, accidents or even catastrophes and
eventually ruin the whole project.
In multicriteria environment it is hardly possible to achieve this without resorting
to special techniques [12, 13, 14]. This article presents review of the verbal expert
methods, because they very efficient in multicriteria environment.
In practice, the task of getting expert knowledge in many cases can be formulated
like the task of classification because expert intelligence helps to sort objects
(alternatives, states of object) through classes of decision. Elements that comprise the
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 209–216, 2007.
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whole to be classified may have a different origin. They can be different physical
objects, cases of choice or conditions of some object.
Describing the method of prescription of the object to a certain class of decision is
complicated because of inverbality of the strategy expert uses. When the expert solves
the task of classification in his sphere of knowledge, these inverbal skills are
effectively and promptly used. One of the tasks preparing the base for classification is
the setting of numerous criteria (attributes), which can be used to describe any object
[3]. The scale of all criteria is formed by setting a finite set of possible values. If in a
certain task the scale of values of one or more criteria is infinite, it can be modified to
finite by cutting it to a finite set of intervals. Finally, a classification of definite
intervals and its components must be organized, i.e. the rules, according to which any
object can be prescribed to one of the predefined classes, based on the expert
knowledge, must be formulated. Classified projects are described by assessing various
efficiency criteria that could be both qualitatively and quantitatively expressed.
The purpose of this article is to demonstrate how multiple criteria can be used in
analyzing the facility location problems.
The paper is structured as follows. The next section presents the formal problem
statement and overview, where explains the most popular international multiple
objective analysis methods, and demonstrates their application on real problems.
Section 3 discusses the CLARA (verbal expert method) framework architecture, the
system components, and how single-user application can be extended by CLARA. In
section 4 the consistency model that is applied in the default implementation of the
CLARA is briefly discussed. In section few requirements, limitations and future work
is discussed and in the last section research findings and contributions in this paper
are summarized.

2 Formal Problem Statement
Very often investment decision-making and research planning are referred to nonstructured problems. Since the essential characteristics of such problems are
qualitative, they can hardly be used in the analysis. On the other hand, the quantitative
models are not sufficiently reliable. Non-structured problems have the following
common characteristics. They are unique decision-making problems, i.e. every time a
decision-maker is faced with an unknown problem or the one having new features
compared with the previously considered case. These problems are associated with
the uncertainty of the alternatives to be evaluated, caused by the lack of information
for making a decision. The evaluation of the alternatives is of qualitative nature, being
usually expressed verbally (in statements). Classification is a very important aspect in
decision making [9]. Classes in decision making are determined by the particular
parameters, i.e. the efficiency of technical and technological decisions concerning the
subject individuality. Formalizing the considered problem step by step, the analysis
was performed.
Given [5, 6, 9]:
1. G is a feature, corresponding to the target criterion (e.g. treatment effectiveness).
2. K = {K1 , K 2 ,..., K N } is a set of criteria, used to assess each alternative (course
of treatment).
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{ k ,..., k } for q=1,..., N is a set of verbal estimates on the scale of
q
1

q
wq

criterion Kq, wq is a number of estimates for criterion Kq; estimates in Sq are ordered
based on increasing intensity of the feature G;
4. Y = S1 × ... × SN is a space of the alternative features to be classified. Each
alternative is described by a set of estimates obtained by using criteria K1 ,..., K N and
can be presented as a vector y ∈ Y , where y = ( y1 , y2 ,..., y N ) , y q is an index of

estimate from set S q .

5. C = {C1,..., CM } is a set of decision classes, ordered based on the increasing
intensity of feature G.
6. A binary relation of strict dominance was introduced. The relation is antireflexive and anti-symmetric and transitive. It may be also useful to consider a
reflexive, anti-symmetric, transitive binary relation of weak dominance Q. The goal
of decision making preferences is to create the imaginary F: Y → {Yi }, i = 1,..., M ,
where Yi is a set of vector estimates belonging to class Ci, satisfying the condition of
consistency: ∀x, y ∈ Y : x ∈ Yi , y ∈ Y j , (x, y ) ∈ P ⇒ i ≥ j .

Many different methods for solving multicriteria classification problems are widely
known [2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9]. ORCLASS [6], as an ordinary classification, was one of the
first methods designed to solve these kinds of problems. More recent methods, such
as DIFCLASS, CLARA and CYCLE have been applied for multicriteria expert
analysis [7, 8, 9].
The essential principles of verbal analysis used to assess the profitability of
investment in construction project may be briefly described in the following way:
- Problem description used by decision-maker and his environment should not be
altered at any stage of analysis.
- According to psychological research findings, methods of obtaining the
information from people should comply with the human data processing system.
- Logical operations on verbal variables (i.e. alternative evaluation based on
various criteria) should be mathematically correct.
- The information obtained from decision maker should not contain conflicting
data.
Verbal analysis helps to reduce the gap between the demand for effective
decision-making methods and the capacity of human data processing system.

3 CLARA (Classification of Real Alternatives)
A classification problem, composed of risk evaluation criteria and final class
decisions, is compiled for determining the investment project risks [4]. Constructional
investment project risk evaluation criteria are provided for the first and second criteria
levels.
Very often experts cannot measure qualitative variables on an absolute scale. The
first hierarchic level is the main one. Constructional investment project risk can be
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evaluated according to the criteria of this level. Each first hierarchy level criterion is
evaluated as low, medium, high or very high.
When the estimates are introduced, the result is obtained, i. e. risk levels are
determined. These criteria (1st level) are not always sufficient for establishing the
construction investment project risk level. Therefore, each criterion of the first
hierarchic level is subdivided into lower level criteria. The second hierarchic level is
composed in this way. The criteria of the second hierarchic level are required for
performing an accurate analysis (each of the risk types is analysed) [4].
Such risk evaluation work course is obtained from the drawn scheme in Fig 1.

Risk level

Estimates of the first
hierarchic
level criteria
Estimates of the second hierarchic
level criteria
Fig. 1. Determining the values of the investment project risk

A general block-diagram of the algorithm CLARA is presented in Fig 2. Let us
consider the main steps of the classification algorithm CLARA:
1. When classification proceeds, dichotomy coefficient di for searching for the
boundary between classes Ci and Ci+1 is assumed to be equal to ½.
2. The directed graph of the alternative domination G(Y, E) may have several
connectivity components. Therefore, all the available alternatives from the set Y*
which have not been classified yet are examined one by one. The chosen alternative
xS is referred to as the initial alternative.
3. In a certain connectivity component (including xS) of the directed graph G(Y,
E), a chain wmax of the longest alternatives, going through the initial alternative xS and
containing the maximum value of non-classified alternatives from Y* is built.
4. Since classes {Cn} are ordered according to quality, the boundaries between
classes are constructed in consecutive order by separating the class of higher quality
Cn from the lower quality class Cn+1.
5. An expert is given the element xd of the chain wmax, where d = dn·L(wmax). In this
case, if the alternative xd proved to be unsuitable or already classified, a suitable nonclassified element of the chain with the closest index is taken as another xd.
6. An expert is presented with an allowable alternative xd of the chain wmax and
his/her decision is extended to include the maximum number of suitable elements,
whose membership of the classes Cn and Cn+1 is still not determined.
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Data initiation, numbering of alternatives, determining
the values of the dichotomy coefficients as ½

START

Choosing the 1st non-classified alternative xs
from a set of admissible alternatives Y*

Constructing a chain of the maximum length wmax,
going through the initial alternative xs

Choosing a pair of the neighboring classes Cn and Cn-1
for which a boundary should be built

Choosing the element xd in the chain wmax , where d = dn·L(wmax) , and
the closest non-classified element with respect to Cn and Cn-1 ,
which is given to an expert. His decision is extended
on the dominance principle

Removing classified
alternatives from wmax

Yes

Are there
any more non-classified
alternatives?

No

Is
classification
of the chain
wmax over?
No

Yes

Are all classes
separated?
Yes

No
CLASSIFICATION
IS OVER

Recalculating dichotomy coefficients,
taking into account a new division
of the chain wmax

Fig. 2. A general block-diagram of the algorithm CLARA

7. If wmax still contains admissible non-classified elements, the dichotomizing of
the chain wmax is continued until all suitable alternatives are directly or indirectly
classified with respect to classes Cn and Cn+1. Otherwise, another boundary between
classes is sought in the chain (by returning to step 4). If the chain is classified with
respect to all classes, index k is found for each class in the chain wmax, where class
Cn+1 is substituted for Cn. It is assumed that dnw=k/L(wmax). At any subsequent step dn
there is an arithmetical mean of all previously calculated dnw.
8. The cycle is continued until all admissible alternatives from the admissible set
Y* are classified with respect to this pair of classes.
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4 Classification Course
1 STAGE. Evaluation of technical – technological investment project (IP) risk
(Fig 3). For second hierarchy level evaluation criteria are introduced:
•
•
•
•

Criterion 1 – qualified labour force;
Criterion 2 – supply of construction materials;
Criterion 3 – designing mistakes;
Criterion 4 – course of the constructional works.

Criteria evaluation classes:
• Class A – high;
• Class B – average;

Class C – low.
Criteria 1 – 4 are chosen for evaluation of technical – technological IP risk. When
analysing the project the expert determines whether the chosen labour force is
qualified enough, whether permanent continuous supply of materials will be ensured
during the construction and what the estimated course of jobs is. After the project is
analysed, it is checked for mistakes.

Fig. 3. Evaluation tables

The input of other (financial, ecological and any) data of evaluation of investment
project risks into the program is analogous to the first stage. Classification is
performed after verbal risk evaluation scheme data are inserted in the program.
Classification implementation into the program. After the introduction of all the
criteria that will be taken into consideration to classify all available investment
projects, the process of classification can be started. The classification (Fig 4) is made
in the following way: the program composes a combination of the criteria evaluations.
The expert assigns the evaluations combination to the respective class. When the
assignment is finished, we proceed to the next stage (by pushing the button “NEXT”).
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During the work the expert might make a mistake or change his opinion, therefore,
contradictions might appear in his answers. In such case, the program shows a
warning that contradictions have occurred and it will ask to confirm the new answer
or to change it. If program CLARA is used, all the contradictions are eliminated
during the work.

Fig 4. Evaluation of the alternative

After the work is finished, the program saves all the data, performs analysis and
shows the number of the given DM questions, the number of classified combinations
and the number of eliminated combinations. It also shows how many of the evaluated
combinations were assigned to classes A, B or C. Evaluations of all second hierarchy
level criteria are established in an analogous way.

5 Conclusions
In project development, it is hardly possible to get exhaustive and accurate
information. As a result, the consequences of some situations can be very damaging to
the project. Due to close cooperation of the participants of the project, the risk
occurring at one stage of the project can be transferred to other stages and one type of
risk can be changed by another. This means that chain reaction is characteristic of the
risk and the efficiency as well as safety of any project is decreased.
In the present paper, a novel algorithm CLARA is offered for ordering multicriteria
alternatives. It differs from the existing similar methods in a wider range of
application allowing it to be used with various scales of criteria evaluation, a random
number of the solution classes, incomplete order of the criteria scales as well as in the
considerably rarefied space of the alternatives. The suggested algorithm is more
effective in terms of the time spent by an expert.
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Abstract. In workflow and grid environment, the security challenges with the
appearance of composite service increasingly become more severe than before
especially to the traditional static access control model and dynamic
authorization model. To solve these challenges, we presented a Dynamic
Access Control Prediction mechanism for service workflow on the basis of
Markov Chain. In fact, this prediction mechanism is only one part of the larger
system, Composite-Service Authorization Prediction platform (CAP), which is
totally composed of three key modules---- composite-service pre-processing,
result feedback, and authorization prediction. In this paper, we present the
design of its architecture as a whole.

1 Introduction
With the Internet and business globalization substituting the separation which used to
be a typical role in the traditional business paradigm [1], some problems to the
traditional static and dynamic access control model occurred, especially in the
workflow [1][2] and grid environment [3]. According to the background knowledge
of workflow and grid, we can find a common range in which subjects and objects
belong to different organizations and finally condense them into a composite service
model. So, it is probable that the sub-elements of composite service belong to
completely different organizations, or limited by various policies.
The appearance of composite service causes three challenges to static access
control model:
− The relations between subjects and objects cannot maintain a fixed connection,
in that they are constrained by their respective security rules and can be added or
deleted anytime.
− The previous simple static access control policy on objects is not able to
distinguish diverse access requests from various organizations submitted by one
and the same subject.
*
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− When a subject belongs to varied real organizations, an object will be put into
different VOs in different jobs. If the rules to control the access of the object are
all static, it is probable that a static access control policy would be used in
different VOs. This will cause confusion in managing VO.
In addition, it also causes another two challenges to dynamic access control model:
− Different dynamic authorization policies on different services may conflict each
other. Thus it may cause failures of executing jobs.
− The authorization policy may be changed temporarily and dynamically just
before the service is called, and this unexpected state will cause the job failure
either.
To solve all the challenges mentioned above, we focus on the dynamic creation
of access control policy for grid environment based on the CGSP project [4] and
present a Dynamic Authorization Prediction mechanism for service workflow on the
basis of Markov Chain. Consequently, we develop Composite-Service Authorization
Prediction platform (CAP) to help achieve flexible and reliable access control.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our
motivating scenario. We review related authorization research in section 3. Section 4
presents the architecture of CAP and the modules function. In section 5, we introduce
key methods used in CAP. Conclusions and our future work are given in Section 6.

2 Scenario
The underlying common grid computing platform in ChinaGrid project is called
ChinaGrid Supporting Platform (CGSP) [4]. One important characteristic of CGSP
2.0 is that the Job Manager module can parse, schedule, execute and monitor
composite services. After modeling a composite service as an Ordered Service
Sequence, we develop a new approach to calculate the conditional probability of one
service execution in a set of service sequence in Markov Chain. We create access
control rules dynamically according to these calculated values.
Imagine such a scenario: the CGSP environment has deployed a composite service ,
CS for short, which is composed of 4 atomic services named a, b, c and d. Assume
that a legal user of CGSP, called Alice, wants to access a. Not only has the CS job
been successfully submitted, but its first three services, a, b and c, have also been
finished. Unfortunately, the job may still fail just because Alice does not own the
access to the last atomic service, d.
Consider another scenario: Alice, via role r, calls service a for a computational
fluid dynamics job, J1, at 9:00, and at 14:00, she calls a again to finish an imageprocessing job, J2, through the same role r. These two requests are plausibly the same
(just the original data are different), but in fact they are submitted for two different
jobs. This situation will cause two potential security problems. One is that the static
access control policy can not distinguish the difference between these two service
calls. The other is that the same static access control policy will be used in different
VOs. This situation will cause confusion on the management of VO. Therefore, when
the two jobs belong to two different organizations, the service a will be put into
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different VOs in different jobs. The situation in which one static access control policy
would appear in different VOs at the same time is filled with security-problem risks.
If we use dynamic access control model to check the access control policy before
executing Alice’s job, confirming it can be finished, both time and space will be
saved a lot. But it is still possible that someone, say the administrator, changes the
service d’s access control during Alice running this job and this will still cause the job
failures. This situation is caused by the second challenge of dynamical access control
mentioned above. How should we design a mechanism to stop this situation
happening? One candidate way is that we should make the access control dynamic
and flexible, the other one is ensuring the dynamicity do not impact the running legal
job. On the basis of two ways, we developed CAP, a kind of approach of
authorization prediction for grid platform.

3 Related Work
The two well-known static access control models in the field of computer security are
HRU [5] and RBAC (Role-Based Access Control) [6, 7]. Following them DAC
(Discretionary Access Control) and MAC (Mandatory Access Control) appear. These
two access control models are almost designed for a static and centrally administering
security system. Their basic principle is: if subjects want to access objects, the
subjects must get the privilege on target objects first. This static access control has not
reached the demand of Internet and business globalization.
One dynamic access control mechanism introduced in [8-10] is called TBAC (taskbased access control) which is a task-oriented model for access control and
authorization. It can not only model the tasks in workflow, but dynamically manage
the permissions through these tasks and their status. It is an active security model well
suited for distributed computing and dynamic information processing activities, such
as workflow management and agent-based distributed computing. In this paradigm,
permissions are checked-in and checked-out in a just-in-time fashion based on
activities or tasks.
Based on the idea of context information in TABC, we introduce a new access
control prediction mechanism on the basis of Markov Chain and use the init
probability and the transition probability to predict the authorization result of service
sequence.
Community Authorization Service (CAS) is built on the Globus Toolkit middleware
for grid computing [11,12], not only allowing a virtual organization to publish
policies regarding resources distributed across a number of sites, but also itself to
express and enforce expressive, consistent policies across resources spanning multiple
independent policy domains [13]. CAS focuses on distributed security polices and
assigns a set of appropriate rights on the requester temporarily when he/she wants to
access a resource in a VO. However, it is through a central server that the CAS
manages the VO’s access control policy. It just considers the single service or
resource but not the cooperation of multi-services or multi-resource. Comparatively,
our work will focus on a composite service and introduce a method to solve
authorization problem for the service sequence.
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4 Architecture of CAP
In this section, we will describe the architecture of CAP before introducing the
definitions and functions of the modules in CAP. Figure 1 shows the architecture of
CAP. CAP includes 5 components: user client, job scheduler, composite service preprocessor, Authorization Prediction and Dynamic Authorization Policy Creator
(DAPC).

User Client

Authorization
Prediction

Atomic Service

Authorization
Prediction

Jobs
Scheduler

Composite
Services
Pre-Processor
Authorization
Results
Feedback

Atomic Service

Atomic Service

Authorization
Prediction

Atomic Service

Authorization
Prediction

Dynamic
Authorization
Policy Creator

Communication between Services Sequence

Fig. 1. The Architecture of CAP

User client: The functions of this module include defining composite service,
submitting composite service, adding user’s information and receiving authorization
feedback. User client can change the security condition according to the feedback.
Jobs scheduler: This module takes charge of orchestrating composite service. In
CGSP2, this module is implemented by Business Process Execution Language
(BPEL) [14]. CGSP2 refers to ActiveBPEL engine [15] as the core of service-flow
and extends it to support the CGSP composite service, defined in a .bpel file.
Composite service pre-processor: This module is parallel to the jobs scheduler. It
gets the composite service .bpel file from the job scheduler and analyzes it before the
job being executed. Based on this analytical result, composite service pre-processor
will rearrange this composite service to build an Ordered Service Sequence (OSS)
[16] logically. More details about this module will be described in section 5.
Authorization prediction: This module is implemented as a plug-in and deployed
with every atomic service. The module receives the OSS created by composite service
pre-processor and creates an atomic access policy (aap) by using Markov Chain.
More details about the theory of Authorization Prediction can be found in [16].
Dynamic authorization policy creator: This module will collect all the atomic
access policies from the Authorization Prediction and create a dynamic access policy
set. After that, a temporary access control file in XML format will be created to
record all atomic services before them practically being executed. And then, it will
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lock or create a copy for every atomic access policy avoiding the policy being
changed by someone. Once all these operation done, dynamic authorization policy
creator will return this authorization to user client and the user can modify or request
a new privilege to fit the authorization policy. As soon as an atomic service is finished
and its result has been sent to the next one, the temporary file will be deleted.

5 Key Methods of CAP
Once a user submits a composite service, the job manager will parse this composite
service. Then, dynamic prediction in CGSP will obtain a file describing this
composite service and rearrange to an Ordered Service Sequence (OSS) logically.
Because OSS and Atomic Service (AS) have a very close relationship, we give the AS
and OSS definition as follows:
Definition 1. An Atomic Service is the minimum service element, has the minimum
function and can never be divided. We use AS to denote a set of Atomic Service and
its element is expressed asi: AS={as1, as2,…, asi,…, asn}, i∈N
Definition 2. Ordered Service Sequence is a service sequence where each element is
an Atomic Service and sorted by the order of execution. We use OSS to denote the set
of Order Service Sequence: OSS={as1,…, asi,…, asj,…}, i, j∈N, i<j, as∈AS.
Obviously, OSS⊆AS.
To get an OSS from a composite service, we must analyze the bpel file of the
composite service and rearrange the atomic services set. The composite service preprocessing is responsible for this job. There are 5 service relationship types in CGSP
environment, including sequential, parallel, loop, recursion, and selection. We use the
composite service pre-processing technology to deal with every relationship and
transfer them to OSS.
For sequential, this is the simplest relation and it is OSS itself. For parallel, the
services with parallel relationship can be executed disorderly. To get an OSS from
this relationship, we can just set the parallel services as any order and the transition
probability is 1. For loop and recursion, these two relationships are referred to as
executing the same service many times. From the security point of view, the
authorization condition will not be changed no matter how many times it is executed.
Hence we just consider this service one element in OSS. For selection/conditional,
this is the most complex relationship, for this situation we must create many OSS for
every condition.
Figure 2 illustrates how to transfer parallel relation to sequential relation with a
practical example. (a) presents a task that contains five atomic services: as1, as2, as3, as4,
and as5. Among these atomic services, as1 and as2 are parallel to each other. But in the
dynamic prediction point of view, the task can be rearranged to an ordered service
sequence shown in (b) or (c). For as2 parallels to as3, (b) is considered equal to (c).
The transition probability is a definition in Markov theory. It is very difficult to
calculate the transition probability from one atomic service to another, because
different atomic services may exist in different domains. That the administrators of
different domains can set their own access policy to atomic services makes the
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situation very complex. To simplify the process and make calculation easier, we
abstract some common characteristics, say access time, from different atomic
services.
Thus for every service, we just consider these common characteristics as a
constrain condition. For two atomic services, asi and ask, we have their common
access policy api and apk: api←→spi1(∨/∧)spi2(∨/∧)……(∨/∧)spim, and
apk←→spk1(∨/∧)spk2(∨/∧)……(∨/∧)spkm.

Original
Data

Original
Data

Original
Data

as1

as1

as2

as3

as3

as2

as4

as4

as5

as5

Result

Result

as1

as2

as3

as4

as5

Result

Fig. 2. Rearrange a composite service to an ordered service sequence in logical

In the situation of asi that has been executed successfully, it is only when task
condition satisfy the api and apk at the same time that the ask can be executed. The
transition probability p(ik) can be calculated by this way:

p(ik)=p(

spi1 ∩spk1
sp ∩spk2
sp ∩sp
)× p( i2
)×...p( im km )
spi1
spi2
spim

Once we get the executable probability of an atomic service, we can confirm
whether the system can run the service for some users or not. But in most situations,
such a yes and no delineation is too coarse. So we import the Conditional
Authorization to make the dynamic access policy more reliable. In [16], we have
defined that the access policy of an atomic service may contain several sub-policies
described as: api←→spi1(∨/∧)spi2(∨/∧)……(∨/∧)spim.
The relationship among these sub-policies may be AND or OR. We define four
types of access control strategies: Unconditional Permit, Conditional Permit,
Unconditional Deny, and Conditional Deny. Each strategy corresponds to an
appropriate threshold which can be set by the administrator statically after deploying
service. The relationships are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. An access control description for every atomic service (T1<T2<T3<T4)

Cur-task
Asi
Asi
Asi
Asi

Pre-task
Ask
Ask
Ask
Ask

Threshold
T1
T2
T3
T4

State
Unconditional deny
Conditional deny
Conditional permit
Unconditional Permit

We put corresponding weight on each sub-policy to denote the importance of subpolicy. We import a Conditional Authorization table shown as Table 2 to make the
authorization result more clear.
Table 2. Conditional authorization table

Conditional Authorization
None sub-policys are met
Certain sub-policys can not be satisfied
Certain sub-policys are met
All sub-policys are met
From Table 1 and 2, we get the Conditional Authorization relationship shown in
Figure 3. According to the minimum threshold and the maximum threshold, we can
create a deny policy or a permit policy directly. We can also evaluate the weight of
access strategy over the intermediate values.
T1

T2

Unco

nditio
nal D
e

ny

KeyPolicyNotMet

Deny
Conditional Deny

T3

T4

KeyPolicyMet

nditio
Unco

nal P

Conditional Permit
Permit

ermit

Fig. 3. Conditional authorization relationship

6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we describe an authorization prediction system, CAP, used for
composite service in grid environment. We give the overview of CAP architecture
and describe its module functions. We list some key technologies used in CAP to
show the system’s characteristics. CAP can rearrange the service sequence to
predicate the executable probability of some steps of a task sequence and make an
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access control policy dynamically according to the prediction result. Thus we do not
need set the access control statically before the system starts, so as to enhance the
flexibility of access control, and we can import the conditional authorization to
enhance the accuracy of our forecasts, to make reliable access control policy.
However, the work described in this paper is just a beginning and there are still lots
of work to do. In the future, our work will focus on the following points:
1.
2.

3.

4.

How to analyze the BPEL file effectively and give the most reasonable OSS?
How to get a precise transition probability? In this paper, we just introduce an
intuitive method to get the probability. In our future work, we will add the
historical information of job manager and the service sensitive information to
the judgment condition.
How to organize all the atomic access control policies to compose a whole
authorization policy for composite service, or eliminate redundant atomic
policies?
How to deal with complex service relationship exactly and cover all the
control flow patterns?
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Abstract. This paper presents a document recommendation system based on
clustering peer-to-peer networks. It’s an unstructured P2P system. In this
system each agent-peer can learn user’s interest, then it helps user share and
recommend documents with the other users. Since each peer in our P2P
networks is a node, in order to cluster them, we import the concept of Group.
Each group is composed of peers. The types of documents, which belong to a
same group, are uniform. This paper presents how these peers help users to
share and to recommend documents, and how they cluster into groups. Our
experiment results show the advantages of the document recommendation
system.
Keywords: Recommendation System, Clustering P2P, Reputation Management.

1 Introduction
Nowadays information in the internet is quickly increasing, which promotes the
development of text mining and information retrieval techniques such as file sharing
systems based on P2P networks. These systems have gained wide popularity. Some
reports [1] suggest that P2P traffic is the dominant consumer of bandwidth ahead of
Web traffic. But these systems still have some problems in querying. The users can
only query files by file-names, which is too simple to express their contents. This
paper presents a document recommendation system based on clustering P2P
networks, called hybrid filtering system, which uses document’s content and user’s
opinions to decide the relationship between document and user. It has higher precision
in querying than other file sharing systems.
Content-based information filtering can recommend documents effectively by
users’ interest which has been known before. While collaborative filtering can learn
users’ new interest from other similar users, but it suffers from cold start [2] problem.
The core of filtering algorithm in our system is a hybrid document filtering algorithm,
including content-based filtering and collaborative filtering.
*
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In this paper we import the concept of Group, which is composed of peers. The types
of documents, which belong to a same group, are uniform. Peers can calculate the
similarity with each others. Then the similar peers can cluster automatically into a same
group. But the “similar user” is very difficult to decide in an unstructured P2P networks
without a central server [3]. So we develop a new reputation measurement in our system,
which is called authority score and used to represent group’s property. Moreover our
system applies recommendation threshold instead of N-best in hybrid filtering.
This paper is organized as following. Section 2 provides the structure and
advantage of our system. Section 3 describes the recommendation algorithm and the
reason we use threshold instead of N-best. Section 4 describes the usage of authority
score and the calculation algorithm. Section 5 presents the clustering algorithm of
peer nodes. Section 6 is our experiment and conclusion.

2 Structure of the P2P Networks
Our system is an unstructured P2P networks based on JXTA, which is an open source
P2P platform. Every peer in the system can join or leave the discussion group freely.
They can not only share and search documents but also obtain recommendations of
documents. Every peer can act as a rendezvous peer when necessary, typically when it
is a gateway. The discussion group is a virtual community which allows users to join
and share documents. The group information is spread and held by peers who have
joined the group and have been the rendezvous peers in the group. The structure of
our system is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Structure of the P2P networks

3 Recommendation Algorithm Based on Threshold
We use recommendation threshold in our system instead of the traditional N-best
recommendation. The N-best recommendation algorithm works well in traditional
systems, because in the C/S model the servers contain all the items and the number of
items user may like is always far more big than “N”. But in the unstructured P2P
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network, a new user knows few documents at first, and the number of known
documents increases linearly as time going, so user won’t be interested in the N
highest recommendation documents.
The formula of our recommendation score is shown as follows:
reco(au , doc) = α × (1 + sim _ doc( pf , doc) / 2) × R + β × reco _ rate(au, doc)

(1)

In formula (1), au is the active user (the user our system recommend to),
is the similarity between the active user’s interest template (user’s
favorite keyword list) and the document computed by cosine vector formula.
Re co _ rate ( au , doc ) is the recommendation score of the document to the active user.
This score is calculated by collaborative filtering algorithm according to evaluation
information of the active user’s nearest neighbors. R is the average evaluation made
by the active user, it’s used to normalize the recommendation scores of contend-based
filtering and collaborative filtering. The detail formula of reco _ rate(au, doc) is shown as
follows:
sim _ doc( pf , doc)

reco _ rate(au, doc) = R +

∑ sim _ neighbor(au , pi )( PRi ,doc − PRi )
i

(2)

∑ | sim _ neighbor(au, pi ) |
i

In

this

formula,

pi

is

a

user

in

the

discussion

group,

and

it

satisfies p i ∈ C auth ∪ C neighbor . The set C auth represents the authoritative users in the
discussion group, in other words, they are the highest 10% users in the order of
reputation score. The set Cneighbor is composed of the nearest neighbors of the active
user. The sim _ neighbor(au, pi ) is calculated by Pearson method and it represents the

similarity between the active user and the user pi [4][5]. The list of nearest neighbors
is decided by sim _ neighbor(au, pi ) . The more documents a user evaluates, the more
evaluation information the agent-peer will obtain. This kind of information will
change the list of the user’s neighbors and the list will be more credible.
When the agent-peer starts, we assign the score of fifth-highest document as the
recommendation threshold as soon as the agent-peer gets 30 documents in the group.
In order to adjust the threshold to an ideal value, we should modify it at runtime. The
peer records the active user’s feedback about all of the recommended and unrecommended documents, then sums up precision p(T) and recall r(T). We also define
an expected precision μ (T ) and expected recall ϖ(T) in our system as the ideal effect;
they are calculated by the following formulas:

μ (T ) = μ (0) + ( μ ( final ) − μ (0)) × NOR (T ) / ξ

(3)

ϖ (T ) = ϖ (0) + (ϖ ( final ) − ϖ (0)) × NOR (T ) / ξ

(4)

Since the peer’s performance is improved with recommendation and feedback, we
set four expected values: μ ( 0 ) =0.4, μ ( final ) =0.7, ϖ (0) =0.2, ϖ ( final ) =0.4. In the
formulas above, NOR(T) represents the number of recommended documents accepted
by the active user. Algorithm 1 describes the auto-regulative algorithm of
recommendation threshold.
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Algorithm 1. Auto-regulative algorithm of recommendation threshold

Calculate p(T) and r(T) at time T.
if p (T ) ≤ μ (T ) then

TH(T+1)=TH(T)+ α (T+1)×(1-TH(T)).
else if r (T ) ≤ ϖ (T ) then TH(T+1)=TH(T)×d
else TH(T+1)=(1- β (T + 1) )×TH(T)

In a recommendation system, precision is far more important than recall, because
users will discard a system when it recommends a wrong document. In our system,
we take the precision as the most valuable standard, when it is lower than expected
value the peer will increase the threshold (TH) by parameter α . Meanwhile α and
β decrease linearly with the increase of NOR.

4 Recommendation with Reputation
Our system is an unstructured P2P system; peers in the system connect and
communicate with each other directly without central servers. So the system is robust
and easy to expand, but it’s difficult to avoid cheating in the group and keep high
quality of documents without checking. This paper presents a concept “Authority” in
order to establish a standard of user’s action. The authority extends from reputation,
but it’s more than reputation; the authoritative users have highest reputation score. A
user’s authority score will increase when his documents are widely accepted, and will
decrease when his documents are denied. So the authority can protect good user and
can avoid cheater and destroyer.
The update algorithm of authority is shown in Algorithm 2, where
nos(T ) represents the number of documents the active user shares at Time T; M (T ) is
the number of users in the discussion group at time T; noa(T , i ) is the accepted times
of the no.i document shared by the active user at Time T, and the
NOAT (T , i ) represents the refused times of the no.i document till time T.
Algorithm 2. The update algorithm of Authority score

1. Assume current time is T, then update the active
user’s authority to a (T − 1)
2. Define a temp authority variable aTemp.
3. aTemp=a(T-1)-2×nos(T), this formula calculates the
consumption of sharing documents. When a document is
shared, it will consume 2 authorities.
4. For each document d i the active user shares,it will
be calculated as follows:
2 × noa (T , i )
. With the increment
aTemp= aTemp +
0.3 × M (T )
of accepting users, the active user’s authority
increases. As long as there are 30% users accepting the
document, it will compensate the lost of sharing.
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5. For each document d i in the group, it will be computed
as:
a)If ( NOAT (T , i ) + NORT (T , I )) < 0.6 × M (T ) and ch(T − 1, i ) = 0 ,continue
to next circulation.
b) aTemp = aTemp − ch(T − 1, i ) .
c) ch(T , i) = 0
d)If the active user is interested in d i
If NOAT (T , i) > 0.6 × NORT (T , i) , ch (T , i ) = 0.05 × NOAT (T , i ) − 0.02 × NORT (T , i )
Else ch(T , i) = 0.03 × NOAT(T , i) − 0.03 × NORT(T , i)
e)If the active user is not interested in d i
If NOAT (T , i ) > 0.6 × NORT (T , i ) , ch(T,i) = −0.05× NOAT(T ,i) + 0.02× NORT(T ,i)
Else ch(T , i) = −0.03× NOAT (T , i) + 0.03× NORT(T , i)
f) aTemp = aTemp + ch(T , i)
6.a(T) = aTemp

5 Clustering Peer Nodes
Clustering peer nodes into different discussion groups makes routing algorithm have
higher querying efficiency. We use BIRCH [6] to cluster peer nodes. This algorithm
doesn’t need the amount of category, which is unable to clear in a P2P networks.
Given n user data objects in a cluster, including user’s favorite keyword
eigenvector and evaluation information, xi, the BIRCH algorithm defines centroid x0,
radius R, and diameter D of the cluster as follows:
n

Xo =

∑ xi

i =1

n

R=

∑ ( xi − xo)

2

i =1

(6)

n
n n

D=

(5)

n

∑ ∑ ( xi − x j )

2

i =1k =1

n( n − 1)

(7)

Where R is the average distance from member objects to the centroid, and D is the
average pairwise distance within a cluster. Both R and D reflect the tightness of the
cluster around the centroid. A clustering feature (CF) is a three-dimensional vector
summarizing information about clusters of objects. Then the CF of the cluster is
defined as:
CF =< n, LS , SS >

(8)
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Where n is the number of data in the cluster, LS is the linear sum of the n data (i.e.,
n

∑ xi

i =1

n

), and SS is the square sum of the data (i.e., ∑ xi 2 ).
i =1

Cluster features are additive. For example, suppose that we have two disjoint
clusters, C1 and C2, having the clustering features, CF1 and CF2, respectively. The
clustering feature for the cluster that is formed by merging C1 and C2 is simply CF1
+ CF2.
A CF tree is a height-balanced tree that stores the clustering features for a
hierarchical clustering. The nonleaf nodes store sums of the CFs of their children, and
thus summarize clustering information about their children. A CF tree has two
parameters: branching factor, B, and threshold, T. The branching factor specifies the
maximum number of children per nonleaf node; we set it as 10. The threshold
parameter specifies the maximum diameter of subclusters stored at the leaf nodes of
the tree; we set it as 0.1. These two parameters influence the size of the resulting tree.
Every peer clusters all peer nodes that it knows once in a while. After clustering,
every peer will find some closest groups it belongs to, and notifies the centroid peers
of these groups. Usually these centroid peers are authoritative users. These discussion
groups will regroup when most of their members are changed.

6 Experiments
6.1 Dataset

Since our system is a hybrid filtering system based on content filtering and
collaborative filtering, we use Reuters-21578 as our dataset instead of the other
evaluation datasets, such as MovieLens, MsWeb, Jester, and so on. We choose 4298
documents in the dataset whose text lengths are longer than 500 Bytes and whose
categories are in the most 10 ordinary categories.
6.2 Evaluation Criterion

We use the ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) as our system’s evaluation
criterion. It represents the accepted percentage of recommendatory documents; and it
represents the recommendation performance. The goal of our system is to make the
recommendation performance higher. The expression of the ROC is:
ROC =

NA
NR

(9)

Where NA is the number of documents that are recommended by system and accepted
by users; NR represents the number of all the recommended items. Considering the
influence of density of the evaluation information, we need another evaluation
criterion, the Sparsity, which is shown as follows:
Sparsity = 1 −

NNZ
NI

(10)
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NNZ represents the number of non-zero items in the evaluation information matrix,
and NI is the number of all the items in the matrix. When evaluation information is
too sparse, recommendation systems based on collaborative filtering will be difficult
to make right decision.
6.3 Results

In the experiments, we simulate 700 virtual users to share and read thousands of
documents in the dataset. The interesting categories numbers of these simulated users
vary from 1 to 5.
In order to simulate users’ real action better, we also import some simulated
actions, such as sharing probability, evaluation habit and preservation habit.
We run our system for several times. Each time we estimate the average ROC of
all the users and the average sharing probability is set to different values. As soon as
all the documents are shared, the system stops running and then calculates the ROC
immediately. Figure 2 shows the ROC and Sparsity when average sharing rate is set
to a special value.
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Fig. 2. The corresponding ROC and Sparsity when sharing probability is different

When the sharing probability is set to 0.01, the ROC reaches the best performance,
85%. Performance is influenced by the time of running. When the sharing probability
is larger than 0.02, the system's performance declines quickly, because in this case
running time is shorter than 350 minutes, and the peers share documents too fast for
users to read and evaluate. So the authority is very hard to increase, which results in
users joining and leaving discussion groups frequently. Peers are very difficult to
cluster and groups are very difficult to build. On the contrary, when the sharing
probability is set to 0.005, most of the users won't share documents, so the discussion
groups are composed of a few users who are likely to share, and then most users’
ROC declines.
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7 Conclusion and Future Works
This paper presents a document recommendation system based on hybrid filtering that
is built on an unstructured clustering P2P networks. We use recommendation
threshold instead of N-best threshold to adapt to the condition of the unstructured P2P
networks. In order to make the peers self-cluster into discussion groups easily, we
import the authority measurement instead of pure reputation to represent users’ action.
Simulated experiments show the system has a better performance when using the
authority score.
It is very difficult to assemble thousands of people to read thousands of documents
time and time again, so we have to simulate experiments. In the future, we intend to
perfect the user interface, and make the system to be a real application.
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Abstract. With the gradually extending of problem application scale, science
and engineering computing becomes more and more complicated. Designing a
collaborative problem solving environment aiming at specific fields is
becoming more and more important. In order to integrate various heterogeneous
resources and provide a flexible problem solving environment, we proposed a
novel grid approach: SECGrid (Science and Engineering Computing Grid).
SECGrid provides a dynamic grid application deploy environment. A grid
portal is also adopted to present grid application from diverse sources in a
unified way. We proposed a new scheduling algorithm (Application Demand
Aware Algorithm) to make job scheduling more feasible. Moreover, SECGrid
provides a lot of useful facilities, such as grid accounting, grid monitoring, etc.
In the practical application, SECGrid encapsulates lots of computing modules
from science and engineering, and provides an easy way for collaborative
problem solving.
Keywords: PSE, grid computing, grid accounting, grid monitoring, scheduling.

1 Introduction
In recent years, the concept of grid computing has been investigated and developed to
enlarge the concept of distributed computing environment. The grid infrastructure
provides integrated services for resource scheduling, information sharing, data
delivery, authentication, delegation and other related issues [1]. Due to the
heterogeneity of resources, the complexity of computational applications increases.
As continuous changes of applications as well as resources states, large amount of
resources are involved. For the reasons above, the importance of problem solving
environments has been more emphasized [2].However, problem solving environment
(PSE) using open source software and widely available devices to support
collaboration [3] has not been investigated extensively.
Based on forecited reasons, it makes sense to combine traditional problem solving
environment with grid to build a collaborative PSE in Science and Engineering.
SECGrid has the following characteristics: based on specific domains of grid;
supporting sharing and cooperation; easily usable high performance PSE, which
makes fully use of grid possibility in resource sharing and cooperation.
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 234–241, 2007.
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There are some related projects already, such as the China National Grid (CNGrid)
[4], which is a key project in the National High-Tech R&D Program (the 863
program); the European DataGrid (EDG)[5], commissioned by the European Union,
with goals to develop the software to provide basic grid functionality and associated
management tools for a large scale test-bed for demonstration projects in three
specific areas of science; the Scientific Computing Grid (ScGrid)[6], and so on.
Compared to these projects, this project focuses mainly on Science and Engineering
aspects, with emphasis on providing a collaborative problem solving environment.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces design issues
and the system architecture which consists of four layers. Section 3 details the key
technologies for building system as well as a job scheduling algorithm (Application
Demand Aware Scheduling Algorithm). Section 4 presents an application case of
SECGrid. Section 5 summarizes the SECGrid project and points out future directions.

2 Architecture
This system contains multi-layers and multi-management domains. From the job
schedulers in the bottom layer to the specific application system in the top layer, there
are various software and hardware, such as grid middleware, gird portal developing
infrastructure, grid monitoring and grid accounting etc. They altogether emphasize the
importance of system architecture design.
This system integrates and organizes different computation and storage resources
in a heterogeneous environment. It shields bottom resource heterogeneity and multimanagement domains via functions like application service access, data access and
management services provided by system. It can exhibit users with incorporate file
view and convenient, unified operating interfaces. The system is divided into four
layers from bottom to top, namely Resources Layer, Core Layer, Portal Layer and
Application Layer, as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. SECGrid Layer Architecture
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2.1 Resource Layer
High-performance computation and storage nodes are provided by this layer.
Hardware resources are composed of machine resources distributed over different
management domains and different locations. Software resources comprise Operating
System (Linux or some other Unix-like operating systems), serial or parallel
application software and various job schedulers.
2.2 Core Layer
Grid middleware, as the core layer, represents a series of instruments and protocol
software. It conceals computation resources distribution, heterogeneity characteristic,
and provides grid application layer with transparent and coherent interface. There are
many kinds of grid middleware such as Globus[7,8] and Legion[7,9] of U.S.A,
UNICORE[7,10] of Europe. Among them the most famous one is Globus which is lead
by Ian Foster and is considered the most widely and suitably used grid middleware.
Globus Toolkit 4 adopts distributed computing modules and includes client and
server ends deployment. Server and client ends are loosely coupled, interacting with
each other by WSDL (Web Service Description Language) description file. The client
end should get the WSDL description file created and passed from the server end to
get corresponding resource services. Globus Toolkit 4 authenticates client resources
by certificating the client end.
Server: The server is responsible for collecting resource information, receiving job
requests, transferring data information and job requests from resource client and
getting results from it.
Client: Mainly receiving job requests from upper server, transferring it to the machine
resources for process, finally getting the results and re-transferring to the server.
Most existing systems adopt a single CA(Certification Authority) as the center to
form a management domain. Any resources can join this system only through this CA
center authorization, which reduces the flexibility of joining resources. Once the CA
server is down, the whole system will crash. To deal with this problem, firstly, we
adopt a robust server as our CA system server; secondly, we successfully implement
inter-authority; then transfer authority to another server.
2.3 Portal Layer
As the service interface of SECGrid, the portal layer which provides services in a
unified web way. It is the entrance of final users using this system. In this layer, from
users’ viewpoint, actions can be managing personal information, monitoring resource
states, submitting and monitoring jobs, managing and transferring data, etc. From
administrator’s viewpoint, actions can be managing current resource and data
information, user authorization, CA certificates, etc.
2.4 Application Layer
In the application layer, diversified computing programs are encapsulated as
application services, providing user layer uniform entrance. The application layer
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receives requests information from portal layer when users call for application
service, then it creates a job object and submits it to the next core service layer. In the
process of job execution, this layer can call the core services layer to query job
running state. When job finishes, users can get job execution results received by
application layer from next layer.

3 Key Technologies
From the bottom grid middleware to the top specific applications, this system deals
with many newly rising technologies such as grid monitoring and grid accounting,
grid portal design, grid scheduling algorithm, etc. In order to make it clearly
understood, this section describes these technologies briefly.
3.1 Grid Monitoring
System monitoring is very important for grid computing system. By monitoring we
can discover and remove failures promptly, analyze monitored data to find out
performance bottleneck, thereby offer reliable basis for system performance adjusting
and job scheduling. This system adopts the monitoring system GMS [11] (Grid
Monitoring Service) to implement such functions, as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. GMS Architecture

GMS is a general purposed, scalable and distributed grid monitoring service based
on GMA. It has a framework for grid monitoring system and introduces a pluggable
module for performance information collection. Also, GMS implements a
performance forecasting component which provides short time forecasting to help job
scheduler work better. Meanwhile, it takes into account the security problems and
ensures the safety of monitoring data.
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3.2 Grid Accounting
The accounting system SDUAS (Shandong University Accounting System) [12], as
shown in Fig. 3, is dedicated to deal with heterogeneous resources accounting and
charging in grid environment, to provide users and administrators with grid services
of high quality. The system improves grid resources usage efficiency by grid
accounting. Our accounting system takes OGSA as design principle, fully takes into
account extensibility and transplant ability under grid environment, lays emphasize on
data description consistency and easy integrated installation.

Fig. 3. SDUAS Components

It has characteristics as follows: (1) Extensibility: adopt open, standard protocols
offered by OGSA to achieve good extensibility. (2) interference-free: need not to
disturb work of each grid nodes and user system, achieving convenient deployment.
(3) Data consistency: adopt uniform XML formats to collect data, record resource
consumption. (4) Accurate accounting information: design with pertinency and test
with rigidness. (5) Security: adopt client end authentication and authorization based
on PKI.
3.3 Portal Design
This system adopts the rising grid portal [13] technology Gridsphere and Gridportlet
to develop the application portal. It uses Tomcat Server to deploy Gridsphere as the
portal middleware for obtaining basic functions like user and application groups
management. Meanwhile, system deploys Gridportlets in Gridsphere based on
changing its resource registry file Resource.xml, to realize Web operations on basic
Globus middleware functions. It includes five parts: Registry, Credentials, Resources,
Files, and Jobs. We install and deploy Gt4portlets as the private application service to
support resource discovery and serving mechanism. For facilitating user job
submission, we build file tag separately to realize transferring of data and execution
file needed by jobs, downloading and checking resulting data. Users get
authentication from My Proxy to use functions like resource browsing, file
management and job submission.
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3.4 Application Encapsulation
In order to integrate various computation and storage resources under heterogeneous
environment and provide users with an incorporate file view in a convenient, standard
accessing way, we must encapsulate application services. This system first
encapsulates File Management function offered by Gridportlets as the public
application, takes Ganglia monitoring and grid accounting as the system management
application; then fills in corresponding parameters through re-using Job Submission
Portlet and changes its core codes according to different URL for different
computation module; consequently realizes the bardian display of application
manipulation interface. This simplifies the manipulation because users need not to
care about the concrete way, just pay attention to filling in a small quantity of
parameters like executing directory, job description, etc.
3.5 Application Demand Aware Scheduling Algorithm
In this system, a new job scheduling algorithm-Application Demand Aware
Scheduling Algorithm[14] is adopted. It accomplishes the function of making a
feasible resources allocation for jobs in heterogeneous environment; meanwhile it
guarantees most jobs to be completed ahead of their expected completion times (ECT)
without losing good system performance.
In order to achieve the aim of feasible resources sharing for jobs in heterogeneous
environment, this algorithm takes two steps in scheduling process.
The first step is determined by system performance and the second by application
demand. In the first step, for each submitted job, select the most favorable node from
available resources set, on which this job can be completed at the earliest time, then
form a (<job, resource>) set which holds all the submitted jobs with their respectively
most suitable nodes according to minimum completion time.
In the second step, this algorithm takes the effect of application into account. For
users, they hope their jobs be dealt with as soon as possible, at least without
exceeding expected completion times, then ECTi (Expected Completion Time) of
each job ti should be considered. A comparison between ECTi and Minimum
Completion Time of each job ti which asks for the same node, is made. According to
the comparison results, the smaller the result value, the sooner this job will be
executed.

4 Application
Based on the hardware and application software sources of Shandong High
Performance Computing Center(SDHPCC), Shandong University, Jinan University
and Shandong Weather Bureau, this system builds a collaborative PSE with a total
1.5T flops computing ability and 20TB storage capability. On this platform we deploy
grid middleware, develop grid monitoring, grid accounting and grid portal. And
finally the system realizes grid computing applications like High-energy Physics,
Chemistry Theory, Biology Information, Numerical Weather Forecast and Engineer
Computing, and provides users with an integrated, easily used collaborative PSE. As
shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
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Fig. 4. SECGrid Homepage

Fig. 5. Hardware Resources

5 Conclusion and Future Prospects
In the process of designing this system, according to the application demanding of
SECGrid, in the bottom layer, we adopt the Globus middleware to design and deploy
a heterogeneous, easy-extending system to satisfy different users’ needs. In the
middle layer, we optimize and change the grid middleware supporting the application
services, develop service uniform accessing interface. In the top layer, we use
Gridsphere and Gridportlets to design platform portals and encapsulate different
application modules.
The tasks that remain for the SECGrid project fall into the following categories:1)
Although we have installed five kinds of applications (totally 10 computation
modules), the number of applications supported in this PSE is relatively small. Large
scale of application-supporting need to be added in future works. 2) As to the job
scheduling problem, the new scheduling algorithms has improved the system
efficiency greatly. But it is only aiming at independent tasks, in the future, scheduling
algorithms about grid workflow need to be considered and designed.
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Abstract. Data-driven media streaming has been deployed gradually
over the Internet. In such systems, node periodically exchanges media
block availability and fetches desirable blocks from neighbors. The issue
on optimizing fetching blocks is called block scheduling and receives focus, especially in heterogeneous overlay. In this paper Bandwidth-Aware
Scheduling (BAS) formulates such problem by incorporating bandwidth
and block deadline, as well as node importance. Simulation results verify
that BAS performs much better than existing ones.
Keywords: Peer-to-Peer, Media Streaming, Block Scheduling, BAS.

1

Introduction

Peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay populates in ﬁle-sharing, media streaming. The success originates from utilizing each peer’s resource. Recently, media streaming applications called as data-driven approaches inspiring from BitTorrent [1] prevail
on the Internet. Each peer chooses random node subset as neighbors so that an
unstructured overlay is formed. Such gossip-style construction guarantees high
system robustness and availability. Without explicitly building and maintaining
block propagation path, these data-driven protocols determine block delivery
direction based on block availability. The source node encodes media content
into block sequence and pushes them to neighbors appropriately. Then, each
peer exchanges block availability periodically. Upon such information each peer
independently decides from which neighbor each desired block is fetched. And
it requests blocks from respective neighbors. Both systematical studies [2] and
realistic deployment [3] demonstrate that data-driven approach is better than
other deterministic approaches such as tree-based ones, especially when churn
is high or bandwidth varies greatly. As block scheduling is core of system, it is
imperative to optimize scheduling to enhance system throughput further under
heterogeneous network. In addition, steady playback rate requires that fetched
blocks should arrive before deadline.
In media streaming application, the most valuable resource is bandwidth. However, existing measurements of overlay network reveal that peer usually exhibits
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extreme heterogeneity on access bandwidth. Furthermore, the bandwidth between
two peers is more diverse and tends to be exaggerating under network congestion.
To accommodate bandwidth heterogeneity, the source node encodes media content into several layers through layered coding, where each layer is iteratively dependent on lower layers. That means a higher layer can only be decoded if all of
lower layers are available. Each layer consists of a sequence of equal-size blocks.
Node would adjust receiving number of layers based on available bandwidth. Further, each node has sliding window moving as playback rate. The front portion of
the sliding window is called exchanging window. Blocks within exchanging window
will be consumed one by one.
In this paper we consider bandwidth constraint and block deadline, as well as
node importance, and propose Bandwidth-Aware Scheduling strategy to improve
system throughput. The remainder is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
related work. Section 3 ﬁrst presents potential ineﬀectiveness of most relevant
work, DONLE [4], in an example, then several deﬁnitions and problem formulation are proposed. Section 4 evaluates BAS’s performance in comparison and
concludes in section 5.

2

Related Work

Achieving higher throughput is desirable in media streaming. There are several
milestone works. The ﬁrst is ESM [5] that aims to distribute media content
to large population of peers through tree-based topology. It utilizes the peers’
bandwidth and greatly increases system throughput. The next is RLM [6], which
collects blocks from multiple senders instead of one and greatly stabilizes the
receiving block rate. The third is PeerStreaming that [7] steps further, where
each node notiﬁes upper streaming nodes the interested partitions of content.
By integrating multiple partitions, node recovers original content and adapts
to bandwidth variation through regulating partition announcements. The last
is CoolStreaming [8], inspiring from BitTorrent [1], and implements ﬁne-grain
block scheduling within ﬁnite sliding window. Several similar systems such as
PPLive [3], GridMedia [9] emerge in the following years.
The techniques [12,13] constructing the overlay according to some speciﬁc QoS
metrics are perpendicular to block scheduling problem studied in this paper. The
common scheduling strategies include random strategy in Chainsaw [10], local
rarest ﬁrst (LRF) strategy in CoolStreaming [8], round robin (RR) strategy, and
DONLE [4]. DONLE formulates block scheduling as an integer linear programming problem by imposing priority on each desirable block, which is also solved
with min-cost network ﬂow algorithm. By maximizing average priority sum of
blocks that each node can receive under heterogeneous bandwidth constraints,
DONLE strategy achieves better throughput than all others. Since no block
deadline considered in DONLE, we are motivated to enhance system throughput further by incorporating block deadline as well as node importance.
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Table 1. Notations
Notation
N
L
ri , i = 1, · · · , L
Ii , Oi , i = 0, 1, · · · , |N |
Eik , i, k = 0, 1, · · · , |N |, i = k
hij ∈ {0, 1}
N BRi
τ
πji
WT
Ti
dij
Di

3

Description
Set of nodes except source
Number of encoded media layers
Cumulative rate from layer 1 to i
Inbound and Outbound bandwidth of node i
The end-to-end bandwidth from node i to k
hij = 1 reﬂects node i holds block j, 0 otherwise
Neighbor set of node i
The request period
Priority of block j on node i
The exchanging window length scaled by time
The current time on node i
Playing deadline of block j on node i
Desirable block set for node i

BAS Formulation

First DONLE’s ineﬀectiveness is shown in example. Then we propose new formulation of block scheduling incorporating deadline and node importance. Finally,
distributed equivalent is also proposed as for realistic applications. For convenience, notations [4] used in the following are summarized in table 1.
3.1

Bandwidth-Aware Scheduling

By considering block deadline and bandwidth constraints, priority assignment
function is imposed to guide block dissemination evenly and smoothly. The objective of BAS is to maximize the priority sum of all blocks received before
deadline on each node in each request period. Usually, there are two types of
bottlenecks, i.e. access one (inbound and outbound) and non-access one (end-toend). Due to equal-size block concerned, we measured the bandwidth in terms
of blocks per second. Further, many end-to-end pathes share same underlying
link, which imposes aggregating bandwidth constraint on those pathes.
B:{1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8}

3

1

0.5
A:{1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8}

O:{ }

Fig. 1. An instance for bandwidth aware scheduling
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In ﬁgure 1, potential design limitation in DONLE [4], that may cause block
arrival after deadline, is illustrated. Node O has two neighbors A, B. The number
near link denotes bandwidth in terms of blocks per second. Let request period
τ = 4, and playing rate is 2 blocks per second. At time t, node O has availability
information as {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} for neighbor A, B, respectively. Obviously, node O requests at most 2 block from A, as well as 4 from
B in one request period. As DONLE maximizes averaged priority summarization, speciﬁc strategy shown in table 2 satisﬁes maximization. Assume node O
plays block 1th at time t while request information message of O arrives neighbor nodes simultaneously, DONLE only guarantees block {5}th arrives before
deadline, while BAS even makes {3, 5, 6, 7}th blocks ahead of deadline. Thus
BAS achieves higher delivery ratio than DONLE’s where the upper bound is
1+0.5
= 68 taking no deadline constraint into account.
2
3.2

Block Priority Definition

In ﬁle distribution such as BitTorrent, node only concerns minimum time to
complete downloading ﬁle with no block arriving ordering. However, the media
streaming requires successive order of block arrivals. By imposing appropriate
priority on blocks, each node is able to maintain media content coherently. In
layer coding, higher layer depends on lower ones. We should assure that blocks of
lower layer have higher priority. The existing work [2] suggests that demanding
block with rarest holders would improve diversity to the system, which consequently improves block dissemination. We adopt same rule in DONLE [4] as
giving high priority for block of lower layer or approaching deadline.





dij − Ti
i
πj = β
hkj + (1 − β) θ
(λj ) , where β =
(1)
WT
R

k∈N BRi

L



Both R and L 
are monotonously decreasing functions. θ is relatively large
while L (λj ) >> L (λk ), λj < λk .
3.3

Feasible Block Set

Given node i, neighbor k ∈ N BRi . The duration for one block propagating between i and k is determined as α = E1ik . Since block request arrives asynchronously
on neighbor k, it often has delay γ before initializing delivery of requested block.
Table 2. Delivery ratio between diﬀerent strategies
Strategy

Request
Received blocks vs. Time Delivery ratio
A ← {5, 6}
{1}:t+1 {5,2}:t+2
DONLE B ← {1, 2, 3, 4}
{3}:t+3 {6,4}:t+4
1/8
A ← {6}
{3}:t+1 {5,6}:t+2
BAS
B ← {3, 5, 7}
{7}:t+3
4/8
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As requesting message is assumed to cost as same time as block propagating, the
feasible block set Aik for node i with respect to neighbor k is deﬁned as
Aik ⊆ {x|dix ≥ Ti + α + γ + α, hkx = 1, x ∈ Di },
diy

≥ Ti + α + γ + |{z|z < y, z ∈

Aik }|

∗ α,

|Aik | ≤ Eik

(2)

Aik

(3)

∀y ∈

Such deﬁnition incorporates both bandwidth and block deadline constraints simultaneously. Equation (2) constrains the size of feasible block set and avoids
requesting those obviously unnecessary blocks. And equation (3) imposes time
delay between each successive blocks.
3.4

Node Importance

In Internet, one physical link is often shared by multiple overlay links. Consequently, the available bandwidth for each overlay link impacts with each other’s.
For speciﬁc node i ∈ N , node importance is deﬁned as

Eik
(4)
weight (i) =
k∈N BRi

Upon importance weight, blocks preferentially ﬂow to nodes with high aggregating end-to-end bandwidth. Obviously, such node would then contribute more on
system throughput in next request period once receiving novel blocks. Importance weight is piggyback within block availability message and do not introduce
additional control message.
3.5

BAS Formulation

We deﬁne decision variable xikj where i ∈ N, j ∈ Di , k ∈ N BRi :

1 node i request block j from node k
i
xkj =
0 otherwise

(5)

The goal is to maximize priority-importance-product sum of blocks received
ahead of deadline under heterogeneous bandwidth constraints.
  
πji hkj xikj weight (i)
(6)
maximize
i∈N k∈N BRi j∈Di

subject to




xikj ≤ τ Ok , ∀k ∈ N

i∈N BRk j∈Di



j∈Di

xikj ≤ τ Eki , ∀i ∈ N, k ∈ N BRi





xikj ≤ τ Ii , ∀i ∈ N

(7)

k∈N BRi j∈Di



xikj ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ N, j ∈ Di

(8)

k∈N BRi

{j|xikj = 1} is a feasible set , ∀i ∈ N, ∀k ∈ N BRi

(9)
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The BAS formulation is comprehensive integer linear programming, and looks
similarly as BSP in [4]. Equation (7) declares the constraint with respect to
outbound and inbound bandwidth, respectively. Equation (8) indicates blocks
between two nodes do not overrun end-to-end available bandwidth. Further, it
shows no duplicated blocks would be requested in one period. Equation (9) assures that set of blocks requested from a neighbor is a feasible block set. In
addition, deﬁnition of xikj in (5) reﬂects that the formulation is integer programming. Equation (4) gives weight and indicates node with high aggregating
end-to-end bandwidth receives more weight than other nodes in this formulation
objective.
3.6

Decentralized Implementation

The corresponding decentralized implementation of above formulation is similar
to equivalent in [4]. The end-to-end bandwidth Eik is estimated through moving
p
average of bandwidth of last P time units. Let gik
denote number of blocks
received from neighbor k to node i in pth period. Thus,
 the estimate Qik for Eik
p
p+1
j
is deﬁned as averaging previous P periods: Qik = ξ ∗
j=p−P +1 gik / (P ∗ τ ),
where ξ is aggressive coeﬃcient. Parameter ξ(> 1) is chosen heuristically at
p
beginning. In next period, ξ also increases 10% whenever gik
is larger than
previous one. Otherwise, ξ = (ξ − 1) ∗ 80% + 1. Such simple approach adapts ξ to
Eik continuously. In addition, γ used in feasible block set is also estimated similar
j
. Let μp denotes the duration between time pth block request message sent
as gik
and time ﬁrst block comes back. Base on Equation (2), μp ≈ 2α + γ. Since
p
p+1
j
α = E1ik ≈ g1p , γ is derived consequently. Thus, γik
= j=p−P +1 γik
/P .
ik

4

Simulation

To determine the performance, useful blocks are deﬁned as those arriving before
playback deadline. Eﬀective block is deﬁned as those could be decoded properly
since block dependency exists in layer coding. The delivery ratio is deﬁned as
count of eﬀective blocks over number of blocks within one request period. For
convenience, similar setting of DONLE [4] is adopted here. Media content is encoded into 10 layers, and each layer has rate of 50Kbps as well as 10Kbps for each
block. To evaluate the quality of a speciﬁed layer, we average the delivery ratio
of that layer over nodes in speciﬁed inbound bandwidth range. We simulate a
network of size of 500 and set request period to 2 seconds. The node access bandwidth is asymmetric, the inbound bandwidth evenly distributes across 15Kbps
to 1Mbps, while the outbound bandwidth of each node is randomly selected
between half and one time of its inbound bandwidth. In addition, maximum
end-to-end available bandwidth distribute across 10Kbps and 150Kbps. We set
the outbound bandwidth of the source node to 2Mbps. Each node selects 14
random nodes as neighbors. Exchanging window is ﬁxed as 10 seconds and the
sliding window as 60 seconds. Each strategy runs on same unstructured overlay.
Each curve represents average over 10 runs.
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As shown in ﬁgure 2 and 3, we compare optimal, DONLE, BAS. As for nodes
of high inbound bandwidth, three strategies could achieve high delivery ratio although DONLE is a little worse than others. This indicates that overlay formed
has well bandwidth distribution, where high bandwidth nodes almost has multiple neighbors with suﬃcient outbound bandwidth. Such overlay is common under
QoS-oriented construction. Those high bandwidth nodes always have opportunity to contribute resource. Of course, the bottleneck occurring on end-to-end
path slightly impacts delivery ratio of all three strategies.
However, BAS performs much better than DONLE in ﬁgure 4 and 5. As low
inbound bandwidth nodes are concerned, only fraction of original blocks could
be fetched back. Since BAS pays more attention on block deadline and transmission time, it avoids requesting those unnecessary blocks that is illustrated
in subsection 3.1. In ﬁgure 5, BAS achieves 50% delivery ratio on layer 5 while
DONLE almost does nothing yet. That means end-to-end bandwidth and block
deadline overwhelms DONLE on low inbound bandwidth nodes.
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Conclusion

To enhance throughput of data-driven media streaming in heterogeneous network, we reformulate block scheduling by incorporating node importance and
feasible block set. Evaluation conﬁrms that Bandwidth Aware Scheduling performs much better than DONLE especially on low inbound bandwidth nodes. For
future work, it is desirable to consider block loss and smart parameter estimator
into consideration.
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Abstract. In a global world we face the necessity for worldwide collaboration
and long-term co-creation. We know different kinds of internet platforms and
examples of successful remote team work within projects for a limited time but
we do not have much experience about computer sustained communities
working successfully beyond projects and generations with different cultures
and conflicting interests. The challenge is to build and to maintain a very
specific kind of virtual community realizing a successful mix of “real” (face-toface) and “virtual” (remote) qualities creating a platform for successful dialogue
between diverse points of view. The contribution describes key qualities for
creating such communities. It is about how to build the bridge between
technical potentials and human qualities for establishing cross-cultural and
long-term processes beyond face-to-face work. The presented experiences are
based on the creation of an open and frank dialogue culture consequently using
cooperative visualization from the first step of the collaboration process.
Keywords: Community, network, networking, virtual, real, visual, cooperative
visualization, intercultural, change, “Virtual Real Community”.

1 Introduction
In a global world, decisions and actions of companies and organisations often have
impacts beyond continents and beyond generations on a larger scale. This makes
worldwide collaboration necessary as well as dialogue between stakeholders in
different places around the globe. Building and maintaining virtual communities as a
platform for dealing with conflicting interests is the basis for facing this situation.
The challenge is not only to establish long-term co-creation processes working
beyond face-to face meetings (where people come together in a physical space). We
also need the successful participation of a large number of people and groups located
in different places all over the world, coming from very different cultures (i.e. not
only different nationalities and languages, but also different social levels, professional
fields, having different roles, opposite points of view and conflicting interests).
For facing this challenge we need a new form of communities. We know different
kinds of web platforms. What we are talking about here are not internet structures for
the distribution or the exchange of information or goods. We are dealing in this article
with the transfer of ground-breaking and sense-making personal and group
experiences created during workshops, events or projects which could first be small
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 250–256, 2007.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007
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seeds for new, long-term “cross-cultural” and “cross-interest” change processes. It is
difficult to realize the transfer of such insights into reality and to assure their longterm further development, however, these experiences emerge more and more often
from innovative project work groups and current corporate personal development
programs.
We also are conscious of many examples of successful remote team work within
projects for a limited time but we could not find many experiences about computer
sustained communities working successfully beyond projects, beyond cultures and
beyond generations dealing with conflicting interests. Very often projects of remote
collaboration come from the technical side, driven by IT experts who sometimes
concentrate on technicalities, but successful solutions first need the development of
human collaboration processes which can be realized in a personal way even on a
technical platform.
The author’s processes focus on the following concerns:
- We have to build and to maintain a very specific kind of virtual community
realizing a successful mix of “real” (face-to-face) and “virtual” (remote) qualities
creating a platform for successful dialogue between people with very different points
of view.
- The key for creating this kind of community is to find successful ways of
building the bridge between technical potentials and human qualities for establishing
cross-cultural and long-term processes beyond face-to-face work.
- Cooperative visualization has turned out to be an important tool for the creation
of an open and frank dialogue culture in the collaboration with small groups as well as
with a large number of people. It is important to use this means consistently from the
first step of the collaboration process and in all different phases for establishing a
visual dialogue culture.

2 “Virtual Real Communities”
Looking at the terms “real” and “virtual” is helpful for creating new forms of
communities:
By “real” we understand being physically together in a face-to-face structure. Here we
are able to touch each other, to look into each others’ eyes, to use our different senses
for communicating and for being present with each other. All interactions are based
on natural perception and communication. This strongly involves human and personal
experience. Soft factors, feelings, beliefs, values and emotional qualities are creating
an atmosphere “between the lines”.
In “virtual” settings participants are located in different places. They are part of a
remote structure. For communicating they need technical tools for the exchange of
information, experiences and feelings. This sometimes makes it difficult to share
qualities which in “real” situations are “automatically” present.
At first, personal settings and “virtual” work seem to have contrasting, maybe even
opposite aspects. They seem to represent very different fields of experience,
organized and facilitated by different professional experts. Looking closer we see that
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Fig. 1.

face-to-face meetings and “virtual” network activities are closely linked together.
Every collaboration process is a mix of personal and remote qualities (Fig. 1).
2.1 Synergies Between “Virtual” and “Real” Qualities
We find different degrees of “virtual” and “real” aspects in all kinds of personal as
well as “virtual” work. This observation shows possibilities for improving both
“virtual” as well as “real” collaboration processes. This synergy potential can be used
to develop new forms of communities.
On the one hand, in daily practice we observe that the success of “virtual”
communities depends a lot on personal qualities like trust, personal involvement and
group commitments to common aims and common values. For creating these qualities
we can transfer a lot of learning and experiences from personal collaboration
processes to the field of remote work (Fig. 2).
Unfortunately most of the current IT tools are unable to facilitate the maintenance
or even the creation of such personal qualities. Developers of IT tools as well as
managers of “virtual” networks are very often not aware that the most important
factors which lead “virtual” collaboration tools to success are coming from the field
of personal team work.
On the other hand we understand a lot about improving personal team work by
studying “virtual” collaboration processes. Thus the success of personal face-to-face
meetings depends a great deal on how the participants carry the outcomes of their
“real” team work into a kind of “virtual” setting where they are not together any more
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Fig. 2.

in the same physical space. After every face-to-face meeting in a “real” space we
enter into a kind of remote situation. This “virtual” follow up is very often decisive
for the transfer of ideas, insights and results from personal meetings, workshops and
events into concrete actions. Here might be one of the reasons for the difficulty of
implementing outcomes from face-to-face meetings into reality and to follow up on
learning and experiences from “real” work sessions, seminars and personal
development programmes.
2.2 Visual Dialogue in a Dramaturgy of “Real” and “Virtual” Cooperation
Phases
For the creation of new forms of communities we can link “virtual” and “real” work
phases in a common dramaturgy using common tools on a common surface.
- In the “virtual” steps we maintain personal qualities which we cultivate in “real”
meetings.
- In “real” meetings we create “virtual” rituals for following up on team work with the
support of other participants who will be far away from our own location later.
For creating a successful mix of “virtual” and “real” qualities we use different tools:
- On the level of the physical “real” side we apply manual visualization.
- On the level of the remote and “virtual” side computer aided means are used.
Both tools work together hand in hand using the same visual content basis and
symbols, the same methodology and language consistently and continuously. Thus we
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create a common visual culture continuously practiced from the first step of the
collaboration. This makes it possible to design and to realize processes containing
“real” and “virtual” communication and cooperation phases in a sense-making and
effective synergy. One way to create a long-term, cross-cultural community linking
conflicting interests is to start with a concrete short-term project realizing this
methodology. In every phase of this work we use collaborative visualization. This
visual practice is later the foundation for the continuing active life of the community
which will be based on well known visual rituals for dialogue, sharing and cocreation.
2.3 A Short-Term Project – Useful Kick-Off for Building a “Virtual”
Community
For example, in a project for developing a new product, different work phases are
built on each other, overlapping from one to the next step.
The briefing in a face-to-face dialogue shows the visualization of the user
requirements, the aims and strategies of the decision-makers as well as all necessary
information about the context.
Starting with this step we construct a solid basis for the development process
which contains early prototyping on many different levels. This is building a strong
bridge to implementation of the new product and assures that it fits perfectly to the
clients’ and the users’ needs as well as to the context.
After the successful implementation of the new product, clients often do not want
to stop visual dialogue practice for being able to profit from its community building
effect. They continue practising the visual rituals in a continuous improvement
process.
Here a strong foundation for a long-term community has grown in a natural way.
Thus a short-term project can be a kind of kick-off for the creation of a long-term
community living beyond short-term projects.
2.4 From 300 to 30 000 Participants Through a Visual Dialogue
With virtual tools it is possible to reach a higher level and to make projects “real” on a
bigger scale:
In a project for creating a new computer platform for 30 000 users working in
different locations the aim was to facilitate all business processes of an organization.
First a “real” community was set up inviting about 300 stakeholders, users, decision
makers and developers to join a visual dialogue in face-to-face workshops.
Participants said: “It is really great to participate in the creation of our new work
processes and to contribute to the development of our new tools.” Decision-makers
later asked: “What a success we had in the dialogue with 300 people, but we have
more than 30 000 users in different places. How do we have them participate in an
interactive dialogue process with the same intensity and success?”
Here the idea of creating a “virtual” community was born. A “virtual” process was
consequently constructed on the basis of the “real” experience. Thus a “real” and
“virtual” participation process was realized for increasing the number of participants
from 300 to more than 30 000 people.
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The “virtual” knowledge space opened the possibility of sharing the experiences
and materials, which were created during the face-to-face workshops, with a large
number of people.

3 Result
The special quality of our processes is the consistent application and the continuous
use of a common visual knowledge space. This structure offers places well known for
the participants. They “have the power” over this space, being able to locate and to
quickly find every knowledge element and every experience in a whole visible
context while always seeing a bigger, sense-making picture. It is important that this
structure is perfectly suited to the needs and fitting the work processes and the
experiences of the community. This can become a symbol for strong identification of
the members with their community. At the same time it is a success factor for the
network to see this common knowledge space growing continuously. Its increasing
value is not only due to the growing number of content elements, but first of all to
various relationships and helpful connections between these elements within an
intelligent network of knowledge. This and the high availability of experiences and
contents for all the members of the community were often described by the
participants as a very special value they were proud of. Thus all community partners
were linked to the same common visible platform which perfectly represented the
culture of the community.
At first this may seem to be a very formal structure, but this is only the view from
the outside. In fact it is the perfectly fitting representation of a co-creation process for
sharing even unfinished ideas and for giving the chance for others to build on these.
This is the result of an active participation process where the presence for others and
the visibility of all information at any time is practised. Trust, confidence and passion
have been created. These are key factors for the new dimension of “virtual real”
communities in which it becomes possible to create a common, cultural basis and to
transform conflicts and different points of view into potential opportunities for
synergy. Of course this needs facilitators with a lot of experience with “real” cocreation as well as with “virtual” collaboration and it challenges them and the
participants to be continuously open to new views and to new situations in a flexible
transparent way.

4 Conclusion
During the last years we have learned that we can successfully create novel, basic
structures for new forms of communities. We are convinced that it is possible to develop
“Virtual Real Communities” as a platform for working towards the vision of sustaining
common, global responsibility beyond continents and beyond generations linking
conflicting interests. This necessitates building the bridge of interaction between a
“real” space of face-to-face work and a “virtual” space of remote collaboration. To
make this connectivity happen we incorporated “real” and personal elements into the
“virtual” space, and “virtual” and remote elements into the “real” work.
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This is established with a comprehensive participation process creating a clear and
consistent culture of dialogue. At the start, in a project based networking activity it is
the first objective to meet the desires, requirements and needs of all involved
stakeholders, the clients, the users, the decision makers as well as the clients of the
client and those who are concerned with the network activity. Therefore all these
different parties are brought together in an open and frank, visualized dialogue. The
challenge for the facilitator is to encourage the participants to express their concerns
in a positive way, even if these seem conflicting and to make these visible. Therefore,
he has to have and use rituals for dealing with conflicting interests. Remaining
neutral, he has to facilitate an atmosphere of good will and positive spirit. This creates
an open platform for all different views and interests.
The involvement of peers of the different stakeholder groups helps to build a
foundation for a common cause and vision. As with the whole process, key visual
images are crystallising here through messages expressed by the participants in an
early stage of the cooperation. This leads to high identification within the project
community.
For implementing personal qualities into the virtual space several criteria are
important for us:
- We want the users to have the overview over the whole information structure at
all times with visibility of connections and relationships between content elements
and the opportunity to share common clusters and patterns.
- This structure has to fit perfectly with the different cultures of the users focusing
on natural, human perception.
- Navigation and interaction design are based on a methodology for situating and
finding knowledge elements through their location in a space with qualities which are
approved by the community members using a common code of different forms,
colours, structures and sound tracks.

5 Ongoing Work
The next steps in this ongoing work are taking place on two levels:
On the technical side our next challenge is to represent a growing number of
information elements created in ongoing long-term processes on the small computer
screen without loosing the facility to see pattern in a complete overview over the
whole big picture.
On the personal level we have to continue the work of developing more and more
effective methodologies for implementing multicultural value structures and sensemaking commitments into broad actions in reality, and to find ways to keep these
structures open and flexible for unexpected situations and new joining partners with
different views from cultures which are not yet represented in the network.
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Abstract. In order to make fast 3D visualization and operation to be feasible for
large-scale global vector data, in this paper, one method based on real-time
simplification to vector data is presented. This method use a list of expression
error limitation to simplify line objects in the iterative process, and the result is
recorded by coding. In order to realize effective data organization, line objects
are divided into different priority types according to its attributes and indexed
with quadtree. In addition, proper original data with certain scales are suggested
to select. At last, one demonstration is given, and the result shows that the
method is efficient.
Keywords: cooperative visualization, geo-information, large-scale vector data.

1 Introduction
Sharing and cooperation to large-scale spatial information over internet becomes very
important in geographic information system (GIS) field, one typical case is that many
users try to access, browse and operate their interested data in different places on the
globe, similar to utilities of query and browse function provided by Google Earth,
Virtual Earth and so on systems. However, these systems do not provide operate
function to vector data, which is very important in GIS field. So the main aim of our
work is to resolve large-scale vector data visualization for operation, as visualization is
the basis of sharing and cooperation to geo-information.
In order to realize fast 3D visualization of vector data, we use simplification method
to vector data, it’s similar to data generalization in cartography field. Many research
works have been done in data generalization, e.g. Li-Openshaw algorithm and
Daglaus-Peauker algorithm, while many improved works have been done for these
algorithms. But the main aim of these algorithms is to resolve problems in cartography
field, they are not suitable for fast visualization. In addition, data generalization
methods orient to internet environment are also presented, as works state in literature
[1][2], but they are also can’t satisfy requirement to fast 3D visualization.

2 Real Time Simplification for Vector Data
In order to realize real time simplification to vector data, firstly we simplify the vector
data, then record the result with coding. In the rendering time, different levels of detail
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 257–260, 2007.
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is extracted and rendered with given expression errors. In order to simplify the
problem, here we only discuss line objects.
Line simplification can be considered as a process of point elimination: e.g. assume
{a b c} is a set of neighbor points on line l, if distances of ab and bc are less than one
given error, then b is a point can be eliminated, otherwise calculate distance from point
b to line ac, if this distance less than one given error, then b is a point can be eliminated.
For a list of given expression error, eliminate points in such a way by an iterative
process, and record the result by coding. For real time elimination, we developed a very
fast algorithm, which could extract salient point in real time. The specific code method
is (fig. 1): assume line l is composed of m points, and n times simplification are
required, then one number with n bits length can be used to record each point state. If
one point is eliminated in ith iterative process, then mark ith bit in the number to 1
otherwise to 0, when n < 4, then number 1 2 4 8 can be selected to record point state,
and the whole line simplification result can be record with a code of length m.
The simplify process is controlled with a list of given expression errors, which can
be determined by visualization process. Vector line expression error should be
coincident with image resolution, so its value should take resolution of pyramid levels
of the image, e.g. {0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0, …}, assume image is divided into block with
size of 512×512, then error list {Li} can be calculated with formula:
Ln = 2πRE/(2n×512×10)where RE is radius of earth, if n = 14, Ln = 0.477m, i.e. the
resolution is about 0.5 meter, and keep coincident with vector map scale 1: 5000.
Considering specific hardware and software environment, the value of {Li} can be
relaxed to 2 or 3 times of ideal value.

0010

0100

0001

1000

1000

0100

0100

0010

24188442

Fig. 1. Coding to data simplification result

3 Data Organize Strategy
Original vector data generally has certain scales, so select proper data is very important
to real time data simplification and data organization. From many sides consideration, a
scale series that could be selected is: 1:10,000, 1:100,000, 1:1,000,000, 1:10,000,000,
and a series: 1;5000, 1:50,000, 1:250,000, 1:1,000,000, 1:10,000,000 can also be
selected in practice if necessary.
In order to promote data operation efficiency, for each scale of original data, all line
objects are divided into different types with its attributes, and assign different priorities,
quadtree index is established to line objects with priorities. When data amount is too
huge to realize real time visualization, only render visible objects with higher priorities.
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4 Experiment and Conclusion
One vector data set including water network and county boundaries with scale
1:1,000,000 is rendered on 3D global surface (see fig. 2). 5 viewpoint distances to 3D
global surface are selected, and cost time of rendering are respectively recorded for
original data and simplified data, the result shows in fig.3. Low blue dot-dash line
shows cost time for simplified data, while high red dot-dash line shows cost time for
original data. Obviously, data simplification in far distance has great effect on high
speed visualization. Fig.4 shows 5 pictures are copied respectively from 5 viewpoint
distances to one area during viewpoint running towards 3D global surface, the distances
are labeled on right up side of each picture. Data simplification effect from one picture
to next picture is clear, while the changing is relatively smooth.

Fig. 2. Interface of experiment system

Fig. 3. Rendering time cost for simplified
and original data in different viewpoint

959km

768km

628km

154km
491km

Fig. 4. The screen shot sequence in one area from different viewpoint distance to global surface
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With the development of spatial information application towards internet
environment, vector data visualization for operation becomes very important for far
users cooperative works. Virtual Global is an ideal platform for such works, when
large-scale vector data needs to be visualized, real-time simplification to line vector
objects is one efficient solution to realize fast visualization. However, a good
visualization method for large-scale vector data determines from several sides, in
practice, many factors such as data scale selection, data preprocess are all very
important.
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Abstract. Visualizing complex volume data sets often involves collaborative
work of geographically distributed domain scientists and visualization experts.
Integrating inputs from participants is critical to the success of such collaborative
scientific visualization tasks. In this paper, we introduce a novel rule-based collaborative volume feature visualization system for sharing and integrating multiple users’ knowledge in a collaborative environment. Our system is effective at
combining multiple users’ efforts on locating complex features.

1 Introduction
In large data visualization, locating underlying features often involves interaction
among a team of geographically distributed collaborators. Such complex visualization tasks require supports of collaborative visualization environments. Brodlie [1] has
given an overview about the distributed and collaborative visualization systems affiliating users to efficiently share and interactively adjust the rendering results.
In this paper, we introduce a collaborative volume visualization system based on
Neural-Network. Rather than adjusting rendering results indirectly with non-intuitive
transfer function parameters, our system allows multiple users to share their knowledge
on data and tune rendering results directly in users’ knowledge space. The proposed
system is based on our previously developed volume visualization system [2] based
on Adaptive Network based Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS), which represents users’
knowledge by fuzzy rules, shares and fuses multi-users’ knowledge with neural network. Our system accepts inputs from multiple distributed users and integrates into a
uniform result.

2 Collaborative Knowledge Visualization Based on ANFIS
Our system employs Adaptive Network based Fuzzy Interference System (ANFIS) [3]
to integrate multi-users’ knowledge into visualization and establish direct mapping relationship between knowledge and the rendering results. In this section, we discuss a few
issues pertaining to our ANFIS based collaborative feature visualization system: representing and sharing users’ knowledge, fusing multi-users’ knowledge, and combining
knowledge for collaborative visualization.
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 261–263, 2007.
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Fig. 1. The structure of ANFIS: the first layer is the input variables, the second layer is the input
variables’ membership functions, the third layer is the fuzzy rules, the fourth layer performs normalization for each rule, the fifth layer evaluates each rule’s output, and the last layer calculates
the output

2.1 Knowledge Representing and Sharing with Fuzzy Logic
Users’ knowledge is usually vague and not straightforward to be expressed in a formal
mathematical formula. As a solution for representing these uncertain knowledge, we
propose to use fuzzy rules. In our system, we use the fuzzy rule proposed by Takagi and
Sugeno [4], assuming output variables are generated by linear combination of input:
Rule 1. IF the scalar value is low and the gradient is high,
THEN boundary’s probability = p × scalar + q × gradient + r.
where scalar value and gradient are the input variables and boundary is the output variable, high and low are input variables’ value evaluated by membership functions, and
p , q , r are output variable parameters. Users can provide similar rules to the knowledge base for sharing, although membership functions and output variable parameters
usually are unknown.
2.2 Knowledge Fusing by Neural-Network
We adopt Adaptive Network based Fuzzy Interference System (ANFIS) to compute
aforementioned unknown parameters [2]. In addition, ANFIS has the capability of
learning knowledge and fusing multi-users’ knowledge. Figure 1 shows an example
structure of ANFIS.
2.3 Knowledge Combination for Collaborative Visualization
After participants have obtained the visualization results, they submit their knowledge
and the corresponding parameters to a knowledge base server. New users could either
query the knowledge base, reuse previous knowledge and parameters based on ANFIS
and linear combination, or define new knowledge and add it to the knowledge base.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)

Fig. 2. Results of our collaborative volume visualization system. (a) The result of user I, (b) The
result of user II, (c) A collaborative visualization result integrating inputs from user I and II.

We test our rule-based collaborative volume visualization system on a CT scanned
engine. As shown in Figure 2, inputs are from researchers with emphasis on different
interest features. In our case, Figure 2(a) emphasizes the outer surface of the engine
while Figure 2(b) emphasizes the inner part. Note in each case, the transfer function is
generated by our system based on the user input. The user does not specify any transfer
function directly. With our collaborative volume visualization system, both features can
be well depicted as illustrated in Figure 2(c). We are investigating the possibility of
applying our system to other complex data set, such as fluid simulation data.
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Abstract. This paper presents the general philosophy, features and few aspects
related to the implementation and underlying technologies of MaGIA, an Internet-based multi-user system designed for a collective and collaborative
construction of knowledge models represented as concept maps. The use of the
system can cover a wide range of purposes, from a theoretical discussion and
construction of formal models to a support for collective brain-storming. What
makes MaGIA an interesting tool is the emphasis put on a collective construction of such maps. In fact, one of the distinctive features and objectives of the
system is to offer an enabling tool for a multi-user, bottom-up construction,
where users can intervene, freely contribute and extend concept maps and
where collective and collaborative multi-user map construction can take place
in asynchronous as well as in synchronous way.
Keywords: concept maps, multi-user collaborative design, Jabber.

1 Introduction
Concept maps are graphical representations of knowledge in the form of node-arcnode diagrams, where nodes represent concepts and arcs represent relationships between them. Concept maps were proposed in the 1960s and 70s by Novak [1] and
since then they have been used in many educational contexts, as a knowledgeacquisition methodology and as a complement to natural language for representing
and communicating knowledge. In many disciplines, various forms of concept map
are used as formal methods of knowledge representation, such as semantic networks
in artificial intelligence, bond graphs in mechanical engineering, Petri nets in communications, and category graphs in mathematics.
While concept maps were traditionally carried out by hand using a pencil and paper, with the development of specific software tools, they began to be enhanced and
complemented by the use of hypertext, sounds, video and pictures. In general, information technology made construction, modification, maintenance and analysis of
concept maps easier and more effective. Furthermore, thanks to the developments of
network-based technologies, many researchers have explored the potential of collaborative construction of concept maps within such environments (e.g. [2]), offering
synchronous and asynchronous communication and collaboration capabilities between
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 264–271, 2007.
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geographically distributed participants. Nowadays, there exist many tools offering
advanced features for development, visualization and analysis of enhanced concept
maps (e.g. GetSmart [3], CmapTools [4], Compendium [5] and Knowledge Manager
[6]). Nevertheless, more research is needed to improve the support for- and to explore
aspects of collaborative and multi-user construction of concept maps.
In this paper we present a multi-user software called MaGIA, designed for a collective and collaborative construction of knowledge models represented as concept
maps. The system offers a series of functions and procedures, but does not preclude in
any sense the type and the nature of themes and topics that can be treated. The use of
the system can – in the line of principle – cover a wide range of purposes, from a
theoretical discussion and construction of formal models (for example ontology models) to a support for collective brain-storming. Furthermore, it is of a particular interest the collective and “horizontal” nature of constructs obtained via the system.

2 Overview of MaGIA
The grounding information structure of any concept map are nodes (representing
concepts) and arcs (representing links or relations between nodes). Generally, both
nodes and arcs contain some additional information which further specify them: nodes
may contain labels and descriptions, while arcs may contain propositions or linking
phrases which specify the relationship between two concepts. In MaGIA, we have
adopted a more elaborated internal data structure. In fact, both nodes and arcs can
contain (i) textual descriptions or definitions provided by users, (ii) documentation
and media content (files) that can be attached to nodes and arcs, and (iii) references
(bibliographies and webiographies). As it will be explained more in detail below,
MaGIA is a multi-user system where users can act upon nodes and arcs, and that is
the reason why nodes and arcs may have multiple textual descriptions (one per user),
and may contain multiple attached files and references. Furthermore, every entity of a
map can receive users’ “votes”, expressing their rate of approval (agreement or
opinion).
MaGIA allows many users to synchronously and asynchronously act upon and
modify concept maps. This is obtained through a central server repository of maps
which can be accessed with MaGIA client. Once authenticated and connected to the
server infrastructure, users can access, view, modify and create new concept maps,
based on the assigned privileges and general access-rights configuration of the server.
2.1 Map Definition and Creation
Users with map creating privileges can create new concept maps. Besides assigning a
name, description and access rules and permissions, that includes also the decision
about shapes and semantics of nodes and arcs whose use is to be permitted in the map
construction. In other words, for a specific map, every allowed node shape (e.g. circle,
rectangle, ellipsis, etc. in combination with a specific color) and every arc shape (e.g.
plain line, one-directional arrow line, scattered line, etc.) can be assigned to a
meaning or semantics (e.g. type of objects, processes, phenomena, etc.). On the other
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hand, it is possible to use and define map templates for specific purposes, containing
possible node and arc shapes and semantics as well as eventual rules and constrains to
be applied during the construction of the map. This templating system is useful when
we need to construct a particular type of maps such as semantic networks, bond
graphs, Petri nets, ontologies, and so on, which require the satisfaction of particular
constraints and need to respect specific rules of composition.
2.2 Map Construction
The main MaGIA client workspace is the drawing canvas where users can add nodes
and arcs, as well as modify and add their internal content. In particular, besides the
possibility to draw nodes and arcs, through the “Object inspector” window (see on the
right side of Fig. 1) users can add a definition (or a description) for nodes and arcs,
insert bibliographical and web-biographical references, upload related files.

Fig. 1. Overview of MaGIA client user interface (left) and a detail of “Object inspector” (right)

But what, in our opinion, makes this software an interesting tool is the emphasis
put on collective construction of concept maps. In fact, one of the distinctive features
and objectives of the system is to offer an enabling tool for a multi-user, bottom-up
construction, where every authorized user can intervene, freely contribute and extend
concept maps. For this purpose, the system integrates an extensive voting and commenting system allowing users to express their opinion and vote on barely any entity
of a map. In fact, users may express their vote – generally using a qualitative scale
from -2 (with meanings “absolutely inadequate”, “wrong”, “incorrect”, “strong disagreement”) to 2 (meaning “completely adequate”, “correct”, “strong agreement”) –
on any entity in a map, be it a node, arc, definition, reference or a file. Votes
expressed by users can subsequently be used as a ranking criterion for map’s entities,
and that permits the activation of filtering and analysis models based on users evaluations and map’s structure.
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2.3 Analytical and Visualization Tools
MaGIA offers a series of tools for analysis and graphical representation of concept
maps. Several types of filters, visualization options and analysis tools allow:
− to visualize arcs between concepts where the “strength” (e.g. expressed in users’
votes) of the connection exceeds a particular threshold value defined by user;
− to activate specific cluster analysis and research, based on a series of parameters
and “nodes of aggregation” defined by user
− to visualize “hierarchies” between nodes, where the importance of a node depends
on the number and the strength of connections with other nodes;
− to rearrange and to search for particular “geometries” in the map
− to view how the map has evolved with time and to visualize the map at any particular point in its history.
Of particularly interesting are also analytical tools that use and confront concept
maps with the data related to users’ activities. Such tools, besides providing usage
statistics for users and groups of users, allow to confront the correspondence between
clusters of nodes and clusters of users.

3 Collaborative Use Scenarios
3.1 Map Synchronization and Map Sharing
Since MaGIA operates as a client-server system, it allows various collaborative use
scenarios. In MaGIA, concept maps are permanent entities stored on the server, and
therefore both synchronous as well as asynchronous use scenarios are possible. In an
asynchronous collaboration, users connect to the server and access and modify the
same map at different times, without being simultaneously connected to the server.
When a map gets modified by someone during a disconnection period, users will
upon their new connection see the newly added nodes and arcs and will be able to
inspect all the other added information. On the other hand, synchronous collaboration
is also possible: here users are simultaneously connected to the server and concurrently act upon the map.
The way the collaboration is managed does not depend only on the above mentioned synchronism. In general terms, same nodes and arcs can be arranged and
positioned differently on the drawing canvas. Since in some conceptions and uses of
concept maps the arrangement of the map itself might be relevant (for instance, when
different dispositions of the same map “communicate” and emphasize different points
of view or perspectives of the knowledge represented by it). On that ground, one of
the key aspects, and indeed a relevant feature which distinguishes it from some other
tools like CmapTool, is that MaGIA offers two modes of map sharing: (i) unsynchronized and (ii) synchronized mode. Unsynchronized map sharing allows every user to
preserve and work on his/her own visual organization of the map. This mode permits
to different users to have and work on different arrangements of the map they are
sharing and jointly working on. From the point of view of software functioning, if
such an unsynchronized map sharing is activated, upon every addition of a new node
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by an user, other users will not immediately see the node in the map (i.e. on the drawing canvas), but rather the node will appear in a windows containing the list of newly
added nodes. Users (except the one who have originally added the node in the first
place) then have to drag-and-drop the node from that list onto the drawing canvas,
deciding freely where to graphically position it in the concept map. Of course, if the
dropped node has already some connection arcs to other nodes, these will automatically be drawn by the system upon the drag-and-drop procedure.
Since different arrangements of the same map are possible, and may be relevant as
we said, MaGIA client offers the possibility to locally store such arrangements, called
“map snapshots”. Practically speaking, a snapshot is nothing more than a set of x and
y coordinates for every node, determining the position of nodes on the drawing canvas. In this manner, users can save different arrangements of the same map. One useful feature of MaGIA is the possibility to share such map snapshots among users, with
the possibility to preview, “download”, and add other users’ snapshots to ones own
personal archive of snapshots and eventually adopt one such snapshot as a current
map view. This snapshot publishing and sharing is managed on a pseudo peer-to-peer
basis, meaning that single map snapshots are not stored on the central server, but only
locally by each client, and sharing and transfer of snapshots occurs between clients.
Additionally, as we anticipated before, there is also the possibility to collaborate in
a synchronized map sharing mode, where all users participating in such a collaboration session share the same map arrangement (in other words, they all see the same
“drawing” on their drawing canvas). When users are simultaneously working on the
same map they actually share the same drawing and “see” each others’ actions in the
real-time. Conversely, in asynchronous modality and upon every new logon, every
user sees the map as it has developed since his/her last visit. The synchronized sharing
mode is an on-demand feature, and every user can set up a working session which
might be restricted only to a sub-groups of users, by eventually defining an access
password for the session and by inviting users the session creator wishes to join in.
The above mentioned possible collaboration activities are further supported by the
discussion forums present for every node and arc and by the chat and instant messaging infrastructure natively supported by the Jabber-based client and server technology.
Table 1. summarizes the four possible collaboration use scenarios.
3.2 Maps Combination, Voting System and Conflict Resolution
Concept maps are representations which does not necessarily find an agreement
among different people: for example two persons might have different maps about the
same domain or issue being represented. This opens several issues about how to handle such conflicts in a multi-user context. In many multi-user systems, like CmapTools and Compendium, there is really one single shared map, which implicitly
means that the agreement is considered as reached and not managed by the software.
In our system, the extensive voting system mentioned before actually makes possible a different interpretation of results of users’ behaviors, actions and collaboration.
Indeed, with the possibility to vote for nodes and arcs, in addition to directly adding
them to the map, one is essentially expressing his/her idea about the adequacy of
entities (be it nodes or arcs) in the map. Consequently, it is possible to “distill” the
specific map belonging to an user, based on his votes for nodes and arcs. As a matter
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of fact, we can conceptually even overturn the order and interpret the final overall
map merely as an aggregation of individual users’ maps.
This interpretation and the voting system opens the possibility for potentially massive multi-user concept mapping, but also offers perspectives to possible definition
and development of analytical tools for comparing different users’ maps and cluster
analysis and their relation to possible interpretations of adherences or collisions
among world views; topics our research efforts will be more focused in the future.
Table 1. Summary of four collaboration use scenarios, depending on the interaction sinchronism and on the map sharing mode

Interaction
Map sharing

Asynchronous

−
Synchronized

−
−
−

Unsynchronized

−

−

Synchronous
− real-time
all users share the same
− all users share the same map
map arrangement
arrangement
on-demand, sub-groups
− on-demand,
sub-groups
collaboration possible
collaboration possible
forum discussion
− chat discussion
− real-time
every user works on a − every user works on a perpersonal map arrangesonal map arrangement
ment
− nodes added by others apnodes added by others
pear in a list and need to be
appear in a list and need
drag-and-dropped on the
to be drag-and-dropped
canvas
on the canvas
− peer-to-peer snapshot sharing
forum discussion
− chat discussion

4 System’s Architecture
From the technical point of view, the MaGIA system is a client-server architecture
based on Jabber XML streaming protocols and technology used for network interaction, data exchange and user management (see Fig. 2).
Jabber [7,8] is an open XML protocol for the real-time exchange of messages and
presence between any two points or users in a Jabber network. There are various usage for the Jabber technology; however, the first application of Jabber technology is
an asynchronous, extensible instant messaging (IM) platform, and an IM network that
offers functionality similar to legacy IM systems such as AOL Instant Messaging
(AIM) and Yahoo Instant Messaging. Jabber is based on a client/server architecture:
all Jabber data sent from one client to another must pass through at least one Jabber
server. In particular, a Jabber client connects to a Jabber server on a TCP socket connection which is ”always-on” for the life of the client’s session on the server. Any
message intended for delivery to the client is immediately pushed out to the client
messenger as long as the client is connected. The server keeps track of whether the
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client is online or not, and when the client go off-line it stores any messages sent to
the client for delivery when he or she connect again. The advantage of Jabber is to
move complexity from clients to the server. In practice, many of the low-level functions of the client (e.g., parsing XML and understanding the core Jabber data types)
are handled by Jabber client libraries, enabling client developers to focus on the user
interface. Besides, the Jabber protocol is open source and extensible since its relies on
XML in every aspect of the communication. Thus, anyone can build or extend the
Jabber protocol functionality without actually modifying the core protocol and still
maintain core interoperability with other IM clients.

Fig. 2. The general architecture of MaGIA

All these advantages have induced us to build MaGIA on top of this set of protocols and technologies. In particular, MaGIA client, used for concept map design and
drawing and for communication was developed as a plug-in extension of the BuddySpace Jabber client [9,10]. We have chosen BuddySpace as the starting point since
it is an open-source instant messenger, built on Jabber and implemented in Java,
which generalizes the concept of 'Buddy List' (popularized by tools such as AOL
Instant Messenger, ICQ, MSN Messenger, and Yahoo Messenger) and provide multiple views of collaborative workgroups according to users' needs and tastes. BuddySpace is a cross-platform software, highly customizable and scalable and, more
important for our purposes, it includes a plug-in architecture which means that additions and plug-in extensions can easily be implemented and integrated.
For the purpose of developing BuddySpace MaGIA plug-in, we have used the
freely available JGraph library for map drawing and visualization. JGraph provides a
range of graph drawing functionality and offers an effective API enabling to visualize,
automatically layout and perform analysis of graphs. Besides, the JGraph API provides the means to configure how the graph or network is displayed and the means to
associate a context or metadata with those displayed elements.
The MaGIA server architecture is based on a Jabber server. As explained before,
Jabber is highly versatile in managing extensions of services and functionalities in the
form of plug-ins. In fact, for MaGIA we have developed a Jabber server component
(“MaGIA DB interface” in Fig. 2) that on one hand implements and manages an ad
hoc Jabber XML protocol for handling concept maps and their construction which we
have designed specifically for our purposes, and on the other hand interacts with the
back-end database where concept maps, access privileges and other information
are stored server-side. Potentially, all the mentioned components of the server
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architecture (core Jabber server, MaGIA DB interface and back-end database) can be
distributed and hosted across the internet as well as can be installed on a single hosting server.

5 Conclusions
MaGIA has been used quite extensively in few experiences, ranging from public participation to teaching activities and to software modeling. It has proven to be a useful
and effective tools for collaborative concept map building. However, there are still
many areas for further developments, both in terms of general usability and user
interface improvements as well as in terms of implementation of new features. Notwithstanding the fact that MaGIA is already a ready-for-use system with a small but
consolidated user base, these developments will certainly be necessary to accomplish
the intention to offer a fully-fledged and robust solution for a wide public adoption.
We believe that MaGIA offers promising perspectives, also in the light of its distinctive characteristics with regard to other solutions, such as the richness and versatility
of possible collaboration scenarios, different modes of map sharing and synchronization, the fact it has been developed around robust Jabber architecture which is part
of main-stream technologies for on-line collaboration based on open standards and
protocols.
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Abstract. Collaborative simulation technology is an important factor in
improving the efficiency of complex product design. Although High Level
Architecture (HLA)-based simulation technology can meet the needs for
simulation in product design, it’s also marked by many deficiencies. In this
paper, we focus on the introduction of web services into HLA simulation
system and propose a Web Services-Based HLA Collaborative Simulation
Framework (WSHLA). The framework uses web services to encapsulate the
invocations of HLA services and then make simulation system more
interoperable and reusable. Firstly, the overall structure of WSHLA and the
proxy, which acts on behalf of a federate and interacts with Runtime
Infrastructure (RTI), are presented. Then, the detailed design and
implementation process of WSHLA are discussed. Experimental results show
that, using web services, the framework can make up for the deficiencies in
HLA simulation system and ensure WSHLA-based collaborative simulation
goes smoothly at the expense of some time.
Keywords: web services, high level architecture, collaborative simulation
framework, complex product design, run time infrastructure.

1 Introduction
Complex product design involves the consideration of many interdependent factors
and variables, which are too complicated for the human mind to cope with.
Simulation is a powerful tool that provides the capability and allows designers
imagine new systems, conduct experiments to observe behavior, predict and evaluate
the results of alternative decisions.
High Level Architecture (HLA) is an advanced distributed simulation architecture,
which can effectively integrate sub-models in different domains together to form a
complicated simulation system for simulation analysis. However, there exist some
deficiencies in HLA simulation system [1]. For instance, due to the characteristics of
platform-specific and programming language-specific of Runtime Infrastructure
(RTI), the interoperability between different RTIs is poor; HLA is also not compatible
with the standards and technologies in other domains; HLA-based simulation may be
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 272–279, 2007.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007
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blocked by firewall, which even makes simulation fail. The above deficiencies make
it hard for HLA to get a deeper development in the field of collaborative simulation of
complex product design. Therefore, HLA simulation system should adopt and
assimilate related standards or technologies to achieve better development. Web
services, using eXtensible Markup Language (XML) and HyperText Transportation
Protocol (HTTP), represent a new distributed computing pattern, which allow
applications to interact with each other in a platform-independent and programming
language-independent manner. Introduction of web services can effectively make up
for the deficiencies in HLA simulation system, greatly improve its interoperability,
reusability, and then better support collaborative simulation of complex product
design. However, web services and HLA are different standards for different purposes
and domains, which makes the combination of the two difficult.
According to the characteristics of HLA simulation system and web services, we
introduce web services into HLA simulation system and propose a Web ServicesBased HLA Collaborative Simulation Framework (WSHLA). Firstly, we present the
overall structure of WSHLA and a new object: proxy, which acts on behalf of a
federate in interacting with RTI. Then, the detailed design and the implementation
process of WSHLA are discussed in detail. Experimental results validate the
framework and show that, using web services, the framework can make up for the
deficiencies in HLA simulation system and ensure WSHLA-based collaborative
simulation goes smoothly at the expense of some time.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents some related works.
Section 3 discusses the Web Services-Based HLA Collaborative Simulation
Framework (WSHLA). Section 4 validates WSHLA through experiments and
analyzes experimental results. Section 5 concludes the paper and gives the plan of
future work.

2 Related Works
Andreas Wytzisk presents an initial solution that tries to bring HLA and web services
together by creating a standard compliant bridging framework: “management
federation”, which can make HLA federations controllable from the World Wide Web
without needing to extend current standard [2]. Katherine L. Morse uses Web Enabled
RTI (WE RTI) libraries instead of standard RTI libraries to build federation. The goal
of WE RTI is to enable a simulation to communicate with HLA RTI through webbased services. The long-term goal is to be able to have multiple federates that are
able to reside as web services on Wide Area Network, permitting an end-user to
compose a federation from a browser [3]. Paul Gustavson explores how ServicesOriented Architecture and supportive technologies, such as XML, Web Service
Definition Language and Base Object Model, can begin to be applied to provide a
loose coupling and better support distributed simulation and how this concept is being
applied to support aggregation [4]. Katherine L. Morse proposes an approach that uses
web services as basis for sophisticated Interest Management in real time distributed
simulation and presents a Web Services Internet Management architecture designed to
achieve these capabilities in a way that is compatible with simulations using HLA [5].
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3 Web Services-Based HLA Collaborative Simulation Framework
In HLA, federates and RTI interact with each other directly by using the address and
port specified in RID file, which is one of the reasons resulting in the abovementioned problems in HLA simulation system. Introducing web services and then
changing the manner of interaction are the key issues to be addressed in the paper.
Before presenting the overall structure of WSHLA, we give some definitions. In
WSHLA, the computer where RTI and all necessary web services are deployed at is
called “RTI side”; the computer where federates run at is called “client side”; the
object, deployed at RTI side, which is on behalf of a federate in interacting with RTI,
is called “proxy”.
The overall structure of WSHLA is shown in Fig. 1:
RTI side
RTI
proxy 1

proxy 2

……

proxy n

invocations of web services

federate 1

federate 2

……

client side

federate n
client side

Fig. 1. Overall structure

RTI side and client side are two indispensable components of WSHLA. RTI side is
the same with the RTI of HLA functionally. The functions of RTI side are to manage
RTI, all necessary web services and proxies. The functions of client side are to
provide special RTI ambassador interfaces, federate ambassador interfaces to users
and to manage all federates. In WSHLA, each federate in client side has a
corresponding proxy in RTI side, and federates and RTI interact with each other
indirectly via their proxies by using web services. When joining a federation
execution, a federate calls a web service to create a corresponding proxy in RTI side,
and then the proxy not the federate joins the federating execution. When calling an
RTI ambassador service, a federate calls a web service to send the request to its
corresponding proxy, which will transfer the request to RTI. The process of calling a
federate ambassador service is similar to the above.
3.1 Detailed Design
In HLA, RTI interacts with federates using RTI ambassador services and federate
ambassador services (callbacks), which are specified in Interface Specification.
However, in WSHLA, RTI interacts with federates indirectly via the proxy using web
services. Therefore, we must design web services for the two categories of HLA
services. Meanwhile, due to the introduction of web services, it’s necessary to
introduce some auxiliary functions, which are also needed to be designed as web
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services. In a word, the web services in WSHLA can be designed into three
categories: web services designed for RTI ambassador services, web services
designed for federate ambassador services and auxiliary web services.
(1) Web services designed for RTI ambassador services. RTI ambassador services,
provided by libRTI, are stable and don’t change with the change of federates. These
characteristics simplify the design work of this category of web services. What we
need to do is to use web services to encapsulate each RTI ambassador service and
deploy these web services at RTI side. When calling an RTI ambassador service,
users may call the corresponding web services directly. Of course, the invocation of
these web services can be wrapped again for facilitating their usage.
(2) Web services designed for federate ambassador services. Compared with the
previous work, it’s hard to design web services for federate ambassador services.
Because, it’s users not libRTI who provide federate ambassador services for each
federate running at different client sides. If we do the same job as we did in the
previous design work, the web services designed for federate ambassador services
must be deployed at different client sides, which will make it hard to design the proxy
and to use WSHLA. (For example, in this circumstance, each client side must install
web services container.) Therefore, we use another method. When a proxy receives a
request for a callback, the proxy writes the information about the callback, such as
function name, the number and content of parameters, etc, to a sharable file. In
addition, we provide web services to parse the file. In client side, users may create a
timer to call the web services. When a callback is called by RTI, client side will get
the information about the callback by using the web services and then call the
callback provided by users.
(3) Auxiliary web services. WSHLA also supports some auxiliary operations;
therefore, we must design web services for these operations. Starting RTI: Before
running a simulation, users call the web service to start RTI. Determining whether
RTI is running in RTI side: Before starting RTI, users call the web service to
determine whether RTI is running in RTI side or not. Shutting down RTI: After all
simulations are end, users call the web service to shutdown RTI. Determining whether
there are federation executions in RTI side: Before shutting down RTI, users call the
web service to determine whether there are federation executions in RTI side or not.
The detailed class diagram of WSHLA is shown in Fig. 2.

RTI
ambassador

NullFederate
Ambassador

RTI side

FedAmbImpl

CallbackInfo

ProxyFactory

client side

FedAmb
WebSrv

RTIAmbWebSrv

AuxiliaryWebSrv

Query
CallbackInfo

NullFederate
Ambassador

WSHLA_
RTIAmb

MyFedAmb

Simulation Code

Fig. 2. Class diagram
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(1) Detailed design of RTI side (six important classes)
FedAmbImpl: The class implements NullFederateAmbassador, and its main
function is to receive the callback called by RTI and use CallbackInfo to record the
information about the callback. CallbackInfo: The class writes the information about a
callback to a sharable file. FedAmbWebSrv: The class can parse the sharable file
created by CallbackInfo and provide web services to users. ProxyFactory: The class
aggregates the two instances of RTIambassador and FedAmbImpl. Its main function is
to manage the proxy, such as creating a proxy, destroying a proxy, etc.
RTIAmbWebSrv: Containing an instance of ProxyFactory, the class provides web
services for RTI ambassador services to users. AuxiliaryWebSrv: The class provides
auxiliary web services, such as starting RTI, shutting down RTI, etc to users.
(2) Detailed design of client side (three important classes)
WSHLA_RTIAmb: Though users can directly call web services in their simulation
code, it’s inconvenient for users to use WSHLA. Therefore, we wrap the web services
provided by RTIAmbWebSrv and AuxiliaryWebSrv and provide standard DMSO HLA
interface to users. Hiding invocations of web services, the class makes programming
much easier. The standard APIs also enable users to be more consistent with their
programming habits and simplify the conversion from HLA-based simulation to
WSHLA-based simulation. Due to the characteristics of platform-independent and
programming language-independent of web services, different programming
languages can be used to wrap these web services under different platforms to extend
its application area. In our experimental prototype, Java and C# are used to wrap these
web services. QueryCallbackInfo: The class uses a timer to call the web services
provided by FedAmbWebSrv to get the information about a callback and then call the
callback provided by the subclass of NullFederateAmbassador. Similarly, because the
class is a wrapper of web services, the class also has the advantages of
WSHLA_RTIAmb. MyFedAmb: The class implements NullFederateAmbassador.
Users may override the callbacks according to their needs.
3.2 Implementation Process
The whole implementation process of WSHLA is as below:
(1) Start RTI: before running a simulation, users must start RTI first. (2) Create
RTI ambassador and federate ambassador: instantiate WSHLA_RTIAmb and
MyFedAmb at client side. (3) Create and join federation execution: two
WSHLA_RTIAmb methods will be called at client side and translated into web
services invocations to RTI side. Then, ProxyFactory creates a proxy and let it join
federation execution. (4) Initialization, publish and subscribe. (5) Set time advance
tactic: enable time constrained or time regulating if needed. (6) The step is the main
body of simulation code, including calling RTI ambassador services and federate
ambassador services. (7) Federates resign from federation execution. (8) Destroy
federation execution and end a simulation. (9) Destroy RTI: destroy RTI if there are
no federation executions in RTI.
Now, we will take the course of sending and receiving an interaction as example to
illustrate the implementation process of WSHLA in detail.
(1) Simulation code in client side calls WSHLA_RTIAmb.sendInteraction(). (2) The
request is send to the corresponding proxy, which calls RTIambassador.
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sendInteraction() to interact with RTI. (3) Repeat Step 1 and 2 for
WSHLA_RTIAmb.tick() and pass control to RTI. (4) RTI calls the receiveInteraction()
of those federates whose proxy subscribes the interaction. When the proxy received
the callback, it writes the information about the callback to a sharable file. (5)
Simulation code executes the receiveInteraction() provided in MyFedAmb. (6) Repeat
Step 5 and 6 for timeAdvanceGrant() callback. (7) When all callbacks are finished,
the control is passed back to federates to resume simulation, which ends tick()
method. (8) Simulation continues its execution.

4 Experiments and Analysis
Experiments are designed to validate WSHLA. Experimental environment is:
Windows 2000 Professional, Java 1.4, C#, Pitch pRTI 1.3, Tomcat 4.1 and Axis 1.4.
Tomcat, Axis and pRTI run at RTI side.
4.1 Experiments
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In the first experiment, we create a federation that comprises two federates
programmed with Java and C# language respectively. Running at client side 1 and
client side 2 respectively, the two federates have the capability of sending/receiving
interactions and updating/reflecting attributes.
We modify the benchmark program from DMSO HLA packet and focus on the
latency benchmark. The latency benchmark program measures the elapsed time it
takes for federates to send and receive an interaction or update and reflect an attribute.
In the experiments, we measure the RO interaction latency, and the size of the
interacted packet is 1024 bytes. We measure the elapsed time in LAN and WAN with
firewall on and off. Meanwhile, we conduct the same experiment in the same
circumstance using HLA instead for comparing the experimental results of WSHLA
and HLA. The experimental result measured in LAN is shown in Fig. 3 and the
experimental result measured in WAN is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3. Experimental result in LAN
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Fig. 4. Experimental result in WAN

It’s obvious that firewall exerts no influence on WSHLA, however firewall makes
HLA-based simulation completely fail. However, in the same circumstance, WSHLA
will cost much more time in these operations than HLA.
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Then, we conduct the second experiment in complex product design. F14 fighter
jet model, which comprises two sub-models: controller and dynamics, is used in this
experiment. The model, built by using MATLAB/Simulink, analyzes how changing
the gains used in the Proportional-Integral Controller affect the aircraft's angle of
attack and the amount of G force the pilot feels. In our experiment, we focus on the
angle of attack. We use MATLAB/RTW to turn the two sub-models into C++ code.
Controller as one federate runs at client side 1 and dynamics as another federate runs
at client side 2. We compare the experimental result conducted by using MATLAB
and WSHLA respectively. The experimental result using MATLAB directly is shown
in Fig. 5 and the experimental result using WSHLA is shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5. Experimental result using MATLAB
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Fig. 6. Experimental result using WSHLA

The experimental result shows that WSHLA, which also gets the right result, can
be applied to the field of collaborative simulation correctly.
4.2 Analysis
We analyze the experimental results in the following aspects.
(1) In WSHLA, RTI and federates interact with each other indirectly via the proxy.
The invocations of web services, which using XML and HTTP, won’t be blocked by
firewall. In addition, the proxy is located at the same computer where RTI located at,
therefore the interaction between RTI and proxies won’t be blocked by firewall either.
In a word, WSHLA-based simulation won’t be blocked by firewall at all. However, in
HLA, RTI and federates interact with each other directly by using the address and
port specified in RID file. Unfortunately, if simulation runs in network, the port is
always blocked by firewall, which makes simulation fail.
(2) The second merit of WSHLA is that we can use the platform-independent and
programming language-independent characteristics of web services. Any program
language that can call web services can be used to program simulation code under
different platforms. However, in HLA, only the language specified by RTI can be
used to program under the specified platform. In the first experiment, the HLA/RTI in
RTI side is pRTI 1.3, which only provides Java programming interface. However, the
introduction of web services makes it available for us to use C# to program simulation
code, which increases the flexibility of WSHLA greatly.
(3) Web services encapsulate the differences between RTIs and provide users the
same programming interface, which increases the interoperability and reusability of
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simulation codes. In addition, web services also make WSHLA more compatible with
other related standards and technologies, which will expand the application area of
WSHLA greatly.
(4) In WSHLA, RTI side may be considered as a public resource, which may be
used by anyone and then decrease the expenses used to purchase RTI.
(5) Though WSHLA has a lot of merits, its efficiency is worse than HLA. Because,
the size of soap packet used in WSHLA is much larger than the packet used in HLA.
In addition, when a service is requested or responded, the necessary parameters will
be marshaled or unmarshaled, which will decrease the efficiency of WSHLA. The
above reasons increase the traffic of WSHLA and make the efficiency lower.
However, it’s an inevitable demerit of introducing web services to HLA.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
Introduction of web services can make up for the deficiencies in HLA simulation
system. We propose a framework named WSHLA to build HLA collaborative
simulation system based on web services. Using the framework, we can use web
services to build a loose-coupling simulation system, which will increase the
flexibility, interoperability and reusability of HLA simulation system. Experimental
results, which validate the framework, show that the framework can resolve the
problems in HLA simulation system at the expense of some time.
Though the introduction of web services into HLA increases the interoperability
and reusability of HLA simulation system, it also reduces the efficiency of simulation
system. So, we will consider in the future work how to increase the usage of WSHLA
further on the premise of improving the efficiency of the framework, and then make it
more compatible with more standards and technologies.
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Abstract. The team of engineers designing and implementing distributed
control system software must communicate within a multidisciplinary
environment. One of the main problems is the interaction between hardware
and software solutions. Software project presumptions may not be based only
on minimum hardware requirements and on technology rules. Modern
distributed control systems embrace all aspects of a complex and widespread
object. Hence, every modification within any discipline requires interference
into the system and validation of its new features, which in turn constraints
effectiveness of designing. This paper discusses how to increase effectiveness
and speed up validation, in a standardised CAD environment, by using: MultiAgent System in order to limit the number of interactions between particular
subsystems, ontology for assisting topology description and properties of
system entropy for assessment of introduced solutions. The proposed system
was implemented and worked out in a biotechnological pilot plant.
Keywords: Collaborative design, multi-agent systems, knowledge ontology,
web environment for collaborative working, multiple location collaborative
design, industrial applications.

1 Introduction
Design of modern industrial plants creates problems because the control system
running this plant needs to be taken into account. Such a system usually comprises a
great amount of different components, such as control instrumentation, control
software and communication networks. Design and integration of the control system
are difficult tasks, both during operation of the process in normal condition and in
emergency situations. Another problem arises from a significant difference in mean
time between failures (MTBF) of the mechanical and electronic plant components
(control and information devices should be frequently upgraded). Therefore, during
normal exploitation of the plant, the control and information instrumentation should
be redesigned. A multi-agent-based system for cooperative design, validation
and operation of industrial processes proposed in the paper facilitates those tasks.
The proposed system includes several modern ideas such as multi agent systems
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 280–289, 2007.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007
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(MAS) – see for example [1], control algorithms of hybrid systems [2] hybrid I/O
automata [3], knowledge ontology [4], cooperative systems for design [5],[6],[7],[8]
as well as network-based collaborative design systems [9],[10].

2 Problem Under Consideration
Our research, using a biotechnological pilot-plant as an example [11], has proven that
the control system may be represented by a hybrid system model. This system
consists of an automaton having a finite number of states. Transition conditions
between those states are described by two sets defining controllable and
uncontrollable events. Control of a system modelled in this way is realized within
MAS. The control agent tries to maintain the given state despite disruption caused by
uncontrollable events, while the supervisory agent tries to change the current state
into another desirable state, by applying a sequence of controllable events. Any
transition functions that are missing or not specified, may by developed by an expert.
Because of technological constraints and limited capabilities of measurement,
control and powering devices and also because of the information structure of the
distributed communication equipment, the system has been divided into subsystems.
This division is based on ontology that takes the semantics used in CAD systems into
account. Apart from the subsystems, the system possesses defined functions, the
taxonomy of which is based on phenomenological models. The main technological
concepts are based on those phenomenological models. Architecture of the proposed
system is presented in Fig. 1.
An impartial assessment of the distributed control system operation is very difficult
and depends on the goal of this assessment. One of the important aspects is
determination, whether the system’s user, who is not familiar with control theory,
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may utilize all the capabilities of the technological object. That is in relation to
the possibility of access to different states by a minimum number of intermediate
states and remembering the once-carried-out organization of subsystems. Such
operations must be robust, with means avoiding the system to be moved into a state,
from which the currently used controls may be insufficient to move the system into
the previous state.

3 Developed System Description
As practice of automation of biotechnological [11],[12] processes shows, that
automated plants may be represented as hybrid state machines [3] i.e. state machines
augmented with sets of differential equations. Such hybrid systems are described with
two sets:
• Ω – set of continuous state variables. Range of those variables depends on the
specifics of the considered system i.e. process constraints, measurements,
activator’s capabilities, etc.;
• Φ – set of events conditions enabling transitions between states. The Φ set can be
divided into two subsets:
• Φu – subset of uncontrollable events – transitions caused by internal process
behaviour or external environment, the control system can not prevent nor
cause;
• Φc – subset of controllable events – transitions which can be induced and/or
prevented by the control system, so those transitions can be used to perform a
control task.
Changes of system’s state may occur as discrete events when certain conditions
defined in Φ are fulfilled or as a continuous trajectory in a space state according to the
differential equations (which are a mathematical description of an object-specific
function f of inputs and outputs of the system).
Control of a hybrid automaton is a complex task and is best performed with multiagent systems. The proposed structure of control agents, which proved to be effective,
is hierarchical and consists of three layers: control, supervisory and expert. Each layer
performs tasks at a designated level of abstraction, and actively cooperate to achieve
control goal in a robust manner.
The lowest layer consists of Control Agents. A Control Agent is bound directly to
control instrumentation of the controlled plant. It implements all the required control
algorithms, takes care of presumed sequential production cycles and performs all the
other functions of typical control task (e.g. emergency shutdowns). All control layer
agents work in time-driven mode (that is, measurements are taken and controls are
sent to actuators with a constant time period) to be able to implement typical time
determined control algorithms. Uncontrollable events are disturbances Control Agents
try to cope with by standard means of control algorithms.
The middle layer of the control system structure is formed by Supervisory Agents.
Each agent supervises a number of Control Agents and monitors quality of control in
a broader scope than Control Agents are able to. Supervisory Agents are capable of
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more advanced state recognition and trajectory planning, therefore in case of
worsening control quality, a Supervisory Agent may decide that it is desirable to
switch the system into some Ωi state (or even through some Ωi, …, Ωn states sequence
planned ahead) to fulfil a given control task. The plan is then performed by the
specific Control Agent as a proxy.
At last, the top layer contains Expert Agents. Expert Agents are a system’s
interface to external sources of knowledge such as human and/or artificial overseers
and experts. Expert Agents’ role is to supply Supervisory Agents with additional
knowledge on processes in the system. Experts are able to serve their general
knowledge to many physical instances of the class, if only Expert Agent supports data
exchange with spatially distant location over long range communications link
(including Internet network).
To make design, verification and maintenance phases of the system’s cycle of
work easier and more regular, all of the system elemental components should be
logically grouped into subsystems. Such classification can be done according to the
IEC 61346 standard, which defines rules for structuring system’s components into
hierarchical subsystems and referencing them. This standard proposes three kinds of
hierarchies, according to components’: function, location, and product. In effect,
system’s logical organisation consists of three different trees with system’s
components as vertices, where each of the components belong to each of the trees at
the same time. Edges of the trees are designated by membership relations (smaller
subsystems forming larger ones). In distributed control systems, usual function
criteria are for technical reasons: power supply, process, and control task.
In a real complex control system many subsystems of varying complexity levels
can be distinguished on various levels of abstraction. Additionally, each of the control
instruments and each of the subsystems belong to many structures depending on the
assumed grouping criterion. Independently of subsystems distinction, whole control
system has some functions defined. Those functions are a consequence of control
systems designed tasks and their taxonomy is determined by phenomenological
models of processes in the specific controlled plant.
This structure of subsystems hierarchy taken together with boundary conditions of
the systems’ variables defines the system as a deterministic finite state automaton. On
the other hand, the ontology is also taken into account when definition of functions
taxonomy is built. Taxonomy of functions performed by the system is derived from
phenomenological models of processes being automated. Finally, both state
automaton definition and set of system’s functionalities define the architecture of
hybrid system which is the final product of the design process.
To make Web–based application capable of data interchange with industrial–grade
software, a specialised application was developed. The self-organizing relational data
base [13] is a data mining application actively probing the designed control system
and storing the variables and their historical trends in Web-standards compliant
MySQL-driven database. The database is accessed by a custom web server-side
application, which transparently encodes and decodes incoming queries and
outcoming replies using the XML notation. Such encoding enables quick and easy
deployment of Webservices, enabling access to the control system’s internal
information. End client application for system–human expert interaction is developed
using Flash technology and can be embedded in webpage and executed in nearly any
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Web browser. The Flash application uses the Web service to communicate with the
system (interface part of the expert’s application is designated as a Mediator). The
role of the remote expert is correction of the possible state transitions and correction
of system’s functions.
The structure of the presented system allows for easy and quick connecting of
multiple remote experts. However, in case where multiple remote experts are
employed in one control system, inter-expert cooperation becomes problematic. As
Smith and Davis suggest [14], cooperative distributed problem solving consists of
three steps: problem decomposition, sub-problem solution, and solution synthesis. In
the system under consideration second and third steps are already implemented. Subproblem solution consists of correcting states transitions sequences and functions by a
remote expert, based on his knowledge, observed finite states, and functions (received
from system’s database). Solution synthesis is a simple process of storing corrected
data in the database. However, the first step of problem decomposition requires
additional effort. It is required to describe the control system in such way, so that each
of the experts works in his own problem domain without interfering with other
experts. Since natural division of problem in hybrid systems is into automaton’s
particular states, it is desired that each system’s state is as independent from other
states as possible. When this assumption is fulfilled, each of the experts may focus on
a specific subset of the states space, and modify the subset without disturbing other
experts. To enable this possibility and to maximise control capabilities of the system,
innovatory definition of the control system’s design and verification goals are
introduced in the following section.

4 Ontology-Based Subsystem Topology Semantics
Even a simple system design has a multilevel tree of reference designations, which is
usually incomprehensible without associated diagrams. The main aim of the proposed
ontology is to make physical meaning of the subsystems as a collection of formal
axioms based on primitive relation incorporated only in the reference designation tree
and the distances in hierarchy.
The set of reference designations prepared in accordance with the IEC 61346
standard is a basis for the division into subsystems according to the component
ontology. The mereology starts taking a relation ‘Cx,y’ to express that individuals x
and y are connected, as was introduced by Clarke [15] as a Calculus. This Calculus
may state ontology describing topology based on reference designation according to
IEC 61346 [16].
The Fig. 2 presents an example of subsystem composition based on this ontology.
For particular individuals with descriptions based on IEC 61346 (where superscript
‘*’ is for all references designation, ‘-‘ is for subset of product, ‘+’ is for subset of
location, ‘=’ is for subset of process function hierarchy and ‘==’ is for subset of
power supply function hierarchy respectively): we can present the following
connections: P: ‘x* is a Part of y*’, O: ‘x* Overlaps y*’, DR: Independent functions:
‘x== is Discrete from y==’, EC: Connected to externally subsystem: ‘x+ is Externally
Connected to y+’ or Remote subsystem function: ‘x= is Externally Connected to y+’,
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Fig. 2. Ontology based subsystem composition

TP: Local subsystem function: ‘x= is Tangential Part of y+’, NTP: Supervised
function: ‘x= is Non Tangential Part of y+’. The mereological definitions of presented
connections can describe in open language sophisticated subsystem composition.

5 Entropy Functions-Based Validation
Variables characterizing the system in general and the individual subsystems in
particular, may be divided into intensive variables and extensive variables. Extensive
variables Ω ex depend on the system’ scale, while intensive variables Ω in are
independent of the system’ scale. In other words, extensive variables are dependent
on the size of the system (quantities of mass, heat etc., since dividing a given mass of
substance into two subvolumes, naturally decreases quantities of mass in those
subvolumes), while intensive variables are independent of the system’s size
(temperature, concentration etc., since, dividing a mass of substance having a certain
temperature, into two subvolumes, will result in two subvolumes having exactly the
same temperature as the original volume). Any subsystem state may be characterized
by values of intensive variables that depend on each other. Balance equations that
serve as a basis for phenomenological models describe fluxes of the extensive
variables. Those fluxes are forced by the difference in intensive variables that are in
this case the moving force of the process.
In a controlled system, some intensive variables posses defined ranges of values,
while other intensive variables with unspecified limits are observed or bindings of
those variables with other intensive variables are known, usually by applying Le
Chatelier-Braun principle. The relation between flows and forces characterizes the
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system kinetics. Conditions for reaching a steady state of the subsystem are specified
by extensive variables bound with each other in balance equations. Because the
intensive variables used in control of the process are independent of the system scale,
only binding those variables with extensive variables enables the steady state of the
system to be determined. It is especially important for biotechnological objects, where
stable values of intensive variables (substrate concentration for example) may
correspond to unstable values of extensive variables (biomass quantity for example).
Any intensive variable acting between two subsystems must obviously posses the
same value.
MAS for the hybrid control system enables determination of all reachable states.
For every subsystem, the state is specified by the Ω set of extensive variables that are
part of the state equations of the base class and by intensive variables with limits
specified. For every subsystem a probability pi of reaching the outcome of the state
characterized by Ω i a posteriori may be determined and the discrete form of Shannon
information entropy function [21] my also be determined:
N

S ( p ) = −∑ pi log 2 ( pi )

(1)

i =1

where: N – number of states for the subsystem, and p={pi}. A normalization condition
is defined as:
N

∑p

i

=1

(2)

i =1

For an isolated subsystem, the possibility of reaching particular states with the
same probability is connected to entropy maximization. In order to check the
behaviour of the particular state i, minimization of partial Kullback-Liebler crossentropy function is used.

DiKL = pi log 2

pi
qi

(3)

where: qi is the a priori probability of income for state i.
Fig. 3 presents values of the DKL function for particular states in case when
reduction, maintaining and production takes place in the subsystem. In should be
noted, that when entropy is maintained, the DKL function has low values in a wide
range of states. In addition, averaging values of states increases entropy. In case when
entropy increases, it is possible to find a set of states in the region of minimal values
of DKL. This region however is divided by states with low probability of occurrence,
hence finding such a minimum requires precise knowledge about constrains, because
change in those constrains may be burden with a penalty for exceeding the regions
with low probability of occurrence. Opposite situation occurs when entropy is
reduced. In such a case, the region of high probability is very small, while the low
probability region is large. Such situation may for example take place when fault or
wrong state changing function is determined.
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Fig. 3. Three dimensional plot of the partial Kullback-Leibler cross entropy used to examine
the behaviour of each state of particular subsystem

For application of Kullback-Liebler [18] cross-entropy in the cooperative
validation, on-line estimation of entropy value is necessary. When the Gaussian
distribution of subsystem states probability is assumed, for the window of P observed
income states {q1,..,.qi,...,qP} enforced by Expert and outcome states {p1,..,.pi,...,pP}
realized by the control system, standard deviation μ can be estimated [19].
The cross-entropy is an unsymmetrical measure. Because subsystems have a
variety of mutual interconnections that are dynamically changing during designing
and validation, the estimator of entropy value is defined as follows:
2

Dˆ PKL

2

2

2

⎛ μˆ ⎞ ⎛ μˆ ⎞
⎛ μˆ ⎞ ⎛ μˆ ⎞
log 2 ⎜ p ⎟ + ⎜ q ⎟ log 2 ⎜ q ⎟ + ⎜ p ⎟
⎜ μˆ ⎟ ⎜ μˆ ⎟
⎜ μˆ ⎟ ⎜ μˆ ⎟
⎝ q⎠ ⎝ p⎠ +
⎝ p ⎠ ⎝ q ⎠ −1
=
2
2

(4)

The system considered in this paper exchanges entropy with the surroundings in a
necessary way. A system consisting of many mutually connected subsystems may
serve as an infinite source of entropy for every subsystem. In such a case, entropy
may be dissipated and the system may transit into a state of irreversible processes. In
such a case it should be checked whether the subsystem is in a stable state with a
concurrent minimization of the entropy value. Hence, despite decreasing the
probability of particular states occurrence, the subsystem is in a steady state, in which
there are bindings between different state variables. For this situation, a Onsager
condition [20] may be used. If it is possible to find the following dependence, for the
intensive variables moving forces and fluxes of extensive variables:

Ωiex = ∑ Lij Ω inj
j

(5)
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where: L is a matrix of phenomenological kinetics parameters, than it may be
assumed, that the subsystem is in a steady state, if:

L ≅ LT

(6)

Such situation testifies that an irreversible process has taken place, hence is it not
possible to change this state by the currently available intensive control variables.
Cooperation of other subsystems is necessary in order to reverse the moving forces.
The presented equations can be used only for predicting the possibility of
equilibrium state with irreversible process. During designing, process technology
rules are elaborated for avoiding such states. However, dynamically configured
subsystems can overlap state variables with symmetric matrix of phenomenological
kinetics parameters. This requires very expensive validation of subsystem functions
related to the technology rules. For that reason, especially during cooperative
validation, automated procedures are advisable. Such automated procedures are based
on component ontology and taxonomy of function performed by the particular
subsystem. Taxonomy is derived from phenomenological process models and
boundary conditions, both based on technology rules. Component ontology ensures
description of multidimensional relationship subsystems describing mutual hierarchy
of products, locations, process, power supplies, and controls.

6 Concluding Remarks - Application for the Biotechnological
Pilot-Plant
For over three years, a biotechnological pilot-plant has been operated continuously at
the Faculty of Automatic Control, Electronics and Computer Science. It serves as a
platform for investigations regarding activated sludge processes in aquatic
environment. One of the processes that may be investigated is bioaugmentation of
biomass for different purposes. Hence, depending on the goal of research, the
structure of the pilot-plant is changed.
Therefore, operation and maintaining of this pilot-plant is a difficult task, and
participation of external experts is crucial. The proposed structure of the control
system evolved to the presented form, based on experiences, trial-and-error changes
and constant development. It is still being developed.
Acknowledgements. This work was supported by the Polish Ministry of Scientific
Research and Information Technology.
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Abstract. There are increasing requirements for collaborative scheduling (CS)
in supply chain management (SCM). CS in construction supply chain (CSC),
which involves multiple partners, such as general contractor, subcontractors,
and material suppliers, can be seen as a multilevel decision-making system with
hierarchical structure. Adopting the decomposition-coordination thought of
large scale system theory and using the multilevel programming theory, a twolevel programming model for CS decision making is established to find satisfactory solution for every partner in CSC. This model has the merit of paying
attention to the maximization of profit or minimization of cost of all partners
located at different decision-making level in CS process. The algorithm of this
model is provided, which is combined with the first level programming adopting simulated annealing algorithm and second level programming using discrete
search algorithm. Finally, an illustrative example of CS in a CSC is presented.
The two-level programming method provides a new way to improve collaborative decision making in CSC. This research makes a contribution to the body of
knowledge of scheduling.
Keywords: Collaborative scheduling, Two-level programming, Supply chain,
Construction industry.

1 Introduction
Effective supply chain management (SCM) has become a potentially valuable way of
securing competitive advantage and improving organizational performance since
competition is no longer between organizations, but among supply chains. Applications of SCM in manufacturing environments have saved hundreds of millions of dollars while improving customer service [1]. With the increasing interests in applying
SCM principle, which focuses on collaborative decision-making in business operations, to the construction industry [2], [3], collaborative scheduling (CS), one of the
crucial operation problems in construction supply chain (CSC) management, has become an emerging managerial demands beyond traditional construction scheduling
method from an independent view of a firm.
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 290–297, 2007.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007
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Scheduling is concerned with the optimal allocation of scare resources to activities
over time. It is very attractive for researchers, with an impressive amount of literature
as the result, because it’s obvious practical importance. However, scheduling problems, in general, are really challenging from a computational point of view with the
increasing complexity of decision-making environment. In the construction community, a lot of attempts have also been made to solve the construction scheduling problem, for example the work carried out by [4], [5], [6], [7]. Most of the above models
or methods can generally be called approach to classical resource-constrained project
scheduling problem [8].
CSC is a construction business system involving multiple stakeholders [9]. Considering the constraints of capability and resource, CSC is not governance structure to
autonomously pursue maximum benefit in global chain domain from the perspective
of principle-agent theory. Coordination mechanisms should be applied to the operational process of CSC to achieve global optimization, which is a result in centralized
decision-making [10]. This research adopts CS as a coordination mechanism to improve collaborative decision-making performance.
CS problem in CSC is a typical multiple level programming problem. Adopting the
decomposition-coordination thought of large scale hierarchical system theory, a twolevel programming model for CS decision making is established to find satisfactory
solution for each partner.

2 Hierarchical Decision-Making in CSC
CSC consists of multiple decision units involved in the construction process, such as
client/owner, designer, GC, subcontractor, and suppliers. CSC system is typical hierarchical system in which general contractor is located at the upper level (leader) and
subcontractor or supplier is located at lower level (follower), as shown in Figure 1.
The hierarchical decision-making characteristics of CSC are described as follows.
(1) CSC is organized in a ‘taper’ structure with multiple decision units including
general contractor (GC), subcontractor (designer also can be seen as one kind of subcontractor), suppliers and suppliers’ supplier.
(2) GC, subcontractor and supplier make decision in turn, especially in project
scheduling, but subcontractor and supplier have considerable decision power independently.
(3) Information is exchanged between difference levels in CSC. But the information from upper level to lower level has priority. For example, GC’s information is
prior to subcontractors. Subcontractors should abide by GC’s ‘order’ if possible.
(4) Decision maker is located at higher level more interesting to long time goal.
GC firstly makes decision, for example making master project scheduling, then subcontractor or supplier makes decision on the condition of complying with GC’s
decision.
(5) CSC has the global goal systems, for example, quality, cost, time, safety, and
environment. The goals of whole decision makers should be coordinated.
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical decision-making structure of construction supply chain

3 Methodology
3.1 Hierarchical Two-Level Model of CS in CSC
In two-level programming problem, each decision maker in different level tries to optimize its own objective function(s) without considering the objective(s) of the other
partners, but the decision of each partner affects the objective value(s) of the other
partner as well as the decision space [11].
According to the principle of two-level programming technique, the two-level CS
model of CSC can be formulated as follows:
The upper level model (P1) is formulated as

： max F = ∑ F ( x , y )
N

i

P1

i

i

i =0

s.t. a i ≤ x i ≤ b i

(1)

xi ≥ 0
i=0,1,2,…,N
where F is the total profit function of CSC,

Fi ( x i , y i ) is profit function of CSC
i

partner i, i=0,1,2,…,N, (i=0 stands for GC). x is the upper level (GC) decision variable and is a non-negative integer, and stands for the decision variable of construction
scheduling or procurement planning made by partner i, such as the duration of construction, the lead time of materials. [ a

i

, bi ] is allowable change range of construci

tion scheduling or procurement planning. y is the lower (subcontractor or material
supplier) decision variable and stands for subcontractor’s construction duration or
material lead time of supplier.
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The lower level model (P2) is formulated as

： max F ( x , y ) = π ( x , y ) − ν ( x , y )

P2

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

s.t. c i ≤ y i ≤ d i

yi ≤ xi

(2)

yi ≥ 0
i=0,1,2,…,N
where π i ( x i , y i ) is the revenue function of partner i in CSC, and ν i ( x i , y i ) is the
cost function of partner i in CSC. Revenue function and cost function is nonlinear
function, which is determined by upper level (P1) decision variable. They can be obtained through regression analysis of history data. [c i , d i ] is the change range of
lower decision variable of partner i in CSC, which is determined by partner’s resource
constraints. y i ≤ x i denotes that lower level decision variable (construction duration
or material lead time) is constrained by upper level decision variable.
3.2 Algorithm for CS in CSC

This research hybridizes simulated annealing and discrete search algorithm to find optimization solutions of the two-level programming model for CS. Simulated annealing
algorithm is based on the principle of stochastic relaxation, which was introduced by
Kirkpatrick et al [12] in the mid-1980s. Search algorithms intelligently guide the
simulation model to a near-optimal solution. The process is initiated by the user entering the initial inputs for the design variable values. These values are sent to the simulation program. Running the program generates an output performance measure,
which is evaluated by the search algorithm [13].
This paper adopts simulated annealing algorithm in upper level programming (P1)
and discrete search algorithm in lower programming (P2) to solve the two-level programming model for CS. This hybrid algorithm starts from setting values of upper
lever decision variables in P1, and selects an initial value x0 of in feasible region Ω .
i

And then put x 0i into lower level programming (P2) and use discrete search algorithm
to find optimal solutions. In turn, put optimal solutions into to upper levelP1 and use
simulated annealing algorithm to find optimal solutions of P1. Through this replicating process find the global optimal solutions. The details of each algorithm are presented in appendix [12], [13], [14], [15].

4 A Briefly Calculated Example
The authors have applied the above model and algorithm to optimize a master construction scheduling and obtain a compromise and satisfactory construction scheduling to all partners. Suppose that a GC signed an EPC (Engineering, Procurement, and
Construction) contract with an owner to construct an office building. The contract
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construction duration is 210 days and total price is $50 million. GC takes charge of
procuring all materials, equipments and subcontracting. Considering the limits of paper pages of this conference, the detailed process is omitted. The initial master construction scheduling and the finally optimal construction scheduling are just shown in
Figure 2. A note is that we suppose that start date of each subcontractor is decided by
GC’s lower-limit construction scheduling and cannot be changed in the final construction scheduling.

Fig. 2. Initial and optimal master construction scheduling

5 Conclusions
Collaborative scheduling (CS) has become an emerging managerial demand beyond
traditional construction scheduling method from an independent view of a firm in
CSC management environment. Adopting the decomposition-coordination thought of
large scale system theory and using the multilevel programming theory, this paper
provides a hybrid algorithm to find optimal solutions, which is a two-level nonlinear
integer programming. Simulated annealing algorithm is applied at upper level programming (P1) and discrete search algorithm is used at lower level. The advantage of
this hybrid method is that it can speed the research process in lower level and improve
the efficiency to find effective approximate optimal solution.
Although there are many hypotheses when establishing model and applying algorithm, and also the example only focuses on a general master construction scheduling,
the finally formed master construction scheduling provides a generally significant reference for GC when managing project, especially from strategy perspective. Also, the
thought of two-level programming applying to CS in CSC management provides a
valuable academic and practical reference for collaborative decision-making in business operation of other economic sectors, especially for project-based industry since
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most of hierarchical multiple level system can be seen the integration of many twolevel subsystems.
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Appendix
Simulated Annealing Algorithm
Step 1. Set

x0i ∈ Ω . Let initial temperature T0 > 0 , integer σ ≥ 2 and con-

stant β > 0 . Calculate F ( x0i , y i ) . Given X 0 = x 0 , x max
and k=0.
Step 2. Get a random vector Z k = ( Z 0k , Z 1k ,..., Z Nk ) . Let
i

i

i

= x0i , Fmax = F ( x0i , y i ) ,

⎛ 1
⎞
⎟ , i=0,1,2,…,N
−
1
Z ik = sgn(U i ) ⋅ Tk ⋅ ⎜
σ
⎜
⎟
⎝ Ui
⎠

(1)

where sgn(⋅) is sign function and U 0 , U 1 ,..., U N is pair wise independence random
variables on [-1, 1] uniform distribution.
Step 3. Using current replicated point X ki and random vector Z k get a new feeler
k

point I , where I k = X ki + Z k . And then calculate F ( I k ) .
Step 4. If I k ∈ Ω , then turn to step 5, otherwise calculate

⎡ 1 1⎤
I k = X ki + random⎢− , ⎥ ⋅ Z k
⎣ 2 2⎦

(2)

⎡ 1 1⎤
k
until I ∈ Ω , where random⎢− , ⎥ stands for a random number on uniform dis⎣ 2 2⎦
⎡ 1 1⎤
k
tribution ⎢− , ⎥ . If I ∉ Ω in limited replicated steps, then let I k = X ki , and
⎣ 2 2⎦
turn to step 5.
Step 5. Get a random number η on (0, 1) uniform distribution. Calculate acceptance
k

probability of feeler point I , i.e.
⎧⎪
⎡ F ( X ki ) − F ( I k ) ⎤ ⎫⎪
Pa ( I k X ki , T k ) = min ⎨1, exp ⎢
⎥⎬
βTk
⎪⎩
⎢⎣
⎥⎦ ⎪⎭

(3)

If η ≤ Pa ( I k X ki , Tk ) , then let X ki +1 = I k and F ( x ki +1 , y i ) = F ( I k ) . Otherwise let

X ki +1 = X ki and F ( x ki +1 , y i ) = F ( x ki ) .
i
Step 6. If F ( x ki +1 , y i ) > Fmax , then let X max
= X ki +1 and Fmax = F ( x ki +1 , y i ) .
Step 7. If meet the condition of ending replicating process, the algorithm is end, and
i
X max
is seen as the approximate global optimal solution and Fmax is the corresponding optimal value. Otherwise turn to step 8.
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Step 8. According to the given temperature update function and get a new temperature Tk +1 ,

T0

Tk +1 =

k=1,2,3,…

(k + 1)σ

(4)

Let k=k+1. Then turn step 2.
Discrete Search Algorithm
Definition
DΔϕ ij ( y i ) =

(

)

(

) (

sgn Δϕ ij− ( y i ) − sgn Δϕ ij+ ( y i ) sgn Δϕ ij− ( y i )
2

，

⎧⎪0
=⎨ + i
⎪⎩Δϕ ij ( y )

，

) ⋅ Δϕ

i
−
ij ( y )

,

Δϕ ij+ ( y i ) ⋅ Δϕ ij− ( y i ) ≥ 0

(5)

other

j=1, 2

{

}

Δ

，

Dki = max Dϕ ij ( y i ), j = 1,2 = Dϕ id ( y i ) , d = 1 2

(6)

The steps of discrete search algorithm are presented as follows:
Step 1. Given a discretionary start point y 0i as integer vector, where precision is

constrained to 0 < ε << 1 . Let k=0.

Step 2. Calculate DΔϕ i ( y i ) . If DΔϕ i ( y i ) ≤ ε , then turn to step 5.
Step 3. According to equation (6), calculate Dki .
i
⎛ i
k
⎜ y − t k ⋅ Dϕ i ( y k )
Step 4. Calculate t d with constraint min
ϕ
i
k
d
⎜
t dk
Dki
⎝

let

y ki +1 = y ki − t dk

(

Dϕ i ( y ki )
D ki

(

.

))

Otherwise

calculate

⎞
⎟ . If t k ≠ 0 , then
d
⎟
⎠
t dk

(

with

con-

)

straint min
ϕ i y ki − t dk ⋅ sgn Dϕ i ( y ki ) ⋅ edi . Let y ki +1 = y ki − t dk sgn Dϕ i ( y ki ) ⋅ edi and
k
td

k=k+1. Then turn to step 2.
Step 5. Test the optimal property of y ki . If find a point y ki +1 excels y ki , then let
k=k+1 and turn to step 2. Otherwise y ki is the optimal solution, and calculate end.
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Abstract. Steady pace (rhythmicity) of work is a relevant parameter reflecting
the performance of production systems. A coefficient (index) of the steady pace
is used for quantitative evaluation of a production system’s performance.
Various rhythmicity indices often yield different and even conflicting results.
The application of logically consistent axioms to a set of indices allows us to
identify indices accurately describing a steady pace of production. A case study
of rhythmicity of suspended aluminium ceilings’ manufacture at one of the
enterprises over the period of 5 years divided into quarters and months is
provided.

1 Introduction
Steady pace (rhythmicity) of work is a relevant parameter reflecting the performance
of production systems. A coefficient (or index) of the steady pace is used for
quantitative evaluation of production system performance. Several methods of
determining rhythmicity indices can be found in the literature [1-5].
Various rhythmicity indices yield different and often conflicting estimates of the
same statistical data [5]. Axiomatic methods used to check the effectiveness of the
above indices help to determine how precise they are in assessing the actual pace of
work.

2 The Requirements to Rhythmicity Indices and Axioms Used for
Their Determination
The assignment is to compare the pace of work of a particular enterprise in different
periods of time or of a team of workers or mechanisms. This problem consists in
comparing the objects: x = ( x1 ,..., xn ); y = ( y1 ,..., y n ) ,
where xi ≥ 0,

n

y i ≥ 0, (i = 1,..., n), ∑ xi = 1;
i =1

n

∑ y i = 1 , where xi, yi indicate

i =1

products manufactured by the 1st and the 2nd manufacturers in the i-th subperiod.
The whole period is subdivided into n parts. This means that the preference order
should be defined, i.e. a binary relationship R with the properties described below
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 298–300, 2007.
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should be established. For any pair x and y the following statements hold: 1) xRy or
yRx, or both are valid; 2) it follows from xRy and yRz that xRz. The relationship R
should be interpreted as ‘more rhythmic than’.
It is clear that the preference order R should be established as follows: first, some
more important indicators of enterprise performance should be defined, and the
relationship between work rhythmicity and the variation of these indicators should be
established. Second, R should be specified so that xRy, if the vector x correlates with a
higher value of an indicator.
This method is, however, rather complicated and can hardly yield a ‘universal’
estimate of work rhythmicity. It may be specified by a set of two axioms.
Axiom 1. Let (i1, i2,...,in) be an arbitrary rearrangement of numbers (1, 2, ... , n). Then,
any (x1, x2, ... ,xn) and ( xi1 , xi2 ,...., xin ) are related to the same pace of work. The
axiom states that the pace of work of two enterprises is considered to be equally
steady if the vectors of their production in the particular periods of the year (e.g.
quarters) may be obtained by rearranging the components of the vectors
corresponding to each enterprise.
If axiom 1 is assumed, then, any vector х may be reduced to the following form by
rearrangement: x1 ≤ x2 ≤ x3 ≤ … ≤ xn . In specifying the equalization procedure and
maintaining the order of the components (EPMOC), it is assumed that x is obtained
from y using EPMOC or x=E(y). If for any pair i, j (j > i) and h > 0, we get:

1) xk

=

yk for k = 1,2,...n; k ≠ i, k ≠ j; 2) xi = yi + h; x j = y j − h,

{

}

where h ≤ 0,5( y j − yi ), if j = i + 1; h ≤ min yi +1 − yi ; y j − y j −1 , if j > i + 1.
Axiom 2. Let x1 ≤ x2 ≤ x3 ≤ … ≤ xn and y1 ≤ y 2 ≤ y3 ≤ … ≤ y n . If x=E(y), then,
xRy.
The following example describes the meaning of the axiom. Let work rhythmicity
of a production system during a year be expressed in the following shares of the
annual production falling to particular quarters: y=(0,1; 0,1; 0,2; 0,6). Let us apply the
equalization procedure x=E(y) to i=2 and j=3; h ≤ 0,5(0,2-0,1)=0,05. Then, x=(0,1;
0,1+0,05; 0,2-0,05; 0,6)=(0,1; 0,15; 0,15; 0,6).
Evidently, the latter expression (x) may be assumed to describe more rhythmical
work of the production system than the former (y).
A large number of various estimates f (⋅) satisfy the axioms 1 and 2.
It may be demonstrated that the following rhythmicity estimates satisfy the axioms 1
and 2:
2

1.

n⎛
1⎞
Variability coefficient: C = n ∑ ⎜ xi − ⎟ ,
n⎠
i =1⎝

ε

2.

n

i =1

n

3.

1

Atkinson’s coefficient [2]: A = 1 − n1−ε ∑ xi1−ε , ε > 1 ,
Theil’s index [1]: T = ln n + ∑ xi ln xi .
i =1
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It is clear that the values of expressions are not dependent on the rearrangement of
components xi of vector x. Therefore, the conditions of axiom 1 are satisfied. The
calculations show that, when the values of vector x are changed according to axiom 2
to increase the rhythmicity of a manufacturing process, the values of C, A and T are
decreased.
The Djini’s coefficient offered in [2], G = −1 −

n
1
(1 − 2∑ i ⋅ xi ),
n
i =1

is clearly dependent on the positions of components xi, and the conditions of axiom 1
are not satisfied. This conclusion is confirmed by actual calculations.
The evaluation of rhythmicity of suspended aluminium ceilings’ manufacture at
one of the enterprises in 2000-2004 conducted by the authors has confirmed that
production rhythmicity can be assessed by verbal indices.

3 Conclusions
A unified axiomatic approach to defining the requirements to rhythmicity indices of
manufacturing processes has been developed. It has been found that some currently
used indices do not satisfy the suggested axioms. These axioms are satisfied by
variability coefficients, Atkinson’s coefficient and Theil’s index, which may be
recommended to determining the rhythmicity and smoothness of manufacturing
processes.
The data obtained show that the most rhythmic manufacturing could be observed in
2002, when calculations were made on the monthly basis. The minimum values of the
main characteristics C, A and T were found for that year. The calculation on the
quarterly basis yielded the best results for 2000, when the values of the main
characteristics were minimal. The results obtained in the present research can be
successfully used as the initial data in pace analysis aimed work to identify factors
preventing to achieve smooth and rhythmic manufacturing.
The developed approach may be used in simulating any manufacturing process.
Special computer programs have been developed for this purpose.
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Abstract. In system development, the crucial step is the architecture design. This
paper proposes a multi-agent based architecture for petroleum supply chain. The
nested architecture can encapsulates the complex system, and number of supply
chain partners can effectively interact through communications between agents.
Keywords: multi-agent system, architecture, petroleum supply chain.

1 Introduction
Generally, an agent is defined as a physical or logical entity with social ability,
autonomy, reactivity and granularity degrees properties. An agent is an autonomous
entity which contains all the required resources for its execution. An agent can allow
encapsulation and communication of heterogeneous software components. An agent
is also a software program, which performs a given function automatically or semiautomatically by communicating with other agents, programs or human agents [1].
Multi-agent system (MAS) can refer to systems composed of multiple (semi-)
autonomous components. MAS can be viewed as systems in which large numbers of
agents process tasks by interacting with each other. MAS may be envisaged as a
software system, which is known as a set of actions that are carried out, and each
action has an associated precondition [2, 3, 4].
MAS have wide applied in various domains, such as manufacturing, e-commerce
and military domains. In the development of MAS, the main challenge is the
architecture design of the system. Architectures decide not only what functions are
provided by this system, but also how intelligent this system is, how this system
adapts its environment, and how this system can integrate with the other systems.
The architecture of a system specifies its components, the relationship among
components, and its mechanism for working. Architectures can describe the software
system at a macroscopic level in terms of a manageable number of
subsystem/components/modules inter-related through data and control dependencies
[4, 5]. Architecture design involves the description of components, from which
systems are built, interactions among those components, and patterns that guide their
composition and constraints on those components.
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 301–303, 2007.
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The conventional architectures of MAS can include control-oriented architecture,
role-oriented architecture, and information-oriented architecture. The dominative
architectures of MAS are role-oriented architecture which depends on the domain
knowledge and thus they are lack of reuse and compatibility with other system.
Control-oriented architecture not only matches human society, but also possesses the
general characteristics of system architectures. Control-oriented architecture can
conquer the large complex system. Information-oriented architecture only reflects the
information interaction and communication so it is not completed [3, 4, 5].

2 A Multi-Agent Based Architecture for Petroleum Supply Chain
The petroleum supply chain is very complex which spans a long distributed supply
tiers and involves many related industries. Usually, the petroleum supply chain
comprises six tier, i.e., customer, petroleum products distribution, refining,
transportation, and exploration and exploitation tiers [6]. Based on the complexities of
petroleum supply chain, a nested architecture is proposed for petroleum supply chain,
where the higher levels are nested by a cluster of agents, as depicted in Fig 1.

Customer Agent

Distribution Agent

Refining Agent

Transportation
Agent

Exploration &
Exploitation
Agent

District Customer
Agent Cluster

District Sale
Agent Cluster

District
Refinery
Agent Cluster

Imported
Petroleum
Agent

Oil Field
Agent Cluster

Import Agent
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Fig. 1. The multi-agent based architecture for petroleum supply chain
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Fig. 2. Interactions between agents for petroleum supply chain
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Interactions between agents in the system can be depicted as the interactions
between these roles played by different agents, as shown in Fig 2, where arrows
represent the speech acts of interactions between the agents, respectively.

3 Conclusion
In system development, the crucial step is the architecture design. Although there are
numerous architectures, a nested MAS architecture is proposed for petroleum supply
chain, which can encapsulate complexities of the system and reflect the mutual
interactions between up-stream and down-stream partners in the supply chain.
Acknowledgement. This paper is supported by The Development and Research
Center for Petroleum and Natural Gas of Sichuan Province (Grant No. SK06-11).
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Abstract. The paper presents a cooperative design approach based on multidisciplinary knowledge modeling for automobile development. The design
knowledge from multidisciplinary domain is obtained to establish
multidisciplinary knowledge model. Then multidisciplinary cooperative design
method allows multidisciplinary designer to synthetically coordinate and design
considering multidisciplinary knowledge. The method described in this paper
was used to develop knowledge driven multidisciplinary cooperative design
system, which is applied to automobile development processing.
Keywords: Cooperative design, multidisciplinary, knowledge modeling,
automobile.

1 Introduction
The need to remain competitive for survival in the current world market has led
design and manufacturing firms to consider the low cost and high quality of product,
moreover, a large-scale product design activity requires the cooperation of multidisciplinary teams of individuals who are both geographically and organizationally
distributed. Thus, designers should consider not only manufacturing and assembly
process but also the requirement of multi-disciplinary teams. Many researchers paid
attention to the modeling for multidisciplinary cooperative design. Sky et al. [1]
proposed an integrated conceptual model of the product life cycle, and a virtual
collaborative environment to support concurrent engineering. Xue and Xu [2]
introduced a new approach for web-based collaborative concurrent design. Li [3]
presented a satisfaction-driven, multifunctional team approach with application to
concurrent product design. Lee et al. [4] presented the approach that combines the
current feature-based modeling technique with distributed computing and
communication technology for collaborative design activities over the network.

2 Multidisciplinary Knowledge Model and Cooperative Design
The overall performance of a complex product generally depends on a number of
specifications distributed in various disciplines, such as mechanics, cybernetics,
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 304–306, 2007.
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Cooperative design

Discipline 2
(Knowledge 2)

Discipline 1
(Knowledge 1)

...

Discipline n
(Knowledge n)

Fig. 1. Knowledge flow between multiple disciplines

dynamics and so forth. In a typical multidisciplinary optimization problem, the
information flow between multiple disciplines could be represented by Fig. 1.
The model for multidisciplinary cooperative design based on knowledge network is
formulated as
Given p and the tolerance of x and p: t x1 , t x2 , t p1 , t p2 , find x
q
σy ⎤
⎡ μy
min ϕ ( x, p) = ∑ wi ⎢α *i − (1 − α ) *i ⎥
σi ⎦
i =1
⎣ μi
s.t. gi ( x, p) = 0, i = 1, , l
n

∂h j

k =1

∂xk

h j ,new ( x, p) = h j + ∑

x

s

∂h j

k =1

∂pk

⋅ Δxk + ∑

(1)
x

⋅ Δpk ≤ 0, j = 1,

,m

x ∈ ⎡⎣ x L , x U ⎤⎦
where x = {x1 , , xn } is a vector of design variables and p = { p1 , , ps } is a vector
of design parameters whose values are fixed as a part of the problem specifications.
[xL, xU] are consistent intervals. t x1 , t x2 , t p1 , t p2 are tolerance of design variables and
design parameters respectively. y = y ( x, p) is a vector of the system performance.

μ y , σ y are the mean value and the standard deviation of y respectively. μ * , σ * are the
expected mean value and the expected standard deviation. α is weight factor.
g i ( x, p) and h j ,new ( x, p) are constraints, where Δx = t x1 − t x2 , Δp = t p1 − t p2 .
The above multidisciplinary cooperative design model can be solved by Genetic
Algorithm.

3 An Example of Automotive Engine Design
Following is an example of automotive engine design to illustrate the method to
multidisciplinary cooperative design. There are four disciplinary knowledge models:
1) design knowledge model from assembly; 2) Design knowledge model from
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Fig. 2. Multidisciplinary design process for automotive engine design

manufacturing cost; 3) Design knowledge model from performance; 4) Design
knowledge model from simulation. The multidisciplinary design process is shown in
Fig. 2.

4 Conclusions
This paper presents an approach based on knowledge network to support
multidisciplinary cooperative design for automotive engine design. First, the method
of knowledge network-based multidisciplinary cooperative modeling is presented.
Then, the illustration of automotive engine design, which include design knowledge
model from assembly, manufacturing cost, performance and simulation, is presented
to familiarize the reader with the application of the new method.
Acknowledgments. This research is supported by the National Natural Science
Foundation of China (No. 50575142 and 60304015) and the Shanghai Committee of
Science and Technology (No. 055107048 and 04ZR14081).
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Abstract. This paper proposes a systematic approach to integrate domaindependent design tools in artificial bone scaffolds process. Integrated solution
of CAD modelling and properly analysis of biomedicine knowledge are utilized
to design complicated bone scaffolds. FEA and CFD are comprehensively
analyzed for the mechanical and internal micro circulation properties. A case
study of a successful artificial bone scaffolds model demonstrates that the
cooperative design methodology can facilitate the design in the multi-physics
domain substantially.
Keywords: Integration, domain dependent tools, artificial bone scaffolds.

1 Introduction
Advances in biomaterials science, computer aided engineering techniques, applied
mechanics, physics, and biomedicine offered new opportunities for bone tissue
engineering. Bone scaffolds design has been developed separately by Computer
Aided Design (CAD), Finite Element Analysis (FEA), Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) and Material Computation (MC). Such a separation makes it
cumbersome and complex for designers to exchange the necessary information in the
design process. CAD tools provide bone scaffolds conceptual models with special
internal microstructure. Most researchers who want to know biocompatible,
mechanical properties of those models must go through the FEA and CFD tools[1].
In 1892, Wolff first demonstrated that relationship between bone cells growth ratio
and the mechanical strength. Since then, many biological and physical scientists
illustrate that interstitial fluid flow stimulates bone cells diffusion from
piezoelectricity, and investigated the steaming potential, mechanical strain and fluid
shear stress[2-4]. Researchers also indicated that complex and interconnected
microstructure in natural bone can maintain the blood circulation, metabolism,
nutrition transfer and bone’s growth and reconstruction[5]. Based on these studies, the
diameter of micro holes in current artificial bone scaffolds is set to be between 200
μm to 800 μm and micro holes of these sizes facilitate the micro circulation of bone
nutrients in artificial bone scaffolds. These mechanical properties have guided the
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 307–314, 2007.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007
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design of artificial bone structures, enable the construction of biomimetic internal
structure of any artificial bones and facilitate the flow of the nutrient fluid and the
growth of natural bones.
Due to continuing development of new bioactive material, new biodegradable
three-dimensional porous scaffolds have now been fabricated to cure bone disease and
they have gained great success in recent years. Present study revealed the potential of
biomimetic constructs play critical role in osteoinduction. Researchers have also
found that Bone Morphogenetic Protein (BMP) and Growth Factors (GF) can induce
osteoblast-like cells to adhere to scaffolds.
Dawn of a new era of bioactive bone scaffolds is approaching. This is due to the
fact that biodegrade bioactive artificial bone scaffolds can now be possibly developed
by using advanced techniques such as CAD, FEA, CFD and MC. In the past, MC
design, CAD modelling, FEA and CFD of artificial bone scaffolds are generally
regarded as separate domains of interest and speciality in CAD, Computer Aided
Engineering (CAE) and biomaterial communities. Such a separation of CAD, FEA,
CFD and MC of bone scaffolds design makes it cumbersome and complex for
designers to exchange the necessary information in the entire design process.
Therefore, applications in all domains are impeded and consequently the numbers of
biocompatible artificial bone scaffolds are limited.
This paper describes a systematic approach to integrate these domain-dependent
design tools in supporting the design and evolution of artificial bone scaffolds in
research at the University of Strathclyde and the Northwestern Polytechnical
University (NPU). The complex and bio-oriented geometries of bone scaffolds and
internal microstructures are modelled in CAD tools Pro/E and UG and relevant data
from MC and CAD tools is transferred to FEA software system ANSYS and CFD
system Fluent for design evaluation and validation of mechanical and fluid dynamic
prosperities. A successful artificial bone scaffold model case study demonstrated that
this collaborative design method involved multidisciplinary can facilitate the design
of multi-physics domain in a systematic plan.

2 Motivation and Integration Model
Developing a good biocompatible artificial bone scaffolds should abide by the strict
requirements and rules from clinicians and material scientists. The conflicting
requirements for strong, yet porous bio-material structures always pose challenges for
researchers. The important characteristics of these structure lies in the material
selection, determination of pore sizes and suitable manufacturing methods and
techniques for a designed structure. Research work is in fluid dynamics as well. These
work[6, 7] showed partially satisfactory results in their work, but it is clear that a
holistic design approach is needed to design scaffolds from system points of view.
The deficiency of current design approach and opportunity to integrate the design
tools available from multi-disciplines motivated this research to develop a holistic
design and research approach. The research aims to investigate and generate a
framework to support the collaboration of multidisciplinary design team members in
their design and development of a suitable artificial bone scaffold structures.
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2.1 Motivation of Integration of Computer Aided Techniques for Bone
Scaffolds
Critical to bone tissue researchers are the development of new scaffolds structure with
new biomaterials to improve the characteristics of bone scaffolds: namely, strength,
porosity, biodegradability and compatibility with patients. The current research
focuses on the first two characteristics by developing complex porous structure. Such
the aforementioned complex and interconnected bone scaffolds microstructure plays
critical roles in ensuring the blood circulation and nutrition transfer to allow the
normal growth and reconstruction natural bone. Structural and biological analyses by
scanning samples using an electron microscopy revealed that high porosity and big
pore diameter of an artificial bone will facilitate nutrient, blood and oxygen flow in
the artificial bone scaffolds. The Haversian and Volkman’s canals have showed to be
good connection style in designing internal micro structure of artificial bone
scaffolds. Based on this, an ideal artificial bone scaffolds microstructure should have
two micro circulation systems in addition to the biomimetic microstructure.
Current CAD tools allow designers to create the internal microstructure in the
artificial bone scaffolds, but most of them don’t support modelling of mechanical,
nutrient fluid dynamics properties and some biochemical behaviour of bone scaffolds.
The modelling of these prosperities requires further research. Most of these discussed
CAD modelling methods provide capabilities in representing diverse bone scaffolds
with proper CAD models and offering intuitive modelling tools for scaffolds
construction, visualization and manipulation. However, with these CAD tools only,
the researchers are still uncertain whether the designed scaffolds can really meet the
requirements on structural, fluid and biological properties. In order to describing these
properties, the FEA and CFD tools have been employed in this research to
demonstrate an integrated and the additional support in design and evaluating some
scaffold concepts. The bone scaffolds’ strength, strain and stress could be properly
generated and analysed by FEA software. Transportation of nutrients, blood and
metabolize products are designed to flow through micro channels. The interstitial
fluid flow in micro-holes of artificial bone scaffolds[8] can be visualized analyzed by
CFD tools. Using the biological vitro or inside organisms’ experiments to validate
these fluid shear stress, piezoelectricity, and steaming potential to stimulate
osteoblast-like cells growth. From the above of brief review, it can be seen that CAD
modelling and FEA/CFD of artificial bone scaffolds are generally regarded as
separate domains of interest in CAD, CAE and CFD communities. They do possess
the potential to produce an integrated support for scaffold design and evaluation.
Motivated to overcome the aforementioned limitations and span the gap between
CAD modelling and FEA/CFD of artificial bone scaffolds, this paper presents a
systematic approach to integrate these independent tools in artificial bone scaffolds
research. The schematic structure is established on a reference model of collaborating
to research artificial bone scaffolds at the both Universities in UK and China[9].
2.2 Integrated CAD, FEA, CFD Model
Different from traditional separated view of the MC, CAD, and FEA/CFD of
engineering design process. The optimization tools, FEA and CFD, should be used to
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Fig. 1. A collaborative model to support an integrated design of artificial bone scaffolds using
MC, CAD, and FEA/CFD

integrate the MC and CAD design activities. Fig. 1 demonstrates the entire integrated
procedures. This cooperative conceptual design research methodology is furthered on
the similar methodology in multidisciplinary developing 3D printer nozzle at both
institutions. Readers can find all details about methodological models in [9].
In order to integrate domain dependent design tools, a specification of
requirements derived from concurrent engineering principles and best practices is
essential. It is therefore necessary to establish a systematic methodology to integrate
the domain design tools based on four models described in[9]: integration framework
reference model, efficiency collaborative activities model, technical system model,
and multidisciplinary collaborative information model. Here, the artificial bone
scaffolds development was a good example to the application of cooperative and
integrated domain design tools approach in material, biomechanics structure, and
fluid dynamics domains. The design and manufacture of such scaffolds presents
challenge for the collaboration partners distributed in China and UK. At the same
time, engineers and designers come from different background with different
expertise and vocabulary. It is therefore a big and important task on developing a
collaborative support to facilitate the data exchange and communication among
domain dependent design users and tools for artificial bone scaffolds.

3 Systematic Integration for Artificial Bone Scaffolds
For multidisciplinary research, it is common but complex for different domains users
to use various special tools. So at the beginning of project, it is necessary to define the
four integrated models[9] and clarify the data communication standard or format
about different technical tools. A design and fabrication research project for artificial
bones is supported and cooperated by specialists in MC, Biomedicine, CAD, FEA,
and CFD etc.. The cooperative methodology was represented in section 3.1 and all
details techniques followed it. Section 3.2 focus on MC computing synthetic reaction
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equation about Hydroxaptite (HAP) powder and designing HAP micro spheres for
controlling micro holes in artificial bone scaffolds. The results will export to expert
database and store for FEA/CFD and CAD tools. Section 3.3 describes the proposed
scheme for the integrated CAD modelling of bone scaffolds shape and micro channels
for transporting blood, nutrient fluid and oxygen. MC and CAD data communication
with FEA/CFD are also illustrated. The comprehensive mechanical and fluent
properties of porous bone sample are discussed in section 3.4.
3.1 The Methodology for Cooperation in Artificial Bone Scaffolds Design
During the research process of artificial bone scaffolds, MC models of these scaffolds
are constructed with the MC designer developed by authors. The material data about
HAP micro spheres is exported into this bespoke special database. The geometries of
Haversian channels developed in Pro/E are converted into a neutral file and then
exported to Fluent, commercial fluid dynamics software. The Gambit of Fluent
interprets the geometric data and converts neutral format file into Fluent computation
module. It is then used to simulate the behaviour of nutrient fluid and the simulation
results can be used to determine which conceptual model a designer should use and be
exported into FEA module to compute the stress and strain. In order to get more
suitable micro structure, the modified model will be redesigned by the CAD modeller.
CFD and FEA systems are used to continue to validate the modified design until all
results are accepted by the designer. Fig.2. illustrates those finite element analyses
supporting the collaboration of a CAD based designer, material scientist, and analyst.
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Fig. 2. The mechanism of integrated MC, CAD and CFD/FEA of artificial bone scaffolds

3.2 Material Computation Design HAP Micro Spheres
The biomaterial play important role in artificial bone scaffolds research process, so
the purity of HAP will be calculated by special material computations software
developed by the authors at Department of Design, Manufacture & Engineering
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Management, University of Strathclyde. The chemical reaction equation was provided
by thermodynamic calculations as follows:
5Ca(OH)2+3H3PO4→Ca5(PO4)3OH+9H2O

(1)

The high purity HAP biomaterial has gotten through chemical synthesis method
under 850C water bath. In order to fabricating 3D artificial bone scaffolds and
controlling the pore size and porosity, four mass patterns have been proposed shown
as Fig. 3 from MC work team at Material Engineering School, NPU. And all material
parameters exported to a shared database for FEA and CFD.

a. simple cubic

b. hexagonal cubic

c. body centre cubic

d. face centre cubic

Fig. 3. Hydroxyaptite micro sphere mass pattern. This shows four different mass patterns.

3.3 Integrated CAD Modelling of Micro Channels in Artificial Bone Scaffolds
CAD modelling primarily deals with representing the geometry and topology of
artificial bone scaffolds with computer models. There have been a lot of conceptual
models developed by the CAD designers for this research as shown in Fig. 4. All
models have been generated on CAD platform. These can then be passed to Fluent
and ANSYS for further analyses. In order to providing models with same topological
structure but different Haversian systems’ parameters for fluid dynamic and
mechanical analyses. The authors used C++ language to develop a software module
for designing micro channels on Pro/E platform collaborative the PDM technique. All
computer models have be converted to those standard file formats (e.g. DXF, IGES or
STL), and it is important to ensure that finite element software systems have the
correct translators and interface for standard data file formats.

a. cascade cubic

b. 3D cubic pore

c.octagonal
spider web

d. perpendicular
cylinder

e. coniform
cylinder

Fig. 4. Haversian systems’ five current conceptual models

3.4 Integrated CFD/CAE of Artificial Bone Scaffolds
This section further presents the methodologies and results of using the finite element
method to analysis these bone scaffolds under multi-physics and multi-phase
conditions. It is difficult for current artificial bone scaffolds to transport the nutrient,
blood and oxygen into the interior of scaffolds, owing to its variable pore sizes, low
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porosity, low pore interconnectivity based on the current manufacture techniques.
Therefore, fluid flow analysis is a key part to design internal structure of bone
scaffolds. With support from Fluent dynamics analysis, a biologists can be supported
in collaboration with a fluid analyst to choose the most suitable Haversian micro
channels shown as figure 5.

a. simplified mesh

b. density distribution

c. pressure

d. velocity

Fig. 5. multi-phase fluid flow analysis contours based on 1/16 simplified model of 750 angle
between Haversian and Volkman micro-channels

The mechanical properties simulation analysis ascertains the Haversian and
Volkman’s channels structure parameters via FEA. Exception for substitute’s
biocompatibility, stress and strain should be similar to the natural bone. Because if the
substitute toughness is stronger than natural bone, the bone closed to graft scaffolds
will be weak and easily cause fracture for natural bone’s automatic biodegradation. A
general outline of all technology integration is given on section 3.1 and Fig. 2.
Readers can also refer to literature 9 providing methodology details.

a. mechanical stress contour

b. displacement vector

Fig. 6. Mechanical analysis contour and vectors based on 1/4 artificial bone simplified model
with 750 angle Haversian system

4 Conclusion
In this paper, a systematic approach of integrating domain dependent design tools to
help designers, material scientists, analysts and medical researcher to improve the
quality of artificial bone scaffolds. The integrating methodology is based on three
partial models developed[9] in the research, namely the activity model, technical
system model, and the information model. The biomaterial research work are carried
out by MC and formed into micro spheres. All material information and geometry
parameters are transferred to bone scaffolds designers. The designed geometries and
internal microstructure are represented by CAD models and further exported to a CFD
and an FEA tool for design evaluation and validation. By integrating such domaindependent design tools, artificial bone scaffolds, which are difficult to design using
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the traditional methodology, can be intuitively modelled and analyzed; the designer’s
intention can be properly captured.
Five different Haversian micro channels have been modelled and compared in
terms of fluid flow property, multi-phase density distribution, and pressure
distribution. The proposed model proves to have good and more uniform shear stress
distribution. This design based on Haversian system was then modelled and
developed into artificial bone scaffolds. The Von Mises stress value can then be
revalidated. Through these examples, one can clearly see the benefits of the proposed
methodologies with possibilities for transferring and feeding back information were
deployed to support the main research objectives which are to rapidly design and
analyse a new solution and increase the flexibility of the approach. Results show that
such a solution can take advantage of the designer’s experiences in the design process
and provide a mechanism to exploit existing potential for increasing the quality of
new multidisciplinary product design and manufacturing.
Acknowledgments. The authors would like to acknowledge of the support from an
Asia-Link project, funded by the European Commission with a contract number:
ASI/B7-301/98/679-09 and Doctorate Foundation of Northwestern Polytechnical
University (CX200509).
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Abstract. Recently an integrated multiplatform system aiming at offering travel
service over several communication channels is under development. A set of
cooperating systems in completely different platforms will work together to
provide integrated services to the clients anywhere and anytime. The structure,
communication environment, some special issues and implementation of the
system are discussed in the paper.
Keywords: cooperative applications, integrated services.

1 Introduction
As an important industry, tourism has been growing rapidly. The demand of the
clients becomes more and more specific while the competition of this sector is getting
higher. A better service providing all the possible resources to the clients anytime and
anywhere is becoming an urgent need for the clients and the service providers.
On the other hand, travel resources are complicated to be integrated and provided
to the clients due to a series of challenges. The challenges from a global view include
the cross-industry needs and relationships, lack of general-purpose XML
infrastructure, the key players acting individually, the need of legacy standards
organizations, conflicts between the service speed and the range of resources, and the
distance among service suppliers etc. From a technical point of view, the services so
far have been limited to certain traditional channels. The Open Travel Alliance white
paper [6] describes the former situation where each travel supply had only a single
distribution channel, the travel agency and its Global Distribution System. To provide
a solution to all these challenges, large scale cooperative effort becomes necessary.
The Topshop project is consequence of the efforts of some travel companies and
Spanish Government agencies, to join all the travel information services in a
cooperating multiplatform system.
The objective of the project is to develop a complete integrated multiplatform
system to offer the travel resources and personal travel packages to the clients in a
comfortable, simple and efficient way. The basic solution lies on both sides of the
integration of all the available travel resources and facilitating the service to the
clients.
From the resource supply side, the project combines all the existing travel
resources of the different platforms into an integral system that can manage all the
user transactions in real time. The XML standard of the OpenTravel Alliance is used
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 315–322, 2007.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007
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to obtain multi-industrial shared information. The project integrates all the different
systems into a single platform to make the cooperation possible for different
environments and companies. The resource providers can therefore achieve their
business goal to offer all the available resources anytime and anywhere the clients
need.
On the service side to the clients, two major efforts have been made. The first is to
extend the service to much more channels. The system covers the most basic and
typical human communication platforms currently available: the mobile phone,
personal computer via TCP-IP, interactive TV, and www support. The second is to
improve the way to serve the final clients using the dynamic packaging scheme.
Instead of serving the client item by item, the system will help the clients to make
their own travel package according to their preferences and economical constraints.
The clients can reserve and pay flights, cruisers, cars, hotels, etc. in one package.
The following will describe the designed solutions on both the resource supply side
and the client service side. Some implementation issues on mobile phone and DTT
platforms will also be discussed.

2 The System Structure
The system structure can be seen in and Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. As we can see, it is a
centralized server based system. The whole system is built on top of a TCP/IP
network as indicated in Fig. 3.
The centralized server (Fig. 2) receives travel resources from all related service
providers and integrates it into a uniform, easy to retrieve format. Such resources

Fig. 1. The system structure
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Fig. 2. The central server structure

include hotels, flights, car rentals, cruses and other services worldwide. Whenever a
client requests travel resources, the server will use the dynamic packaging scheme to
produce proper travel packages dynamically for the client.
The server application and all the final service terminals are built on top of the
TCP/IP network.
As indicated in Fig. 3 the final service terminals include all the currently available
human machine communication platforms: tourist agency workstations, computers,
individual final client personal computers, lap-tops, mobile phones and a new type of
terminal, the digital home and mobile television receiver.

TV
Server
Signal Transport
Environment

TCP/IP
NETWORK

Tour Operators
Service

Digital Home
& Mobile TV

Mobile
User

Personal
Computer

TRAVEL
AGENCY

Fig. 3. The communication environment

3 The Dynamic Packaging Scheme
Whenever a client wants to request a travel service, they can look for whatever
terminal that has the network coverage at that location, mobile phone, or a TV with
interactive service and connect to the service center. The transport channel will drive
the transactions to the Dynamic Packaging Service.
The Dynamic Packaging Service is a system that integrates all the travel offers of
all the available agencies and resource providers in a single access point (see Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. The dynamic packaging scheme

The users can make their own trip package according to their preferences and
economical constraints.
The implementation of the dynamic packaging lies on the successful XML
representation of the information coming from all travel resource providers. The
OpenTravel Alliance has been working on an XML specification (tags, DTDs,
infrastructure etc.) for the use across the widely-defined travel industry. Several
political, organizational, and technical challenges were overcome. Working with over
100 member organizations, airlines, hotel chains, travel agencies, Global Distribution
Systems, software companies, companies with large numbers of ‘managed’ travelers,
etc the dynamic packaging now becomes available. With this as a base, the project
implements the dynamic packaging into DTT–MHP platform. When the system
receives a client’s request, it will choose the services the client selected. In the case of
a multiple-service request, it will apply pre-compiled business rules to choose the
available suppliers. It then decides on the possibility of packaging the specific
services as an integrated package and sells to the client as a single unit. The result will
be offered in XML, without taking the presentation layer into account. Services will
be made available through all the media in real-time.

4 The DTT Integrated Travel Service Sell-Out Sub-system
DTVi1 is a feature of Digital Television with interactive possibilities that allows
viewers to interact with an advertisement, program or service on their television set
via a set-top box (STB) and remote control. Digital interactive TV systems use the
familiar remote control and potentially to reach a wider audience than the Internet.
Companies gain access to a wider audience, covering all age groups, socio-economic
categories and individuals who are uncomfortable using PC technology or do not have
access to the Internet. Television is a more trusted source than the Internet because
people are familiar with it and feel that TV is still subject to government regulation.
1

Digital Interactive TV (DTVi).
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Of course MHP applications can be viewed and information possessed with STB’s
that don’t include a return channel, but everything remains static and monologue as
with the analogue television’s teletext. A return channel is a necessity in order to
create an interaction between the digital television set and the spectator. The return
path is used to establish a two-way communication link back to the service provider.
The Return channel in this project will be used to accept the user’s choices of
application navigation and also personal details to be sent back to providers. Not all
STB’s come with return channels but for the purpose and the full effects of the
TOPshop it will be necessary for the spectator to have one installed. There is
the possibility of two types of TOPshop application: STB with return channel and
without it.
For digital television sets without a return channel, the idea is to display a phone
number and package code to the viewer so that once they have selected and mounted
their chosen package holiday, they can call the displayed number and make the
reservation by phone with the travel agency or intermediary tour operator. However,
in the case that the user’s digital television set has a return channel, this is where the
interactive experience with the TOPshop becomes complete through the possibility or
completing reservations and purchasing the selected holiday packages.
This project will implement and is implementing the use of return channel which
can be made possible through a number of ways including: ASDL, modem and
Ethernet. The target STB receivers will obviously need to come with return channel
that has the necessary ASDL, Modem and Ethernet interfaces implemented.
The return channel runs on the same basic principal as that of the internet,
receiving information through one channel and sending information through another.
As a fist take of contact with the DTT environment an experimental application to
sell travel cruiser was developed called LOGITRAVEL. With this application users
can see the especial offers in pleasure cruisers and make reservations and pay travel
packages. Using LOGITRAVEL, users can see in an interactive mode the aspect of
the ship berths, the different prices of the resources, the cruiser travel route and the
services on the cruiser.

Video & audio applications
Without return channel
STB

User interaction

Return channel

Internet
Remote control

Broadcasting
center
Return channel
ISP
TV signal modulator server
Carroussel

Application server

Fig. 5. The DTT transaction data flow
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The contents of the telecast as well as the available resources get up-to-date
periodically, being modified according to the information provided by the dynamic
packaging. The modifications make changes in the carrousel of the TV emission and
come to effect periodically (approximately each 30 minutes), not to count the service
speed of TV's broadcasting system. Using the DTT input interface (the TV remote
control) users can make the reservation and pay for it. If client has a return channel at
in the STB he can confirm and pay his reservation on line. System offers the users
without a return channel a code to confirm and pay his reservation via internet or via
SMS by mobile phone channel. All transactions are managed concurrently in a real
time by the agency server and data updates in a dynamic packaging system are made.
The data transaction flow of the sub-system can be seen in Fig. 5.

5 The Mobile Phone Travel Service Sell-Out Sub-system for Large
Number of Users
Mobile phone module offers the users the possibility of making dynamic package
reservations using a mobile phone interface in real time. The application is developed
on the J2ME2 platform. Using the mobile application based on J2ME API, mobile
phones can connect to the dynamic packaging service on our server. Once the TCP
connection is established, users can make their transactions in a similar way as they
can do in a browser on computers.
In order to guarantee that the application runs in a massive number of terminal
mobiles, a low cost RAM application has been developed. The major problem was the
XML interpreter. Most of mobile phones accept only applications smaller that 128
KB. The minor standard XML API has 87 KB and it is too much for this application.
To solve this problem we have developed a miniXML J2ME API (SAX based)
required only 3.5KB.
The transaction dataflow between the mini mobile application and the dynamic
packaging is realized in the following steps:
1. The client inputs a set of personal requirements such as number of passengers, age,
etc.. All the data will be encrypted in XML form and sent via TCP-IP to the central
server.
2. When the central server receives the information it will ask the Dynamic
Packaging Server about the available flights according to the user’s requirements.
3. The response of the dynamic packaging server is put into an XML format and sent
back to the mobile phone. This information is basically a set of available choices.
The choices may be a set of flights according to the user’s request, or only one way
flight or two way flights etc.
4. In mobile phone user select the desired option (or flights) and sends this selection
to the central server.
5. Once the client’s reply is in the central server, the availability of the requirements
will be checked again by the Dynamic Packaging Information. If the result of the
check is affirmative, then an identification number is generated and the package
reservation takes place. Finally a confirmation message with an identification
number will be sent back to the client.
2

J2ME: Java 2 Micro Edition. Java Api for microdevices.
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Fig. 6. Mobile phone transaction data flow

The real payment of the reservation was in some of the options that the client sent
to the agency during the reservation process. It can be paid through the call center, by
phone or direct charged for the registered clients. The whole process can be followed
in Fig. 6.

6 System Evaluation
In our experimental application to sell cruiser travel packages, our first test with the
DTT environment LOGITRAVEL, the result is positive. The users can see the normal
and especial offers of the cruisers and make reservations and pay them. Using
LOGITRAVEL, users can see the aspect of the ship interactively and the prices of
different choices. They can also see the cruiser travel route and the services on the
cruiser. The response from the users on this experimental environment is positive.
In order to check the usefulness of the Graphic User Interface, we evaluated the
application by a group of users that usually use internet systems to deal with their
travel supplies. Each one of them has searched his desired offer and bought it. The
conclusion is that the access to the catalog of the cruisers is lineal, instead of the
internet non lineal access. But their general opinion is that the DTT application is very
user friendly and usefully.
Another aspect to take into account is the hardware features of several STB. We
tried the DTT application using five different STB´s. And we noted that the behavior
of the application showed some differences running on different STB, most of them
on RAM and CPU speed aspects. But these differences are not critical and do not
disturb the normal use of the application. Fig. 7 shows some screen shots during the
testing.
There are many issues that need further research and development. As the project
is still going, we will attack these issues step by step.
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Fig. 7. Some DTT application screenshots

7 Conclusions
The paper presented an integrated travel service system which integrates both the
resource supply side and the client service side. It opens a completely new possibility
to provide the travel services anytime and anywhere. The system is both integrated
and cooperative. Massive amount of different types of travel service resources is
integrated by the system. The system provides an easy-to-operate way for a large
number of resource providers to work cooperatively and efficiently. It provides
anytime and anywhere simultaneous access to huge number of clients by integrating
most popular access communication means into the access platform. New access
methods for travel services including DTT interactive services and mobile phone are
also implemented. Future research topics include finding new return paths for Digital
Interactive TV Systems and new user interfaces on mobile phones.
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Abstract. Mobile computing system using mobile Web Services now supports
advanced methods for application integration through the Internet at distributed
computing environments. Mobile Web Services on mobile networks is the
foundation for ubiquitous healthcare that gives patients better medical services
anytime and anywhere. However, available existing web contents are mainly
used for desktops on wired networks, but are not yet compatible with mobile
Web Services. In this paper, we suggested the cooperative mobile healthcare
information support system. The designed system can achieve the advanced
inquiring manner of medical information for collaborate diagnosis at both
desktop and mobile machines, and also afford to support wider accessibility of
users over wireless and wired network environments.
Keywords: Mobile Healthcare Information System, Mobile, Web Services,
Cooperative design.

1 Introduction
Providing healthcare and related services through the web, or e-healthcare, is an
emerging phenomenon. Wireless personal computing devices are finding a niche in
the healthcare communities, promising point-of-care access to medical records and
information ranging from patients to drug libraries. And they will help healthcare
institutions build a real-time care process, provide a continuous patient record across
the continuum of care, and improve outcomes by creating an environment where
clinicians can make evidence based decisions [10].
Quickly becoming significant technology in the evolution of the Internet are Web
services, a set of standards that can interconnect systems over a variety of networks. It
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 323–330, 2007.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007
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is an open XML-based technology providing a generic data exchange format and has
been rapidly adopted by many vendors. Web services can easily be built upon existing
applications, no matter what the underlying technology is. Because they are expected
to have a growing familiarity and acceptance among many users and offer great
technological promises, Web services are an interesting subject for the investigation
of their possible application in the healthcare service platform [4].
The provision of mobile web services is an important issue in ubiquitous healthcare
due to the growth of web services and wireless networks, and the increased usage of
mobile devices. Mobile web services have the following attributes: interoperability of
web services for desktop, internet compatibility, convenient use with small mobile
devices, and mobility. Therefore, mobile web services on wireless networks are the
foundation for ubiquitous healthcare that gives patients quality medical care services
anytime and anywhere.
Today, healthcare services can access all of a patient’s total information unified
into the hospital information system. Recently many researchers have tried to
integrate HIS with both wired and wireless networks. Patient satisfaction increases
because of faster access to accurate healthcare information [5].
In recent years, we have seen an increasing trend in the use of small mobile
devices, such as cell phone and PDAs, to access the Internet. However, these devices
differ from powerful desktop computers in significantly many ways. In particular,
their processor power, bandwidth and display sizes all put constraints on properly
representing web content that is originally designed for desktops. To solve these
problems, we need to adapt content to meet the constraints mentioned above in small
mobile devices. Existing web contents are only used for desktops on wired networks
but are not yet compatible with mobile web services [3, 4].
In this paper, we suggest a healthcare information system that provides healthcare
information on both wired and wireless networks with the following functions. First,
the system provides medical information used for desktops on wired networks.
Second, the system has a mobile context server that reconfigures web contents
according to the mobile device. The mobile context server applies context to the
contents by using styles, a property override, and templates according to the resources
of a given mobile device. In this way the system serves reconfigured web contents to
the mobile device.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In section 2 we review several
existing approaches. In section 3, we describe a healthcare web service processes. In
section 4, we describe a designed system and several experiments. Finally, we
conclude our paper in section 5.

2 Related Works
The mobile devices have been widely used to provide ubiquitous access to the web
content. However, due to screen size limitations, it is inconvenient to browse most of
the websites that are traditionally designed for desktop PCs. Therefore, developing
automatic adaptation techniques to render and squeeze web content into small mobile
devices become critical to Internet Service Providers.
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Recently, several research projects initiated the investigation for solutions to the
constraint of limited screen size. These techniques are referred as page layout
adaptation [7]. In general, there are three categories of methods that have been
proposed and deployed.
The simplest adaptation technique is to not change the original page in any way,
but let the user navigate. Given a single web page, the user needs to interactively
navigate by using the scroll bars at the edges of the display area. This approach is
adapted by most of the industrial PDA web browsers. Though simple to implement,
client side navigation requires frequent interactions between the users and the devices.
Manual authoring also refers to device-specific authoring. The content provider,
who is typically a professional in web design, has customized the web content for
each individual device. Most of the interface design decisions have been made to
compromise the screen size and input facility limitations of small devices. In the most
part, this method provides the best user experiences for mobile device users.
However, due to mass manual labor work involved, this technique can only apply to
small set of websites [8] and hence is limited in scalability.
Automatic authoring usually relies on proxy-like trans-coders that render and filter
useful contents and transforms them for browsing on devices with small display. In
general, this method requires minimum user intervention. In addition, it can take
arbitrary web documents and generate adapted version on-the-fly [8]. Therefore, it has
the most potential for widespread use.

3 Cooperative Mobile Healthcare Information Support System Using
Web Services
In recent years, the Web Services [15] technology has been emerged as a set of
standards for publishing, discovering, and composing independent services in an open
network. Web Services are a family of XML based protocols to achieve
interoperability among different networked applications. The benefits of Web
Services include loose coupling, ease of integration and ease of accessibility. Web
Services involve three interactions, namely publishing, finding and binding. In the
publishing operation, the service provider publishes the service to a service registry in
order to make it possible for a service requestor to find and access it. A UDDI registry
is normally used for this purpose. In finding operation, the service requestor retrieves
a service description by inquiring the service registry. A WSDL(Web Service
Description Language) documents is used for this purpose. In the binding operation,
the service requestor uses the binding details in the service description to locate,
contact and invoke the service at runtime. All these transport function are performed
using SOAP.
Figure 1 shows the overview of proposed system architecture. The designed system
is conceptually composed of five main components: the web server, medical
information database, mobile context server, mobile user, and desktop user. The web
server served medical information for mobile devices on both wired and wireless
networks using WSDL to describe functions and protocols. The web server then
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transmits to the mobile devices. The user binds the web server and the WSDL. This
enables the web service to be used by correspondence using SOAP [13, 14]. The
medical information database consists of patient information, patient lists, symptoms,
prescriptions, and diagnosis including related patient images. The medical
information database consists of patient information, patient lists, symptoms,
prescriptions, and diagnosis. Patient information consists of the patient’s name, age,
sex, address, insurance company, and insurance number. The patient list contains the
date, patient name, and chart number. The symptom and prescription consist of name,
symptom, prescription, progress, and patient image. The diagnosis list consists of
patient’s name, code, prescription type, prescription, medication, medication method,
and medication due. The mobile context server applies context to the contents by
using styles, an attribute override, and templates according to the resources of a given
mobile device.
Desktop users can ask for services after checking the WSDL of the service from
the web server. A desktop on wired networks can be used to browse full contents on
one screen shot because of the wide screen used, and it can also provide users with
information quickly because of its highly efficient resources. When a user requests
medical information through a wired network, the web server serves the information
by connecting to the databases of the web server.
Mobile devices are small and are also internet friendly, by having an internet
browser. However, each mobile device may have a different screen size, input
method, color, or mark-up language, which can affect internet browsing. For these
reasons, this system requires a mobile context server. The mobile context server
optimizes web contents according to the type of mobile device.

Fig. 1. The overview of proposed system architecture

The mobile context server was developed by Microsoft Mobile Internet Toolkit.
The Mobile Internet Toolkit filters mobile devices and creates “DeviceSpecific
/Choice” structure. The toolkit also applies a property override, style sheets, and a
template for mobile devices. The Device Specific/Choice filter can describe a style
according to the browser type by using style sheets [12]. Pseudo-code 1 shows a
DeviceSpecific/Choice of the mobile internet toolkit.
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Mobile StyleSheet Begin
…Stylesheet Property Define
<mobile:Form runat=”server”>
…… Property Define for mobile form
<mobile:Image runtat=”server”
AlternativeText=”text…”
ImageUrl=”image.jpg”
<DeviceSpecific>
<Choice Filter = "isPocketIE">
…… Property Define for choice Device
</Choice>
<Choice Filter = “deviceFiltername>
……
</Choice>
</DeviceSpecific>
</mobile:image>
</mobile:Form>
Mobile StyleSheet End

Pseudo-code 1. DeviceSpecific/Choice of mobile internet toolkit

In our proposed system, a page is divided and made up of the select/result
structure. That is, on the first page a user selects a patient list by date. On the second
page a patient is chosen by the reference item. On the next page, the divided medical
care information is shown.
The proposed system is not based on loose coupling [15] that is open to UDDI
(Universal Description Discovery and Integration) sending and receiving SOAP
messages, but rather a tight coupling of a client and server. Using a tightly coupled
application development approach provides certain safeguards from quality-ofservice, security, privacy, data integrity, and complex transaction processing
perspectives as compared to web services architecture [15]. After the system
evaluates mobile device’s computing capacity, the system serves the web contents
based on the context chosen by the mobile context server.
When a user requests medical information through a wireless network, the mobile
context server divides the content pages according to the screen size of the mobile
device. It also filters the pages according to mobile devices and then browses the
adopted contents from the context server to the mobile web browser. The mobile
context server reconfigures contents offered by the web sever.

4 Experiments
We experimented with the PDA application and the desktop application. The web
server was using Microsoft IIS 5.1 on Microsoft Windows XP Professional. Server
application was implemented by Microsoft ASP.NET based on C# [9]. The medical
information database was served by Microsoft SQL-SERVER 2000. The context
server connected to the web server acted as IIS as the web server. The user system
served on the wired network was browsed by Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0. The
mobile web browsers used in the wireless network were a Microsoft MME 3.0
emulator, Microsoft Pocket PC 2003 PDA, HP iPAQ H2200, or HP RW6100.
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Fig. 2. Discharge web page on the Order Communication System

Figure 2 shows discharge information that is displayed on the web browser using a
wired network in the Severance Hospital in Korea. The desktop shown have an
adequate screen size, so web contents can be displayed on one screen. In this case, the
content of discharge information consists of patient number, duration in hospital,
doctor, final diagnosis, medical history, inspection view, and patient images, etc.
Figure 3 shows the patient image displayed on a MME 3.0 emulator and Pocket PC
2003. The system can display optimized contents on mobile devices determined by
the context server. Our system divides the discharge web page (Fig. 2) into one
“choose” page and eight “result” pages for mobile web browser. Figure 4 shows the
discharge mobile web pages displayed on a HP RW6100. Figure 4(a) shows the list of
patients order by date and Figure 4(b) shows MRI image of patient.

(a) MME 3.0 emulator

(b) Pocket PC 2003

Fig. 3. Patient image page of various mobile browsers
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(b) Result page: MRI image

Fig. 4. Discharge mobile web pages on a mobile device

5 Conclusion
The mobile devices have been widely used to provide ubiquitous access to the web
content. However, due to screen size limitations, it is inconvenient to browse most of
the websites that are traditionally designed for desktop PCs. We presented an
cooperative mobile healthcare information support system using Web services over
wired/wireless integrated services according to the resources of given devices both
desktop and mobile devices through the optimizing web contents according to both
desktop and mobile user’s browser resources. The web service is internet friendly,
inter-operational, and compatible with fire walls. To develop this system from a
prototype to a total healthcare system, additional patient information and research is
needed, and a greater compatibility with divisions in dynamic web pages.
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Abstract. The communication cluster servers require many key technologies in
an information integration platform. In order to improve dependability,
scalability, and other QoS features, we design a system structure to meet these
requirements. The resource sharing and remote utilizing are applied to resolving
the dynamical resource dispatch and the tasks distribution. The thread model
and mechanism of the thread pool in the Non-blocking Input/Output (NIO) are
created which include a case trigger mechanism. The system successfully
resolves thousands of terminals connected to the information integrated
platform. Messages, files, data, and other information can transport among the
platform, the clients and the terminals.
Keywords: Cooperative server cluster, resource dispatch, concurrent processing, real time systems.

1 Introduction
Due to heavy use of web information systems, network transmission bandwidth and
servers must meet the rapid increase of the internet traffic of large amount of clients
and server nodes with dependability, scalability, and other QoS[5] features. So it is
necessary and important to solve the problems of adaptive resource sharing and
remote utilizing.
The communication servers must have strong CPU and I/O process capabilities
because of the large amount of data transportation and the requirement of Qos
character in network services. A cluster server system is a good solution which can
meet the requirement of net parallel computing and increase of communication
services. In this paper, resource sharing and remote utilizing for a cluster server
system is studied. Thread and thread pool issues are also discussed in the paper.

2 The System Structure
2.1 The System Structure of the Information Integration Platform
The information integration platform consists of the intelligent mobile terminals,
software systems, integrated GPS(Global Position System), GPRS (General Packet
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 331–339, 2007.
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Fig. 1. Structure of the integration platform

Radio Service) or CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access), Internet (Intranet) and
M-DMB(Mobile Digital Multimedia Broadcasting) networks.[1] more details can be
seen in Fig. 1.
The communication server setup many imports and exports for messages, data,
files and stream multimedia in the integration platform. Their functions are to receive
the data packages from the mobile terminals and the middleware servers; and build a
message sharing pool to hold up the data packages. At the same time, the
communication servers transfer the bidirectional message packages between the
middleware servers and the terminals in the message sharing pool.
2.2 Formulas
There are a message receive module, a message send module, a receive pool and a
send pool in the communication servers. The received and sent messages are both in
the message sharing pool. Our design is based on the principle of Non-blocking
Input/Output(NIO), which utilizes a case trigger mechanism. The components
structure can be seen in figure 2.
In the thread pool, there are read threads, working threads and write threads. The
read threads deal with the read operation in thread pool. A read thread is in charge of
read message packages from the message pool; a write thread is responsible for
writing the message packages into the message pool; the working thread is in charge
of the cooperative work between the read thread and the write thread, including
import, export and holdup for the message packages in the message pool. Each
selected operation only deal with one case by each case trigger, which is a switch and
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Fig. 2. The component structure in the communication server

gives an “enable” signal to activate to active the threads. When the operation ends, the
channel will be changed; the case sequence number will be fed back in order to
monitor the status of the case.
The write threads will find the channel of the client in IP address table, and change
the channel status into writable status in the communication server. When the working
threads receive information from a buffer pool, the middleware servers will be
informed automatically to deal with the information. The message package will be
sent to the message pool using the RMI from the middleware servers. The parser
module will then analyze the message package and feedback the information. In this
process, the working threads monitor the cooperative work between the read threads
and the write threads in message pool. They deal with reading, writing and holding up
the message packages.

3 Thread Model and Mechanism
The NIO uses multiplexing to deal with many sockets in one selector, and get the
readable and writable channels to operate input/output of the messages.
Because of bandwidth of network, the reading or writing operations often take
place in waiting status. We use threads to deal with the waiting messages in network
parallel computing method. This can improve the system capacity and Qos. The
reading and writing threads pool can improve the data transfer ability substantially.
Based on the case trigger mechanism in the servers, the triggers can deal with the
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cases in the loop, including setup connection, read, write and close the connection,
and cooperative work.
3.1 Modeling the NIO Framework
In order to improve concurrent processing capabilities for the system, a NIO
framework is set up, which consists of both a Nio_Echo_Session class and a
Nio_Server_Session class. The Nio_Echo_Session class inherits three public classes,
namely, a NIO_Session class, a NIO_Worker class and a Echo_server class, and a
private Echo_state class. The Nio_Server_Session class also inherits the three public
classes and a Shut_down module. NIO applies a thread to monitor many selectable
channels and deal with many multiple I/O’s operation by one selector in circle. The
NIO framework model can be seen in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. The NIO framework model

In the NIO, the selecting operations are always realized in circles by the clients.
After each selecting operation returns, the clients can catch many required selectable
channels by a selector to copy them one by one. In order to simplify some problems,
the channel and its I/O are enveloped.
The NIO supports a group of general API for the NIO_session class, which is
enveloped software, which includes a channel module, an interest Ops module and a
process module. The channel module will return the object of Selectable Channel in
the NIO_Session; and the interest Ops module will receive the object of selectable
channel. If a channel is registered, it will return a registration message. The process
module is a kernel in the NIO_Session API, which enveloped the logical process for
Selectable Channel. It gets the Selection Key of the registered channel from the
interest Ops module and sends the message to the NIO_Worker class.
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The NIO_Worker class supports a group of executable API’s, including interfaces
for an execution module, a selecting module, an adding module etc. The execution
module will copy the select logical operation. In the NIO framework, the selecting
module is always executing in circle. Every correspondent Selection Key will be
acquired and utilized by the process module.
Each service in NIO_Worker will be registered into the selecting module by the
adding module in circle. When the registration is successfully, the Receipt Registered
module will be called. The adding module is utilized to add a service into the
NIO_Worker, and makes the current selected operation wakeup. The stop module will
halt the execution module for the current service in the NIO_Worker. The
close_All_Channels module will close the current registered channel, and release the
I/O resource, which is not used in NIO_Worker any more.
In the Echo_Server class, a Server_Socket_channel is used to create a new TCP
connection, which is respondent for a Socket_channel to deal with its I/O operation.
There are many other modules that cooperating to perform the operations in the
Nio_Echo_Session and the Nio_Echo_Server together, including the Echo_state class
which monitors reading state or writing state of the Nio_Echo_Session and is in
charge of reading data or writing data.
Finally, the Nio_Echo_Server is will start and close a TCP Server, its execution
module is used to start an Echo Server; its shut_down module is used to close this
Echo_Server, and returns the current service sequence number to the NIO_Worker.
3.2 The Resource Dispatching Algorithm of NIO Multiple Thread Servers
Resource dispatching and sharing of NIO by multiple thread servers is the key
technical solution in our communication servers.
Hypothesis N is the number of computer process units in the communication
server. E is the whole time cost without loader in one unit. L is the loader of only one
unit. The work load of the others is 0. If the communication server can be paralleled,
the time cost is E/N without loader in the system [7-8]. If there is a loader L in one
unit, then its computing ability is 1/L, so if loader 1 is added to the unit, its computing
ability will be 1/(L+1), then the whole time cost C is as follows:

C =

E
( N − 1) +

1
1+ L

=

E (1 + L )
NL + N − L

The formula (1) is in a theoretical condition. In fact, the whole time cost
approximately be expressed in load balanced condition as follows:

C ′ = C + δ (N ) + T

T

comm

(N )

comm

(N )

(1)

C ′ can
(2)

is the whole communication time, which can be determined by

experience, δ ( N ) is the estimated number of units. The details of resource
dispatching algorithm of NIO can be expressed as follows.
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Algorithm:
Input : Graph G(V,E) and its sub-graph Gcluster(Vclusterp,Eclusterp), where V are LPs,
the E’s are empty links, Vclusterp is the set of LPs assigned to all processors, s
Clusterp, and Eclusterp is the set of empty links belonging to each processor or q
Clusterp; Clusterp is the set of neighbor-processors to p, LSTv, Tminu,Tsminu,v, Tw,u such
that u Clusterp, v V and w E(V-Vclusterp).
Output: time-of-next Tu,v and a selected LP to process a new event
Begin
PQ is initial and empty /*PQ is the priority queue, a data structure*/
For all (u,v) u Vclusterp, v (V-Vclusterp) do Tv=0;
For all v Vclusterp do
Temp = Minw E(V-Vclusterp)(Tminv,Tw,u);
Tv=Max(Temp,LSTv);Tu=Minv PQ(Tv);/*LST is the stimulated time, T is the
min timestamp of LP */
Insert(v,PQ);
Endfor;
While (Not finished) do
If (Non-blocking(Prj)) /*unblock any process in Prj*/
Select an LP to process a new event /*setup a logic processor to process a new
event */
Endif
Endwhile;

∈

∈

∈

∈
∈

∈
∈

∈

∈

∈

4 Mechanism for Case Trigger
The trigger is an important element and a driver unit for service in the system. It can
give an “enable” signal to activate the NIO server. Its basic function is to trigger the
correspondent cases if it receives a service request, including read, process, write, and
close a TCP connection. The case process modules will respond to the corresponding
cases, and finish the business logic process from the clients. In the model, the basic
cases are defined, including on_Accept, on_Accepted, on_Read, on_Write,
on_Closed, and on_Error cases. The details can be seen in Fig. 4.
The on_Accept module will be triggered when the servers receive the service
request from the clients. The server will know a new client is trying to link, and
control a loader; for example, if the service request is out of the servers’ capacity, the
new TCP connection will be refused.
The on_Accepted module will be triggered after the servers receive the requests
from the clients. The case expresses the new client has connected with the servers,
and record the IP address of the client, then start the next service.
The on_Read module will be triggered after the control thread has read the data
from the client, and notify the case process module to deal with the received data. The
on_Write module will be triggered after the clients start to receive the data from the
servers.
The on_Closed module will be triggered when the connection between the clients
and the servers is closed. The on_Error module will be triggered when the errors and
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Fig. 4. Case trigger mechanism of NIO multiple threads servers

impediments occurred in the whole connection including the read, process, write, and
close TCP connection.
The receipt mechanism of the cases is very important in the model. The submission
of the cases utilizes the broadcast method, namely, all case process modules can get
the case notice. The different character business logic process will be realized by
different process module, and all process modules will be classified and simplified. In
the case model, there are a server_listener, an event_adapter, a handler, and a notifier.
The server_listener is an interface for defining the monitored server cases, and can
be extended as necessary. The event_adapter is an event adapter for the
server_listener interface. The benefit is that the process module only needs to copy
the correspondent cases. The notifier will notify the servers to respond the triggered
case, and control the cases for the servers using a singleton method, in order to avoid
any confusion.

5 Mechanism for Case Trigger
The thread pool consists of a thread manager, working threads, task queue and
interface, and an execution module. When a thread pool is created, it contains an
interface for the thread_pool_worker. At first, if a task is laid in the thread pool, a free
thread_pool_worker will be used to deal with it. After it is finished, its result will be
laid in the thread pool.
The execution module in the thread pool will utilize the process function in the
thread_pool_worker to take the thread into the Handoff Box. The thread will be
copied in circle.
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The working thread is an object in the thread_pool_worker. When a thread pool is
created, the working thread object will be created; in order to deal with a task, the
executable object will use the execution module in the thread pool. If there are some
thread_pool_worker to be used, the execution module will move the
thread_pool_worker from the thread pool. If the thread pool is free, the execution
module will be blocked, until a new thread_pool_worker is available. When the
executable task is finished, this thread_pool_worker will be returned into the thread
pool again.
The active object method is used in the thread pool. It creates a thread as an
internal class, and starts the thread internally. Of course, the object FIFO queue is
very important for the system security.

Fig. 5. The task requests from the clients

For security reason, some tables are used to record the information of the clients,
including the information channels, the clients IP addresses, and so on. The
communication server cluster utilizes the network paralleled computing method to
deal with massive data, including service support for multitudinous clients and
terminals. The details of the service requests from the clients can be seen in Figure 5.

6 Conclusion
In order to improve dependability, scalability, and other QoS features of the
communication server, we designed some dynamic dispatching and arrangement
strategy and implemented in our system. The resource sharing and remote utilization
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technologies are applied to resolve the dynamical resource dispatching and tasks
distribution. The thread model and mechanism of the thread pool in NIO framework
are discussed, including the case triggering mechanism. There are two problems
should be investigated in the future: one is to lower down the cost for the dynamical
resource dispatch and the tasks distribution; the other is the evaluation of the
capability of the communication cluster servers.
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A Proxy Based Information Integration System
for Distributed Wireless Sensor Networks
Li Li, Yuan’an Liu, and Bihua Tang
Wireless Communication Technology & EMC Laboratory,
Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications
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Abstract. This paper proposes a novel information sharing system architecture to integrate the distributed and various WSNs together to
make their resources more sharable, based on Peer to Peer (P2P) network and the technologies of web service and middleware.
Keywords: WSN, architecture, integration, distributed system, P2P.

1

Architecture Introduction

In this paper, we propose a novel network architecture to integrate the widely
distributed and diversiﬁed WSNs together to form an uniform, eﬃcient and
feasible information sharing system. The architecture is shown in Fig.1. It utilizes
distributed proxies to constitute the backbone of the system as well as interface
the WSNs and users to this system. Each proxy with its underlying WSNs and
combined users acts as a client as well as a server to the system, which can be
looked as a node in P2P network or a sub-computational system in the grid. The
architecture and its components are diﬀerent from former works[1][2][3][4].

2

Framework of the Proxy

The software framework of the proxy is shown in Fig.2. It is constituted by
three layers, U ser Interf ace, Service Coordinating P latf orm (SCP ) and
M iddleware.
User interface is based on web services and XML language. It includes two
modules, XM L Scheme and XM L P aser. XML Scheme deﬁnes the standards of
the web services and XML Paser interprets the incoming packets and packaging
the outgoing packets according to deﬁned XML Scheme.
Middle layer, SCP, is the core component in the framework. It provides system
information to users, responds to users’request, allocates the demanded information and actuates the underlying WSNs.
There are three memory components in SCP. The index of the system resources is stored in Index Database. Using this information, SCP can ﬁnd the
destination WSN who holds the data requested by users. The latest or most
popular news are listed on Bullitin Board, which is actively pushed to users
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 340–342, 2007.
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Fig. 1. Network Architecture

Fig. 2. The framework of the proxy

when they connected to the proxy, making them familiar with the system. T ask
Queue is a ﬁrst-in-ﬁrst-out queue, used to store the tasks to be handled and can
be scheduled based on QoS service.
P 2P P rotocol is the core application protocol, through which the distributed
SCPs are able to cooperate together to search and share information. Resource
Aggregator is used to decrease the data redundancy before saving them into
the Index Database. Actuator is in charge of interacting with the middleware,
to create and send requests or instruction to the underlying WSNs. T ask P aser
analyzes the user requests and pases them into simple instructions. Sometimes
one request needs the actions of several WSNs. Destination Calculator is like
an engine, responsible to ﬁnd the WSNs with the highest possibility to hold the
required data. These modules may run together, so Cooperation is needed to
cooperate them.
The lowest layer is the middleware, which acts as the interface for SCP to
talk to distributed WSNs, eliminating the diversities of underlying WSNs and
executing the management and security functions to them. W SN Operation
receives the instruction from SCP, parses it to sensor network command primitives and operates the WSN to do appropriate actions. Resource P ublishing is
used to create the resource index information and upload it to SCP. T ranslation
fulﬁlls the transform functions between sensor network standards and universal
internet standards. Quality of Service sets the QoS scheme for the WSNs.
Security includes the ﬁrewall function as well as the certiﬁcation function.
W SN M anagement keeps key state information of the underlying WSNs, and
cooperates with other modules. Semantic Specif ication deﬁnes the speciﬁc
protocol rules or data formats used by underlying WSNs, which is the basis
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for T ranslation. When the WSNs upload the data responding to the user’ requirement, Data Connectivity provides the direct path to user interface without
the interference of SCP.

3

Request Responding Cycle

The work mode of the system is presented by one request responding cycle,
which is shown in Fig. 3. Note, here SCP means the platform composed by all
of the distributed SCPs.

WSN1

Detect
N

WSN2

WSN3

SCP

User1

Search in Index database
N
Speculate Possible Resources
Information_Request
Wait for a Threshold
Action_Request
Detect
Y
Search_Response
Save Index to Database
Data_request
Certification

User2

User3
Request

Data

Fig. 3. Request Responding Cases

4

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a proxy based information integration system architecture for widely distributed WSNs and SCP is the core component of it. Now
we are setting up the testbed for the system. Next step work is to evaluate the
system performance by physical experiments.
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Using Ontological Slicing to Construct Semantic
Context Facades for Mediating Collaboration
Ruliang Xiao
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Abstract. Available ontologies of different information sources are often
heterogeneous. It is critical to find an effective solution for many problems of
collaborative environment. This paper presents a novel approach to completing
heterogeneous collaboration environment that offers a means for developers to
describe context essentials with intent-extent of context, to construct context
facades using ontological slice, and to implement mediating collaboration based
on the context facades.
Keywords: mediating collaboration, ontological slice, context intent-extent,
context structure, shallow context façade.

1 Introduction
Recently, we are facing many problems of semantic heterogeneity between
information sources in the collaborative environments. Such problems are commonly
context-aware, and reliant on different information sources. Available ontological
technologies are increasingly demanded to provide a feasible base of the software
architecture for it. A lot of efforts in the ontology-based collaborative field such as COWL [1], ε-connections[2] have been done. In this paper, we present a novel
approach to completing heterogeneous collaboration environment by describing
context essentials. We also propose new ideas about context ontology slice, combing
iterative intent-extent of contexts, to construct semantic context facades for
implementing the mediating collaboration environment.

2 Context Essentials
General speaking, each conception, and each relation between the conceptions means
them in possession of a concrete environment, which is usually called a context [4]. A
context is a network concerning a set of concepts and relations. We also associate the
characters of program slicing, which is a method for decomposing programs by
analyzing their data and control flow [3]. We formalize the ontology slice as follows:
Definition 1 (Ontology Slice). An ontology slice is a triple form γ=<,,> ,  as a
collection of conceps (objects) in the description logics (DL), denoted by A,B,C … ; 
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 343–345, 2007.
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as a collection of relations (roles or attributes)(arrows) in the DL, denoted by R, S, …; 
as a set of morphisms, any element f in  means that a concept holds some attributes.
Therefore, once an individual “a” should be represented as a concept {a}, all the
elements in the set  show concept inclusion relations.
If we begin to trace a concept posed in a certain scenario, then there exists a
concept-based context corresponding to a concept ontology slice, and we call the
concept “seed” of the ontology slice. Because of assuming the individual “a” is
concept {a}, we don’t consider such an ontology slice of individual instance.
Definition 2 (Concept-Based Ontology Slice). All the concepts and Attributes
(roles) directly or indirectly connecting a given “seed”—concept in a certain scenario
construct a ontology slice, just because the mini ontology started with a given seed
concept, we call it concept-based ontology slice. In a word, this given concept A is a
“seed” of this concept-based ontology slice. If we use γA to represent a concept -based
ontology slice, γA must be a subset of a certain ontology slice γ, i.e. γA ⊆ γ .
Definition 3 (Attribute-Based Ontology Slice). Similarly, as well as the definition 2
before, an attribute-based ontology slice starts with a given “seed”—attribute. We use
γR to represent an attribute-based ontology slice, γR must be a subset of a certain
categorial ontology slice γ, i.e. γR ⊆ γ .
From the above two definitions, this character embodies two factors of a concept or
an attribute: intent and extent. We use Aintent to denote the intent of concept A, and
Aextent to denote the extent of concept.
Definition 4 (Concept Intent and Extent). Assume that a form γA=<,,> denotes
a based on concept A (A∈) ontology slice, then, within this γA, all attribute-based
ontology slices that directly connect concept A build a new set Aintent,
Aintent:={ γP |γP ⊆γA, P∈γA.: ∀f∈γA., f : A→ P }.
All concept-based slices that directly connect concept A build a new set Aextent,
Aextent:={ γC |γC ⊆γA ,C∈γA.: ∀ C⊆ A }.
In the following definition, we use Rintent to denote the intent of attribute R, and
Rextent to denote the extent of attribute.
Definition 5 (Attribute Intent and Extent). Assume that a form γR =<,,>
denotes a based on attribute R (R∈) ontology slice, then, within this γR, all attributebased ontology slices that directly connect attribute R build a new set Rintent,
Rintent:={ γS |γS ⊆γR, ∀S∈γR.: S⊂ R }.
Within this γR, all concept-based ontology slices that directly connect attribute R build
a new set Rextent,
Rextent:={ γA |γA ⊆γR ,∀A∈γR., ∀f∈γR., f -1: R→ A }.
According to definition 4 and definition 5, whether concepts or attributes in an
ontology, their intent or extent itself is an ontology slice. By far, we can consider
categorial context structure from the point of view of categorial context essentials.
Definition 6 (Context Sructure). A context structure of concept A which acts as a
part of concept-based ontology slice, is an intent-extent pair (Aintent, Aextent). Similarly,
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a context structure of attribute R which acts as an attribute-based ontology slice, is an
extent-intent pair (Rintent, Rextent).

3 Shallow Context Facade and Mediating
If the context ontology slice is too large, the directed graph will be too complex to be
understood by agents. We must consider how to meet the necessary granularity and
capture an appropriate context ontology slice. We take the top level nodes out of Aintent
and Aextent to construct a crosstable: ⊗={(C,R)| C∈,R∈ }.We know there is
three such shallow context crosstables: ⊗, ⊗, ⊗.
Context scene of collaboration constructs an ontology slice which is given by a
triple form γ=<,,>,  as a set of concepts,  as a set of relations, and  as a set of
morphisms. Suppose that C denotes the center element of γ, context structure of C can
be denoted as an extent-intent pairs (Cintent, Cextent), let set  indicates top concepts in
Cintent, set  indicates top attributes in Cextent, then we call the triple form
<⊗,⊗,⊗> a Shallow Context Facade.
A given “seed” out of the scenes facilitates generating context ontology slices. It is
sure that there exist many centered concepts and relations and help refine the shallow
context facades from these slices.
By far, shallow context facade pattern, using a simpler interface, efficiently wraps
the complicated context of the session scenes and provides a unified mediating
interface to a set of interfaces in a context. This facade model provides a mechanism
for dynamically mediating semantic collaboration to complete mediating
heterogeneous data sources in the collaborative environment.

4 Conclusion
Our method offers a means for developers to describe context essentials with intentextent of context, to construct context facades using ontological slices. This can be
used to implement the mediating collaboration based on the context facades.
Throughout this paper, we always emphasize a so-called semantic cognitive
structure—shallow context facades. This is an intermediate result of our ongoing
work. We will continue implementing the architecture and further, to validate and test
our approach in the collaborative domain of virtual crawlers.
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Abstract. Based on Data warehousing concept Personal Window
Knowledge Capsule is Designed. This knowledge capsule has learning,
perception Inference, knowledge structuring and Knowledge retrieval
functions. Especially it provides multiple aspects of personal windows
assembling the selected necessary functional module and personal viewpoint of Knowledge network ﬂexibly. We applied this system to the virtual memory and test with sample data.

1

Introduction

As the computer technology and information society develop rapidly, information
environment is encompassing with a huge amount of data. Because of dynamic
complex characteristics as well as a huge amount of data,It is essential to develop
more eﬃcient intelligent system. This system has to not only encompass maximum amount of data and functions but also provide the variable aspects of this
system appropriate to the personal purpose ﬂexibly. In the recent researches,the
concept of Data Warehousing is supporting these requirements.
For providing the personal aspects, Personal Window Knowledge Capsule
based on Data Warehousing concept was designed in this study. Personal Window Knowledge Capsule is Designed. This knowledge capsule has learning,
perception Inference, knowledge structuring and Knowledge retrieval functions.
Especially it provides multiple aspects of personal windows assembling the selected necessary functional module and personal viewpoint of Knowledge network ﬂexibly.

2

Personal Window Knowledge Capsule Design

Knowledge Capsule has a hierarchical structure consisting of Memory ,Knowledge processing engine such as a learning engine, various functional modules,
Data Warehousing module,personal windows and I/O Interface as shown in
Figure 1. The functions of Learning and Knowledge Construction module take
charge of storing the knowledge in memory in a top down direction. The knowledge is obtained by Learning engine. Learning engine has two typed methods of
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 346–348, 2007.
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Neural network and symbolic conceptual learning. BP algorithm is used for the
Neural network learning process and Knowledge Network Structure was made
for Symbolic conceptual learning. Knowledge retention and modiﬁcation are performed Knowledge construction module. After Learning and Knowledge Construction process, Perception Inference and Knowledge Retrieval process can be
performed in a bottom up direction from the Memory. Memory consists of Short
term memory and long term memory, Learning memory by neural network and
memory by symbolic learning. Data Warehousing module makes Personal Windows to be composed of selected modules and reconﬁgured knowledge network
retrieved from memory.

Fig. 1. The structure of Knowledge capsule

If the function of Decision making and explanation process in the personal
point of view is necessary, Data warehousing module compose Personal window
by selecting Perception Inference and Knowledge Retrieval module. If it is necessary to make a retention of memory, Personal Window is composed of Learning and Perception Inference module. For the data extracting process, personal
window includes Knowledge Construction module for making personal knowledge network and Knowledge Retrieval module. The mechanisms of functional
modules are described in the previous papers in detail[1][3]. As described, Data
Warehousing module can make various personal Windows with multiple aspects
reﬂecting the personal purposes.

3

Experiments

This system was applied to the Virtual memory and experimented with sample
data. As shown in ﬁgure 2,one personal window composed of Perception/Inference
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Fig. 2. An example of processing a personal window

module and Knowledge Retrieval module was selected. NN memory was accessed
for perception, the related knowledge cells with the obtained data,k2, were successfully extracted. This system also provided multiple aspects of other personal
windows.

4

Conclusion

For making more eﬃcient intelligent system and providing multiple personal aspects, Knowledge Capsule with personal windows was designed.This knowledge
capsule has learning, perception Inference, knowledge structuring and Knowledge retrieval functions. The personal windows were designed for reﬂecting the
multiple aspects by assembling the selected necessary functional modules. By
designing Personal Windows, more eﬃcient process and more satisﬁed services
focusing on the particular purpose can be provided to the customer of this
system.
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Abstract. In order to meet the requirements of massive data processing and
high quality of service, a WebGIS(Web Geographic Information System)
cluster system has been developed which has the capability of balancing
resources between servers. This cluster system includes three parts: a load
balancer, a GIS server cluster, and a database of spatial and geographic
information. The strategy of dynamic dispatch and the algorithm of adaptive
load balancing service are presented in the paper.
Keywords: cooperative GIS, cluster services, load balancing strategy,
concurrent processing.

1 Background
Generally, middlewares such as JAVA RMI[2] CORBRA[3] COM[4] are often
used to balance the loaders by Web application servers. With the development of
Internet and WebGIS application, GIS is used widely nowadays. There are massive
number of users that retrieve and analyze the WebGIS spatial data and graphics data
at the same time. This raises a very special problem in the cooperative visualization of
the WebGIS. With more and more data transportation in WebGIS servers, the
bandwidth of network transmission and capability of servers are required more
strictly. WebGIS servers must meet the rapid increase of the number of the internet
clients and server nodes with high dependability, scalability, and other QoS[5]
features. To solve this special problem, an adaptive WebGIS server cluster system is
under study about its adaptive load balance and dynamic resource dispatch to meet the
requirement of massive data transportation, QoS and net parallel computing.

2 Components of the WebGIS Server Cluster System
In order to transmit requests from the clients to different severs properly, IP load
balancing and dynamic feedback mechanisms are utilized in our cluster server system.
The hot plug-in servers are used as a solution. The load balancer in the cluster system
can shield the impedimentary servers automatically and add new GIS servers into the
register. The whole server cluster has a high capability to deal with the dynamic
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 349–352, 2007.
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loader change. An additional virtual server can be added by the load balancer when
necessary. Therefore, the data transmission and information process are completely
transparent to the clients. The whole system includes the load balancer, the GIS server
cluster and the database servers for spatial information and geography properties.
2.1 The Load Balancer

，

A balancer a monitor and a register make up a load balancer[1]. The load balancer
will be in charge of monitoring the load situation of each server dynamically
dispatching suitable GIS servers for the request tasks. It maintains a server table,
which contains registered address, scale weight and loader of registered GIS server in
the dispatcher. Once the balancer receives a request from clients, it will appoint the
lightest loaded GIS server to respond to the tasks according to the information and
dispatch algorithm in the server table. The monitor has two tasks. One is to keep
watching if each GIS server has impediments. If yes, the server will be removed from
the server table to prevent dispatching tasks to the wrong GIS servers. The other is to
collect the load information periodically, and renew the server table in order to adjust
parameters of the dispatch algorithm in time. The register receives the register request
from GIS servers, and searches their information in server table. If their information is
contained in the table that means the GIS server has been registered in the cluster
system successfully. If there is no information, the server will be added into the server
table.
It is necessary to have an assistant load balancer to backup the information of the
chief load balancer to avoid the whole system failure when the chief load balancer has
impediments. The chief load balancer the assistant load balancer and the GIS server
cluster are connected by internet or intranet. The problem in the single joint
impediment has been overcome using integrated dispatching. We have added an
assistant load balancer to the whole WebGIS cluster system. As a result, the whole
cluster system increased greatly its stability and reliability.
2.2 The GIS Server Cluster
The GIS Server Cluster is in charge of dealing with the client requests, sending the
results to the clients. Each GIS server contains five modules, including a Receive
module, a GIS module, a Sent module, a Load feedback module, and a Register
module. The Receive module receives the package requests from the clients, parses
them, and sends the parsed result to the GIS module. The GIS module retrieves spatial
data, operates the geography property database and packs the result data into a XML
data stream. The Sent module delivers the XML data stream on parsed IP address
from the Receive module. The Load feedback module records the load condition of its
GIS server. It must be informed in order to renew its load parameter while the
Receive module sends a resulted XML data stream. It will feedback the parameters to
the balancer according the requirement. The Register module is responsible for
sending registered request to the load balancer. If it registers successfully, the GIS
servers will be initialized, and server table in the load balancer will be updated.
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3 Dispatch Algorithm of the Cluster System Load
A load dispatch algorithm with minimal connected scale weight is implemented in the
cluster system. Each server has a scale weight to express its capacity with a default
value 1. The scale value can be dynamically set.

， ，

，

Hypothesis the cluster server is presented by : S={S1 S2 …… Sn}. W(Si) is a
scale value of a server Si. C(Si) is the number of connection in sever Si. SUM is the
sum of connections in the cluster, namely, SUM=

∑ C (S ) . Because the divide
i

circle time is longer than multiplication, and W(Si) ≠ 0 , C(Si) ≠ 0 , the problem can

：

be simplified as

C (Si) • W (Si) > C (Si) • W (Si)

(1)

Algorithm:
(1) Start the balancer;
(2) Start the registration thread, the load feedback thread and the monitor thread in
parallel method. After the registration thread begins, execute(3). After the load
feedback thread begins, execute (5). After the monitor thread begins, execute (6);
(3) Initial the WebGIS server table and the server weight table, and set the default
value of the server weight table;
(4) Receive the registration request from the WebGIS servers; query the WebGIS
server table, if the server exists in the table, it has registered; else it must be
checked in and added into the table; then send the default scale weight to it;
arrange some tasks;
(5) Receive the load feed scale weight from the WebGIS server, and update the
WebGIS server table and the server weight table in circle.
(6) Receive the application tasks, and search the server weight table, query both
W(Sj) and C(Sj) values of every server Sj in the cluster, and compute their
W(Sj)*C(Sj); check out the minimum value W(Sj)*C(Sj). If yes, then the server Sj
has the minimum tasks, and the task from the message pool is dispatched to
server Si in FIFO, and the C(Sj) value is increased by 1.
(7) If a task is finished in one server Sm, then its C(Sm) value is decreased by 1,
waiting for the result of computing and comparing its W(Sm)*C(Sm). Wait for
new task, go to (6).

4 The WebGIS Cluster System
When the load balancer starts running, the WebGIS cluster system will display the
“No server” information. That means there is no server in the cluster system. When a
server starts the register function, the balancer will indicate that a new server is
requesting to add into the cluster system and apply registration.
If the cluster receives requests from the clients, its balancer will start to dispatch
these tasks, and transmit the tasks to the WebGIS servers, including indicating the
connected number and scale weight of every WebGIS server, choice of the best server
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for the task with the dispatch algorithm. If the balancer finds a WebGIS server is
wrong, the server will be removed from the cluster system, and its current task will be
distributed to the other servers. After every WebGIS server receives a dispatch task,
the cluster must re-compute its load, send the feedback message to the load balancer,
and update the weight table. By the end of the task, it returns the results to the client,
and notifies the load balancer and the client.

5 Conclusion
In order to meet the requirements of massive data processing and high quality of
service for WebGIS servers, a cluster system with capability of balancing resources
between servers has been implemented. The strategy of dynamic dispatch and the
algorithm of adaptive load balancing service are described. The strategy includes the
dynamic load feedback, hot plug-in, load balancing and the mechanism for failure
backup. There are two problems must be further studied in future, one is to lower the
cost for balancing load; the other is to make up an evaluation system for ability of the
GIS servers.
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Abstract. Microsoft Visio is one of the most prevalent commercial single-user
graphic editing systems, which can be used to create a wide variety of business
and technical drawings. It is desirable to leverage single-user Visio system for
multi-user real-time collaboration. One feature that distinguishes Visio from
other graphic editing systems is that formulas, a type of constraint, are defined
in Visio to express the attributes of each graphic object, and the relationship between different Visio graphic objects. The ability to describe shapes with
constraints opens many possibilities for making shapes behave in complex and
sophisticated ways, but satisfying constraints in the presence of concurrency in
collaborative systems is a challenge. In this article, we introduce a collaborative
Visio system, called CoVisio, which enables a group of users to view and edit
the same Visio documents at the same time from different collaborating sites.
The methods applied to develop CoVisio are generic and can be adopted to leverage other single-user systems that support constraints, such as Microsoft Excel, for multi-user collaboration.
Keywords: Collaborative Visio, Consistency maintenance, Constraint satisfaction.

1 Introduction
With the increasing importance of using computers to support collaborative work, it is
natural to expect existing single-user computer applications to play an important role
in supporting collaboration. Leveraging single-user commercial systems for real-time
multi-user collaboration has been a popular research topic for many years. So far, pioneer researchers have successfully enriched Microsoft Word and PowerPoint with
collaborative functions, without modifying the source code of MS Word and PowerPoint [6], [9]. This is achieved through the use of MS Word/PowerPoint’s API (Application Programming Interface), to combine Word/PowerPoint with collaboration
features.
Microsoft Word and PowerPoint represent two types of well-known single-user
computer applications: text editing and presentation. Another type of popular
computer applications is graphic editing that provides both generic and comprehensive graphic manipulation functions. Microsoft Visio is one of the most prevalent
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 353–360, 2007.
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commercial single-user graphic editing systems, which can be used to create a wide
variety of business and technical drawings. It is desirable to furnish single-user Visio
system with multi-user collaborative functions, so that users can work collaboratively
in groups to improve productivity.
One feature that distinguishes Visio from other graphic editing systems is that formulas are defined in Visio [4]. Visio formulas are constraints that determine how
Visio shapes look and behave on a drawing page. Visio users can precisely control the
appearance and behavior of Visio shapes by editing formulas. The ability to describe
shapes with constraints opens many possibilities for making shapes behave in complex and sophisticated ways, but satisfying constraints in the presence of concurrency
in collaborative systems is a challenge [3].
This paper presents a collaborative Visio system, called CoVisio, which extends
single-user Microsoft Visio for multi-user collaboration based on Visio API, so that a
group of users can view and edit the same Visio documents at the same time from different sites. Both constraints and consistency are maintained in CoVisio.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces Visio formulas,
which distinguish Visio from other graphic editing systems. CoVisio system is described in section 3, including CoVisio components, architecture and how to maintain
both constraints and consistency in CoVisio. The major contributions and future work
of our research are summarized in the last section.

2 Visio Formulas
An attribute of a graphic object, called a cell in Visio, is expressed by a formula. A
formula is an expression that can contain constants, operators, and object attribute references. Microsoft Visio evaluates a formula to a result and then converts the result to
the appropriate units for the attribute that contains the formula [4]. Some formulas
consist of a single constant, but all formulas go through this evaluation and conversion process. In a Visio ShapeSheet window, a user can display cell contents as either
values or formulas by clicking the appropriate command on the View menu.
Visio formulas may define the relationship between graphic attributes of a single
graphic object. For example, the X and Y coordinates of the top-right vertex of a rectangle are defined by two formulas, width×1 and height×1, respectively. Therefore,
each time a user resizes the rectangle (i.e. changes the width or height of the object),
the formulas defining the coordinates of the vertex will be reevaluated, so that the position of the vertex will be changed accordingly.
On the other hand, a Visio formula may define the relationship between graphic attributes of different objects. For example, when a user connects the begin point of a
line to a connection vertex of a rectangle, the formula defining begin point of the line
is automatically changed to something like PAR(PNT(Rectangle! Connections.X1, Rectangle!Connections.Y1)), which means the begin point
of the line should have the same coordinate as the connection vertex of the rectangle.
Therefore, even if a user moves or resizes the rectangle, the begin point of the line
still glues to the connection vertex of the rectangle.
It is worth to point out that users could not change the value of an attribute directly
in Visio, as a value is always evaluated from a formula. Each time a user updates the
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attributes of graphic objects, he/she directly changes the formulas expressing these attributes. There are three ways to change formulas: (1) Through Visio drawing pages
by mouse/keyboard operations. For example, when a user moves a shape with the
Pointer tool, Visio changes and then reevaluates the formulas that define the shape’s
center of rotation, or pin, on the drawing page, because those formulas determine the
shape’s location on the page. (2) Through Visio ShapeSheet window where users can
edit formulas directly. A ShapeSheet window gives users more precise control over
the appearance and behavior of an object. (3) Through Visio API, where developers
can modify formulas by program.
Visio formulas are constraints. Constraints are adopted in a wide variety of singleuser commercial systems, such as AutoCAD, Rational Rose, Microsoft Excel, etc., to
automatically enforce semantic rules and properties. To leverage these systems for
multi-user collaboration, it is important to investigate constraint maintenance in collaborative environments.

3 CoVisio
CoVisio is built by extending single-user Microsoft Visio into a multi-user collaboration application, so that a group of users can use MS Visio to view and edit the same
Visio documents at the same time from different sites. It is implemented in the programming language C# based on Visio API without knowing or modifying Visio
source code. The interface of CoVisio is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The Collaborative Visio (CoVisio) interface

3.1 CoVisio Architecture and Components
To meet the requirement of high responsiveness in the Internet environment, replicated architecture is adopted in CoVisio. Shared Visio documents are replicated at the
local storage of each collaborating site, so that operations can be performed at local
sites immediately and then propagated to remote sites [1], [5]. A collaborative Visio
application may span many collaborating sites. At each site, a CoVisio instance is
composed of three components:
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The first component is a Single-user Application (SA), i.e., Microsoft Visio, which
provides the conventional single-user functionalities and interface features. A local
user can manipulate the shared documents via SA’s user interface. SA’s API functions are used to intercept local user’s operations and replay operations generated at
remote sites. For example, once a user updates the color of object A to red at a site,
the operation semantic will be intercepted by Visio API functions, and marshaled into
a message sent to remote sites. Once the message arrives at a remote site, it is unmarshaled and a Visio API function will be invoked to color the replica of A at the
site to red.
Another component is Generic Collaboration Engine (GCE), which provides application-independent collaboration capabilities. This component is fully collaborationaware, but completely unaware of the single-user application. Two crucial functions
of GCE are consistency maintenance and constraint satisfaction, which will be addressed in detail in the next subsection.
GCE is generic, but SA is application-specific. They may define different data and
operation models. Therefore, the third component, Collaboration Adapter (CA), is
implemented to adapt application-specific SA to generic GCE. CA provides application dependent collaboration capabilities and is aware of both the single-user application and multi-user collaboration.
The interactions among the three components in processing an editing operation
can be illustrated briefly based on the following simple scenario in a CoVisio application, as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The interactions between CoVisio components

Suppose a user uses the keyboard and/or mouse to edit a graphic object in a shared
Visio document, the following events shall occur at the local site:
(1) Once the operation is performed on the local document, the operation semantic
is sent to CA via SA’s API. Then it is translated into a GCE recognizable operation
by CA.
(2) The GCE recognizable operation is propagated to remote sites by CA.
When the operation arrives at a remote site, the following shall happen:
(3) The received operation will be passed to GCE.
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(4) The operation is processed by GCE for consistency maintenance and constraint
satisfaction. After that, the processed operation is passed to CA.
(5) A suitable SA’s API function will be invoked by CA to replay the remote op
eration at the site.
3.2 Maintaining Formula Consistency
The concurrent execution of user operations in CoVisio may result in divergence. For
example: suppose that user-1 and user-2 simultaneously color object A to red and
white respectively from different collaborating sites in a CoVisio application. At the
site of user-1, the color of A will be changed to red first by user-1. When the operation of user-2 arrives and is executed at the site of user-1, the color of A will be
changed to white. For the same reason, the color of A will be red after the executions
of the two operations at the site of user-2. Obviously, the colors of A are different at
different sites, so that divergence occurs.
Consistency maintenance in replicated collaborative systems has been investigated
for decades, and many approaches have been proposed. Among them Operational
Transformation (OT) is an innovative and well-known technique. The basic idea of
OT is to transform (or adjust) the parameters of operations according to the effects of
previously executed concurrent operations so that the transformed operations can
achieve the correct effects and maintain document consistency [5], [7]. Due to the
space limitation, we will not describe OT in detail in this paper (please refer to [5], [7]
to find the detailed information of OT). Two advantages of OT are worth of notice:
(1) OT is a generic strategy, which can maintain consistency in a wide variety of collaborative systems, and (2) OT ensures document consistency independent of the execution orders of concurrent operations, which makes OT an efficient method as it will
not undo/redo operations to ensure the same execution order of concurrent operations
at different collaborating sites.
OT is adopted in CoVisio for maintaining formula consistency. As described in the
previous section, each time a user updates the attributes of graphic objects in a CoVisio application, he/she directly changes the formulas expressing these attributes.
Therefore, OT ensures that after the same set of operations has been executed at different collaborative sites of a CoVisio application (concurrent operations can be executed in arbitrary order at each site), (1) the same set of graphic objects is maintained
at each site, and (2) the formulas defining the same graphic attribute of the same
graphic object are identical at all the sites.
3.3 Value Propagation
As the existence of formulas in CoVisio, the change of one cell’s value may propagate to the values of other cells. For example, suppose there is a cell C defined by
formula, A+B, so that the value change of either A or B will result in the value change
of C. Moreover, if there are other cells defined by formulas where C is a referenced
parameter, then the value change of C will in turn be propagated to the values of these
cells, and so on.
OT ensures formula consistency, but it does not guarantee concurrent operations be
executed in the same order at different collaborating sites. This may result in different
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value propagation paths at different sites. For example, suppose that initially cell C is
defined by formula, A+B. Two users concurrently modify formulas from different
sites. One makes C be defined by formula B+D, and the other changes the formula
defining A. The operation changing the formula defining A will result in the value
change of A. If this operation is executed before the other operation at a site, the value
change of A will be propagated to C, as C is still expressed as A+B. On the other
hand, if the operation updating the formula of C is executed first at another site, the
value change of A will not be propagated to C, as C is defined as B+D, when A
changes value.
If value propagations are performed in different orders and paths at different sites,
consistent propagation effects must be maintained in CoVisio, so that after the same
set of user operations and the value propagations triggered by these operations have
been performed, the document states are identical at all the collaborating sites.
We have proved that if no cycle exists in any propagation path, formula consistency ensures consistent propagation effects in CoVisio, which can be curtly explained as follows:
We can use a constraint graph to express the relationship between different graphic
attributes (i.e. cells) of graphic objects in a Visio document. In a constraint graph, a
circle represents a cell, a triangle a constant, and a square expresses a formula. We
use the directed edges connecting cells, constants and formulas to express the constraint propagation paths. For any formula, f, in a Visio document, add a directed edge
from f to the cell it defines. Moreover, for any cell reference or constant which f contains, add a directed edge from the referenced cell or constant to f. As a cell can be
constrained by exactly one formula, each cell is pointed to by one directed edge. For
example, suppose that cell S is defined by formula, (width+height)/2, and width and
height are defined by formulas, 50 and 60, respectively. The constraint graph representing the relationship of the three cells is shown in Fig. 3.
50

60

f1

f2

W

2

H

f
S

Fig. 3. A constraint graph, W and H represent Width and Height, respectively

If a cell is defined by a formula containing only constant input(s), such as width
and height in the above example, Visio can calculate the value of the cell directly. On
the other hand, if a cell is constrained by a formula containing some cell references,
such as S in Fig.3, Visio has to calculate the value of the cell indirectly according to
the values of the referenced cells. Therefore, the value of S should be calculated according to the values of width and height. Moreover, if the value of either width or
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height changes, the value of S will be changed accordingly as a result of constraint
propagation.
Each time a user updates a Visio document, the constraint graph expressing the relationship of graphic objects in the document will be changed accordingly to reflect
the effects of the user operation. For example, once the formula constraining S is
changed from f to f’, this change should be reflected in the graph, so that all the directed edges from and to f, and f itself should be deleted from the graph. Moreover, f’
and new directed edges from and to f’ should be added into the graph.
If two collaborative sites maintain the same constraint graph and no cycle exists in
the graph, the document states at the two sites must be the same [2], [8]. Here, two
identical constraint graphs ensure that: (1) the same set of cells is contained in each
graph, and (2) the formulas defining the same cell are identical at different constraint
graphs. OT ensures that after the same set of concurrent operations has been executed
at all the collaborating sites of a CoVisio application, each site maintains the same
constraint graph. Therefore, if no cycle exists in the constraint graph, consistent
propagation result is maintained.
Constraint Maintenance (CM) component is implemented in GCE for constraint
satisfaction. This component maintains system consistency based on OT’s formula
consistency maintenance result. It propagates value changes according to the user
operations, which update Visio formulas, and the constraint graph expressing the relationship of graphic objects in a local Visio document. CM performs constraint propagation efficiently. For example, suppose that C is defined by formula, A+B, and two
users concurrent update the formulas defining A and B, which result in the value
changes of both A and B. CM is able to propagate the value changes of both A and B
to C by one value propagation, rather than change the value of C twice, one for propagating A’s value change to C and the other is for propagating the value change of B.
This can improve system performance. Another functionality of CM is to prevent cyclic propagation path from occurring. Concurrently updating formulas in CoVisio
may result in cyclic value propagation path. For instance, two users concurrently update the formulas defining A and B, so that A is confined by B+C and B is confined by
A-C. Cyclic propagation path must be prevented as it makes propagation cannot stop
without outside interference. CM ensures acyclic propagation path based on our algorithm introduced in [3]. Due to the space limitation, these functionalities of CM will
not be discussed in detail.

4 Conclusions and Future Work
Microsoft Visio is a well-known single-user commercial graphic editing application.
It is desirable to leverage single-user MS Visio for multi-user real-time collaboration,
so that users can work collaboratively in groups to improve productivity.
This paper addressed the key issues in developing CoVisio, especially, how to
maintain both constraint and consistency in concurrent environments. We have
proved that without cyclic propagation path, formula consistency ensures consistent
propagation effects in CoVisio. This conclusion can be applied directly to leverage
other commercial single-user applications, which support formulas, such as Microsoft
Excel, for multi-user collaboration.
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CoVisio adopted the architecture applied in both CoWord and CoPowerPoint. A
CoVisio instance is composed of three components: SA, GCE and CA. GCE functionalities are extended in CoVisio by including constraint maintenance component.
This component is responsible for maintaining constraints based on OT. Moreover, it
prevents cyclic propagation path and efficiently propagates value changes. The constraint maintenance method implemented in CoVisio is generic and can be adopted by
other collaborative systems that support formulas.
CoVisio has not extended all the Microsoft Visio functions for multi-user collaboration. For example, CoVisio users cannot execute self-designed programs, add-in, to
perform complicated graphic manipulation functions. How to enrich CoVisio with sophisticated graphic manipulation functions has been investigated and will be reported
in our further publications.
Over the last fifteen years, real-time collaborative systems have moved from being
prototypes in laboratories to becoming usable commercial systems and also freeware.
With the investigation of enriching single-user commercial systems that support constraints with collaborative functions, we hope to make real-time collaboration even
more efficient and productive.
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Abstract. The paper is devoted to application of formal concept analysis and collaborative design in shipbuilding. Sourcing and shoring strategies of a Norwegian multinational design company is illustrated by a
concept lattice.
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1

Introduction

The modern globalization trends together with computer, information and communication technologies have great inﬂuence on the collaborative nature of a
ship design. A few decades ago collaborating partners in the ship design process
such as shipyards, shipowners, designers and suppliers were mainly located in
one country. Nowadays they operate all over the globe. Collaborative processes
inside participant organizations are also becoming much more complicated. On
the one hand, the number of subcontractors has increased during the last thirty
years. Enterprises tend to concentrate on their core competencies and outsource
a number of operations that have been made in-house earlier. This concerns, ﬁrst
of all, shipyards. On the other hand, all collaborative participants in the shipbuilding try to minimize their expenses by oﬀshoring activities, partly or entirely,
to other countries. This lead to creation of virtual organizations which became
popular among ﬁrms of diﬀerent sizes during the last decade. The establishment
of virtual organizations is a response to new business environment conditions.
Formation of virtual organizations gives participants beneﬁts of large organizations without disadvantages appropriate to complicated organizations [5]. The
nature of the ship design work is favorable to the emergence of virtual enterprises in this area. The technical work is greatly computer-assisted. Information
is produced in electronic form (such as, drawings and speciﬁcations). This gives
a possibility of virtual working. Ship designers beneﬁt from standardization.
Standard software is used around the world to make drawing.
It is a very common situation in the modern shipbuilding when the shipowner
is, for example, from the Great Britain, a designer is from Norway, the shipyard
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 361–368, 2007.
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is situated in China, and suppliers are from all over the world. Globalization
tendencies, tough competition, geographical and cultural remoteness demand
high level of inter-enterprise and intra-ﬁrm collaboration during the ship design
process.
The objective of the paper is to investigate the possibility of application of the
formal concept analysis in the area of virtual organizations. The methodology
of this paper uses concept lattices as a tool for the formalization and integration
of concepts in the shipbuilding process and relationships encoded in diﬀerent
domain-speciﬁc concepts, to reveal their association and interaction. Sourcing
and shoring strategies of a multinational design company are illustrated by a
concept lattice.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work and statements
from formal concept analysis may be found in Section 2. The main results of the
paper are placed in Section 3 and Section 4. The paper ends with a conclusion
in Section 5.

2

Related Work

Formal concept analysis [9], [16] started as an attempt of promoting better communication between lattice theorists and users of lattice theory. Since 1980’s formal concept analysis has been growing as a research ﬁeld with a broad spectrum
of applications. Various applications of formal concept analysis are presented
in [10]. A technical oriented application ﬁeld of formal concept analysis is the
area of production planning where the concept lattices are used to partition the
products into disjoint groups during the optimization of the production cost [16].
A context is a triple (G, M, I) where G and M are sets and I ⊂ G × M . The
elements of G and M are called objects and attributes respectively [7]. The set
of all concepts of the context (G, M, I) is a complete lattice and it is known as
the concept lattice of the context (G, M, I).
For A ⊆ G and B ⊆ M , deﬁne
A = {m ∈ M | (∀g ∈ A) gIm},

B  = {g ∈ G | (∀m ∈ B) gIm}

so A is the set of attributes common to all the objects in A and B  is the set of
objects possessing the attributes in B. Then a concept of the context (G, M, I)
is deﬁned to be a pair (A, B) where A ⊆ G, B ⊆ M , A = B and B  = A. The
extent of the concept (A, B) is A while its intent is B.
The structure of a concept lattice is represented with a Hasse diagram. The
Hasse diagram is a special directed graph, where the nodes are the concepts and
the edges correspond to the neighborhood relationship among the concepts. The
Hasse diagram of a concept lattice is used to describe the concepts hidden in the
underlying data system.

3

Virtual Organization Concept

Virtual organization concept was ﬁrst proposed in [8]. Virtual organization can
be deﬁned as ”one to which diﬀerent people contribute, from the strategic apex to
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the operational level, and do not necessarily coincide on time or space” [11]:242.
Since then diﬀerent impacts were explored by researchers: social, psychological,
information and communication technology (ICT), and others. The bulk of research in the area of virtual organizations is devoted to ICT aspects. The use
of sophisticated information technologies in modern virtual organizations is an
important issue and is considered as a source of competitive advantage [13]. ICT
is a source of extra margin for virtual enterprises [6]. These tools include collaboration software, internet, intranet, electronic mail, databases, groupware, and
the like. However, not all virtual organizations depend on the electronic collaboration tools. Some industries, such as ﬁlm-making enterprises, are essentially
project oriented, but the collaboration process in this type of virtual organizations consists mainly in socialization processes rather than electronically based
tools [1].
In fact, it is much easier, quicker, and cheaper to move information in electronic form than traditionally paper based information exchange and relocate
people [12]. But the success of virtual enterprises depends greatly not only on
ICT tools used, but on focusing on common goals and peoples dynamics [2]. At
the same time there is a stresses on importance of the exploration of information
and communication tools used in inter-ﬁrm collaboration since it sheds light on
the nature of virtual organizations’ operations [2].
Emergence of virtual organizations may lead to a principally novel manner
of doing business [14]. Virtual organizations make it possible, ﬁrst, for business units with limited resources to realize projects that would be impossible
to accomplish for them alone, [3]. Second, powerful businesses also beneﬁt from
virtual organizations by more rational utilization of their core competencies.
Virtuality here refers to ”ability of an enterprise to oﬀer customers a complete
product or service, with the enterprise itself having only a few proprietary competencies while remaining required competencies are achieved through cooperation” [3]:213. According to [6] there are three important problems in virtual
organizations - cooperation, coordination, and change. The members of virtual
organization are connected with the common goals. Cooperation here is referred
to the task of goal aligning [6].

4

Internal and External Collaborative Process in the
Vessel Design

There are two directions in collaborative ship design. First, there is collaborative
design work between all participants of the shipbuilding chain: the shipping company and its customers, the hull and outﬁtting yards, ship designers, suppliers
of materials and equipment, and others. This is an external collaboration. It is
necessary to consider customer’s requirements, technical possibilities of manufacturers, delivery times, and economic eﬃciency of single operations and chosen
options. Moreover, the preferred design must be in compliance to technical and
safety rules of classiﬁcation societies which control the design documentation,
national maritime authorities, and international maritime conventions.
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Second, internal collaborative processes inside the contributing organizations
are important for the whole ship design progression. For instance, large and
medium-sized ship design companies are not conﬁned inside a single oﬃce or the
same country. They actively participate in international business and become
multinational. Many design ﬁrms have moved their businesses closer to the leading shipbuilding destinations and try to produce vessel drawings in lower-cost
countries. The most advanced design companies tend rather to manage drawing
production from the home country than to make drawing themselves. It does
not mean that the quality suﬀers or ﬁrms exploit labour in lower-cost regions,
just the price of consumption basket is minor there.
We must admit that eﬀective insourcing and outsourcing is a vital part for
those companies that want to compete eﬀectively in the present and in the future.
The oﬀshoring theory deﬁnes six main strategies
–
–
–
–
–
–

onshore insourcing (Ion),
onshore outsourcing (Oon),
nearshore insourcing (In),
nearshore outsourcing (On),
oﬀshore insourcing (Ioﬀ), and
oﬀshore outsourcing (Ooﬀ).

They are derivatives of sourcing policies and subcontractors’ geographical
location. For example, the main sourcing strategies may be divided in insourcing
(that is when the work is performed by company’s department or subsidiary) and
outsourcing (the case when the job is done by a third-party vendor). From the
geographical point of view, strategies are categorized to onshoring (the executor
is situated inside the client’s home country), nearshoring (the internal or external
subcontractor is located abroad, but geographically close, often in the same or
nearby time zone), and oﬀshoring (the piece of work is done far away from the
domestic territory).
Let us illustrate these strategies by looking at a transnational virtual enterprise - a ship design group. The VS Group has several branches in Norway,
Poland, Serbia, China, India, and Brazil, (see Table 1). The headquarters is situated in Norway. The VS Group optimally combines insourcing and outsourcing
strategies. Such a policy is called ”ﬂexible sourcing” [4]. The company’s management redistributes works that should be done among the VS subsidiaries.
Sometimes VS uses vendors for some kinds of job or attract third-party ﬁrms
in order to complete the tasks on time. Typically this takes place during the
shipbuilding boom periods when the number of design orders exceeds existing
capacities.
The ship design work is not homogeneous. There are usually four alternatives.
– To design a sister vessel: that is to copy a design of an existing ship. That is
often a case of duplicating the success design that has proved to be reliable
and eﬀective in the sea operations.
– To design a similar vessel with minor changes: regular practice in the maritime business to make changes in the vessel design to follow the regulations
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Table 1. Design based on Insourcing and Outsourcing
Insourcing
Onshore
Nearshore
Skipskonsulent
AS (Bergen)

Outsourcing
Oﬀshore Onshore
Nearshore
Oﬀshore
Albatross
Services AS
(Stavanger)

El-Design AS
(Omastrand)

East
European
Consulting
(Austevoll)

Norway VS Industrial
Design AS
(Fitjar)
Omega
Technology
AS (Ålesund)
Poland

Serbia
China

Brazil

India

Vik-Sandvik
Poland Ltd
(Gdynia)
Albatros
DO
(Novy Sad)

Navicentrum
(Wroclaw)
Inﬁnity
Craft Ltd.
(Belgrade)
SK
Shanghai
VikSandvik
Brazil
VikSandvik
Design

DF-Marine
Dalian
PROJEMAR
(Rio de
Janeiro)

India
Pvt Ltd
Ukraine

Italy

Sudomarket
Ltd
(Nikolaev)
Gloss
Design
(S.Giovanni
Teatino)

of the state ﬂag, port states, or satisfy owner’s and customers demand. That
is especially actual in the case of long-time charter (ten years and longer),
when the shipping company only owns and carries out daily management of
the vessel following directions of the industrial customer.
It is notably that the price for the set of classiﬁcation drawings in the
ﬁrst and the second cases is only 20-25% lower than for a new design.
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– To design a new design: the design process takes longer time and suits for
shipping companies with special requirements.
– To have a fundamentally novel design: that is a situation when the ship owner
has a policy of keeping modern vessels, concerns about the environment and
aims to employ power saving technologies. From the recent novel designs
examples we can mention gas-driven ferries and platform supply vessels.
Such vessels have signiﬁcant advantages compared to traditional ships that
use diesel and marine oils as a fuel. Gas-driven ships allow achieving higher
speed and saving considerably on fuel.
The ﬁrst two options are comparatively easy to perform and the work
does not require a very high qualiﬁcation. This core work may not easily be
sourced out either to subsidiaries or third-part collaboration partners.

Fig. 1. Concept lattice

A formalization of the semantic basis of the shipbuilding process concepts
consists of two parts: the extension and the intension. The extension includes
the instances, which belong to the concept, whereas the intension represents its
intrinsic meaning and is usually described in terms of discriminating properties,
criteria or conditions. The method can achieve the integration of diﬀerent components in the shipbuilding process, exhibiting diﬀerences in application context
and thematic resolution. Related categories can be associated with subtype, supertype or overlapping relationships. Formal concept analysis is further applied
to combine diﬀerent categories and generate a corresponding concept lattice.
The concept lattice on Fig. 1 facilitates information exchange between ship
owner, design agent, shipyard/s, classiﬁcation society, suppliers, model basin, etc.
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All concepts are presented by the labels attached to every node of the lattice.
The meaning of the used notations is as follows.
– Node number 2 has a label I = {Iof f, Oof f }, E = {B, C}. It means that
some activities are insourced and outsourced oﬀshore to Brazil and China
only.
– Node number 4 has a label I = {On}, E = {It, P, S, U }. It means that some
activities are outsourced nearshore to exactly four countries - Italy, Poland
and Serbia and Ukraine.
– Node number 5 has a label I = {Ion, Oon}, E = {N }, and it means that
Norway is the only country in this example with activities that are insourced
nearshore and outsourced oﬀshore.

5

Conclusion

Key features of the virtual organizations are goal orientation, temporary character, ﬂexibility, geographical dispersion, and cultural diﬀerences. All these factors stipulate massive and complicated information ﬂow between agents. The
enormous information ﬂow in a shipbuilding design process requires an eﬀective
system for collaboration. The methodology of this paper uses concept lattices
as a tool for the formalization and integration of concepts in the shipbuilding
process concepts and relationships encoded in diﬀerent domain-speciﬁc concepts,
to reveal their association and interaction.
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Abstract. Nowadays, collaborative product development has become a
strategic necessity to develop high quality products at low cost and with quick
response time to market demand. Past decades have seen significant advances
to collaborative product development. However, Enterprises are still confronted
with some problems. Firstly, the research in strategic level of collaborative
product development is lacking. There are no formal processes and models for
collaborative product development. On the other hand, the full alignment
between information system and collaborative business is still missing. The
information system cannot adapt to the fast changed business. This paper aims
to provide the strategy and reference business model for collaborative product
development. And then, to support the implementation of strategy and model, a
workflow and web service based engineering collaboration portal is developed.
The workflow is used to model and execute the collaborative product
development processes, and the web service is the implementing technology of
the portal. The combination of workflow and web service can fit the gap
between business and information system and achieve on-demand business.
Keywords: Web-based, portal, collaborative product development, web service.

1 Introduction
The advancement of information technology, dynamic market, and global
environment has set a new stage for manufacturing. In order to remain competitive
and to maintain their competitive advantage, enterprises must be able to 1)manage
increasing product complexity and product innovation from market demands, 2) have
faster and more flexible product development cycle, and 3) control globally
distributed/outsourced operations[1]. One strategy for enterprises to succeed in this
environment is Collaborative Product Development (CPD). Several similar terms
already exist in the literatures, such as collaborative engineering [2], collaborative
design [3], and collaborative product commerce [4]. Each term emphasizes different
aspects and applications. In this paper, CPD is defined as: ‘‘an Internet based
computational architecture that supports the sharing and transferring of knowledge
and information of the product life cycle amongst geographically distributed
companies to aid taking right decisions in a collaborative environment’’ [5]. The main
goal of CPD is to integrate and leverage knowledge, technologies, and resources
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 369–376, 2007.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007
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among all the collaborators through the full life cycle of product development. In the
last decades, significant efforts have been made in the research of CPD. Most of them
have been focused on enhanced collaboration by leveraging information technologies,
such as how to develop a collaborative information platform [6], what is an
acceptable standard for information/knowledge exchange and presentation [7], what is
an efficient information/knowledge schema to be shared among collaborators [8], how
to improve detailed functionalities of the CPD system [9].
However, technology is not the whole of CPD anyway. Regarding collaboration
processes between dislocated partners, collaborating companies still manage their
product development processes in a highly inconsistent and inefficient way because
there is no common model to specify the collaborative process to be shared in partners
especially in cultural backgrounds (language, education, rules of behaviour etc.).
The past studies pay more attention to the research of theories and technologies.
There have been very few reports concerning the best practices and the reference
processes of CPD deployment in industry settings, especially inter-organization and
cross-culture collaborations. Due to lacking knowledge of deploying CPD in current
industrial settings, the research efforts may thus fail to fulfill practical needs [10].
On the other hand, in IT perspective, although numerous IT technologies and tools
have been developed to facilitate the collaborative product development, they are
simply the fraction of the software functions required to enable the collaboration
process in the full lifecycle of CPD. Most of them focus on the engineering
development, which is in the later phase of CPD. Few technologies and tools are
developed to facilitate the early phase of CPD, such as contact initiation and
collaboration establishment.
Furthermore, the alignment between business processes and supported IT system is
largely missing. The current CPD system can not adapt to the fast changed
requirements and business processes due to the architecture, implementation
technologies, and control mechanism of the system. How to align the CPD
requirements and processes with the supported IT systems is one of the key
challenges of CPD.
In order to solve the above mentioned difficulties, in this paper, a web-based
engineering portal is developed and implemented to enable value-added collaboration
between European and Chinese partners by providing new technical solutions, best
practices, and collaboration tools. The Engineering Portal represents a virtual,
process-driven and service-oriented integration platform accessible to the involved
companies within a heterogeneous IT-infrastructure.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, a structural top-down analysis
approach is used to derive all the necessary business objectives and processes that
must be achieved in CPD. Based on reference model, the strategy of CPD is proposed.
In section 3, the development and implementation of a web based engineering portal
for CPD is discussed. The web service is used to wrap all the components of the
portal into services. Different services are provided by the portal to facilitate the full
life cycle processes of CPD. In section 4, the scenario validation of the portal is
described. The contributions of the portal in this scenario are introduced. Finally, the
conclusions of the paper are summarized in section 5.
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2 Reference Model and Strategy for CPD
In order to derive all the necessary business objectives that enterprise users must
achieve in CPD processes, a structural top-down analysis approach is used. The
approach started with the overall objective of CPD, i.e. to collaborate with other
enterprises based on core competence and economic benefit, therefore, to be able to
quickly delivery high quality product to customers with low cost. In general, the
objectives of enterprises utilizing CPD fall into three categories: seeking collaboration
opportunities by publishing their products and/or services, outsourcing some
engineering tasks by selecting suitable collaboration partners, and performing
engineering collaboration with the partners. From the perspectives of enterprises, the
overall objective is broken into more tangible objectives that can be realized in certain
stages of the whole collaboration process. Within this paper, the overall objective is
realized in two stages, i.e. the earlier phase of the collaboration process and the later
phase of the collaboration process. The respective objectives of the two stages are:
z
z

To facilitate the establishment of OEM-supplier or joint venture
collaborative relationships
To facilitate collaborative product development

The two stages are referred to as the medium-level objectives in the structural
analysis approach. The medium-level objectives are further broken into detailed-level
objectives, which can be realized through the execution of the respective business
processes. The reference model for CPD is illustrated in figure 1.
Overall Objective

Collaborative Product
Development

Establish collaboration
relationship

Effective
publishing

Effective
search

Effective select ion
and collaboration
establishment

Perform collaborative
product development

Medium level
Objective

Effective
engineering
preparation

Effective
engineering
execution

Detailed level
objective

Supplier
Register
Offer

OEM
Submits
Request

Contact Initiation
and Collaboration
Establishment

Preparation
Process

Execute
Process

Process
level

Activities

Activities

M&E, Selection
process

Define CPD &
ECR process

Execute CPD &
ECR process

Sub process
Level

Fig. 1. The reference model for CPD

In order to support the implementation of the above mentioned objectives, the
strategy for CPD is proposed to provide an overall framework to enable common,
tightly integrated product development processes between distributed companies
based on given IT-technologies and software tools as well as Internet technologies
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[11]. Figure 2 shows the conceptual architecture of the strategy. Five basic
requirements in CPD were addressed in the strategy:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Locate collaboration partners in markets, to initiate contact and to establish a
collaboration,
Support the dynamic integration of development processes based on
consistent information models,
Support the handling, visualization and validation of product data,
Facilitate a requirement driven product development process, and
Identify and solve problems caused by cultural differences.

Fig. 2. Strategy for collaborative product development

3 Implementation of Web Based Engineering Portal for CPD
In this paper, a web based engineering portal for CPD is developed and implemented.
The engineering portal represents a process- and service-oriented integration platform
accessible to the involved companies within a heterogeneous IT-infrastructure. The
portal serves as a central point of access to a (virtually) common CPD process model
and allows collaborating partners to share product information stored in various
application systems transparently via the Web. The use of modern technologies, i.e.
web service and workflow, enables not only the information collaboration from IT
perspective, but also the process collaboration from business perspective [12].
As shown in figure 3, four major layers are identified in the portal’s architecture:
application service layer, infrastructure layer, collaboration service layer, and UI (user
interface) service layer.
1)

The application service (AS) layer provides functionalities to access
proprietary information sources of the enterprises involved in a collaboration,
like PDM-systems, ERP-systems, etc. The connection between portal and the
application systems is realized with SOAP. Therefore an adapter must be
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implemented for every application, which assumes the mapping between the
enterprises’ applications and SOAP.
The Infrastructure Service (IS) layer: The infrastructure layer provides the
basic data service and integration service for CPD. All data flows within
portal are supported by the infrastructure. The data service manages
distributed data sources and offers a transparent view on the data for the
portal services. The integration service provides the interaction mechanism
between portal components. In order to provide these functionalities, the
infrastructure has to provide functions/services to manipulate the data. These
services could either rely directly on the meta data model or use a more high
level business context. The Integrated Domain Data Models are derived from
the meta data model and contain the data object types which are required by
the business services provided by the components. The infrastructure provides
the basic access function to data and components according to the meta data
model and/or according to the integrated domain data model. The meta data
model interface and the integrated domain data model interface together
represents the data interface. This interface is accessible through Web
Services.
The collaboration service layer provides the specific collaboration services.
According to the CPD strategy mentioned in section 2, five basic
collaboration components are provided by the portal in form of service:
(1) Request & Navigation Component (RNC): The Request and Navigation
Component offers functionalities to find a relevant partner, initiate
contact with the found partner, and establish collaboration by defining
universal conditions and arranging competences and responsibilities.
(2) Check of Collaboration Partners Component (CCP): The Check of
Collaboration Partner component is utilized to support the collaboration
initiation phase of CPD. It is divided into three services: partner
matching, evaluation of Matching Results, and evaluation of Offers
during Negotiation.
(3) Process Management Component (PMC): The Process Management
Component provides functionalities for modeling and executing the
CPD processes. The process models are saved in the portal in a certain
process definiton format, which can be interpreted by the workflow
engine, which coordinates the execution of these business processes.
(4) Specification Modeler Component (SMC): The Specification Modeler
Component lets users define and manage a necessary and sufficient
subset of product requirements. It further provides functionality for the
checking of consistency and completeness of requirements and product
properties. It is also involved in the early phases, when initial product
requirements are formulated and when requirements on potential partner
companies are defined. The data is only shared by involved partners.
(5) Visualization & Validation Component (VVC): The Visualization &
Validation Component allows users to define different views on
engineering data and to validate the data. The data is only shared by
involved partners.
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(6) Cultural Repository Component (CR): In order to override the problems
in collaborative processes between distributed companies caused by
different cultural backgrounds and differences in language and
education, a cultural repository is foreseen. Its functionality is going
beyond simple request-based advisory systems and literature databases.
It also intends to survey ongoing processes on the portal and intervene
when necessary.
UI service layer: In portal, the service-specific UI service and generic UI
service will be provided for browsing available information resources or
navigating through networked data structures. The UI services interact with
the other services via HTTP or SOAP.

Web-based UI Service

Collaboration Service
RNC

CCP

PMC

SMC

Service Bus

VVC

CR

Service Bus
Infrastructure Service

Meta data
model

Data Service

Integration Service

Domain data
model

Connectors Interface (SOAP)
Service Bus

Service Bus

Application Service
PDM

CAD

CAM

CAE

ERP

SCM

Fig. 3. The Architecture of engineering portal

4 Scenario Validation for Engineering Portal
The scenario selected in this paper is about the collaborative development of a new
variant of a car in Mercedes-Benz. There is an existing type: Mercedes-Benz “AClass A 210”. The new variant should be bullet proofed. Only parts, concerning the
bullet resistance have to be modified. In this scenario only the left rear door is
modified. The scenario demonstrates the whole development process beginning with
the search for a new supplier for a window motor and ending with a certified
prototype of a bullet proofed. Table 1 shows the stakeholders in this scenario.
The scenario contains the following general steps:
1)
2)
3)
4)

User login and registration,
Search for a new supplier, matching of possible suppliers,
Sign the contract,
Define a new product by using a template,
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5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
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Definition of initial requirements,
Consistence check,
Start of the development process
Definition of detailed requirements,
Consistence checking, CAD visualization
Data exchange (using the security tool for CAD data, DMU, simulation)
Testing, release,
End of development project

Several components of the portal are used to support the implementation of the
scenario. Table 2 shows the contributions of the portal components in the scenario.
Table 1. Stakeholders in the scenario of Mercedes-Benz
Shortcut
OEM

Name
Mercedes-Benz

Description
Development of the whole car, management
of the suppliers and development partners.
Development (design) of the modified door,
SUP 1
Car Engineering Solutions
including the window glass.
SUP 2
Electric-Motor-Corporation
Supplier of the window motor.
BOA
Shelling Office
Official institution, tests the new guard variant,
before it gets the sign of authorization to be
called “bullet proofed”. They also provide
guidelines to reach the authorization.
* OEM: Original Equipment Manufacturer. SUP: Supplier. BOA: Official Board.

Table 2. The contributions of the portal components
Name
IS, UI

Phase
SP, CE, CPD

Description
Showing and handling of the distributed data (Requirements, CATIA
V5-files, pictures, “pdf” and “Word”-documents). Integration of the
portal components.

RNC
CCP

SP, CE
SP, CE

PMC

CPD

VVC

SP, CE, CPD

Search for a new supplier for the window motor.
Locating of a new supplier for the window motor.
Modelling and Management the development processes between
the project partners.
Visualisation of the CAD model and data (product requirements,
pictures, “pdf”- and “Word”-documents).

SMC

SP, CE, CPD

CR

SP, CE, CPD

Definition of the initial (process and product) and detailed
requirements, use of templates, consistency check of the
requirements including an automated generating of new
requirements, interactions between OEM and Supplier according
the requirements.
Notification of the users about differences between some countries
according norms and laws.

* SP: Searching Partner, CE: Collaboration Establishment, CPD: Collaborative Product Development.

5 Conclusions
Enterprises are driven by the world market to seek global engineering opportunities,
which can be for example joint ventures, subsidiaries or relations with foreign
suppliers. In order to ensure an efficient and reliable partnership with cooperators in
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distributed environments, the common processes of collaboration must be modeled
and controlled, and the necessary information to be passed between business partners
must be defined and provided. The research results of this paper enable the
collaborative product development by providing the common CPD processes and the
new technical solutions for the engineering portal. The activities and business
processes supported by the engineering portal cover the full life cycle of CPD, from
the searching of potential partners, establishing collaboration to the engineering
development of product. Through the scenario validation, the portal can effectively
support the whole processes in CPD. Both manufacturer and supplier are enabled to
collaborate via the portal.
Acknowledgments. The research of the paper is supported by the National Natural
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Abstract. Experience shows that testing students’ understanding of
new concepts immediately after they have been introduced considerably
improves the learning process. In this work understanding of a concept
is assumed to take place if a student can provide reasonably correct answers to questions requiring application this concept. A possible solution
to the problem of how to determine whether students actually understand a concept is to give them tests. Such tests, being a part of an
intelligent system, provide inconsistent information to intelligent agents,
facilitating the tests evaluation process. This happens because the degree
of a student’s understanding varies a lot depending on factors like time
and the way questions are formulated. Since classical logic fails to draw
conclusions in the presence of inconsistencies we propose application of
paraconsistent logic.
Keywords: intelligent infrastructures and automated methods, logic.

1

Introduction

Many philosophers have been questioning the ”ex contradictione quodlibet” rule
in classical logic. The rule states that in the presence of inconsistency, anything,
and thus nothing useful at all, can be inferred as an answer to any given problem.
However, the majority of today’s information systems produce quite meaningful
answers despite receivel of inconsistent information.
Russell and Whitehead’s logicism, Hilbert’s formalism and Brouwer’s intuitionism [9] represent diﬀerent approaches of building contradiction-free logic
foundation of mathematics. The ﬁrst two are based on classical logic while the
third one is questioning the law of excluded middle (tertium non datur), which
states that a statement is either true or false. Brouwer’s intuitionism was ﬁrst
presented by axioms in [10].
In this paper we propose use of paraconsistent logic for assessing learner’s
understanding of a concept employing an intelligent tutoring system. An important advantage of using such a system is that problems with inconsistent and/or
incomplete input can be resolved. In addition, using automated tests reduces
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 377–384, 2007.
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the problem of evaluating learner’s understanding to that of making a decision
based on a limited number of alternatives. The applied system logic is very useful if incorporated in a multiple user system. This approach can facilitate both
cooperative learning and cooperation of tutors.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work and supporting
theory may be found in Section 2. The model of the proposed system is presented
in Section 3. The system architecture is described in Section 4. The paper ends
with a conclusion in Section 5.

2

Related Work

Paraconsistency is considered to be a way to reason in the presence of inconsistency [7]. Paraconsistent logic suggests a solution by disregarding the law of
double negation and the law of contradiction [4].
The ﬁeld of paraconsistent logic was independently established by Jaskowski
[8] and da Costa [2]. Paraconsistency, many-valued logic, query answering systems and higher order logic are discussed in [15].
Lukasiewicz has devised a three-valued calculus whose third value, 12 , is attached to propositions referring to future contingencies [11]. The third truth
value can be construed as ’intermediate’ or ’neutral’ or ’indeterminate’ [14].
Let P be a non-empty ordered set. If sup{x, y} and inf {x, y} exist for all
x, y ∈ P , then P is called a lattice [3].
The epistemic value of formula when it is known that the formula may take
on the truth value true is denoted by unknownt and by unknownf when it is
known that the formula may take on the truth value false, [5].

true

unknown

contradictory

t

unknown

unknown

false
Fig. 1. Degree of truth

f
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epistemic value of formula when it is known that the formula may take
truth value true is denoted by unknownt and by unknownf when it is
that the formula may take on the truth value false, [5].
meaning of the used truth values is:

– true - it is possible to prove the truth of the formula (but not its falsity)
– false - it is possible to prove the falsity of the formula (but not its truth)
– unknown - it is not possible to prove the truth or the falsity of the formula
(there is not enough information)
– unknownt - intermediate level of truth between unknown and true
– unknownf - intermediate level of truth between unknown and false
– contradiction - it is possible to prove both the truth and the falsity of the
formula
A lattice showing a partial ordering of the elements false, unknownf , contradiction, unknownt, contradiction, true by degree of truth is presented in Fig. 1. The
logical conjunction is identiﬁed with the meet operation and logical disjunction
with the join operation.

knowledge

false

true

contradiction

unknown

unknown t

f

unknown

truth

Fig. 2. Knowledge lattice

A lattice showing a partial ordering of the elements false, unknownf , contradiction, unknownt , contradiction, true by degree of knowledge is presented in Fig. 2.
The knowledge lattice illustrates how the truth value of a formula that has a
temporary truth value can be changed as more knowledge becomes available.
Suppose a sentence has a truth value unknownf at one point of time and false at
another. Its truth value is then determined as false, i.e. the system allows belief
revision as long as the revision takes place in an incremental knowledge fashion.
Relationships among the described truth values are given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Truth table

3
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Testing Concept Understanding

Experience shows that testing students’ understanding of new concepts immediately after they have been introduced considerably improves the learning process.
In this work understanding of a concept is assumed to take place if a student
can provide reasonably correct answers to questions related to this concept. A
possible solution to the problem of how to determine whether students really understand a concept is to give them tests. Such tests, being a part of an intelligent
system, provide inconsistent input to the intelligent agents, facilitating the tests
evaluation process. This happens because the degree of a student’s understanding varies a lot depending on factors like time and question types. Since classical
logic fails to draw conclusions in the presence of inconsistencies we propose use
of paraconsistent logic.
We consider testing students’ understanding of concepts introduced in a lecture. After the ﬁrst concept being presented students are suggested to take a
test with few questions that require skillful application of that concept. Based
on student’s responces an intelligent agent will recommend the student to proceed working with the next concept or to read some explanations related to
his/her misconceptions and/or mistakes and then take a new test. Every following test contains new questions similar to the contents and level of diﬃculties of the previous one. The student is strongly advised to go back and work
more on the presented learning materials about that concept if the third test
still indicates lack of understanding of that concept. In the model for automated
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Lecture

Proceed with Concept 2
(not a good idea)

Concept 1

Try a
test ?

Proceed
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Concept 3
(not a
good
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Concept 2
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No

Yes

Try a
test ?

Test 1

No

Yes

Pass
Fail
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Fail
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Test 2
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Test 2
Pass

Explanations
Recommendations

Fail

Explanations
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Test 3
Pass
Fail
Test 3
Pass
Fail

Fig. 3. Testing concept understanding

evaluation of concept understanding, shown on Fig. 3, we propose use of short
tests. The decision making process is based on paraconsistent logic.
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System Architecture
System Framework

An intelligent tutoring system based on paraconsistent logic is useful to students
who do their study in a mixed mode learning environment. Such a system must
support the following sub-systems:
1. Web based user interfaces for students and teachers to Web based applications
2. Learning objects, tests and results driven tutoring rules.
3. A database that stores students identity, proﬁle and state data which support
the implementation of the system as shown in Fig. 3
4. Intelligent multi-agents sub-system that provide students with optimal learning path for every particular concept.
Initially the system is provided with all relevant learning objects for each particulars line of study. The teachers responsible for subjects supported by the system are
also responsible for providing the system with contents and meta-data of learning
objects. For each concept thought in a subject, test applications are made to assess students’ understanding. A test contains a small set of questions. A particular
test has a forward chaining to the next learning object in case a student passes the
test and refers to a selection of learning objects otherwise. The relationships among
the test, results references and learning’s objects are stored in the database. Using
feedback from students responces, the teachers can incorporate new relationships
at any time and thus improve the quality of the tutoring system.
4.2

System Implementation

The system is implemented on a Web server infrastructure using open source and
free software tools. It is a combination of free software tools of an Apache Web
server, a database server and a scripting programming platform on a Linux operating environment. The Apache server is complemented with security module
mod ssl and script interpreter module mod python. The mod ssl makes it possible to support secure HTTPS communications between a client and a server. The
mod python facilitates program applications in Python language. Since the interpreter is compiled into the Web sever, mod python handler is hundreds time
faster than the using Common Gateway Interface (CGI) method of invoking
application softwares. Using mod python, application developers have powerful
development tools in their disposition. Python provides powerful set of standard
libraries like for example networking and database connectivity modules.
The deployed Web application server is made of:
1. an Apache front end Web server
2. a Python based Web application middle-ware for dynamic content, data
integration and user interface to software agents
3. a back end PostgreSQL database server for data store of both static and
dynamic data.
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Behind this traditional three-tiers Web deployment are service support subsystems. Communication framework based on XML-RPC is used to connect together the Web application middle-ware and the intelligent tutoring sub-system.
The separation of these two software service units makes it possible to modularly
design and implement the system as loosely couple independent sub-systems.
The Web application middle-ware and the software agents run independently
of each other. As such, they can be situated on diﬀerent servers. The middle-ware
implement the Web side of the system while the software agents implement the
logical side of the intelligent tutoring side of users, learning a particular subject.
Given a certain result at a particular student learning state, what best action
can be taken to increase the probability that the student will assimilate a piece
of knowledge related to a particular learning process? This optimal learning path
is provided by the intelligent tutoring agent.

5

Conclusion

Building computer systems based on classical logic requires data consistency
and in real life a logical data consistency is almost impossible. Thus we come
to the idea of proposing a model for an intelligent system using paraconsistent
logic. The applied system logic is very useful if incorporated a multiple user
system. This approach can facilitate cooperative learning as well as cooperation
of tutors and cooperation of students. Furthermore, the system is able to provide
distinctive characteristics of diﬀerent degrees of students’ concept understanding
in the process of learning.
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Abstract. Collaborative testing is an effective way of distributed interoperability
in pursuit of automated testing. In this paper, a novel collaborative testing
approach named Collaborative Automated Testing Framework (CATF) which
meets the requirements of not only automated testing but also collaborative
operation is proposed. Through the abstract analysis in terms of extended
dynamic dataflow (DDF) model’s viewpoint incorporating with UML2.0 profile
of MDA, we design the framework with an automated engine working as a Finite
State Machine (FSM). Particularly, as a approach to collaborative testing at a
system level, CATF is implemented with component modules based on J2EE and
verified to be of efficiency.

1 Introduction
Collaborative working on software is a critical and perpetual issue. As a consequence,
the issues about collaborative developing and collaborative testing are surging out. In
particular, automated and collaborative testing oriented to distributed systems and its
applications is essential in effective development of reliable software. It is a hotspot not
only in the domain of industrial application but also in the research field focusing on
computer aided design, software development, etc. [1, 2]. Unfortunately, the dramatic
expansion of software complexity and the shorter time-to-market become the strongest
pressure and bring critical challenges to the research and industrial communities.
There has been lots of research referring to collaborative testing. However, scarcely
has any approach to automated testing system-level model involved abstract dataflow
model so far. Hence, we focus on this issue with an improved and integrated abstract
testing approach based on dynamic dataflow (DDF) not only catering for collaborative
operations but also meeting automated testing requirements. The separation of various
aspects of concerns allows more effective exploration of alternative solutions,
particularly the separation of function from architecture and the extraction of dataflow
and control flow from system. In the Collaborative Automated Testing Framework
(CATF), an extended dynamic dataflow corresponding to partitioned role relationships
is considered, and a system-level Finite State Machine (FSM) is adopted in automated
testing engine so as to guarantee a dynamic balance between input and output dataflow
in the whole of testing system. All the testing operations through web interface are
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 385–395, 2007.
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decompounded by DDF model and the role compatibility of various operations is
guaranteed by the role interface algorithm.
Under the guide of the concept of dynamic dataflow, we have implemented the
automated testing engine with distributed functions aiming at collaborative and
concurrent testing using J2EE [3] model. The testing framework is modeled in terms of
Model-View-Control (MVC) principle. It consists of five modules as a whole: Web
Interface, Queue Pool, Dynamic Scheduler, Resource Manager Module and Test Result
Module. The Web Interface module is a part of View in the MVC, and Queue Pool and
Dynamic Scheduler model is corresponding to the Control in the MVC. Besides, the
Execution Server in test engine is implemented by java beans or enterprise java beans
to accomplish the tasks of Model in the MVC. Among others, the Resource Manager
and Test Result module are supplements for advancing the efficiency and the quality of
testing and fixing the bugs of tested functions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section2, we review the related
work about collaborative testing. The abstract analysis based on DDF will be discussed
in Section 3. In Section 4, the critical models of CATF that are job scheduler and state
transfer of FSM are expatiated on respectively. The novel collaborative automated test
framework (CATF) is proposed in Section 5. At last, we conclude in the final section.

2 Related Work
The typical approach to depicting collaborative working depends on the Collaboration
State Chart of UML. Therefore, modeling software system with UML testing profile is
a predominant approach in the domain of collaborative working currently [4]. The main
idea of Model Driven Architecture (MDA) is using UML to specify both the static
interfaces and the dynamic behavior of the components in Platform-Independent
Models (PIMs). Additionally, it defines rules so that PIMs can be mapped into a
number of Platform-Specific Models (PSMs). Therefore, the MDA strengthens the
concepts of portability and interoperability due to the transformation between PIMs and
PSMs. Raul Silaghi, et al. [5] introduced the abstract and distributed realization profile
oriented to MDA, but they didn’t solve the collaboration issues existing in the
distributed system. TPTP-based tools are not only interoperable but also tightly
integrated with the Eclipse Platform-based development tools [6], but it can’t
accomplish automated testing directly. Recently, Pyxis Technologies has launched
their testing product GreenPepper which is a platform intended to improve
collaboration between business experts and software developers [7], but it cannot
support automated testing among several testers. Petrenko, A.[8]proposed a
queued-quiescence testing framework based on input-output transition systems, and it
applied inputs via a queue to an implementation under test (IUT) and detected outputs
from IUT. However, it lacks an effective mechanism to detect deadlocks occurred in
queue. Jan Tretmans et al. [9, 10] designed an automated model based testing called
TorX which is based on the ioco-test theory. In contrast with the framework of Torx,
we intend to execute test cases and test suite automatically and collaboratively.
However, they focus on how to generate test case and suite automatically.
Starting from a high-level of abstract about collaborative testing, with the capability of
partitioning roles compatibly and decompounding functions properly using extended
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DDF [11], the CATF becomes a system level solution for distributed collaborative
testing. Songwen Pei et al. [12] introduced the main functions of Automated Testing
System (ATS) based on J2EE that is similar to CATF, but without considering the effect
of dataflow module throughout the whole system implicitly and analyzing the
collaborations among different roles. In this paper, we focus on this issue to meet the
collaborative testing based on the theory of DDF model.

3 Abstract Analysis Based on DDF
The two basic nodes: SWITCH node and SELECT node in Dynamic Data Flow (DDF)
[13] model are shown in the Fig.1. The SELECT node corresponds to decision-making
node of communication diagrams in UML, and the SWITCH node can accomplish the
task of integration ability for sub-workflows. DDF is an extension model of
Boolean-controlled Data Flow (BDF) that introduces dynamic nodes that may consume
and produce varying numbers of data samples in an execution. Such an extension
makes DDF possess the ability to represent data dependent on iterations such as “FOR”
iterations conveniently. At the point of the high-level abstract, a simple DDF graph is
depicted in Fig.2. It is a typical instance in DDF to express iteration structure.

Fig. 1. SWITCH and SELECT node

Fig. 2. Simple DDF graph

As shown in the Fig.2, DDF graph is a directed graph containing nodes and edges in
which the nodes of the graph can be viewed as processes that run concurrently and
exchange data over the arcs of the graph and edges between nodes corresponding to
data flows among computations. The simple DDF can be formally defined as a
triple D f =< In, Out , R > such that:

In is the set of input dataflow,
Out is the set of output dataflow,
R is the set of relations between input and output dataflow.
DDF is an ideal model for common balance system currently. However, it is seldom
applied in the field of automated testing. We have implemented a collaborative
automated testing framework under the detail analyses about collaborative testing
based on DDF in the following sections abstractly.
The function and object models in CATF reflect the dataflow and data respectively.
Therefore, the most two important issues about collaborative automated testing base on
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DDF, in the view of us, are roles compatibility and automated engine. With respect to
roles compatibility, it guarantees the collaborative relationships on the operational
layer and accomplishes the functions of communication diagram. As far as automated
engine is concerned, it is the core unit of collaborative implementation and distributed
execution in the CATF. On the high level viewpoint of CATF, the role compatibility
corresponds to the function of PIMs, and the automated engine looks like the PSMs in
MDA. We assumed that DDF had been transformed from UML successfully in this
paper, and the following researches are based on the DDF model.
3.1 Roles Compatibility
Role interfaces compatibility is the capability of various role interfaces to exchange
messages consisting with their interaction policies without exceptions and deadlocks.
In order to implement collaborative work among test engineers, roles compatibility is
essential to guarantee the actions among testers without confliction on the operational
level.
Therefore, for discussing simply and formally, the finite state model denoting each
role interaction policy is defined formally as a four tuple RC = (Q, ∑, C , q0 ) , such
that:

Q is the finite set of states,
∑ is the finite alphabet denoting the provided and required services and events, of
which performance on the operational layer is series of actions,
C presents the set of transition relation which is Cartesian product represented
as C ⊆ Q × ∑×Q . For instance, C (α , β ) = α ' which indicates that after receiving
an action β , the interaction finite state model transfers the state from α to α ' .

q0 is the initial state.
Definition: Let P be a set of states, S ( P ) = {a ∈ ∑ | ∃p,

p ' ∈ P, p → a. p '} is in the

C ( p, a ) = p ' . I , I c , I ' , I c ' are the sets of
intermediate states while computing. And A is the set of actions while transiting

interaction policy rules. That is

states.
Algorithm of Role Compatibility is as below:
Input:

RC = (Q, ∑, C , q0 ) and RCc = (Qc , ∑ c , Cc , qc )

Output: TRUE if the roles are compatible; FALSE, otherwise.
Algorithm:
1 RC = ∅ ;
2 If [ (∑ in ≠ ∑ c )or ( ∑ out ≠
out

3
4 If
5

∑inc ) ] then

return FALSE;

( Sin (q0 ) ⊂ Sout (qc ))or ( Sin (qc ) ⊂ Sout (q0 )) then
return FALSE;
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RC = RC ∪ [{q0 },{qc }, S (q0 )] ;

7 Repeat
8
9
10

u = [ I , I C , A] where A ≠ ∅ and choose an action a ∈ A
RC = RC − u ;
RC = RC ∪ [ I , I c , A − {a}] ;

11

Compute I and I c where I c → a.I c' and

12

If [ I , I c ∉ A ] ∉

13

If [( S in ( I ) ⊂ S out ( I c ))or ( S out ( I ) ⊂ S in ( I c ))] then

14
15

If

'

'

'

'

'

I → a.I '

RC for some A' then

'

'

'

return FALSE;
not (∀p∈Ic,∃p ∈I , Sin( p) ⊇Sout ( p )) and (∀p ∈ I , ∃p ∈ Ic , Sin ( p ) ⊇ Sout ( p ))
'

16

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

then return FALSE;

RC = RC ∪ [ I ' , I c' , S ( I ' )] ;
18 until ∀[ X , Y , ActionSet ] ∈ RC, ActionSet = ∅
17

19 return TRUE
The algorithm ensures that the role interfaces are compatible. Because, it determines
that the role interfaces define the expected input and output data and instructions,
decides that initial interaction states are compatible beforehand, and assures that every
state transformation is compatible and reachable. Therefore, role compatibility ensures
that the associated roles are interaction consistent. Levent Yilmaz[14] proposed another
refined algorithm that is similar to the algorithm of role compatibility. Although the
refined algorithm guarantees the role compatibility by safe role refinement, the
computational complexity is increased explosively. Besides, the role compatibility
algorithm is suitable for analyzing the compatibility of system-level actions based on
DDF model enough.
Because the DDF with iteration operation imports the conception of constraints,
comparing with simple DDF model, we especially extend DDF formally with a four
tuple D f =< In, Out , R, Bs > which is corresponding to the four tuple of the role
interaction policy. Bs is defined as a synchronous barrier set based on the condition of
data-dependences constraints. The constraints are implicit barrier sets in the DDF
model, which contain the SELECT and SWITCH nodes in the inner or outer loop
iterations inherently.
3.2 Automated Engine
The automated engine is designed by the decomposability of DDF graph considering
the subdivision of functions and the implement of collaborative operations. When
various input dataflow under the different constraints are surging into automated
engine, an effective scheduler with resource management and state transition
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Fig. 3. Abstract decomposition of DDF

management functions is indispensable to implement collaboration and distributed
execution. The abstract decomposition of DDF is depicted in the Fig.3.
As shown in the Fig.3, we decompose the DDF into two sub-DDF graphs according
to the constraint sets of critical resource. The figure is the simplest decomposition of
DDF applied in the automated testing without considering REPEATER node.
However, we can partition abstract DDF graph into sub-DDF graphs depending on
specified constrained conditions of corresponding testing. The constraints are not only
existing in the dataflow, but also including environment constraints such as critical
physical devices, self-defined system constraints and so on. We have implemented the
prototype of automated engine, especially, the scheduler which is the key unit of
automated engine. The Finite State Machine (FSM) of the scheduler will be expanded
in the next section.
However, it is not enough at the abstract level design for collaborative automated
testing framework due to the constraints introduced. As a result, we extend the dataflow
equation formula with constraint relations as below:

Q p * Pc = Qc * Cc , where
Q p is the number of firing of actor producer,

Qc is the number of firing of actor consumer,
n

Pc = ∑ ( R p | Ci ) is the sum of produce rate R p under the condition of constraints
i =1

n

∑C ,
i =1

i

n

Cc = ∑ ( Rc | Ci ) is the sum of consume rate Rc under the condition of constraints
i =1

n

∑C .
i =1

i
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The extended dataflow equation demonstrates that the input and output dataflow
must be kept in a dynamic balance state due to the complex constraints. Only if the
automated testing system is built on a balance system, the collaboration and stability
can be guaranteed and the benefits of automated testing system designed on DDF can
be acquired enough. Extended dataflow equation is the theoretical fundament of
decomposing DDF by various constraints correctly.

4 Collaborative Automated Testing Framework
Based on the analyses above, we have designed a collaborative automated testing
framework which is depicted in the Fig.4. As shown in the Fig.4, it consists of three
sub-systems including input dataflow system on the left hand, automated engine in the
middle, and output dataflow system on the right hand.
Input dataflow system contains test case library and the web interface operated by
different test roles. Test case library is built in terms of different characters of Devices
Under Testing (DUT) and the constraint relationships between input dataflow and
critical resources. All tester assigned a unique role can work independently, and in the
view of a single role, the constraint relationships and the role compatibility is opaque.
That is, automated testing system is a black box for a single role. Because the method of
partitioning tasks guarantees the role compatibility, collaborative testing can be
implemented by web interface programmed in Java script language. Besides, the input
dataflow and requests would be queued in a queue pool and be extracted by the rule of
FIFO Pool.

Fig. 4. Collaborative automated testing framework

As shown in the Fig.4, automated testing engine including a Queue Pool, Scheduler,
Resource Manager, and distributed Execution Servers, which is marked with a broken
rectangle. And various collaborative testing dataflow are surging into testing engine,
which are firstly buffered in the Queue Pool. The queues are arranged in a group by the
execution priority of dataflow and the constraint resource. However, as to a single
queue, the dataflow and requests are organized by the time of firing and abided by the
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FIFO principle. Resource Manager is responsible for managing critical resources stored
in the critical resources database, which eliminates the conflicts existing among the
critical resources and ensures the testing to be executed automatically. The Scheduler
combing with Resource Manager as an integrated unit which selects the corresponding
dataflow buffered in the Queue Pool under the idle state or suspended state of critical
resource managed by Resource Manager. Executable dataflow is then dispatched by
scheduler to corresponding Execution Server. Apparently, Execution Server is
controlled by scheduler in a distributed way.
The testing results are collected and classified according to testing business. After
that, the traced logs are analyzed with charts and plots. The framework of collaborative
automated testing is implemented in the light of MVC pattern basically. The user
interface is programmed in Java script language, the scheduler and the message passing
system are programmed in Java language, and the execution server is implemented in
Tcl script language in our prototype of automated testing system.

5 Scheduler and State Transfer
In the CATF, the dynamic scheduling between roles is the critical task. How to record
the state of roles and control the state transfer safely and reliably is also the key
component of CATF. Firstly, we partition various testing tasks into Cases or Suites
which are relative fine granularity tasks. Then the Suites or Cases will be integrated
into Job at a coarse granularity viewpoint. The scheduler of CATF only cares the Job
states, and schedules different ready Jobs to accomplish their tasks in distribution way
according to the current state of Job. The Job scheduling process is depicted in Fig.5.
As shown in the Fig.5, Client sends a Job Control request to Controller which
dispatches Jobs in different Suite Execution Server to meet the requirements of
distributed execution and collaborative operation. If the Job dispatched in
corresponding Execution Server is validated, it will comply with its Finite State
Machine (FSM) model. All these states will be presented on JSP web interface to tester.

Fig. 5. Job scheduling process
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However, as a general user, he can only control his own jobs. The Job Control
Action invokes the Job Control Validator to check whether the user is the role owning
the priority to control the job as shown in the Fig.5. If the role of the user is under the
priority, an error JSP page will be produced and sent to Client. If the user has such role,
the Action will read the job’s state from Database and then find a Job State Object from
JobStateMachine for this state and invoke the Job State Object’s job control method
(such as killJob, suspendJob, resumeJob, etc).
Among others, Job Control requests include “kill job”, “suspend job”, “retry job”,
“resume job”, etc. Fig.6 shows how this kind of request is handled in FSM and the
process of state transfer. The context contained in rectangle linked by broken line tell us
that why job’s state is transferred from one to another. In order to bind jobs’ states with
corresponding operations and to discriminate from the same or similar operations
occurring in other states, the state pattern [15] is adopted to deal with these problems
according to the theories of design pattern.

Fig. 6. State transfer process

As a consequence, we design a JobStateMachine class to drive the transition of job’s
states. The class holds its instance all the time, which is designed in accordance with
skeleton pattern. JobStateMachine stores all states and other information of jobs into
database. Besides, we design a basic class JobState. Several subclasses are derived
from it to handle various jobs’ operations such as Kill Job, Suspend Job etc. Another
duty of the Job Controller is to retrieve a corresponding Execution Server according to
the respective configure file information of Jobs. In particular, Job Controller and
Execution Server run on different servers simultaneously through RMI communication
bridge, as a result, CATF can work in a distributed mode naturally. The Job State
Machine stores a job state map, which is used to map a job state to a job state object.
Fig.7 shows Job State class diagram, which has some job control methods such as
killJob, suspendJob and resumeJob. They are used to handle the job control request.
After that, the methods will change job state machine’s state and update the related
information to database.
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Fig. 7. Job state class diagram

6 Conclusions
The collaborative testing approach to building an automated testing model is designed
by DDF model theoretically and implemented in Java in terms of MVC pattern. The
DDF model is predominating in embedded system domain [16]. However, it is seldom
adopted in the testing system, especially in the automated testing system. We manage
to implement the core models of collaborative automated testing framework and make
the greatest endeavor to improve its efficiency.
Although the functional extension of this framework is not full enough right now,
we are considering to integrate other automated test tools such as WinRunner [17] into
CATF by extending 3rd part interface in the future and advancing the capability of log
trace and log analysis.
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Abstract. In the Architecture Engineering and Construction sector (AEC)
cooperation between actors is essential for project success. The configuration of
actors’ organization takes different forms like the associated coordination
mechanisms. Our approach consists in analyzing these coordination
mechanisms through the identification of the “base practices” realized by the
actors of a construction project to cooperate. We also try with practitioners to
highlight the “best practices” of cooperation. Then we suggest here two
prototypes of IT services aiming to demonstrate the value added of IT to
support cooperation. These prototype tools allow us to sensitize the actors
through terrain experiments and then to bring inch by inch the Luxembourgish
AEC sector towards electronic cooperation.
Keywords: AEC, Cooperation Process, Coordination practices, IT services.

1 Introduction
Cooperation between actors is essential for the success of a construction project. The
short-lived groups of actors, heterogeneity of stakeholders and intern strategies of
their firms are the main specificities of the AEC1 sector. In opposition to other
industries the rationalization of work processes and their computerization are still low
developed in the construction of buildings sector.
However this is not due to a delay or an archaism of the sector compared to
“leading edge industries”. Indeed, the diversity of projects and architectural
realizations is added to the complexity of groups of actors and relations between
them. In this context, the change of work method takes time, and stakeholders able to
impose it don’t exist. The Luxembourguish construction sector is not an exception
and presents the same particularities as those of its European neighbours.
Then, the cooperative processes could be improved. In fact, delays and building
defaults regularly appear on building construction sites. They are notably due to
dysfunctions in cooperative processes that actors perform. These processes have to be
1
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improved in order to limit these risks. IT innovation is a way to support these changes
in professional practices.
In Luxembourg the Information Technology Resources Centre for Building (CRTIB2) is an inter-professional organization, created in 1990. At the national level, the
CRTI-B aggregates the main actors of the building sector: owners, architects,
engineers, contractors etc. This organization supports integration of new Information
and Communication Technologies in the building sector through innovation R&D
projects. The overall objective of these projects is to lead tasks as closely as possible
to the sector in order to propose concrete solutions (methods and tools software) to
coordination needs of professionals coming from this working field (architects
offices, design offices, home-building companies…). The primary goal of the BuildIT project is to enhance the competitiveness and the quality of the production process
in the building sector by the use of ICT. Within the framework of this project, we
focus on the practices of the exchange and the share of information that will ensure
the interoperability between the actors of the Luxembourguish building sector. The
Build-IT project encompasses a variety of research and development initiatives, most
of which involve practitioners.
This article describes the first results of this project. First on a theoretical plan we
address an analysis of actors’ organizations in order to characterize coordination
practices in building project. We present then two developments of IT services
responding directly to the problems observed with practitioners, and the first
validation elements. Finally, we conclude through opening future ways of actions to
develop in the next stages of the project.

2 Cooperation Processes in AEC Projects
The terrain action carried out in the framework of the Build-IT project is completed
by a theoretical background. Academic PhD works3 reinforce this approach by
characterizing and modelling cooperation and coordination processes in AEC.
2.1 Organization of Actors and Coordination Mechanisms
In AEC projects, cooperation is extremely important because projects bring together
numerous independent actors during short periods. Their activities are low predictable
and they very often have to adapt their tasks and decisions to the specific problems
they have encountered. Organization of actors takes different forms in this evolving
context [1]. It is “hierarchical” when an actor is responsible of the work of the others
[2,3] (i.e. building construction coordinator). We call it “adhocratic”[4] when actors
are grouped in an informal way to solve a specific problem, punctual and
unanticipated.
These two fundamental forms of actors’ organizations coexist during the design
and building construction phases.
2
3

http://www.crtib.lu
Three PhD theses are and have been achieved in the Architecture and Engineering Research
Centre (CRAI) at the Architecture School of Nancy, France (http://www.crai.archi.fr).
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Coordination of activities depends on these organization forms. In the “hierarchical
organization” a coordinator monitors tasks progression, anticipates problems and
organizes their solving. His work is based on specific documents and tools [5] helping
him to diffuse coordination information, such as construction planning or meeting
report. In “adhocratic organization”, coordination is essentially informal, based on
awareness of the others and situated action [6]. It is an essential coordination mode,
e.g. during the building construction activity. It ensures adaptability of the actions to
the unpredictability of the activity and to frequent changes. In this coordination form,
documents given by hierarchy don’t serve directly the actions of the actors. They
provide contextual information that actors need to adapt their decisions.
2.2 Cooperative Processes and Practices
We have described the actors’ organizations and coordination mechanisms associated
existing in construction projects. Then coordination tasks are essential activities.
Indeed, the AEC sector involves heterogeneous teams and activities not really
predictable. Cooperative processes realized in a construction project are not precisely
defined. However, a certain number of practices exist and assist the cooperation
between actors.
So, our approach doesn’t consist in defining unique processes, repeatable or
standardized. To the contrary, we try, with professionals, to highlight daily practices
that can encourage and improve the cooperation in the construction projects.
In this approach, we inspire about methods of processes assessment and continuous
improvement in the organizations, such as ISO 15504 (SPICE4). An ISO 15504
assessment consists in selecting a certain number of business processes (Process
Assessment Model) in order to evaluate their maturity with people implicated in their
realization. Each process is analyzed according to the “base practices” that allow its
accomplishment. We suggest to apply this processes/practices division in order to
tackle the cooperation from a “business” viewpoint. That is why we identify practices
during interviews with professionals of the construction sector from Luxembourg.
We will see now that cooperation practices are directly linked with organizational
configurations and also, coordination mechanisms.
2.3 IT Services Supporting These Practices
Many IT tools exist and assist actors during the execution of these cooperative
practices. To manage coordination, the coordinator uses planning tools. The building
construction meeting report informs about the state of the construction activity at a
given moment. It is written after each meeting and regroups in a document, which
will be validated by all the participants, all the decision taken, identified problems
(more and more often illustrated with some pictures), state of the progress and other
pieces of information [7]. More recently 4D CAD tools consist in an interface that
shows relation between the 3D mock-up and the execution planning [8, 9]. The
objective of such tools is to simulate the state of the construction activity. Moreover,
it improves considerably communication with the owner and it allows to ripen the
execution planning.
4
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These tools, which we have identified above, have a real utility in the construction
activity coordination. They inform about the construction process, about the state of
the activity and its execution. However, their use is not really common. A certain
number of blocking factors explain it (e.g. tools appropriation, changes relative to the
method of work, organizational changes, etc.). In the Luxembourguish construction
sector, this problem exists like elsewhere. The privileged place of the CRTI-B allows
us to regroup numerous actors representing the different professions of the
construction sector around the Build-IT project, and to think together about real needs
of the digital cooperation.
2.4 Problem and Hypotheses
In the framework of the Build-IT project, we focus on the identification of the
essential cooperative processes and on their explaining with the professionals
themselves during “Working Groups”. This “applied approach” finds its origin in
different works relative to the organizations and the coordination mechanisms. The
identification, with the actors, of coordination practices (essential or problematic)
allows us to suggest IT services supporting business needs formulated by the sector
practitioners. Table 1 suggests a synthetic and non-exhaustive view of this approach.
It puts in relation organizations and coordination mechanisms with the coordination
practices identified as essential and IT services that we suggest to support them.
Table 1. Organization, coordination practices and IT services

Configuration of
the organization

Coordination
mechanism

Hierarchical
configuration

Direct
supervision

Adhocratic
configuration

Mutual
adjustment

Coordination practices

Associated
IT service

Meeting report writing
Meeting report consultation
Reaction on a remark
Plans structuring
Plans update
Plans annotation
Notification of published plan
Diffusion monitoring
Exchange traceability
Awareness practices
Consultation
documents

of

various

Meeting
report
management service
Plans management
service

Context perception
support service

3 IT Services Development to Support Coordination Practices
The underlining of the cooperation practices, and the development of a model of the
cooperation context [10] lead us to envisage their support in the form of a coherent set
of IT services adapted to the needs of practitioners.
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These needs often relates to the projects, their sizes, characteristics of the teams,
types of the contract, etc. Our approach consists in considering modular services (one
independent from each other) and in managing the exchange of information between
service-specific HCI (Human-Computer Interfaces).
3.1 Meeting Report Writing and Consultation Service
The first Build-IT service5, developed in the Build-IT project, is intended to manage
exchanges around the meeting report. Then it supports direct supervision in
hierarchical organizations. It is a typical situation of construction activity, where the
coordinator writes a meeting report describing particular points to be adjusted.

Fig. 1. Built-IT prototype screenshot

Our analysis of building activity meeting report and processes linked to this
document allowed us to identify firstly, components of the meeting report (e.g.
Presence and diffusion list, progress, list of remarks, etc.) and secondly, to determine
services associated to the business practices.
The meeting report prototype integrates three services. Writing service covers
functionalities intended to the writer. The prototype guides the writing by using
forms. These forms correspond to generic components of meeting reports identified
during the analysis phase. Dynamic consultation service covers functionalities of
search. The tool offers the possibility to combine information filters to find easily
information the user needs (filter on responsible people, lots, building elements…).
5

http://buildit.tudor.lu/demo - Login: “demo” - Password: “demo”.
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Moreover, the search in three levels allows to restrict gradually the field of search: a
first search level within various current construction sites, a second search level inside
a construction site and finally, the last one, inside the meeting report. Finally reaction
service covers functionalities intended to react to a remark. The tool allows the reader
to react to a remark if he feels that its content is erroneous or requires further
information. The centralization of information and the traceability of exchanges
linked to the meeting report inside the tool is a way, on one hand, to enhance
coordination between various contributors and on the other hand, to identify more
easily the source of problems.
Currently, the experiment of this tool is in progress. It is used in 8 real construction
projects. The experiment will allow us to verify the relevance of the tool in real
situations of building activity, the consistency of visualized data, the usability of endusers interfaces and the appropriation of the tool by practitioners.
3.2 Bat’iViews: A Context Perception Support Service
Information related to coordination is represented in numerous views attached to
documents, coordination tools or communication tools. Present practices consist in
finding related pieces of information in the diverse useful documents, i.e. meeting
report, planning and others. In terms of coordination, the need is to support practices
of mutual adjustment. These practices are observed in unanticipated situations, in
which the actors have to auto-coordinate. Concretely, the quality of this coordination
depends on the capacity to obtain a global vision of the problem to be resolved, and to
envisage risks that some potential solutions present. To improve context
comprehension by the actors we think it is necessary to provide a representation,
showing relations existing between the different elements of the context.
Bat’iViews prototype [11] suggests to make use of views manipulated everyday by
the construction stakeholders and to integrate them in a navigation tool showing
relations existing between content elements of each one. We choose 4 dynamic
coordination views to develop the prototype: meeting report view, planning view, 3D
mock-up view and a view of all remarks in all meeting reports. In order to show
relations between elements of different views, the tool is based on the multivisualization principle [12, 13]. It provides different views’ arrangements to the user
allowing him to navigate in the project context. The concepts to link through the
views depend on the model of each view: i.e. meeting report displays “remarks”
concerning “actors” and “building element”, planning shows “tasks” and 3D mock-up
represents “building objects”. User-interaction is generated by the selection of one of
these elements in each view. It consists in finding the corresponding concepts in the
other views models and to highlight them. We call it a “free navigation”: each view
can generate interaction.
Figure 2 illustrates an arrangement in Bat’iViews6. It is composed of three views:
3D mock-up, planning and meeting report. An element selected in the 3D mock-up
(here the main wall in red) is linked with related concepts in the planning
(construction task of this wall) and a remark in the meeting report (e.g. There is a
problem of synchronization between wall construction and roof frame construction).
6

http://www.crai.archi.fr/bativiews
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Fig. 2. Bat’iViews prototype screenshot

4 Conclusion and Future Works
The works presented here take place in the Build-IT project, which aims at guiding
the Luxembourguish construction sector towards digital cooperation. The hypothesis
that we argue is that numerous IT tools exist but their use is weak. The reasons are
multiple: these tools are not really adapted to the needs of a particular industrial
sector, and even more the actors don’t see a real value-added in their use. In this
context, the objective of the project is to lead actions of sensitization and service
developments. This article describes the first steps of this action. We highlight
potentialities of services managing coordination information about the building
construction activity (meeting report service) and also services improving information
understanding (contextual multi-visualization service). The experiments realized with
those tools reinforce the hypothesis that if they are designed in collaboration with
professionals, their appropriation and transfer to the sector is easier.
The next step is relative to the processes of plans exchange. It is about processes
implicating the totality of stakeholders of the project, because sending and reception
of documents concern everybody. So, we consider them like being essential in the
hierarchy as in the adhocracy, and their coordination recovers from direct supervision
and also from mutual adjustment. We have currently identified some base practices
through a set of interviews with professionals (Cf. Table 1). We are now generalizing
them to all the actors. Working Groups allow us to discuss and exchange with the
professionals in order to highlight a set of “best practices”. They will lead us then to
suggest a set of IT services in the form of a prototype implementing these best
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practices. This demonstrator will allow itself to generalize the sensitization actions for
the sector. The future steps of the Build-IT project are just drafted in the form of
coordination scenarios. Beyond the management of documents of the project, the
sector is going towards the "common and shared object" artefact. That will proceed
certainly at first by the introduction of a common reference ontology, enabling to
describe building elements through daily documents. This step will be followed by the
generalization of the Building Information Model describing geometrically building
elements and allowing everyone to add information in function of his particular point
of view.
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Abstract. A social network, in which nodes represent humans and weighted
ties reflect relationships between them, can be formed in an automatic way
based on the data about customers of a telecommunication company as well as
their communication activities. The expansion of a telecommunication social
network can be supported with one of three main approaches that have been
considered in this paper: existing group conjunction, internal expansion of
groups, and transfer of external relationships.
Keywords: social networks, integration of networks, network expansion.

1 Introduction
A social network is the network of nodes – actors (individuals, organizations, organizational units) with ties i.e. social relationships linking pairs of actors [10]. The
nodes and ties are usually represented by graphs or matrices. In social networks that
are supported by computer or telecommunication networks, the mutual communication is crucial stuff in creating and maintaining personal relationships. Moreover,
these relationships tend to change over the course of time: people establish new relations and neglect or discontinue the old ones. The evolution of a social network depends on mutual experience, knowledge, relative interpersonal interests, and trust of
human beings [4, 8] as well as their social capital [7] and social position. The last
ones describe importance and social statement of an individual within a social network. Some cohesive social subgroups can be recognized and extracted from a social
network using clustering methods [11]. Building new or strengthening the existing
relationships can benefit both individuals and entire social groups. The number of
relationships can be increased by bonding or bridging [9]. The goal of the former is
the interconnection of two or more homogeneous and similar but separate groups
whereas in the latter the different heterogeneous groups are linked. Usually, the joined
groups are internally very close. Both bonding and bridging enable the group to become a larger community in which the associations between humans are permanent.
Another approach is to stimulate new relationships within groups. In this way the social network contains many disconnected but internally very coherent groups of
members that know one another very well. Practically, the creation of new relationships can be stimulated by various types of recommendation systems [7, 8].
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 404–412, 2007.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007
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Computer and telecommunication networks can not only reinforce but also help to
expand existing social networks especially within a geographical community [5].

2 Telecommunication Social Network, Relationship Extraction
A telecommunication social network is the network created upon the interactions
(calls) between customers of a single telecom provider. A telecommunication social
network TSN=(H,R) consists of the set of members H (humans) and the set of durable
relationships between pairs of members R=H×H (see Fig. 1). Relationships are automatically mined from the data about phone calls that are performed within the network. Note that a network member is practically an owner and user of a single phone
number.

Fig. 1. Telecom network with two social groups. Edges reflect relationships between members.
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Fig. 2. Components used for relationship extraction

Social relationships that exist between telecom users can be extracted based on the
data available from telecom companies with the certain probability, especially: user
profiles that contain information from the contract and information about calls derived
from the billing system (Fig. 2). People with the same or adjoining address live together or close to each other (neighbors), so they are in a common relationship even
though they do not call each other. Nevertheless, performed calls are the most significant indicator of a relationship. However, a single call from member a to member b is
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not sufficient evidence of a durable social relationship from a to b. Thus, we can create a set of rules that indicate a durable relationship:
• longer calls are good indicators of a relationship (use the proper threshold),
• calls made at night and in the evening are a better indicator (use appropriate
weights),
• calls performed on holidays are good indicators,
• international calls are good indicators [2],
• duration since the last call may indicate the durability of relationship: if the last
call was made a long time ago, the relation may not be active any more,
• recent calls are more important than the older ones.
Based on the above general rules, the relationship function rel(a,b) that reflects the
relationship from member a to b can be proposed:
(1)
rel(a,b) = α⋅match(a,b) + calls(a,b) + β⋅calls(b,a)
where: match(a,b) – the value of similarity between member a to b derived from user
profiles, match(a,b)=match(b,a); calls(a,b) – the value of all call indicators for calls
initiated by member a to b; α , β – the constant parameters that denote how important
is profile matching or calls initiated by others, respectively; α∈[0,1]; usually α should
be closer to 1 rather than 0.
Call function calls(a,b) is the most significant component of relationship estimation. It is calculated as follows:
calls(a,b) =
⎞
⎛ nab
1
1
⎟
⎜⎜
dur (a, b, i ) ⋅ tod (a, b, i ) ⋅ hol (a, b, i ) ⋅ reg (a, b, i ) ⋅
⋅
(2)
i =1
t (a, b, i ) rec(a, b, i ) ⎟⎠
⎝

∑

– γ⋅ min (t (a, b, i ))
i

where: nab – the number of calls from a to b;
dur(a,b,i) – duration of the i-th call from a to b, expressed in minutes;
tod(a,b,i) – time of day for the i-th call from a to b; for working hours tod=1, for evening time tod=2, and for night calls tod=4;
hol(a,b,i) – indicates whether the i-th call from a to b was made during holiday time
(hol=2) or not (hol=1);
reg(a,b,i) equals 2 for favors international and long distance calls, reg=1 otherwise;
t(a,b,i) – indicates how many months ago the i-th call from a to b was made; t=1 for
the recent month, t=2 for the previous one, t=3 – two months ago, etc.; it is possible to
apply another period instead a month;
rec(a,b,i) – refers to teleconference calls initiated by a, i.e. with more than one receiver (participant); note that b could be only one of them; for regular calls rec=1; for
calls directed to two receivers rec=2, etc.;
γ – constant that denotes the importance of the lack of communication since the last
call; its value depends on the typical number of calls between a pair of network
members;
Values of calls function and in consequence values of rel function should be periodically recalculated: best once a month. Note that rel function is not symmetric and
rel(a,b) not necessarily rel(b,a).
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3 Network Expansion – Recommendation of Humans
The general idea of telecommunication network expansion is to stimulate new relationships between network members based either on links existing within the telecom
network or relationships derived from external sources. It may be achieved by suggesting new communication to not yet known humans. For that reason, a separate
recommendation list should be created for each of the selected network members. The
recommendation of new acquaintances may be an additional service provided by the
telecom company and available for open-minded people who seek new contacts.
Three main approaches to network expansion have been considered: existing group
conjunction, internal expansion of groups, and transfer of external relationships.
Social
clustering
Telecom
social
network

Group
selection

Cohesive
social
groups

Shortest
Direct
Path
path
path
length
calculation removal ordering

Social
groups
selected for
conjunction

Communication
with unknown
members

Recommendation list for
each member

New
relationships

Fig. 3. Expansion based on group conjunction

3.1 Group Conjunction

Network expansion consists of several steps (Fig. 3). Social group conjunction requires the cohesive social group extraction to be performed before. This may be
achieved by using any of the existing clustering solutions [11]. However, this process
should respect some social aspects, in particular relationships between network members (see sec. 2). Thus, the relationship function rel(a,b) (1) may be utilized as the
similarity function necessary for clustering. It appears reasonable, to apply the appropriate minimum threshold to the relationship function rel which would help to exclude rather occasional, accidental and invalid communication, i.e. weak interpersonal
ties. The value of the threshold has to be neither too high nor too low. At the threshold
which is too high, we could have a network with a very small number of relationships.
There are also some other parameters that help to adjust the density of the network: α,
β from (1), and γ from (2).
After clustering, two groups assigned for conjunction have to be selected. The selection condition may be e.g. the greatest or the smallest average distance between
both group members depending on general network expansion strategy.
Based on a calculation of lengths of the shortest paths, a ranking list can be created
separately for each member from both groups. In other words, we seek members from
the list of the closest members from the second group who could be suggested to a
first group member h1. Obviously only those second group members are accepted that
are not yet in a direct relationship with h1. If the member h1 initiated some calls to any
recommended member from the second group, then we could possibly manage to
stimulate a new relationship between two input groups and finally join them both.
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Note that due to necessity of shortest path calculations, there has to exist at least
one path between both joining groups. Otherwise, the lengths of all paths would be
infinite. This limitation may usually be overcome by the proper assignment of the
minimum threshold as well as relationship parameters: α, β, and γ.
The entire process of recommendation list creation is the algorithm SNEC.
Algorithm SNEC
Input: TSN=(H,R) – telecommunication social network
Output: TSN=(H,R) with recommendation lists Li assigned to each member i from
two selected cohesive social groups
1. Perform clustering in TSN=(H,R), i.e. split TSN into K cohesive social groups Gk,
k=1, 2, …K, Gk=(Hk,Rk), Hk⊂H, Rk⊂R, and Rk is the set of all relationships in
which members Hk are involved in TSN. Groups are separated.
2. Select a pair of groups G1=(H1,R1) and G2=(H2,R2) to join.
3. For each member h1i∈H1 from group G1=(H1,R1) calculate the lengths of the shortest paths Li to all members hij∈H2 from group G2=(H2,R2) and repeat steps 4-5.
4. Remove paths with the length of 1 from the list Li.
5. Select M members hij∈H2 from Li with the shortest length of paths. Apply also an
additional, optional threshold: maximum length of the shortest path to prevent the
recommendation of people who are too far. The result list LMi is simultaneously
the recommendation list for the member h1i and the telecommunication company
can suggest all the members from list LMi to contact the member h1i.
6. Proceed all lists Li obtained in steps 3-5 to achieve equivalent recommendation
lists Lj for each member h2j∈H2 from the second group.

Constraint of separation for any two groups Gi=(Hi,Ri) and Gj=(Hj,Rj) in step 1
means that only their member sets are disjointed:
(3)
(∀ 1≤i≤K, 1≤j≤K) i≠j ⇔ Ri∩Rj=∅;
while their relationship sets can overlap, i.e. Ri and Rj can have common relationships.
This refers to direct links between hi∈H1, hj∈H2.
Note that since shortest paths are symmetrical, for each item from a list Li obtained
in step 4, we can create a new equivalent item in list Lj and this is the point of processing in step 6. Of course we can also consider directed shortest paths. In this case,
we would need to compute the reverse shortest paths separately (step 6). It is possible
a)

b)
a
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c

y

a

G2

G1-2

z

d

x

b
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y
z

Fig. 4. Two social groups selected for conjunction (a) and the new merged group created owing
to new relationships marked with dotted line (b). Undirected edges correspond to the existence
of a relationship in any two directions.
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to apply an additional threshold in step 5: the maximum length of the shortest path. In
this case, some members from Li may be excluded due to the paths being too long.
For two groups for conjunction from Fig. 4a, the algorithm SNEC creates the following list of humans and for M=2 (step 5) the following final recommendation lists:
LMa = (x, z)
LMb = (x, z)
LMc = (x, z)
LMd = (y, z)
LMx = (a, c)
LMy = (c, a)
LMz = (c, b)

La = ((x,3), (y,4), (z,3))
Lb = ((x,3), (y,4), (z,3))
Lc = ((x,2), (y,3), (z,2))
Ld = ((x,1), (y,2), (z,3))
Lx = ((a,3), (b,3), (c,2), (d,1))
Ly = ((a,4), (b,4), (c,3), (d,2))
Lz = ((a,3), (b,3), (c,2), (d,3))

If we managed to encourage member a to talk with member x (not only once) and
member y to c, then we would be able to create new relationships (dotted lines in Fig.
4b) and in consequence to join both groups G1 and G2 into the larger G1-2 (Fig. 4b).
Note that member a could have already talked with member x but their mutual relation was rather weak. In this case, the new communication stimulated by recommendation can simply strengthen the neglected relationship.
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Fig. 5. Two social groups (a) which have been internally expanded (b)

3.2 Internal Expansion of Social Groups

In the internal expansion approach, social groups are extended by stimulation of new
relationships between pairs of members from the same coherent group. As a result, we
obtain groups that are more consistent and with higher density. Density is the measure
which denotes what percentage of all possible relations is really maintained [12]. All
possible relations within group G=(H,R) means every group member with every other
group member and its quantity is 0.5⋅card(H)⋅(card(H)-1).
Ranking lists of humans are based on the lengths of shortest paths within the
group. Similarly to the SNEC algorithm, ranking list Li for member i consists of the
same group member to which the length of the shortest path is the smallest. For
groups from Fig. 5a, M=3, and the maximum length for the shortest path equals 2, we
have the following recommendation lists: LMa=(d, e), LMb=(d, f), LMc=(e), LMd=(a,b),
LMe=(a,c), LMf=(b,d), LMg=(b,d), LMu=(y), LMx=(z), LMy=(u), LMz=(x). Having these lists
the system can suggest the new contacts with the appropriate group members and as a
result some new relationships may appear, e.g. a-d, g-b, f-d, u-y, x-z (Fig. 5b).
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3.3 Transfer of Relationships from External Social Networks

Telecommunication companies have also recently been involved in some other services which are external to traditional cable or mobile phone calls like news portal,
email service, blogs, instant messenger, VoIP, etc. Additionally, specialized internet
social network systems are available like Friendster, LinkedIn or academici, which
Golbeck has named web-based social networks [4]. Based on a social network extracted from such an external system, some of its relationships can be transferred into
the telecommunication network in the same way as group conjunctions, i.e. by recommendation of new relationships (Fig. 6).
There are two main difficulties in the transfer of relationships: member identification and the access to external data. Some telecom companies possess their own external systems which are restricted only to their customers, e.g. mailbox service in
which a user is identified by their phone number. In this case both these problems do
not occur. If the external social network is managed by another company, then member identification can be performed either based on phone numbers that have been
delivered directly by members of the external network or according to their personal
data like names and addresses. In any case, the privacy protection problem should be
solved [3, 6], e.g. by the introduction of a special assent signed by the telecom user.
For the example telecommunication social network (Fig. 6), we are able to identify
corresponding users in the email social network only for members c, d, and e. New
contacts between e and c as well as e and d that are equivalent to relationships e’-c’
and e’-d’ from the email social network, respectively, have been suggested. This results in new relationships in the telecommunication social network (dotted lines in
Fig. 6b).

Fig. 6. Extension of telecommunication network based on external email network
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3.4 Other Approaches to Network Expansion

Some other approaches to telecommunication network expansion can also be considered. Members can be placed in the recommendation lists of the given user a based on
the similarity of their profile maintained by the telecom company to user a –
component match(a,b) in (1). This is a kind of simple demographic filtering. In yet
another approach, members are matched according to their common activities like coauthorship, comments to the same blogs, watching the same pictures or movies, etc.
In collaborative filtering method the closeness measure between people is based on
the similarity of ratings made by the users [1]. All of these other approaches may suffer from the difficulty of access to the appropriate data as well as the identification
problem (see sec. 3.3).

4 Conclusions and Future Work
It is possible to create a social network describing relationships between customers
from the data available for the telecom company in an automatic way. Having this
data, we can build a recommendation system that could help to develop the obtained
social network by stimulation of new communication between its members as well as
by strengthening the existing weak relationships. In consequence, communication
traffic may grow. In the group conjunction method (sec. 3.1) and the method of internal expansion of groups (sec. 3.2), only the communication data is utilized while
other approaches (sec. 3.3 and 3.4) require cooperation with an external data provider.
Future research will focus on the introduction of the maximum flow value known
from the transport networks instead of the length of the shortest paths.
Acknowledgments. This work was partly supported by The Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education, grant no. N516 037 31/3708.
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Abstract. Cooperative learning is a social interaction that involving a
community of learners and teachers, where members acquire and share
experience or knowledge. Recently, researchers have initiated studies that
explore which factors are relevant to learner satisfaction or education
effectiveness in a cooperative learning environment. However, little research
effort for developing a cooperative learning platform for information system
training, such as three-dimensional CAD system training. Thus, our study aims
to narrow these gaps. We present the cooperative learning platform for 3D CAD
system. This approach can be helpful for better establishing cooperative
learning for information system training. We introduce a case involving threedimensional CAD training with the web-based cooperative learning platform in
China. This research is specifically related the context of a state-of-the-art
cooperative learning platform that is based on network technology for real-time
interaction amongst users, instructor, and the cooperative learning system itself.
Keywords: Cooperative learning, Three-dimensional CAD, Knowledge
management.

1 Introduction
E-learning and cooperative learning is a social interaction that involving a community of
learners and teachers, where members acquire and share experience or knowledge.
Learning is no longer viewed as an individual process, but a social one in which
knowledge and skill are discovered and built via interaction with instructor and other
learners. The success of e-learning and cooperative learning activities requires the
constant generation, transfer, and understanding of knowledge, making collaboration an
essential and highly valued process. E-learning applications may appear with different
forms of designation such as web-based learning, virtual classrooms, and digital
collaboration [1],[2], which is conducted using the Internet (or Intranet/Extranet) and
web technologies. Many researchers paid attention to e-learning and collaborative
learning system. Wang [3] argued that current models for measuring user satisfaction and
learners’ evaluation of teaching effectiveness are inapplicable to the e-learning
environment. The results of his work showed that a total of 17 items applicable to
measuring e-learner satisfaction could be classified into the following dimensions:
content, personalization, learning community and learner interface. Volery and Lord [4]
developed instruments for measuring learner satisfaction with asynchronous e-learning
systems. Koschmann [5] studied the web-based collaborative learning systems in the
Y. Luo (Ed.): CDVE 2007, LNCS 4674, pp. 413–419, 2007.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007
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CSCL paradigm, which has been built upon a rich history of cognitive science research
about how students learn. Essentially, web-based collaborative learning can be described
as a context where the computer, information, and network technology facilitates
interaction among learners for acquisition or sharing of knowledge. Dewiyanti et al. [6]
presented that learners’ satisfaction with collaborative learning can be described as the
degree to which a learner feels a positive association with his/her own collaborative
learning experiences. Scardamalia and Bereiter [7] presented web-based collaborative
environments allow equal opportunities for learners to participate without the limitation
on knowledge levels. Kagan [8] stated that learners’ characteristics might promote or
enhance their participation in the collaborative learning. Baker [9] presented that
effective knowledge management within the context of ongoing educational processes
can lead both to the successful development of learning improvement and the creation of
more stable communities’ relationships based on knowledge sharing.
The problem with these researchers is that few papers have addressed the
cooperative learning for 3D CAD training. In this paper, 3D CAD cooperative
learning or training system is presented. Then, we introduce a case involving 3D CAD
training with a web-based cooperative learning system.

2 Knowledge-Based Cooperative Learning System
The knowledge based cooperative learning system consists of three layers: client
layer, application layer and server layer. Fig. 1 shows the framework of our
cooperative 3D CAD learning or training system.
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Fig. 1. The framework of our cooperative 3D CAD learning system
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The 3D CAD Training System is developed to support web-based cooperative
learning. The system is developed based on Web client-server architecture with
server-based learning. Both learning activities and course instructional content run on
servers. Individual computers are used as Web browsers. This means that learners
have more chances to communicate with other learners or instructors through server
computers. The Web offers interactive communication and creates a potentially
cooperative learning environment. With hypermedia binding an online system, this
multi-user network presents great possibilities for cooperative learning.
The proposed system is based on timely and accurate provision of knowledge,
which in turn supports the cooperative learning applications. Hence, the need to have
knowledge management applications is to control knowledge access, maintain the
knowledge and manage the geographically distributed cooperative learners.
2.1 Server Layer of Cooperative Learning System
1. Knowledge management module includes: sub-knowledge base management, part
knowledge base management, and feature knowledge base management.

Fig. 2. The interface of sub-knowledge base management

Fig. 3. The interface of part knowledge base management
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a) Sub-knowledge base management
Knowledge base includes many sub-knowledge bases. Knowledge manager can
add, delete, modify, and search knowledge by knowledge manage platform. Fig. 2
shows the interface of sub-knowledge base management.
b) Part knowledge base management
Part knowledge base management includes part coding, part search, part edit,
learning file download. Fig. 3 shows the interface of part knowledge base
management.
c) Feature knowledge base management
Feature knowledge base management includes feature tree modeling, reviewing
and using. Fig. 4 shows the interface of feature knowledge base management.
2. Cooperative learning and evaluating management
The aim of cooperative learning and evaluating management is to evaluate the
learning process. Fig. 5 shows the interface of cooperative learning and evaluating
management.

Fig. 4. The interface of feature knowledge base management.

Fig. 5. The interface of cooperative learning and evaluating management
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2.2 Application Layer of Cooperative Learning System
This application layer provides a range of key learning applications that need to be
preformed in a cooperative manner. This research is concerned with the cooperative
learning; and the proposed applications include knowledge management and inference
engine applications:
1) Learning model application. This application is concerned with modeling the 3D
CAD feature based on XML and OWL. In addition, learning to solve 3D CAD
modeling problems requires the acquisition and refinement of many learning
principles and procedures, which in turn that make it possible to devise and
execute learning activities or solutions.
2) Learning metacognition applications. This application is concerned with
defining learning strategies. Learning strategies are based on individual
knowledge concerning cognitive processes and results.
3) Instructional structure applications. This application is concerned with defining
structure of instructional content. Learning performance is influenced not only
by the nature of the perceptual stimuli but also by the nature of individuals’
expectations based on prior knowledge and past experience.
4) Learners management application, to capture learners’ data, responsibilities,
expectations and their right to access the different elements of the system.
5) Learning files access application, to upload/download documents from within
the learning model.
6) Learning knowledge application, for the administrator to maintain and upgrade
the learning knowledge model.
2.3 Client Layer of Cooperative Learning System
Fig. 6 shows the interface of client layer of cooperative learning system for 3D CAD
software: Pro/ENGINEERTM.

Fig. 6. The interface of client layer of cooperative learning system for 3D CAD software:
Pro/ENGINEERTM
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Fig. 7. The interface of client layer of cooperative learning system for 3D CAD software:
CATIATM

Fig. 7 shows the interface of client layer of cooperative learning system for 3D
CAD software: CATIA TM.

3 Conclusions
An approach for knowledge-based cooperative learning for 3D CAD training is
presented in this paper. The 3D CAD Training System is developed to support webbased cooperative learning. The system is developed based on Web client-server
architecture with server-based learning. The cooperative learning system is developed
to support 3D CAD training, such as Pro/ENGINEERTM and CATIATM. The proposed
method has addressed the knowledge management and cooperative learning
simultaneously to improve the 3D CAD training system.
Acknowledgments. This research is supported by the National Natural Science
Foundation of China (No. 50575142 and 60304015) and the Shanghai Committee of
Science and Technology (No. 055107048 and 04ZR14081).
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Abstract. A collaborative development mechanism model of regional economic
system in metropolitan region is presented in this paper. The factors of
accomplishing collaboration balance and development in metropolitan regions
economic system are discussed.
Keywords: metropolitan region, co-operative game, collaborative envelopment.

1 Introduction
The emergence of the metropolitan region is an inevitable outcome of many mixed
conditions such as the economic environment, geographic position and the
development stage of the economy [1,2] . The development goal of a metropolitan
region is to make a coordinative and efficient economic system by linking all the cities
in the region together. This can help the region to achieve efficient resource allocation
and continuous economic development. Regional collaborative development can be
regarded as the coupling results of all the member sub-regions involved. It can reflect
the dynamic co-promotion relations and reciprocities among the subsystems.
Behind the great trend of regional economic integration presently, there are a lot of
political regional phenomena happening among member cities in the great metropolitan
regions recently. These phenomena include: the unnecessary repeated constructions of
production systems, separations of markets, separations of basic facilities, separation of
government political protections, the discriminations caused by the internal and
external regional memberships, competition disorders for investments etc.. These
phenomena will restrict the development of metropolitan region seriously. As a new
regional economic organization form, how can a metropolitan region achieve its
continuous development based on synergistic cooperation? There are few literatures
concerned about theoretical foundations for economic and strategic regulation
decision-making of metropolitan regions.
This paper intends to put forward some necessary theoretical foundations for the
development and regulation of Chinese metropolitan regions by analyzing the
collaborative development mechanism of the metropolitan system based on modern
cooperative game theory.
*
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2 Analysis of the Collaborative Mechanism of Economic
Development in Metropolitan Region Based on Cooperative
Game
In the realization process of metropolitan regional economic system integration, there
are both competition and cooperation. For the success of the cooperation and efficient
negotiation among the regional members it is necessary to realize promissory
agreements by all regional parts [3,4,5] .
For simplification, let us assume that the cooperative action between the members
within the region has no effect on the outsiders, and the policy of regional members to
the non-regional members is kept consistent.
We can define the following characteristic function to model the alliance relationship
among member regions:

⎧

⎫

υ (S ) = ∑ ⎨α oi + ∑ β ij − ∑ θ ij + ∑ π ij ⎬
i∈s

⎩

j∈N

j∉s

j∉s

(2.1)

⎭

where in (2.1), υ (S) denotes the maximum assured benefit achieved by alliance S by

υ （Ф）=0, α oi is the
i
conservative utility of each regional member before the cooperation. ∑ β j is the sum

coordinating the strategies of other regional members, and

j∈N

of benefit of all the regional members in alliance S after the formation of alliance N..

∑θ

i
j

is the benefit loss made by the members that are not in alliance S to alliance S.

∑π

i
j

is the possible benefit of members in alliance S if they cooperate with the

j∉S

j∉S

members who are not in alliance S but are still in region alliance N.
The benefit allocation value ϕ i ( N ,υ ) of regional economic cooperation game

( N , v) can then be given by the following:
n
1 n
ϕ i ( N ,υ ) = α Oi ∑ β ij + ∑ π ij − θ ij − π ii − θ i j , i = 1,2,
2 j =1
j =1

[(

) (

)]

, n (2.2)

When all the members participate the cooperation, the benefit allocation vector lying
in the center gives each regional member some benefit compensation value as follows:

Δi =

[

(

)]

1 n
(π ij − θ ij ) − π ij − θ i j , i = 1,2,
∑
2 j ≠i

,n

(2.3)

where Δ i

≥ 0 , which is the sum of the differences between the total net benefit of i
and other cooperative members. If Δ i < 0 , the region which gains more benefit

without cooperation) needs the benefit compensation from the ones which gains less
benefit without cooperation, the result goes against the goal of regional economy
unification.
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From the analysis above, we can have the following three conclusions:

① In the metropolitan region economy, all the members of the cooperation should
②
③

establish efficient negotiation mechanism and the corresponding compensation
mechanism according to the difference in the degrees of benefit obtained by each
member.
It is not necessary for the income transfer between those regions that have the
same development level or even nearly the same level when they implement
regional cooperation.
The striking point to achieve the collaborative equilibrium of a metropolitan
regional economic system is the flow of commodities and factors between the
areas in the metropolitan region.

3 Conclusions
Through our analysis, we can conclude that the cooperation in the economic system of
metropolitan region can be a good incentive for the members in the economic system to
give up their own present short-term interest to obtain their long-term benefit.
Furthermore, all the members in the region should form some efficient negotiation
mechanism among them. This is the precondition for collaborative development of the
economic system in the metropolitan regions.
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Abstract. Linear feedback shift register(LFSR) sequencces can be used
to shorten the representation of the elements of a ﬁnite ﬁeld. We employ
n-stage LFSR sequence to construct an eﬃcient blind signature scheme
where main computation operations are performed in GF (q) and there
do not need any exponentiation in its extension ﬁeld GF (q n ).
Keywords: Linear Feedback Shift Register, Blind Signature.

For many practical usages or resource-limited environments, it is often desirable
to speed up the cryptosystems without any security lost. Indeed, this is a very
challenging task for researchers in order to meet the requirements of various
security strategies. At least three issues are involved in this aspect, i.e., communication overhead, computational cost and security level. On the one hand, in
wireless environments, it is quite signiﬁcant to reduce communication overhead
due to bandwidth limitation. Traditional methods such as ElGamal etc, have to
choose large security parameters to strengthen their securities. For applications
where bandwidth is limited, this is undesirable. On the other hand, we always
hope that the security level of the system be as high as possible and the computational costs as low as enough. All measurements are welcome to enhance the
security of the system, and meanwhile to maintain low computational costs.
Recently, to shorten the representations of ﬁnite ﬁeld elements, a class of
key agreement and signature schemes are designed[1] from linear feedback shift
register(LFSR)[2]. Let q be a prime or a power of prime, f (x) = xn + a1 xn−1 +
a2 xn−2 +. . .+an , (ai ∈ GF (q)) be an irreducible polynomial over GF(q) with α a
root of order P in the extension GF(q n ). A sequence s = {sk } over GF(q) is said
to be an LFSR sequence generated by f (x) if sk+n = a1 sk+n−1 + a2 sk+n−2 +
. . . + an sk , for all k ≥ 0. We denote s̄i = (si , si+1 , . . . , si+n−1 ) the i-th state of
the LFSR sequence. For states of an LFSR, we have two sequence operations
that can be eﬃciently performed[3]: (i) SO1: Given states s̄k and s̄l (k, l ∈ ZP ),
to compute s̄k+l ; and (ii) SO2: Given s̄1 , s̄k , and l(k, l ∈ ZP ), to compute s̄kl .
State based discrete logarithm problem(S-DLP) is deﬁned as, given (q, n, P,
s̄1 , s̄k ), to compute k. And state-based discrete logarithm assumption(S-DLA)
says that S-DLP problem is hard to solve.
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Eﬃcient electronic payment systems are an important prerequisite for electronic commerce. On one hand, the customer’s privacy cannot be compromised
by the bank or by the payee. On the other hand, there is a trusted third party,
called the judge, which can in cooperation with the bank remove the anonymity
of a transaction if the system is being misused by criminals.
Blind signatures[4] can be used to design electronic payment systems that
allow participants to remain anonymous during a transaction. A blind signature
scheme is always a cooperative protocol and the receiver of the signature provides
the signer with the blinding information. Using a blind signature protocol a user
can obtain from a bank a digital coin, that is a token properly signed by the bank.
The goal of blind signature protocols is to enable a user to obtain a signature
from a signer so that the signer does not learn information about the message it
signed and so that the user cannot obtain more than one valid signature after one
interaction with the signer. Combining the concepts blind signature and linear
feedback shift register to realize “LFSR-based blind signature” is the focus of
current work as summarized below.
Setup: Given the security parameter 1λ , the algorithm Setup generates the domain parameters: q, d, P, s̄1 . Moreover, to produce a blind signature on an arbitrary message m, one cryptographic hash function H : {0, 1}∗ −→ Z∗P is also
required.
KeyGen: To obtain his secret key and corresponding public key, one randomly
chooses ω ∈R ZP , and computes s̄ω . The signer’s key pair is (ω, s̄ω ). He keeps ω
secret, while s̄ω may be made public by the trusted entity CA.
Sign: Suppose that m is the message to be signed, the cooperative process between the user and the signer is as follows. If all steps below are performed
successfully, the user will obtain a valid signature (c, σ) on message m.
User

Signer
k ∈R Z∗P
compute s̄k
s̄k

γ, δ ∈ Z∗P
compute s̄k+γ+δω
let c = H(m||s̄k+γ+δω )
set c = c − δ

←−−−−

c

−−−−→
σ

σ = σ + γ
output (c, σ)



compute σ  = k − c ω

←−−−−

1. (Commitment) The signer picks randomly a number k (0< k < P ), computes
and forwards s̄k to the user as a commitment.
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2. (Blinding) The user randomly chooses γ and δ(0 < γ, δ < P ) as blinding
factors. More concretely, he computes s̄k+γ+δω from s̄k , s̄γ , s̄ω and δ using
SO1 and SO2, sets c = H(m||s̄k+γ+δω ), and sends the signer c by computing
c = c − δ.
3. (Signing) The signer returns σ  to the user, where σ  = k − c ω.
4. (Unblinding) The user computes σ = σ  + γ, and outputs (c, σ) as the blind
signature on the message m.
Verify: Giving a purported signature (c, σ) and a message m, the veriﬁer computes s̄ωc from s̄ω and c using SO2, determines s̄ωc+σ from s̄ωc and s̄σ using
SO1, and accepts the signature iﬀ. the equation c = H(m||s̄ωc+σ ) holds.
Above-mentioned algorithms make an intact blind signature scheme. It is clear
that if there is a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm that can solve S-DLP
problem, then there exists an eﬃcient algorithm which can break the scheme.
Thus we can gain some conﬁdence on the LFSR-based blind signatures.
Clever readers can note that the proposed scheme may be attacked just as well
as the Schnorr blind signature scheme. The attack will be successful if so-called
the ROS-problem is solvable, and indeed, a solution was shown[5]. We address
that, to be resistant against this potential attack, q n as a whole in our scheme,
may need to be at least 1600 bits long, which means that the value q need not
be too large. This attack just reﬂects by contrast the advantages of our method,
that is, we can adaptively get balance between the base q and the power n
according to our need. Indeed, the proposed scheme enjoys at least the following
attractive features: i. security properties rely on S-DLA as deﬁned above; and ii.
main computation operations are performed in GF (q). In fact, besides hashing
and addition/multiplication(mod P ), only multiplications of elements in GF (q)
are involved in our scheme. This particularly produces a fast construction. Due to
the fact that the complexity of breaking S-DLA is computationally equivalent to
that of solving traditional DLP in GF (q n ) [6], the proposed scheme successfully
enhances the securities of the systems, at the same time, with low computational
costs. In other words, to get a system equivalent to one based on the multiplication
group GF (q n ), there is no need to compute any exponentiation in GF (q n ). All
these make our scheme more ﬂexible.
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Abstract. This research presents a relative entropy method for improving
agent-based multi-attribute negotiation efficiency (REAMNE) of collaborative
working in construction projects (CWCP). This method aggregates preference
information of negotiators of CWCP in two steps. Firstly, compromise group
preference order is ascertained by using preference information, which is newly
provided by negotiators, and compromise preference information, which is
formed in previously agent-based automatically negotiation process and calculated by using a compromise preference model. Secondly, group preferences are
aggregated by using a relative entropy model, which is established based on entropy theory meanwhile considering the multiple attributes in negotiation of
CWCP. The method of REAMNE has the merit of fulfilling the necessary requirement of group decision making (GDM), i.e. maximizing preference consistency of GDM and keeping minimum gap of negotiators’ utility and group
preference.
Keywords: Collaborative working, Agent, Negotiation, Relative entropy.

1 Introduction
Construction is a collaborative teamwork process with successful projects dependent
upon a strong weave of owner, architect, engineer, contractor, and supplier into a collaborative team. Negotiation is a very popular decision-making behavior in collaborative working in construction projects (CWCP). Recently, although various agent-based
negotiation mechanisms have been developed and investigated [1], agents’ abilities in
dealing with the changing environments during negotiation are still very limited and
need to be studied further to enhance negotiation efficiency [2]. Decision-makers
(negotiator) have requirement to man-made termination of negotiation and find other
methods to quickly search accepted solution by negotiators when there is yet being
utility gap among them. This research presents a relative entropy method for improving
agent-based multi-attribute negotiation efficiency (REAMNE) of CWCP. We employ
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the concept of relative entropy to aggregate group preference in agent-based negotiation of CWCP when negotiation is failed or stopped.

2 Methodogy
The choice of solutions after negotiation is failed or stopped is a typical group decision
making (GDM). The nature of GDM is a process of preference aggregation, which goal
is to maximize consensus of group preference, i.e. to find a solution on which the gap of
preference utility value between group and individual is minimum. Entropy based optimization theory as an effective tools has great successful in decision analysis area [3].
The general process steps of REAMNE are shown in Fig 1. REAMNE mainly includes
three decision processes: calculating CGPO, transformation CGPO to utility value, and
confirming group preference vector of negotiators using relative entropy aggregation
optimization model.

Fig. 1. Process steps in REAMNE

Step 1: Using the preference order which is formerly formed in negotiation process
of CWCP to find compromise weight (CW) of decision-making attributes, which is
accepted by decision-makers. Note that, to a negotiator, the former negotiation solution
is better than next negotiation solution of next loop [4]. And then, to confirm the group
priority order of former negotiation solutions according to CW. This kind of group
priority order can be seen as compromise group preference order (CGPO) of a
third-party virtual ‘negotiation coordinator’.
Step 2: Converting CGPO into compromise utility value
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Step 3: Aggregating final group preference relations of negotiation solutions in
three-party GDM environment by using relative entropy preference aggregation model.
The definition of relative entropy is given as follows.
n

Suppose that xi , y i ≥ 0, i = 1,2,..., n and 1 =

∑
i =1

h( X , Y ) =

∑ x log y

xi

i

n

xi ≥

∑y

i

, we call that

i =1

≥ 0 is the relative entropy of X relative to Y, where

i

X = ( x1 , x 2 ,..., x n ) T , Y = ( y1 , y 2 ,..., y n ) T . Minimum relative entropy is obtained
when two discrete variables X and Y have the same distribution. So we can use relative
entropy to measure the consensus degree.
In step 3, negotiators in real world reevaluate their opponent’s negotiation solutions
in negotiation process and reconfirm utility of these solutions on their own abiding
formerly appraising criteria and standards. This can keep the continuous consensus of
decision-making preference. Then a three-party GDM model is formed, which includes
two kinds of negotiators in real word, such as general contractor and subcontractor,
general contractor and supplier, and the third-party virtual ‘negotiation coordinator’.

3 Conclusions
The hybrid method REAMNE provides an approach for solving GDM problem of
CWCP when agent-based negotiation is failed or stopped or when they can not efficiently get optimal solution on a negotiation issue. REAMNE mainly includes three
steps: calculating compromise weight, transforming compromise preference orderings
into utility value, and confirming group preference vector of negotiators. The method
of REAMNE has the merit of fulfilling the necessary requirement of GDM, i.e. maximizing preference consistency of GDM and keeping minimum gap of negotiators’
utility and group preference.
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htcsr06t05 from National Center of Technology, Policy and Management, Harbin
Institute of Technology.
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